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================================================================================ 

EXPEDITION TO MT EVEREST'S NORTH SIDE 

Scott Fischer will present slides from an expedition that he led to 
Mt Everest only a few months ago. Scott traveled to the Tibetian side in 
attempting to conquer the world's highest mountain_ 

Refreshments and holiday leftovers will be served after Scott's 
fantastic presentation. I hope everyone had a joyful holiday season and 
hope to see a good turnout. When was the last time you could see a Mt. 
Everest show for FREE? Definitely mark your calendar for the "BIG BOY"!!! 

================================================================================ 



Belay Stance 

Season's Greetings everyone! I hope you all have had, or will have 
a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. Let me start by apologizing for the 
tardiness of last month's issue. A number of technical difficulties combined 

to force a late mail ing of the December Echo. I am especially sorry to anyone 
who received the Echo after the December 3rd meeting,and consequently missed 
seeing Mike Clarke give his Himalayan presentation. I've worked out most of 
the bugs and I'll try not to let it happen again. 

This month's Echo contains a bit of sad news. Paul Michelson wrote in 
to report on the untimely death of a good friend, Al Ryll. It's the first 

article of this issue and I'd like to encourage everyone to please read it. 

On a lighter note, Chuck Broughton sent in an article on his climb up 
Hornli ridge on the Matterhorn last year. I'd like to thank Chuck for writing 

the piece at my request. When you read the article you'll find that he has 
an amazing ability to recall events from over a year ago. I'm currently 
trying to light a fire under Steve Mason to get a report on what he did over 
in Europe at that time. You did do some climbing, didn't you Steve? 

Be sure and check out the Activities Corner this month. Charles Winters 
has updated it with the latest information on club trips for this season. If 
you have anything you want to add to the list, be sure and let Charles know 
as soon as possible. 

In closing, I'd like to wish everyone a safe and happy holiday season, 

and may 1988 find you all reaching your goals and returning safely to write 
them up for the Echo. Here's to you, my friends! 

I'd like to thank the following contributers: Chuck Broughton, Paul 

Michelson, Sara Laney, Jim Blilie, Charles Winters and the writing duo of 

Dee Urbick and Dave Gloger. And a couple of last minute additions by Richard 
Babunovic. 



Loss Of A Friend 

Usually when we here about loss of life it is someone else somewhere 
else but when I learned that Al Ryll was killed while riding his 
bicycle over Thanksgiving it hit a little closer to home, and made me 
remember that we are all here for a short time. For those of us who 
knew Al we remember a quiet, good natured guy who always did things 
his own way. 
For those of us who had climbed with him we remember a 'climbing machine' 
who didn't like those early morning rendezvous opting instead for that 
extra '15 minutes' of sleep and last minute packing for the trip. Yet 
after you'd been on the trail a good bit he would always come charging 
on past,usually eating as he went by. You'd find him a time later laying 
on a rock asleep or eating again. Al was the strongest climber I had ever 
met but also a bit careless. Growing up in South Eastern Alaska he had a 
relaxed style in the things he did. When I learned of his death I first 
thought of a climbing accident but that was not his destiny. He was bike 
touring on Maui (Hawaiian Islands) and at the time of the accident was on 
the road to Hana, arguably one of the worst roads on the Island with 
countless switchbacks and blind corners. Again this was Al doing things 
his own way, however the accident seemed senseless as he was hit from 
behind on a open straight stretch of road. The person who hit him 
left the scene of the accident but was later apprehended (a 74 year 
old native man). Al died on the scene from his injuries. 
A few of us who knew Al are going to make a cash contribution to the 
Seattle Mountain Rescue Council in AI's name. The money will go 
towards helping a worthy organization help others who are inured or 
may be lost in our mountains. I believe it is something Al would be 
proud of .... 

If you are interested in contributing to this cause you can make a 
check out to the Boealps (put Al Ryll fund on the memo line). Checks 
should be mailed to Debbie Ohman at Mis 7K-05 or the undersigned 
at Mis 4M-13. The contribution will be sent in early Feb. 

- Paul Michelson 

The deadlne for the Februay Echo wil be Monday, January 18th. 
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WH~N I GOT A CALL FROM OUR ILLUSTRIOUS EDITOR SAYING TH~T 

HE NEED~D P~INT FOR THIS MONTHS ECHO, I HAD TO THINK ABOUT IT FOK 

AWHILE. NOW I'V~ KNOWN KEN FOR A FEW YEARS, WE'V~ SHARED A HOUSE, 

SHARED SOME GOOD CLIMBS, AND DRUNK OUT OF THE SAME WATER gOTTL~ 

WITHOUT EVEN WIPING IT OFF. OF COURSE, HE STILL HAS MY TO~ST~R, 

AND I CAN'T SEEM TO FIND MY COpy OF WASHINGTON ROCK ANyWHERE ••••• 

BUT THEN I REMEMBERED THE TIME WE DID SOME AID CLIMBING AT INDEX 

AND SENTIMENTALITY GOT THE BEST OF ME. 

TH~ NEXT QUESTION WAS WHAT TO WRITE ABOUT? A FEW WEEKENDS AGO 

STEVE STECKMYER, A FRIEND AND I ATTEMPTED INGALL'S PEAK IN DISMAL 

WEATHER. WE DIDN'T SEE THE TOP, WE DIDN'T GET TO THE TOP, AND WE 

WERE ON AND OFF SO MANY ROUTES WE THREW THE GUIDE BOOK OUT. SO I 

THOUGHT IF I'M GOING TO WRITE ABOUT BAD WEATHER WHY SHOULDN'T IT BE 

SOMEWHERE INTERESTING? WHICH BRINGS US TO THE MATTERHORN. 

LAST SEPTEMBER FOUND MYSELF, STEVE STECKMYER, AND STEVE 

MASON STEPPING OFF THE TRAIN IN ZERMATT, SWITZERLAND. WE HAD JUST 

FINISHED A WEEK OF CLIMBING IN THE MT. BLANC MASSIF INCLUDING THE 

"WHITE MOUNTAINn ITSELF. FROM THE TRAIN STATION WE LOOKED UP AND 

SAW UNDER CLEAR BLUE SKIES THE MATTERHORN (MT. CERVIN IN FRENCH) 

RISING 14,780 FT. AND IN CLEAR OUTLINE THE NORT~EAST OR HORNLI 

RIDGE. FIRST CLIMBED BY EDWARD WHYMPER AND PARTY IN 1865, NOW ThE 

TOURIST ROUTE AND OUR PROPOSED PATH TO THE SUMMIT. WE SPENT THE 

REST OF THAT DAY O~GANIZING GEAR, CHECKING THE T~LEPHERIQUE !C~8LE 

CAQ) SC~~OUL~, AND TAKING PICTURES FROM OUR 3001 FT. VI~~POINT. 

THE NEXT MORNING WE CAUGHT A RIDE UP TO ABOUT 7000 FT. AND 

~OUND T~E T~AIL LEAOING TO THE 3ASE OF THE RIDG~ AND WHERE TH~ HUT~ 

ARE. IT WAS ANOTHER GORGEOUS DAY AND AS WE TOOK OUR TIME ASC~NOING 
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GLACIERS AND VALLEYS. WE REACHED THE BASE OF TH~ RIDSE (10.000') 

JUST AFTER NOON AND CHECKED OUT THE ACCOMODATIONS. THE PR06L~~ r~ 

THE ALPS IS NOT DECIDING WHAT TO BRING BUT WHO HAS TH~ 3~ST ~E~U. 

WE DECID~D UPON TH~ ~OTEL BELVI~ERE, A 100 BUNK, DORM STYLE. SEMI-

HEATED, 3 STORY BUILDING WITH KITCHEN. WE PAID ~OR A 8ED AND DINNER 

AND BAS (ED IN Trl~ SUN FOR AWHILE. WE HAD A CHANCE TO TALK TO A 3JY 

FRO~ COLORADO WHO JUST CAME DOWN THE RIDGE. HE HAD HIRED A GUIDE 

AND HIS DESCRIPTION CONSISTED OF SUCH VALUABLE RJUTE I~FORMATIO~ AS 

"GREAT!", "~ANTASTIC!", "THAT WAY", AND "UP". I W~NT UP TO CHECK ON 

THE BUNKS WHIL~ STEV~ AND STEVE ASKED IF HE COULD BE ~ORE SPECIF"C, 

LIK~ HO~ G~EAT?, THAT FANTASTIC?, RIGHT OR LEFT?, ETC. 

AFTER ACCLIMATISING IN THE PREFERRED HORIZONTAL POSITION, I 

AWOKE IN TIM~ FOR DINNER AND TO FIND THAT STEVE MASON WASN'T FEEL-

ING WELL AND HAD GONE DOWN TO ZERMATT, THOUGHTFULLY LEAVING HIS 

HELMET AS I HAD FORGOTTEN MINE. THAT EVENING WE HAD A RIB-STICKIN' 

HOT MEAL AND RETIRED EARLY TO OUR BUNKS. THE NEXT DAY WE WERE UP 

AT FOUR AND HAD A QUICK BREAKFAST. WE WERE ON OUR WAY BY 5:30 AND 

FOLLOWI~G TH~ HEADLAMPS OF OTHER CLIMBERS UP THE MOUNTAIN. IT WAS 

OVERCAST AND COOL BUT WE WARMED UP SCRAMBLING OVER TH~ ROCKS. 

WE HADN'T GONE FOR AN HOUR WHEN WE REALISED TH~ DIFFICULTI~S 

OF THIS ROUTE. TH~ OVERALL CONS~NSUS WAS TO STAY ON OR NEAR THE 

RIDGE U~TIL THE FIXED ROPES AT THE TOP. THERE WERE HOWEV~R, 

NUMEROUS TRAILS LEADING THIS WAY AND THAT, ALL LOOKING LIKE EACH 

~TH~R. THERE W~qE LOOSE ROCKS ALL OVER MAKING EACH WAY LeOK LIKE 

A WELL USED TRAIL A~D THE DIM LIGHT DIDN'T H~LP ANY EITHER. A~D 

IN TH~ BACK OF OUR ~INDS IS TH~ FACT THAT WE HAVE AL~03T 5000' 

QF MIXED TE~RAIN TO ;0 UP AND G~T DOWN BEFORE DA~K. (NO 8IVJUAC 

GEAR) W~ CAUGHT UP WITH A GUIDE LEAOING A CLIENT UP AND ~OLL~WFJ 

THE~ TO THE HAL~ WAY POINT, THE SAVOY HUT (12,000'), A ~MALL 

E·~RGENCY ~~LY SHELT~R. IT WAS 8:30AM. 



WE TOOK A SHORT 8R~AK, TOO< IN THE VIEWS, AND CONSIDE~~O THE 

WEATHER. THE CLOUDS WERE STILL WITH US AND SwIRLING AROUND SO THAT 

AT TIMES ZE~MATT AN1 THE COUNTRYSIDE BELOW COULJ BE SEEN. A9~VEJ 

THE SUMMIT WAS NOT VISIBLE BUT IT DIDN'T LOOK ANY WORSE. WE ALSO 

NOTED THAT NO OTHER PARTIES WERE RETREATING SO ~E OECIJEJ TO CON

TINUE UNTIL OUR TIME WAS UP. UNTIL NOW, WE HAD BEEN CLIMBING 

UNROPED, THE ROCK WAS CLASS 4, OCCASIONALLY LOW CLASS 5. BUT AT 

THIS ALTITUDE THERE WAS A LIGHT DUSTING OF NEW SNOW 30 WE TlfD UP 

USING THE 8MM ~OPE I HAD BROUGHT, WITH ABOUT 50' BETWEEN US. WE 

ALSO DONNED CRAMPONS AS THE OTHER CLIMBERS SEEMED TO BE DOING 

THIS TOO. 

FROM THERE WE CONTINUED, ALTERNATING ON ROCK AND LOOSE SNOW. 

AT VARIOUS INTERVALS THERE ARE IRON "PIGTAILS· IMBEDDED IN THE ROCK 

TO BE USED AS A MEANS OF RUNNING PROTECTION. THESE WERE USED. RATHER 

THAN PLACING OUR OWN PROTECTION TO SAVE VALUABLE TIME. WE MOVED 

AS FAST AS WE SAFELY COULD. IT SEEMED TO BE MORE ROCK THAN SNOW 

SO WE STOPPED AND REMOVED THE CRAMPONS. SO MUCH FOR FOLLOW THE 

LEADER. OF COURSE, NO SOONER WERE THE CRAMPONS OFF AND WE WERE 

MOVING AGAIN, AND IT STARTED TO SNOW. WE CONTINUED UNTIL THE 

RIDGE WIDENED AND LEVELLED OFF, THEREBY COLLECTING MORE SNOW, 

AND PUT THE CRAMPONS BACK ON. (NOTE: NEITHER OF US HAD THE QUICK 

RELEASE TYP~ CRAMPONS, BUT THEY WOULO HAVE BEEN HELPFUL.) 

IT WAS NOW NEAR lOAM AND WE WERE AT THE BASE OF THE SUMMIT 

PYR~MIO AND THE FIXED LINES. THESE WERE A VARIETY OF OLD ROP~S 

FQOM HALF-I~CH TG AN INC~ A~D A HALF THICK. IT ~AS H~QE ~~ ~N

COUNTERED SOME PARTIES RETURNING FROM THE SUMMIT, BUT OUR F~ENCh 

WASN'T 3000 ENOUGH TO ASK ANY QUESTIONS. WE JUST HAULED OURSELVES 

UP THE LINES, CRAMPONS SCRAPING ON ROCK, AND STEPPE] ASIOE WHEN 

~ORE CAME DOWN. ONE GOOD THING ABOUT THE BAD WEATHER WAS THAT IT 

pQ03aBLY H~LPED KEEP THE NUMBER OF CLIMBERS JOWN. (TH~~E WEQc A~~UT 



20 CLIM3~RS ON THAT JAY COMPARED TO ABOUT 100 ON MT. 8LANC.) 

WE WERE STILL IN THE CLOUDS WITH VERY LIGHT SNOW AND POOR 

VISIBILTY SO BEFORE WE NEW IT WE WErtE ON TOP! IT WAS A90UT 11:30A~. 

THE FIXED LINES END~D, THE~E WAS A RIDGE BETWEEN THE SWISS SUMMIT 

AND TH~ ITALIAN SUMMIT (MARKED WITH A CROSS). BUT THIT WIS ALL 

THAT COULD B" S~EN. NO VIEWS OF THE PEAKS, NO V~RTIGO INDUCING 

LOOKS DOWN THE STEEP FACES ALL AROUND US, NO BREATH TAKING VISTAS, 

JUST SWIRLING CLOUDS. IT COULD HAVE BEEN THE TOP OF MT. SI. WE 

TOOK SOME PICTURES AND, NOT WANTING TO WASTE ANY TI~E, WE HEADED 

SACK DOWN. 

TH~ DESCENT WAS NOT DIFFICULT, WE JUST TOOK CARE DOWNCLIMBING 

THE NOW WET ROCK. THE FIXED LIN~S WERE A GREAT HELP. WE STOPPED 

ONCE TO TAKE OFF THE CRAMPONS BUT THAT WAS ALL. NOW, THE SECOND 

RACE OF THE DAY WAS ON, THE RACE TO CATCH THE TELEPHERIQUE RIDE 

BACK DOWN TO ZERMATT. WE HIT THE HOTEL AROUND 4PM, AND WERE OFF 

AND RUNNING (LITERALLY) BY 4:30. WE HIT THE STATION AROUND 5:15, 

15 MINUTES AFTER THE LAST RUN OF THE DAY. OH WELL. WE TOOK A MUCH 

NEEDED REST, FOOD AND WATER BREAK. FROM TIME TO TIME WE COULD 

MAKE OUT THE SUMMIT OF THE MATTERHORN THROUGH THE CLOUDS. THEN 

WE FOUND THE TRAIL LEADING DOWN TO TOWN AND TWO AND A HALF HOURS 

LATER WE CHECKED INTO THE YOUTH HOSTEL AROUND 8PM AND TOOK A ~OT 

SHOWER BeFORE SHOWER TIME WAS OVER. BOY WAS I BEAT!. I JUST FLOPPED 

INTO MY BUNK, TOO TIRED TO GO OUT AND CELEBRATE WITH A RUGEN9RAU. 

AND WITH THAT I'LL END THIS REPORT. TO SUMMARIZE: THE CLIMB 

~AS NOT TECHNICALLY DIFFICULT, JUST LONG. I WORE PILE PANTS. 
tm 

LIGHTWEIGHT POLY TO?, PILE JACKET, GORE-TEX SHELL, P1LY GLOVES, 

~OOL HAT AND SOCKS, AND LEATHER BOOTS. MY TOES AND FINGERS BECAME 

COLD WH~N WET 3UT NOT F~EEZING. CLIMBING GEAR USED: C~AMPONS, 

HARNESSES, 120X8mm ~OPE, HARDHAT, HEADLAMP. ICE-AXES W~~~ BRQU~HT 

'JOT USE). 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
by Jim Blilie 

Conservation Shorts 

Apologies for the brevity of this article. What with Christmas shopping, visiting 
relatives, and creased fenders it's been difficult to do much writing. 

Speaking of writing! I hope you have all written to the Coville Nat'!. Forest by now. 
The comment period for that forest ended on Dec. 18. This is a critical forest because of 
its indigenous populations of Woodland Caribou and Grizzly Bears. I'll be reporting on 
the final plan as soon as it comes out from the Colville H.Q. 

More writing: The deadline for comments on the Gifford Finchot Nat'!. Forest has been 
extended to January 30, 1988. Get busy and write those guys a letter supporting either 
alternative I or J. (Both good conservation-oriented plans.) See the article in last 
month's Echo for more details or come to the next meeting and pick up a copy of the 
Gifford Pinchot flier. The flier is a good aid for writing a letter. You can also get a flier 
by calling me at 237-4045. 

Address: 
Forest Supervisor 
Gifford Pinchot National Forest 
500 West 12th St. 
Vancouver, W A 98660 

Letters on the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge are still needed! This issue is being 
debated now in the House and Senate. Please refer to the article in last month's Echo and 
write a letter supporting Wilderness designation. I've written all of our congressional 
delegation and have gotten letters back from almost all of them. They are happy to here 
from you on this issue, and the letters have impact. The argument that seems to carry the 
most weight with the legislators is the lack of national energy planning, and the scrapping 
of energy conservation measures. Please write. 
(see addresses in last Echo) 

A good plan has been formulated by the planning team for the North Cascades National 
fll!!s. We need to write letters of support for the plan which includes more Wilderness 
designation and a "hands-off' management policy. The charter for the park states that it 
is to be a wilderness park and the proposed plan follows this mandate. The plan is 
opposed by an organized group from the Stehekin community, some of whom propose 
some ridiculous developments. (Such as paving roads into the pristine areas of the park.) . 
Comments are needed by the 8th of January! Sorry for the short notice: I will have a 
copy of the plan at the January meeting for your perusal. 

Address: 
Park Superintendent J.J. Reynolds 
North Cascades National Park Service Complex 
2105 Highway 20 
Sedro Woolly, W A 98284 

Happy New Year! Lets make this a good one for the Forests, Rivers, and Non-humans as 
well as us humans ("are you sure about that last bit?")!! 
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MOUNTAIN BIKES TO THE MIDDLE KINGDOM i 

Riding beyond it all 

Lhasa to Kathmandu I 
------ ----. -----~-- -----

Sara Laney joined a team of five 
Scattle residents to take the ride of a 
lifetime, crossing the Himalayas from 
Lhasa, Tibe~ to Kathmandu, Nepal. The 
following article is a collcction1 of 
stories of the events and experiences the 
group had cycling across Tibet. 

She was home in Madison Park for 
four days when she had an accident 
while riding her bicycle. For now, she 
is slowed down, but Sara is dreaming of 
the next adventure while recording her 
memories wiLh what she calls her 
~whippcd left paw.' 



Riding Beyond It All 
Mountain Bikes to the Middle Kingdom 

Lhasa, Tibet to Kathmandu, Nepal 
September 28 - October 19, 1987 

Sara Morgan Laney 

Imagine an 8, 000 foot paee :< 2, plue 1,200 feet 
on two tubes filled with air, 
carrying pannier loads of 55 pounds 
while pedaling against fierce headwinds, 
utilizing all powers of concentration 
to maintain cadence 
in the highest cycling altitudes on earth, 
breathing deep and steady 
to peak out the Himalayan 17,200 foot pass, 
gaining sight of the sky high 24,000 foot 
intrlnsically snow covered peaks 
rimming my horizon eyes. 

In absolute elation, I reach JlaTsuo La, 
the highest of five passes our team of six must cross 
while cycling a 1,000 kilometer journey 
across the mountainous, arid Tibetan Plateau. 

Prayer flags flapping with fervor in the sideways wind 
greet me as I crest over the edge. 
I raise my arms in ecstasy, 
reaching high and mighty. 
Slight tears of overwhelming exaltation 
enlighten my heart 
with pure triumph, 
sweet satisfaction, and far reaching fatigue. 

Stopping for a momentary blessing, 
I place a penny "In God we Trust" with Lincoln's face up, 
as I do on every summit sought after. 
I also join local Tibetan traditions 
by tying a string of colorful prayer flags 
to grant our safe journey 
among the Himalayan Mountain Gods. 
My prayer of thanksgiving and safety for family and friends 
while I'm away, grants me the peace to carryon. 

Cycling downhill against headwinds, 
we suffer without the easy descent we worked so hard to achleve. 
But we must keep pushing chain 
link by link in its lowest gear 
to relieve our altitude blitz by at least 2,000 feet. 
The going isn't easy 
but whoever said it would be cup of tea? 
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Yaks graze the sparse ground 
pushing rock for spartan growth. 
Young herders slap their whips 
high in the sky then cracking the earth 
to entice the animals to move on. 

I must look like a moon unit 
passing by this weathered herdsman and his village born from mud, 
as I'm tucked in tight to toe-clips on a high-tech Mountain Bike, 
adorned with helmet, gloves, glacier glasses, 
and layers of colorful clothing. 

with my limited Tibetan vocabulary, 
I wave to all roadside life 
with their singsong greeting "Doe-jeet-ta-Iay. Hello, Hello!" 
Responses vary from absolute bewilderment, smiles, and support, 
to begging children, running from the fields, 
with hair amuck and ragged clothing, 
enthralled with their passion to obtain a Dali Lama Photo 
or some form of monetary reward; thought deserving. 

At times, for reasons unknown, 
children threw rocks at my back. 
I can only press on, sometimes turning 
to slash a tone of voice in their unknown tongue. 
I am confused by their mischievous rock reaction. 

After 22 days in altitude, crossing the Himalayan vertebrae, 
including a world-class 3 day descent 
down the southern side into Nepal, 
we reached our goal of Kathmandu in a post-monsoon rain storm. 
The lush beauty of sub-tropical Nepal 
overwhelmed my eyes, yet the deluge soaked me to the bone. 

Leaving the barren beauty of Tibet behind, 
my mind, a museum of events 
remembers the first sight of Everest's North Face, 
the joys of cresting each pass, 
the chain gain grind it took to get there, 
our spontaneous campsites at the end of a day, 
moonlit and star silent nights, 
below freezing mornings with ice solid water bottles, 
and the hours of riding before my feet felt warm and alive. 

I also remember the hardworking Tibetan road crews, 
strategically placed every 8 k or so, 
repairing landslides, .chuck holes, and wash board ruts, 
worn by dust buses, jeeps, and trucks 
that barreled on by my silent cycling motion, 
leaving me wrestling with their clouds of dust. 



I crept up each pass with determination and a depth of stamina, 
making each corner the next achievable goal, 
yet, one time, gaining a steep rocky, and wind blown section, 
each pedal rotation was success of silent concentration. 
The pace inched my way upward. 

My internal songs kept my cadence and concentration, 
even finding a buret of breath 
to sing a stanza or two out loud in thin mountain air. 

Everyday, new challenges entered my life 
physical, emotional, and spiritual, 
to work within a team of six 
in a culture 50 rare 
while under extreme elements 
and demanding, persistent terrain. 

Blessings were bestowed, a window of excellent weather 
with continuous blue skies and high crisp sunshine. 
We only fought headwinds a few crippling times, 
humbling us among the mighty massif. 

I embrace this experience 
with great joy and passion, 
receiving and feeling forever blessed. 

I broke all physical barriers 
with wide eyes for the world 
Riding Beyond It All, 

0.10 ~ 

Ep ilogue: Four days after returning 
safely from half way around the world, I 
had a bad bicycle accident on freshly 
fain·soaked Lake Washington Boulevard 
one mile from my home in Madison 
Park. A young man, Jim Branshaw 
from Kirklan", who was passing by 
loaded me and my bicycle into his truck. 
Swedish Hospit.al x-rays indicated that I 
nceded surgery that night 10 straighten 
and pin my left wrist. The next day the 
doctors let me go with a cast on up to 
my arm pit and one scratched leg. 

It was ironic twist to the end of my 
adventure. In the pain, discomfon and 
inconvenience, Uind humor and a bold 
statement to slow myself down. My 
bicycle and roller blades are hung up 
until spring but I can hardly wait to 
start skiing .. 

I want to thank the sponsors of our 
trip who believed in our ability: 
Raleigh. SCOl! and Jamis bicycles; 
Janspon, Mountain Safet), Research; 
Helly·Hansen; Protcc; ProLab; Sundig 
Packs; Wedgwood Cycles; Patogonia; 
Hi·tech shoes; Golden Tcmple Natural 
Foods; Aurora Cycle; Gargoyle; 
Feathered Friends; Alpine Aire Foods; 
Mountain Bike Specialists; Dow 
Consumer Products; Cascade Design; 
Wilderness Sports of Bellevue; 
Magnolia Alpine Hut; Intcrnational 
News Clothing; Intermountain Trading 
Co., and Ultimate Direction Packs. 
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ACTIVITIES Charles Winters 

NOTICE REGARDING NORTH CASCADES BASECAMP 

Once again the club has reserved space at this fine hostel 
<lodge?), for the weekend of January 22, 23 and 24 1988. It 
is located at Mazamas just off the North Cascades Highway 
near Washington Pass. The primary activity is crosscountry 
skiing. 20 miles of groomed trails, unlimited backcountry 
skiing, ice skating with skates to borrow from the inn, 
helicopter skiing, a hot tub, plus all the usual amenities 
of a comfortable inn. 

Hearty meals are provided as follows: dinner Friday 1/22; 
breakfast, makings for pack lunches and dinner Sat 1/23; 
breakfast and makings for pack l~nches Sunday 1/24. Bunkbed 
style lodging is provided with baths down the hall. This 
year we have reserved 14 beds as follows: one 6-bunk room, 
one 4-bunk room, and two bedrooms each with a double bed. 
According to the innkeepers, Dick and Sue Roberts, they have 
expanded the facility this year: a new living room, a 
recreation room and more baths. 

Cost is $69.00 per person for the whole package. It may be 
possible for individuals to stay over Sunday night at added 
cost. Let me know if you want me to check on this for you. 
By all accounts, it is one heck of a good time and well 
worth the money. Most years, this trip sells out quickly. 
As of this date (December 13), five spaces are reserved 
including the double room. So if you wish to go, call me 
and/or send a check payable to BOEALPS, indicate your 
preference of rooms. When the time comes, I'll organize 
carpools for those who are so inclined. Let me know if you 
have any questions. 

NOTICE REGARDING AAU AVALANCHE COURSE 

Gary Brill and Alpine Ascents Unlimited is offering an 
avalanche course through REI and North Face which includes 
two evening lectures and a one-day field trip. Cost is 
$38.00 per person. 80EALPS has arranged for a February 6 
field trip to be taught by Gary Brill and reserved for 10 to 
12 of our members. Both skiers and snowshoers are welcome. 

The following excerpt from the AAU brochure describes the 
course: "Thi s backcountry aval anche course is desi gned to 
familiarize the skier and wiater backcountry enthusiast with 
safe travel in avalanche terrain. Two evenings of classroom 
study will teach the basics of terrain, weather, snowpack 
features and the physical processes considered in hazard 
evaluation. Emphasis will be placed on the Northwest 
(Coastal Alpine) snowpack and in particular on understanding 
melt-freeze crusts and their relationship to snow stability. 
One day of field work will put classroom knowledge to the 
test, teaching snow pit analysis, use of avalanche beacons, 
safe travel and route-finding." 
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Sometime in Ap~il, exact date TBD 
C~osscount~y skiing and climb of Dragontail Peak. Call Rob 
Freeman at 237-4157 (wo~k) o~ 935-1422 (home) fo~ 

info~mation 

Sometime in May, exact date TBD 
C~osscount~y skiing and climb of Mt. Shuksan via Sulphide 
Glacie~. Call Rob F~eeman at 237-4157 (wo~k) o~ 935-1422 
(home) fo~ info~mation 

Sometime in May, exact date TBD 
C~osscount~y skiing and climb of Mt. Ruth/Icy Mountain. 
Call Rob F~eeman at 237-4157 (wo~k) o~ 935-1422 (home) fo~ 

info~mation 

Memo~ial Day Weekend, end of May 
C~osscount~y skiing and climb of Eldo~ado, Klawati, T~iconi, 

Austin (??? can't ~ead Rob's w~iting), P~imus. Call Rob 
F~eeman at 237-4157 (wo~k) o~ 935-1422 (home) fo~ 

info~mation 

January's board meeting will be held January 21 st . 1988 at 
Empire Estates Apartments Club house. The address is: 13511 Empire 
Way S. Call Richar.d Babunovic ( H: 235-7085. W: 656-5848) for 
directions. All members are invited to come and take part in the 
planning of the years actiVities. 

The news articles and opinions expressed in this 

newsletter are not necessarily those of the Boeing Company. 

s: 1/ A 



BOEING ALPINE SOCIETY 
BOARD OF DIREcrORS MEETING MINUTES 
NOVEMBER 23.,1987 

ATTENDEES: Ambrose Bittner (President) 

I. Classes 

Ken Johnson (Vice-President) 
Richard Babunovic (Secretary) 
Charles Winters (Activities Chair) 
Ted Crook (Librarian) 
Ken Henshaw (Echo Editor) 
Mike Bingle (Membership Chair) 
Mr. Ambrose (Guest) 

Ice climbing: In addition to J. Blilie's yearly ice climbing outing 
there was interest expressed in hiring a professional guide. Jim Donini 
from this years banquet expressed interest in handling such a course. C. 
Winters will contact him. 
Avalanche Class: Gary Brill or Ray Smutek are alternatives, Brill being the 
cheaper. C .Winters will contact. 
MOFA: Contact will be made with last years instructor to look into this years 
class. Ambrose will check on this. 
Beginning: Russ says he will teach next year but requests a review of . 
insurance coverage. All agreed that a review of the letter of understanding be 
accomplished to update and improve our class. . 

II. Budget: A. Bittner reporting in place ofD. Ohman:notaccepted by BOEREC 
so a less demanding budget was submitted. 

III. Boealps lIe.bership Brochure: Being updated by A. Bittner. 

IV. 1:. Johnson reportin.r The Intermediate class is in the planning stages 
for next year.Recommended that the board meeting be planned in advance so 
members will know about it. (R. Babunovic volunteered his apt. cabana for a 
set meeting place that is convenient.> All agreed that the meetings should be 
two weeks before the regular meeting. 

V. C. Yinters reporting: North Cascades Base camp will be $68.80 to be 
rounded to $69. Will any of the board members put together outings for the 
members? All responded with" OKAY". 

VI. Equipmcat: G. Beale needs to get a list of the dub equipment for the echo 
R. Babunovic will contact him and get the information. 

VII. Agriss lIorris Fund: There should be fund raising for this fund. Raffle 
of donated equipment was suggested. A. Bittner will contact Wilderness sports 
to see if they will provide something. 

VII. R. Babunovic : Suggested a 25th anniversary expedition sponsored 
by BOEALPS. 

S. /I B 



Black Art Show (aka. Aid climbing in the rain) Nov. 22 

A big thanks goes out the brave instructors who put together 
this fine event. A round of applause should also go out to the even 
braver souls that attended. All of the above braved the rain and the 
cold to get a chance to stand in aiders a few feet above the ground at 
the Index Lower Town Wall. The conditions were slightly below ideal 
but since we all know how often conditions are ideal in the Cascades. 
everyone was treated to some real world climbing. 

The preliminary material that was mailed to each of the course 
participants was a fine collections of articles and references on aid 
climbing. It gave all a chance to bone up on the important points so 
that when the class started. everyone was able to practice without 
having the delay of lectures. 

Instructors: Ken Johnson. John Petroske, Chuck Broughton 
Participants: 18 wet individuals 

,..ij1., Christmas I 

The cnmm of welL settt:ed snow &eneath your feet 

Snow- mu.f ff.ett sU.etu;e at a. &day 
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Mt. Logan (9097 ft) 
September 5-7,1987 

(by Dave Gloger & Dee Urbick) 

Another Jerry Baillie extravaganza! Typically, the objective was thtee 
days of conviviality with a highly scenic climb thtown in. In fact, it was hard to 
distinguish the highlight of the trip: the spectacular North Cascade panoramas, or the 
plentiful and delicious food we enjoyed? 

The trip began with a before-dawn departure from Seattle, to arrive at 
Lake Chelan (Fields Point) by 10:00 am. Some of us managed to get up and make the 
drive in comparative leisure; others flew (that's some Subaru, Rip!). On arriving at the 
boat landing, we purchased tickets and looked around to discover that a number of 
acquaintances were also making a similar trip that weekend. (Seems to be the thing to do 
on a long weekend like Labor-day.) The "Lady of the Lake" finally arrived and 
continued to board passengers until she seemed to burst at the seams, in which condition 
she weighed anchor. 

Now, one should never count on getting an early start up the trail when 
planning a trip thtough Stehekin. After a long boat ride, with several stops to squeeze on 
a few more passengers, we arrived in Stehekin at 12:30 pm to discover that the shuttle
bus to the trailheads would not depart until 2:00 pm. "Oh well, we'll just begin our 
revelry a little early--at the resort." However, once squeezed into the dusty minibus, we 
thought we were finally on our way, only to be forced to endure countless delays and 
touristry side trips. At last, we arrived at the Park Creek Pass trailhead--it was 5:30 pm. 
Fortunately, we had only five miles to hike to reach our planned campsite. After hiking 
an often dusty, and occasionally steep trail, we arrived at Five-mile Camp (how original!) 
in the waning hours of the day. 

With the work behind us, it was time to settle into camp and enjoy a most 
unusual backpack meal. Though it had weighed heavily on our backs, it was about to 
delight the palates of eight hungry hikers. Those of you who nonnally dine on freeze
dried dinners, eat your hearts out--dinner consisted of barbequed chicken (charcoal 
courtesy of Jerry Baillie), fresh green beans, green salad with dressing, stuffing, 
homemade cheesecake, and five liters of wine. (That's better than some of us eat at 
home.) 

We fmally retired beneath a bright moon and starry sky. For some 
foolhardy reason, Jerry Sommennan and Dave Gloger figured that with an early start, 
they could climb Storm King and then meet the rest of the group to do Logan. All that 
they actually accomplished, however, was a thousand feet of dirty scrambling, not to 
mention missing a leisurely camp breakfast of french toast and orange juice. The late
risers finally decided to get to the business of climbing, and started up the trail to Park 
Creek Pass. From there, the route continued down the trail on the other side of the pass 
for about a quarter mile, then left the trail to make a long rising traverse across open 
slopes in the basin at the head of Thunder Creek. We passed through a few scrub
tree/talus fields without incident, but on ascending the last boulder field before reaching 
the glacier, Dee confronted a large, moving boulder and came away with a shin-bash. 

The Fremont Glacier was somewhat icy and generously crevassed; those 
of us who had brought crampons were glad to have them. Above the glacier were several 
hundred feet of scrambling along the ridge. That brought us to a not-so-roomy, but 
scenic summit. All in all, it was a relatively easy climb. Typical of many summiters this 
summer, we basked in the sunshine while enjoying great views. 

The descent was uneventful except for the ubiquitous huckleberries, and a 
squadron of kamikaze hornets. We arrived back in camp with a couple hours of daylight 
to spare, and set about preparing for another evening feast. This time, dinner would be 
leg of lamb, corn on the cob, green salad, huckleberry cheesecake, and five (more) liters 
of wine. 
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The trip back to Stehekin resembled the ride in: lots of waiting along hot, 
dusty roads--but this time without the benefit (?) of a tour-guide. Upon reaching the 
road, some of us decided to walk the first stretch to the next bus-stop. We arrived there 
just before the waiting bus was to leave, but not before Jerry Sommerman cooled off by 
leaping, (hat, boots and all) into a deep pool in the river--and right out again. CHILLY! 
After wasting another half-hour helping the bus driver look for her keys, and shuffling 
gear from bus to bus, we were finally on the road again. Once again, in Stehekin we had 
to wait for the boat: just the excuse needed to prompt several of us to jump in the lake! 

Party members: Jerry Baillie, Mark & Elaine Dale, John Doherty, Dave 
GIoger, Jerry Sommerman, Rip Stevenson, and Dee Urbick. 

ALPlnUCHO 
c/o Ken Henshaw 

9725 E. Marginal wy 25-82 
Seattle, Wa 98108 
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February Meeting 

Thursday, February 4th, 7:30 pm 

Oxbow Rec Center 

================================================================================= 

SKI MOUNTAINEERING 
by 

Lowell Skoog 

February's meeting will feature high alpine skiing adventures. Lowell 
will present slides from his many and varied ski trips. Slides will cover 
skiing in the Picketts, and Thunder Creek Traverse in the North Cascades. 
Ski mountaineering around Mt Waddington in British Columbia and the Three 
Sisters Wilderness Area of Oregon will also be featured. 

Backcountry skiing is becoming increasingly popular. Come and discover 
some potential trips and ideas for your future high country ski adventures. 

================================================================================= 



Belay Stance 

Greetings. I hope everyone had a happy and safe holiday season, 
and that all your climbs were successful. I'll be anxiously awaiting 
your write-ups in the next few weeks. Please feel free to write in 
and talk about anything that's on your mind. 

This past Christmas found Ambrose and myself in the beautiful 
country of Japan. vte would like to thank fellow club members Nori 
Egami and Hiro Ishikawa for taking us back to Japan and inviting us 
into their homes. Although we didn't climb any mountains, I felt 
this was worth mentioning here as an example of the kinds of friend

ships that develop within Boealps. Boealps is more than just a 
climbing club, it's a place where you can meet people with the same 
kinds of attitudes and ideas that you have. It's a place where you 

can be yourself and have a lot of fun. 

You'll find this month's Echo packed with epics and sagas to keep 

you thoroughly entertained. A special thanks to Steve Mason for his 

article on Chamonix. 
Storey, Scott Leathly, 

Also in this issue are articles from Melissa 
Rick Hawkinson and Ken Johnson. I'd also like 

to thank Gareth Beale, Rob Freeman and Richard Babunovich for their 

contributions. 

The deadline for the March Echo 

will be Wednesday, February 17th. 



An Alps Saga Part II: Chamonix, September 1986. 

I dislike the smell of burned flesh so under considerable threat by 
our once congenial and now pyroman ic t'\en Henshaw I wi II try to 
dislodge memories of my trip to Europe with Steve "the Godfather" 
Steckmyer and Chuck "Smiley" Broughton. You can douse the fire under 
me Ken. 

After considerable thought over vacation op~lons near and far Steve 
suggested the Alps and visions of sugar plum approaches to nutcracker 
climbs danced in my head. Names like the Dru, Grandes Jorass and Mt. 
Blanc enticed me. The alps was something I had been saving for old 
age but Jerry Baille~s stories convinced me I'd have to go while the 
chance was there. It turned out that onlu Chuck could meet us in 
Chamonix for the third and final climber on the trip 

We began making preparations in June taking care of the usual details 
like where should we stay in Chamonix, where do we land, is it better 
to take a day traveling from Amsterdam to Chamonix than flying to 
Geneva and so on .. Let':'s just say that whatever you do, go light! You 
don 1 t need all those extra clothes and consider renting gear there; 
hauling any more than a pack and maybe a hand bag is definite 
trou.ble .. 

Anyway, we finally made it to Chamonix and found Chuck within minutes 
of our arrival, fresh off the all night train from Paris~ What a 
fantastic place with Mt. Blanc 12,500 feet overhead though it only 
looked like a huge mound. The Chamonix needles peeked over the hills 
surrounding town which sits in a valley between the Aiguille du Midi 
(3842m)and Ie BreventC2525m). We were glad we had decided to find our 
own hotel since the travel agent suggested one 8 miles away and we 
found one within blocks with a kitchenette for 21 dollars a nite (for 
three). This was base camp for a week. After sCDuting the place Bl1d 
buying supplies we laid plans for our first ascent~ the Pyramid du 
Tacul, a small 250 meter 5.6 (rv+ in France) climb in the middle of 
everything to warm up with. We thought it would be a good intoduction 
to the area but we didn 7 t know how good it turned out to be. 

To get to the rock climbs near Chamonix might have been difficult 
given the 9000 toot relief between the town and the peaks towering 
overhead, except that the French decided it was easier to go down to 
START your climb. We tooJ~ the telepherique (cable car or ~freak~) 
from Chamonix to the top of the Aiguille du Midi and got there in the 
early afternoon~ having missed the first ~freak due to long lines. We 
moved out of the tunnels at the top <about 12,000 feet) with 
something of a head rush due to the elevation change. The way down to 
the Glacier du Geant was a steep, short and exposed snow ridge that 
would figure prominently in Dur return. Wp trekked southeast across 
the glacier and past the Gros Rogon~ a outcrop that acted as a cable 
support for the cross-alps ~freak. We had given much consideration to 
stopping at the hal-f way point on this ride, point Helbroner, where a 
hut with multicourse meals and warm beds exists but it just seemed 
too easbi and too e;.~pensi\,'e. Anh!way we reached the base of DU"(' cl imb 
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in two hours, about four o'clock, and climbed 30 meters up its east 
side below an ice fall to the route'"s start .. Here we prepared our 
bivy by chopping a platform on the ice next to the steep rock. 

evenIng was pleasant a.s we settled down to our noodles with views of 
the Aiguille du Geant, a fantastic tooth like pinnacle that pierced 
the clouds. To our right was the striking tower of the Ie Petit 
Ldpucin. Getting ready to sleep, I was amazed to see what -Chuck could 
drag out of his North Face rucksack. Where Steve and I had only pile 
pants Chuck fit everything including his bag in a smaller pack. The 
daylight faded with excited comments about the climb, the views and 
hopes for good weather. 

During the night cOnditions got bad as rain begin and started seeping 
into my bivy sack. Ominous noises were heard in the seracs above us. 
At dawn our spirits were as grey as the mist low over our heads. Sbon 
the mist rose and broke letting the sun come and warm the wet rocks. 
We placed our gear on nearby ledges to dry and waited to see if the 
sun would last. At nine we decided it was dry enough to make the 
climb and got ready. A hard choice was whether to take any clothes 
and we decided to take only some food and water. You make the 
strangest decisions when the sun is on your back. Starting out we 
soloed the first class three or four pitches to the ridge were things 
got interesting and we roped up. Chuck took the lead and clipped to 
some of the most bizarre fixed pro we had seen, a wood wedge complete 
with drilled hole and sling nailed into the corner crack. It looked 
solid and we backed it up by ample pro but it was our first exposure 
to foreign climbing techniques which added to the experience. The 
rock was clean granite and enjoyable to climb. Steve took the next 
lead" the cru}~, which was a small overh,=-.nl~. Up and ov-ei'~ 1.1JE? '('ea"f'ranged 
ropes so I could lead a short arete. Climbing ~ith three was taking 
time and we noticed the weather was worsening. An ic~ wind now 
pierced our poly and chilled the belays as we thought of the parkas 
left below~ Some scrambling and a few more leads brought us to the 
top for a bite to eat, some pictures, and a strong desire to return 
to our gortex below. The clouds danced by us 011 the wind denying all 
but a few glances of scenery~ 

We desended q replacing frayed, mangy rap anchors with good americarl 
tubular webbing or the best thing France could offer: some tubu:ar 
nylon which just didn~t look as good. Most of the stuff available in 
town was flat tape and expensive. Finally we came to the last rappel, 
a double unlike the four single before it. It was anchored by two 
pitons in a vertical crack- not the most encouraging arrangement. 
Steve went then Chuck~ As Chuck descended I noticed the top, loaded 
Dlton move a bIt. Cautioning Chuck against any abrupt maneuvers, I 
checked the bottom piton whiched seemed secure. Chuck made It to 
safety and I gingerly followed hoping his superior mass had given the 
anchor its ultimate test for this trIp. 

Downclimblng the last bit we made it to our packs amid curiously 
clearing weather. It was well into the afterncon and the final freak 
left for Chamonix at four. We got it together and made for the 



station although the chance of another night out made the Hotel 
Torino at Point Helbroner C3462m) very attractive8 But it was a long 
way away and our room in Chamonix was paid for so off we went~ 

As we reached Point Lachenal~ the Glacier flattened and quickly so 
were we by 50 mph gusts coming from the west as we climbed over a 
small rise. We struggled against the wind which would stop then 
literally blow us over in a terrific roar. Things were beginning to 
become more serious as six o'clock passed we I~new we would have to 
bivy again. What started to be a one day climb turned into an ordeal. 
I longed to make the tunnels; although we might be at the mercy of 
the station keepers at least it was shelterm The prospects of 
climbing the sharp.snow ridge were bleak since the gusts hit the 
rloge with ever increasing force sending snow out and over the 1600 
meter drop to the Plan de l'Aiguille on the north. We decided to make 
for a hut on an exposed ridge south of the station and the Aigui-lle 
du Midi. We knew there used to be a refuge there but had been told it 
was burned down by a careless climber in 1984. 

We approached the ridge and passed a great pile of garbage that 
looked like the old hut plus a few years of garbage from the station. 
Later that night we watched large pieces of this debris raise up 
tornado-like f~om the pile. A few feet above was the hut we had seen, 
a secohd one we later identified as the Abri Simond hut. It had long 
been abandoned and was filled to the second story ~ith trash but It 
looked like a Hilton to us. Unfortunately it was also situated in 
about the most exposed place on the ridge and if anything the wind 
seemed to be picking up. 

There was a shel'f in the hut just right for three that we laid out 
on. Our dinner consisted of the last of the noodles and sausage 
leaving an orange for breakfast and nothing else~ Chuck was ill and 
didn't eat much, so survival instincts let Steve arId I down the rest. 
Going outside was an experience I tried twice-mainly to see if we 
were still on the mountain or on our way to Oz. The buiding shook 
continously as the night worn on. 

Several plans went throuah our heads for escape that night includ~ng 
what to do if the roof blew off. Most centered on how to get up the 
ridge safely. Not sleeping gives you alot of time to think. Finally~ 

dawn came and we got up to watch the wind. Around 7:38 it slacked off 
a bit and we knew this was our chance. Within arl hour we were at the 
ridge but the wind was rising again. Leading, I wanted to get to the 
tunnel door as fast as I could but had to drop to my knees on the 
narrow po~tion a few times when a gust would hit in case it was the 
big one come to ta~~e us down t~le short way. ~ortunatel~, the wind was 
reasonable and we made it inside to our g~edt relief. The caretakers 
seemed indifferent to our plight but had shut do~~ the ~freak due to 
the wind. It looked like another night without a Rugerbrau. Luc~ily, 

we got some food ifl the restaurant at the top and they let us ta~~e a 
wild ride back down later ~nat day !uhen things werea?pare~tly 5afe~. 
We arrived in a co:d breeze in Cllamonix as stor:ns continued up high 
that night. 



The next day brought continued toul weather so we took our break and 
planned our next climb on the Aiguille du Peigne just above the first 
'freak station. It stood inviting and recommended by local climbers 
via Papillons ridge, a mostly easy arate with a few moves of 5.8. 
Once above the ridge the~e seemed to be a choice of routes, all 
fairly hard. It looked close, easy to aCCess and classic. 

Catching the ten o'clock 'freak we crossed the Plan de L'Aiguille and 
found the foot of the ridge in an hour from the station. We scrambled 
a ways and dropped the packs leaving everything ag3-in but taking our 
Gortex parkas and some sweaters this time. Soloing some class four we 
found the climbing easy first on blocks then abruptly a narrow ridge 
developed~ We rope~ up and followed the ridge which was very aesthic, 
clean granite. After several pitcl)ss we carrie to a gap in the ridgs_ 
with a delicate step up a short face on the other side. Somehow 
someone had placed a steelC?) tube in a little crack for pro het"8. 
Steve lead over this and after a few more leads afternoon was on ~lS 

and so were the clouds. We considered turning around then, having 
enough foul weather for one trip, but the fine climbing pusi1ed us on. 
The ro~k was great, mostly in the 5.5 range with a few harder moves. 

When rising wind forced us to put an sweaters it was time to qUIt. 
Rain began as we "searched for a descent on either side. We picked a 
likely looking harn on the west side, backed it up with a friend and 
I rapped into oblivion having no idea if 1 7 d find a ledge. The rain 
began in earnest now as a thunderstorm was on us. I found little 
steps in the slope at the end of the rope and decided that one of 
them might just make an anchor though its 7horn 7 was no more ~nan a 
bump. Steve came down, then Chuck to announce that the anc!)or we had 
just used was really a loose block. Looking at a second epic descent 
that week I just wanted to get the ---- out of there and rapped down 
to a nice ledge with, of all things~ an overhang to ward off the rain 
which was now a cloudburst. The next rap was equally enjoyable, 
straight into a waterfall that probably had formed in the last hour. 
It didn't matter as we were already soaked. Finally we made one more 
rap and circumnavigated the base to our packs and warm clothes. We 
hurried our way down and across the Plan in a rush to make the last 
7freak but failed and had to take the long way down a trail the las't 
1200 meterE, running as dark fell. 

Late at night in Chamonix there are feu! places open to eat and enjoy 
your Rugerbrau. Luckily we made it in time to hit the Bar National, a 
landmark in Chamonix and your best bet to run into English speaking 
climbers. Our itineray allowed only these few days for rock climbing 
with Mt. Blanc next, so we began planning that ascent over our beer, 
but that 7 s another story. Ch~monix is a Mecca for both ice and rock 
climbing and, now, paragliding. I hope to return when my money and 
the dollar permit. 

Climbers were: Chuck Broughton, Steve Steckmyer and myself, Steve 
Mason 





MOUNT ADAMS - SOUTH SPUR ROUTE 

Primed by a June 1987, article in Sunset Magazine, longtime friend Cory Heins 
and myself decided to finish off the 1987 summer with a September 11 ascent of 
Mount Adams via the South Spur route. Although this route would more proper
ly be considered a hike rather than a climb (Grade I according to Beckey), it 
is a long hike - 14 miles round trip from the Cold Springs parking lot with 
approximately 6,726 feet of elevation gain. 

As usual, the "no chance of rain until Monday" weather forecast produced thick 
clouds over Puget Sound on Saturday. However, the U.S. Weather Service prom
ised that the weather at Mount Adams would be clear, sunny and warm over the 
weekend. Armed with th~s knowledge, we headed for Vancouver, Washington. The 
Interstate 5 and Columbia River Gorge route is certainly not the shortest or 
most direct way to get to Mount Adams; however, since my car has many parts 
with 140,000 plus miles on them, staying on the more heavily traveled roads 
seemed to be a good idea in case one of those parts got tired and decided to 
quit. Unfortunately, this makes the drive from Seattle to Trout Lake about 
five hours each way. On the debit side, there is great scenery on this route. 

Upon arriving at the Trout Lake Ranger Station, we signed in and headed back 
out of town towards the Cold Springs campground - and got lost. When heading 
for Cold Springs, it is important to take Forest Road 80 and pick up Forest 
Road 8040 further along. If you miss Road 80, you will end up on the Yakima 
Indian Reservation - and a long way from where you want to be. 

We finally hit the trail at Cold Springs several hours later than anticipated, 
but this turned out to be a blessing in disguise. Our late start forced us to 
camp about 1,000 feet lower than we had planned (we were aiming for the Lunch 
Counter at 9,400 feet). This meant more elevation gain the next day, but it 
would be with much lighter day packs. There are a number of good camp sites 
both at the Lunch Counter and at the lower elevation. Previous climbers have 
left a number of rock windbreaks which are quite helpful. 

We started out at 3:30 A.M. the next morning, and were treated' 'to a full moon 
and surprisingly warm temperatures. Clouds were rolling in from the west, but 
as they reached an imaginary line stretching from Mount Jefferson to Mount 
Rainier they simply disappeared. We only required headlamps periodically to 
find previous crampon tracks in the snow. Travelling by moonlight, watching 
the clouds roll in and dissipate, and seeing the lights in the valleys below 
made this one of the most memorable mornings I ~ave ever experienced in the 
mountains. 

We rapidly reached the Lunch Counter and took our first break. The sun was 
just starting to rise as we continued towards the false summit. We decided 
not to use crampons on our ascent; this requires staying well to the left of 
the snowfields when ascending from the Lunch Counter. Crampons would have 
been a distinct advantage as the non-snowfield route is dusty and for every 
step forward it seemed as if we slid two steps backward on the loose rock. 

We reached the false summit at 9:30 A.M., and after a brief rest and photo 
session started the final push towards the true summit. We reached the true 
summit at 10:30 A.M. 
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Mount Adams' summit was commercially mined for sulfur during the 1920's. I 
had heard that the foundation for the miners' cabin was visible in late summer, 
but I was surprised to find the remnants of a rather large building as well as 
other pieces of assorted junk. The only occupant of the cabin today is a very 
large block of ice. 

After signing the summit register (located on the roof of the cabin) and taking 
in the view for about 30 minutes, we made a short walk around the summit pla
teau and started our descent. For some reason the altitude bothered me on the 
summit. Although I have been at higher altitudes without any ill effects, such 
was not the case on this trip. Exposure to the wind seemed to make things 
worse. 

The view from the summit is spectacular. To the south, one can see Mount Hood 
and Mount Jefferson. To the north, Mount Rainier and the remnants of Mount 
St. Helens are dominant. As spectacular as the view was, I ·was glad to bid 
farewell to the summit so I could get to a lower elevation and feel normal 
again. 

After we passed the false summit, we experienced·_the same problem going down 
we did climbing: sliding and rolling on the loose pumice blocks. I say again, 
bring those crampons, use those snowfields! 

A routefinding error led us a bit to the north of our camp. By this time the 
extra walking was no longer appreciated. Once back at camp we rapidly packed 
our gear and started the final descent to Cold Springs. The timberline portion 
of the trail is extremely hot and dusty in late season; be sure to carry enough 
water as there is none once you leave the snowfields. 

As has been the case at the end of many hikes in the past, my 1977 Mercury was 
one of the most welcome sights on earth. Hastily we .threw our gear·in the 
trunk and higntililedit back to Trout Lake. After signing out at the ranger 
station, we went to the nearest store where I was tempted to purchase every 
bottle of soda they had on the shelves. 

I arrived home at 1:00 A.M. Monday morning, and again we took the same route 
back to Seattle as we did coming down. The late arrival time combined with 
a full weekend on the trail made me real effective at work the next day. 

This was a rewarding trip and I think it is good for anyone such as myself 
who has limited mountaineering experience and wants to get some exposure to 
higher elevation hiking and climbing without getting in too deep. The im
portant thing to remember is that the summit of Mount Adams is 12,276 feet, 
and the proper equipment must be carried in case poor weather moves in. It 
is possible to make this climb in one day; however, everyone that we met that 
had done it in one day looked like Bataan Death March survivors, and all 
stated quite emphatically that they would never do a one-day ascent again. 

Climbers: Cory Heins and Rick Hawkinson 



CANADIAN ROCKIES ICE EPIC 
DECEMBER 27 - JANUARY 2, 1988 
CLIMBERS: SCOTT LEATHLEY & CARL NICHOLS 

Thirteen hours and one heater hose after leaving Seattle, we 
stepped out of the Subaru into the sub-zero crisp coooooolair of 
Field, British Columbia. The dry snow squeaked below our feet as 
we quickly prepared ourselves for a car bivi. The sky was clear, 
revealing a blanket of flickering stars and a near full moon that 
revealed the glistening snow covered peaks around us. 
Suppressing the Adrenaline rush, we settled into our sleeping 
bags for a "warm, c·omfortable·' nights rest, counting ice screws 
to induce zzz's. 

Morning almost came quickly. The night had been broken by a 
session of heaves and of course bladder relief. Must have been 
something I ate? But it was a beautiful day. We dawned our 
climbing apparel and fired up the stove for a '"quick" breakfast. 
Several cups of cocoa and a bowl of porridge (Canuck for oatmeal) 
later, we headed for the RR tracks to head for Massey. Nothing 
like a early NOON start. 

Talking with a ranger while waiting for a train to pass, we 
found out that the ice had been pretty thin this year. A lot of 
the climbs hadn't formed completely. Although we found this not 
to be the case for Massey, we found the ice to be very brittle, 
thin, and as holy as a piece of Swiss cheese. The first pitch, 
which is the most difficult, could not be protected. Every screw 
we placed would not produce a core. After an hour of trying to 
pick a safe line, we decided to bag it and head into Banff for a 
few forgotten essentials and a good meal. 

On the way from Field to Banff, it appeared we were heading 
for another epic adventure. The Subaru decided to get the chills 
and went from a ripping 4-cylinder Yeti to a 2-cylinder snow 
slug. We barely crawled off the highway into Lake Louise where 
it promptly died. We checked out the situation under the hood 
and tried a few things to no avail. After discussing the 
situation for several minutes we started it up and it kicked into 
all 4 cylinders again. We quickly toured Lake Louise looking for 
a mechanic but only found to our hoar, that little, quaint Lake 
Louise had been transformed into a big bucks resort. YUK! 
Nothing of the old village remained but the names. So, since the 
car was still running ok, we headed on our way again to Banff. 

Good 01' Banff hadn't changed much at all. We checked out 
the latest in equipment at Monod Sports and got the latest scoop 
on all the routes. Everything was thin. They had the same dry 
fall as we did. Imagine rock climbing in November in the Great 
White North. They were saying what they really needed was 
another good freeze. It was -10 degrees F outside and they 
needed another good freeze (?). Anyway, it was skimpy pickings 
out there everywhere. So I had them make me up a pair of beauty 
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safety straps for my crampons (one of those essentials) and 
picked up a Polar Circus calendar. Then it was off for a few 
other essentials and a bad dinner at Smitty's (should have spent 
the bucks for a GOOD meal). 

Rather than spend another night in the car, or fork out the 
bucks to stay at the Banff International Hostel ($14/night.plus 
$18 membership for non-Canadians, which would have gotten us a 
spot on the floor) we drove up the parkway to the Mosquito Creek 
Hostel ($6/night plus they didn't make us pay the membership 
fee). It had started to snow lightly so the convenience of a 
roof over our head was appreciated. Buy the time the snow had 
let up the next da~, it had accumulated a whopping 5 em (Canuck 
for 2 inches). Like I said, they had been having a dry year. 
The most snow we saw was a drift about 2 feet deep. 

Getting in late and having forgotten to change time zones 
got us off to yet another early start. Oh well, what are 
vacations for. We drove on up the parkway, our eyes constantly 
scanning the nooks and crannies for another piece of ice. 
Arriving at Cirrus Mountain we could see that Polar Circus had 
not totally formed. We then arrived at Weaping Wall and saw that 
all the reports we had heard were true. It had formed but it was 
not its usual blanket of ice. There were possibly four climbable 
lines, but they were thin and loaded with climbers. So we kept 
driving north, stopping to take a gander at the north faces of 
Athabasca and Andromeda. The beautiful weather and the lack of 
snow had planted a seed in our head to try some peak bagging. 

Driving a few kilometers farther north we pulled in to the 
Tangle Creek parking lot. Tangle Falls was completely formed and 
nobody was on it or even in the parking lot. That is until we 
arrived, then of course three other parties pulled in to the 
parking lot. Oh well, at least we were first. We hustled our 
buns across the road to reach the ice first, picking the longest 
and most sustained route. Tangle being so accessible and 
relatively simple is a good spot for training or beginners. 
Unfortunately that is exactly what the other parties were there 
for. The ice was pretty good but wet, a regular splash party. 
We made a quick ascent of it with no difficulty. It felt good to 
get up something. The last party to arrive at the ice chose to 
follow us up our route. To my astonishment, there lead began at 
the same time as me. I tried moving farther left so that my ice 
would miss him, but to no avail. Buy the time I had gotten 20 
feet above him, a dinner plate came out and caught him in the 
face. Oh well, you pay your money and take your chances climbing 
like that. NEVER STAND OR CLIMB BELOW ANOTHER PARTY ON ICE 
UNLESS YOU'RE WEARING A FOOTBALL HELMET AND SHOULDER PADS! !! Buy 
the time we walked back down to the base of the falls, this guy 
was about half way up and traversing to easier ground. Then we 
got the thrill to watch a guy rap off the end of his rope. 
Fortunately, he was only about 20 feet of the ground at the time, 
but he still came down with a thud. He seemed to be ok, so we 
got out of there before we had to haul somebody out. 



Then we were off to Meltout, a three pitch climb a few 
kilometers north. It took us about an hour to hike up the creek 
bed to the base of the climb. The ice was good and solid even 
though we could hear the waterfall thundering down below it. 
Picking lines to minimize a cold shower, Carl started up the 
first pitch. Buy the time he had finished it my hands were cold 
due to the my wet gloves from Tangle Falls. I quickly tried to 
shake some warmth into them then headed up the pitch. They only 
got colder on the route causing me to have to take breaks to thaw 
them out once and while. Buy the time I reached the top I was 
starting to feel warmer, but had wasted my arms hanging around 
trying to warm my h.ands. Dusk was quickly upon us (still hadn't 
changed time zones) and Carl was freezing from sitting on the ice 
for the belay. A quick decision was made for him to lead the 
second pitch to warm up while I rested my arms on belay. This 
turned out to be a smart decision. While belaying him I noticed 
that my right crampon was about to come off with a few more 
kicks. So to save time and light I reattached it to my boot 
while belaying. Finally it was my turn to climb again as the 
chill of darkness set upon us. I went for a balls out speed 
climb to try to get off the route before dark. I reached Carl 
huffing and puffing but I was warm as toast. Only stopping long 
enough to say I didn't need any more gear, I hauled up the easy 
third pitch, which consists of several steps all about 45 
degrees. The going was easy not requiring any protection and I 
topped out, out of breath in the moonlight. Carl followed and 
with a quick YAHOO, we weaseled our way down the cliffs buy 
moonlight (oops, our headlamps were stowed away in our packs 
again) . 

That night we checked in to the Hilda Creek Hostel ($5/night 
plus $4 one night membership fee). It was nice once again to 
have a warm place to crash, plus we desperately needed to thaw 
and dry out a lot of our gear. We actually got an early start 
the next morning. It was our coldest morning yet, dipping to -15 
degrees F. 

It took some doing but the ever faithful 5ubaru got started 
(somebody else's Toyota didn't). After letting it warm up for 
about half an hour we started north again. Within minutes the 
car started missing again. I managed to crawl it up the hill to 
where the sun was shining and let it sit for a spell. The trick 
worked again and a few minutes later we were bombing up the 
par],way. When we reached the Athabasca River flats, which was in 
the shadows, we hit some fog which sent the car into fits again. 
So once again we tried our little let it sit trick, and once 
again it worked, but this time only for a few minutes. So we 
pulled it over again in a sunny spot and tried something new. We 
pulled the floor mats out of the back seats and placed them in 
front of the radiator, cutting off air flow through it 
completely. Then turned the air cleaner intake hose 180 degrees 
so that it would be sucking air from the engine compartment. 
Believe it or not, this did the trick for the rest of the trip. 
We even remembered to remove the floor mats when we got down into 
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Idaho. 

Needless to say our trip north took longer than expected. 
The Curtain was about 20 feet short of being formed and that was 
about the last piece of ice we saw. We ended up arriving in 
Jasper about 1:00. Deciding it was too late to head up to 
Maligne Canyon, we acted like tourists and did some shopping for 
the ladies and grabbed all the food we could eat, planning to use 
the day as a rest day with the intent of going for the North Face 
of Athabasca the next. 

Darkness found. us at the foot of Athabasca camping in the 
car once again with the temperature already down to 15 below. We 
got up at 5 AM the next morning and prepared ourselves for the 
cold climb ahead. Surprisingly, it had warmed up to 12 below 
with a slight breeze. Buy 6:30 we had started up the seemingly 
endless moraine to the North Glacier. It took along time to get 
warm as we headed up the mountain, and buy then it was time of 
course to relieve oneself of yesterdays gluttony (nice way to say 
take a dump). Dawn came upon us about 8:00 and we reached the 
glacier by 8: .30. The climb had begun to tal,e on the 
characteristics of an expedition. It was still cold. The snow 
varied from hard frozen slabs that squeaked below our boots to 
soft knee deep powder slowing our progress. 

Buy 10:30 we had almost reached the saddle below the 
Silverhorn. I had been hindered for several days buy a stuffed 
up head and bad cough that was moving down into my bronchials. 
It had become a major hindrance on this climb with the extreme 
cold and the sustained exertion. I was getting to the point that 
I couldn't breath well enough to keep moving fast enough to keep 
warm. Carl and I discussed the situation. I decided to abort 
the climb while he felt strong and confident enough to continue 
on buy himself. We sorted out the equipment.he wouldn't be 
needing and stuffed it into my pack. I gave Carl some last 
minute coaching of the route from my previous ascents and with a 
parting prayer for one another, put on our packs and took off in 
opposite directions. 

I tried to keep an eye on him my entire descent, coaching 
him with messages in the snow. He disappeared over the saddle 
and that was the last I saw of him until I reached the parking 
lot at 1:00. Buy then he was just a small dot, barely visible on 
the bottom of the face. I began to feel like I was at the Eiger 
watching my partner high up on the face, hoping and praying not 
to see him fall, knowing that would be certain death. 

One and a half hours later he had reached the rock band 
below the summit. He had climbed too high and left of the short 
rock step leading into the easiest exit gully, even though I had 
coached him over and over again to traverse right from my vantage 
point through a Nikkor 180mm lens. The tension grew as the 
minutes ticked buy and I couldn't find him in the rocks or on the 
summit. All I knew was I hadn't seen him fall. Finally at 3:20 I 



saw him in the snowy exit gully climbing toward the summit. He 
topped out at 3:30, leaving him about an hour of daylight to get 
down in. He disappeared over the summit ridge and the waiting 
game started allover again. Buy 4:30 I still hadn't seen him 
appear from the back side of the Silverhorn. Darkness was 
starting to set in. I began wondering if he had fallen through a 
cornice on the other side. A few minutes more and again I could 
make out a tiny dot on the glistening western slope of the 
Silverhorn. As darkness fell upon us, it soon became impossible 
to see him even with the lens. I began tracking him down the 
North Glacier by exchanging light signals. Under the moonlit 
night he found our ascending tracks and began a speedy descent. 
Soon he was off the glacier and back on the safety of frozen 
solid ground. 

We joined forces once again about 6:30. A hot bowl of soup 
was waiting·for him with a hundred questions of what the heck was 
going on up there? He informed me that the face was pretty good, 
the hairiest part being crossing the schrund at the bottom. He 
realized too late that he had missed the entrance to the exit 
gully, and climbed on in hopes of a place to rest up at the 
rocks. But it was too steep for a perch, so he had to climb on. 
The rock was very rotten and he found his traversing route across 
it to the gully to be quite extreme. He couldn't grip the rock 
well with his gloves on, so in a final effort, he took them off 
and made the traverse with his fingers freezing and sticking to 
the rocks. Reaching the gully he realized he had frostbitten his 
finger tips and quickly stuck them down his crotch to thaw them 
out. This, like usual, took several minutes and was quite 
painful. Once thawed, he immediately went for the summit in dire 
need for a safe spot to rest and have a bit to eat and drink. 
Reaching the summit, he got his reprieve and ate a granola bar 
and tried to have a drink out of his frozen water bottle. It was 
like tryi.ng to suck the juice out of a snow cone. Then of course 
he took a gander at the beautiful surroundings under the setting 
sun (you never have a camera when you need one). Not knowing 
exactly where to descend, he spent some time trying to find the 
route around the Silverhorn to col. Conditions up high were 
similar to below, and he had to remove and replace his crampons 
several times, taking up many minutes with his strap system (oh 
the luxury of a quick on/off step in binding). Finally he 
cautiously felt his way down the North Glacier and found the 
tracks where he felt relieved of a lot of tension. He had felt 
several times before getting on the face like turning around and 
bagging the hole idea, especially when he could see me walking 
the opposite way, but once on the face he was committed. 

Was it worth it? Of course, especially since he hadn't 
died, lost any fingers, or had to spend new years eve in a 
freezing cold bivi on the mountain. Instead the luxury of a warm 
bed and a badly needed shower in the l1t. Robson motel at Jasper. 
New years day brought a sense of accomplishment to us and a 
feeling of not needing to push ourselves up anything else. I was 
still coughing up lots of critters and Carls finners were pretty 
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tender. So after a huge breakfast at the Marmot and a quick 
drive up to see Mt. Robson itself, we headed for home. 

Our route took us back down the parkway where we could see 
that many of the routes had improved. The Curtain was now joined 
at the bottom, though only slightly so. Weaping Wall was about 
the same, and looked very used. Other routes like Ice Nine 
looked pretty good. Including a spotted route comparable to 
Slipstream, which to the best of our knowledge, has never been 
tried. Slipstream by the way, was extremely thin, if at all 
climbable. We stopped off for a final dinner in Banff before 
hitting the road for the final time. 

Leaving Banff about 7:00, we headed for Radium Hot Springs, 
then south on 93 until we hit the border at Kingsgate. With no 
problems there, we continued south to I-90, then sailed on home, 
arriving in Seattle at 6:30 AM. 

It was yet another memorable trip with lots of gorgeous 
views of the Canadian Rockies. We also saw Timber Wolves (a 
first), Moose, the usual Elk and the infamous Mugawhump (?). I 
can hardly wait to go back. 

On Tuesday, January 12, at 9:31 PM, a 7 lb. 13.6 oz. baby boy 

was born to Chuck and Kay Broughton. Charles McCabe Broughton, Jr. 
is not quite yet a 5.10 climber, but the prospects are good. 
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A TRILOGY-THE MEXICAN VOLCANOES 

EL PICD DE ORIZABA-TRIUMPH AND TRAGEDY 12/24-1/3 
18,851 feet c,f mountain lay ahead of me. Aftel' fOLtl' months c,f 
mental prepal'ation, a flul'l'Y of lettel's, a million dollal's spent 
at REI to upgrade my shoddy geal' and a heavily padded phone bill, 
I ..... as on my way to San Diego to meet up with teammate #2, Gal'Y 
Pel'less. ' 'Yeah, this climbing is l'ough stuff", I told the flight 
attendants in first class as I nibbled on my kiwi and strawbel'l'Y 
plate. 
Gary met me in San Diego, then we drove to the border, parked his 
tl'uck and carried our lead weights over the border and grabbed a 
cab bound for beautiful Tijuana International. The flight to 
Mexico City was memorable. The pilot did an extreme left bank 
during takeoff and the effect was one which left you hanging in 
suspense and l'eviewing your will. We stayed with a Mexican family 
for two days and were .joined by Ziggy and Linda, (Jack and Jockette) 
from L.A., two Mckinley-bound cl imbers in sj?8l""'ch !:~fAgQod tY'sining 
mission. Ziggy's L.A. freeway dl'iving wasa.f>reneCfJutSilefor the BIG 
TIME, ye,;" ~:';iCO City. (Elev. 7374') Driving in Me,;ico City is a 
comblnatlon ~ran PrIx and the TermInator. 

We went up to the pyramids of Teotihuacan for a training hike up 
Pyramid of the Sun then drove up to Tlachichuca,(elev.9055') and 
stayed at Senor Jose Amador Reyes house.He had climbing registers 
that dated back twenty years and were extremely intel'esting; full 
of comments and descriptions of snowpacks from different years. I 
wl'ote the word "Bc,ealps" in there for what appeared to be the first 
time. After going out to dinner spending $2.00 for four people, Ziggy 
coined the phrase, "Sleep high, eat low." The ne,,;t day we got a 
two and half hI' ride up to the Piedra Grande hut up at 13,977'.We 
spent the next two days learning how to breathe again and doing day 
hikes. 
My ice ax went thru our water container on the bumpy ride up the 
hill, so we got water from some Texans and later found a stream as 
water SOUl'ce. The hut was named after Octovio Alvarez, a climber 
who fell while on an outing with his club. A plaque on the hut 
says,"You will be on belay with us always." Our third night there 
a blizzal'd hit and the wind was screaming. Later, an American ar
rived at the lodge with the bad ne~s that his friend had fallen 
1500 feet and died. His body was up at 17,000. Due to weather and 
the tragedy, we bailed out from a 2am summit attempt and instead 
left at 8am with a rescue party to bring the body down.We took the 
Jamapa glacier route around the Sarcofago and up the North Wall 
route up to the scene of the accident.He had slipped while coming 
down a steep, hard snowslope while unroped. According to his friend 
who I spoke to,he had tried to ice ax arrest but his ax deflected 
in the hard snow. 
After determining that 6 guys were enough to take the body down, 
our group of foul' decided to make a summit attempt, after all. 
After slowly going up almost 2900 more feet,crossing some crevasses 
and carefully working our way up the 40 degree plus slopes, we arrived 
at the crater rim and skirted our way up glare ice to the summit. 
After summit kisses, fotos and merrymaking with Mexican climbing 
club members, we made our way back down to the hut in four hours 
under moonlight via the Jamapa Glacier.There I ran into fellow 
Boealper, John Toraason. He was with a group that ate great food 
versus OUY cardboard food. 
The next day we drove to Tlamacas hoping to catch a shower at the 
Vicente Gueyrero Lodge. (Elev. 12, '360) We discovered you could 
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shower between 7am and 2pm and only if the macf1inery ran which it 
did not our entire trip. We finally resorted to enervating glacial 
rinses. We meant to climb Ixta the next day, but weren't ~right enough 
to find the trailhead, so we had a nice late start on Popo; 8am. We took 
the Ventorrillo route. It was a loose, steep, rocky trail up to the 
glacier then a nice,long snow slope up to the crater rim.We'th~n 
followed the crater rim to the 17,342 foot summit. After celebrating, 
we hightailed it out of there because it was windy, cold and late. 
We got off-route coming down and had to place ice screws on an exposed 
icy slope, downclimbed on a tongue of rock a bit then skied thru calf 
deep pumice for hours down to the collapsed Las Cruces hut. We got 
off-route again and spent a majority of New Years Eve going down and 
back up canyons weaving our way back to the 10dge.The lodge had 
comfortable matresses if you were fortunate or tricky enough to get 
one, but hours foy food, booze and showers were too limited for our 
hectic schedule. The whole place, as did the huts,all reeked of 
bathroom smells. 
New Years Day we relaxed in Amecameca shopping in the marketplace 
and the next day we climbed Iztaccihuatl. (Elev.17,342) We rose at 
3:30am,hit the trail at 5:30am and finally found the correct trail. 
We followed it until we hit THE FOG. It was so dense we couldn't 
find the Ayoloco Glacier which we'd seen hanging above us moments 
before. We finally went up the only ice we could find. After 
lots of false summits, scrambling on loose, exposed gravel and 
little causeways with lots of exposure, we arrived at the summit 
or what we was. Judging by the amount of garbage strewn,it had to be. 
More handshakes and fotos and we retreated down to the Iglu 
hut for snacks, a much needed rest and more clothing. It was c-c
cold up there. The wind was screaming and it was probably -15. 
We followed the Arista del Sol route back down. It took about 
14 hours round trip. 
Tips: Make sure you are proficient on steep ice. We took 5 days 
to acclimate before the big climb up to 18,851, which seemed suff
icient. 

M.Melissa Storey with Gary Per less, Linda and Ziggy Mulhauser 
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BOEING ALPINE SOCIETY 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES 
JANUARY 1. 1988 

ATTENDEES: A mbrose Bittner (President) 
Ken Johnson (Vice-President) 
Richard Babunovlc (Secretary) 
Charles W.inters (Activities) 
Teri Crook (Librarian) 
Russ Brinton (Basic Class Leader) 
Rod Frt:eman (Former Pres.) 

I. Classes 

Mike Bingle (Membership) 
Debbie Ohman .(Treasurer) 
Gareth Beale (Equipment) 
Chuck Broughton (Member) 
John Petroske (Programs) 

Ice climbing: A class has been arranged with Scott Fisher for the 
20th and 21st of Feb. The cost will be about $120 for one night of 
lecture and 1 weekend of instruct.ion. 

Beginning: Corporate Lawyers are going to review the letter of 
underslanding for insurance purposes. As it stands all people teaching 
the class will be covered by insurance. Boeing lawyers are also going to 
prepai<.~ a waiver to be signed by all students. Class coordinators are 
needed to help run the class, R. Babunovic , D. Ohman, T Crook, and M. 
Bingle will work together to get all the needed jobs accomplished. 

II. BUdget: 
D. Ohman stated that this years budget has been accepted.by 

BOEREC. 

I I I. Ie Johnson: 
The Intermediate class had its 1987 wrap-up meeting. The main 

topic was the critic of the teachers by the students and vice versa. The 
class is presently looking for teachers to staff the class next year. 

IV. C. Winters: 
North Cascades Base camp outing had a low turn out, The low 

turn out caused BOEALPS to loose the fee discount. Since the price was 
fixed as announced, BOEALPS had to pick up the extra cost, (about 
$150). [t was recommended to arrange the trip next year but, advertise 
Lhe full price with a break only if enough people go. 
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v. Equipment: 
Gareth Beale requested the purchase of 2 new avalanche beacons 

to replace one which was lost during the beginning class and one which 
has broken. Also there is a possibility of buying another large tent. The 
purchase of the equipment was approved by the board. The purchases 
wll! be introduced for approved by the membership at the meeting 
preceding the purchase. 

VI. Agriss Morris Fund: 
There will be a raffle of donated equipment to raise money 

for this fllnd .. 

VB. 25th Anniversary of BOEALPS: 
Dee Urbick proposed a journal that covers the 25 year history of 

BOEALPS. It would be a bOllfid book of good quality that would review 
each year and include the best of that years ECHO articles. Hopefully 
pictures could be found to highlight each year. Dee has a good bit of 
0diling background. She is willing to put together a sample year and 
prepare an estimate of the cost. The board asked her to prepare the 
sample in time for a board meeting before the next general meeting to 
decide if this is feasible. If it is feasible. work must begin as soon as 
possible. 

A anniversary expedition was discussed along with a series of 
anniversary climhs. R. Bahunovic will work toward preparing such 
events. 

VII. OTIIER 
New T-shirts will be designed this year with the help of G. Beale 

and R Freeman. They hope to have them out by the beginning class so 
that more people will have a chance to buy them. 
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ThE? 1 Dn(~ a\t'Jai ted 1 flventorv C'J'f }jDE-al ps 
her-en I have 1 i sted ~,ll the equi pment ,that 

equ:l pment i~:3 

I am cer-t~d, n 
finall y 

i.s still 
c\t-ound. It is ,.:!. constant str-uggle to find items that €.U'-E! lost ar-
simply for-gotter1 by someone. To thElt encJ? I would like ever-yone 
\t'Jho h-2"(s ei thet- a pai 1'- o·F snowshDes cn- an avEt} cH-,che beacon to 
contact Ine as soon as is convenient.# All of tt,e cllJb beacons will 
b(:?' needed ,For a field tr-ip Oil February 6th 
avalarlche awareness class attended by Boealps 

is c.-rf 

Please note my new phone number is 865-5375~ 

Thc~ club lfI€:ii nt2d. nl.:'; an i flventcH-Y 0+ mDunted rH:;;'er i r'!q equi pment. 
that is available~ Ir-ee of chat-ge~ -to all members in good standing. 
Th(-::: pr-ifTIi::it-y purpose D7: -thi~3 inventory is t'.o l:;JiVF~ the membFo£.>t-ship 
access to equipmen't which Inost individuals wOLtld not normally 
purchase~ This includes large tents, snowshoes and avalanche 
beaCDnSM {-4dditionally~ pr-O\riciing ,.::\ la('ge selt::~ction (j'f equipment 
all Ot,.~s mE.:::rnbt-?rs the oppor-t:uni tv t(J tl'''Y (Jut i tE'JnS bfE:for~:? put-chEIsi ng 
t'.h ei r- Ol,-"'Jn" Last but not 1 east, thf2 i nventot"·y allows ffI£:?mbers to
bbrrow equiplDellt short term-for non-members QJ~ friends accompanying 
tt1em on trips, but who Inay not own their own equipmerlt~ 

Ther(:::~ c:'\re often (:2nquirie~::. fOI--' all kirlds of i'tem!:.~, in addition 
to thos(? in the clubs inventcH-Y~ Thf:~ short anS;t'H:?r-- is the.-I: :l't i-=.· 
nDt the cl Ltb "s i ntE:nt to pi'-ovi dE;';> equi prnent tel membef·~:, to r-el ea!::se 
'I::h (2m f 1'" (Jm t.he bur-den o'f Elcqui j'" i ng tr'!E~i 1'- own ~ Equi pm('::nt purchased 
by tt18 club will generally be those items we have found in the past 
to be popular wit1-, the members, and of 2 kind that will last well ~ 

bear-ing in mind the abuse they get~ Suggestions a~e always 
welcome, and major pu~chases av's always voted upon by the 
meml:!et-ship pr-esent~ !::(t 'the roon''chly me.·{,?t:ing where they ar-e proposed 
(anothel~ good reason to come to Ineetings)~ 

Ther'\~ foIl o~'\!s ali st of equi pment ~ (,"';\nd th\=2 checkout 
pr-clcedl.lr~~~S~ All m(~mbt-?j'-s, are encourc:\ged to tr-y out any i tf2ms. Bec\~

j,n Alind that from time to 'time classes rLln by the club may require 
the IJSe of large pCJrtions of the inventory, and these requests a~e 
given preference. The best policy is to plan well ahead~ 

CheC~(-Ollt procedure 

L CILlb equipment is for paid-up club members only. 
Contact the equipment chairman at his/her time of preference 
(currently anytime). 

~~ You will be given the name of one person to contact who t1as 
the ite,n you warlt. It is then up to you to make arrangements 
to pick up the equipment frOID "that person_ From this point on 
it i~~ assumeej that you Br'e in possession of the equipment, arld 
you should no-tify the chairo)an ASAP if tI,e 'transaction does 
not c!ccour (this is Cc\U-'=:,f;;? of most lO::5t. ('?quipment) ~ 

4~ Users are responsible for loss or abl1se of club equipment. 
Budget is available for necessary repair-s, so don't hesitate 
to fix something you find wrong (including seam-sealing 
tents). Contact the tlreasurer 'for a refund. 

5. E(~uipment reservations may be made lAp to a ma>:imum of one 
(nonth in advance. Extended use of more ttlan two weeks will_ be 
decided by Executive boar-d on an irldividual basis. 

5"-'~ c. 



S~HJWSHOES. 

SHERPA LIGHTFOOTS 2 pairs. 
8f-!EF(F'(~ FEATHERWE I GHTS - 6 pai r s. 

2 GI8C}~ARD 16000 ft 

IE:: C;:UUI C!:!.l~_I C E T [J U i S 

1 pair LOWE FOOTFANGS 

~:. F'IEF'Ei IT 
::; F' I EF'S SF 
1 F:AMER ECHO 

STO'v'ES 

:'2 l¥fBI:::: X 1<13 

1 LOWE HUMMINGBIRD iee aKe/hammer 
1 SIMOND C~~IGAL ice hamlner 

1 MSR HUMMINGBIRD 90 em 
1 MSR HUMMINGBIRD 65 em 

L 

2" 

INHABITENT, by Mountain 
corded crossing polesn 
lightest tent we have. 
}~OLlJBAR, by? A·-frame 
Llrlkno\<\wJ" 

Sewing. Yellow Goretex with 2 shoc~ 

Weight not knowrl, but this is the 
Two-person tE:n't,. 

mountaifleering terlt, two-person? weigtlt 

5. JANSPORT WEDGE~ Standard two-person tent with coated nylon 
fly. Comes in two bags. Weight unknowrl. 

4" WINTERL:[GHT, by Early Winte~s. Two-person yellow Gorete}:, 
tunl-lel style teJlt. Poles forln ·three hoops, tent is no·t self 
supporting~ Weight is about 51bsu 

5. OMNIPOTENT, by Early Winters. Similar" to the WINTERLIGHT~ in 
green" Weigt1t aboLlt the same. 

6. LR2, by REIn Two-per-son yellow Goretex~ conIes in one bag, flot 
self-sLLpportirlg~ three-hoop system~ Weight is about 51bs. 

7~ OCTODOME, by Sier~a Designs. T~lree-pey-son dome tent with 
coated nylon fly~ Carnes in Of18 stuff sact(. Weight unknown~ 

8n POLE SLEEVE OVAL~ by North Face. TllY-ee persor" four- seaSOil 

tf!!nt·. (i5!!};peclit.ion qU2\lity~). COine£.:, in tY.,iO =.t.uff sacks~ Weiqht 
{~bout 1. :llb-:=.;" 

9" Tinlberline by EURE~(A!. FO\,Ar-person basic A-frame tent, with 
tall sloping sides. Not recolnmellded for windy conditions. 
Comes in one stuff sac~~~ weighs 91bso 

10. L.OWE DOME. Tllree/four--person tall dome tent~ Made o'f 
Goretex~ weight un~(nown. 

lin EQUINOX, by Wilderness Experience. Three/four person free
standing domen Weight about 111bs. 

12rt SENTINEL-4 by EUREKA!. Three/fou~-pel~son, four season. 
Modified A-fr-ame. Weight aboLlt 101bs~ 

13. WINDY PASS 24. Geodesic dome~ two-person, four seasonN 
Weig~\t is atJout 8 1/2 lbs. We have two of these tents. 

14. GREAT PYRAMID by REI. Fou~-pe~son~ self suppo~ting tent witt, 
coated nylon fly. Weigtl"t about j,31bs. 

158 KINGDOME by Sierra Designs. Five-person, self supporting dome 
tent wittl coated llylon rainfly. Weight is abolAt 13 lbs. 

i6~ BASE CAMP by Sierra Desigrls. Four pe~son, self supporting donIe 
with square '/:loor, coate(j flylon r-ainfly. Weight about 121bs. 
I\lE:v,i ~ 

17. SHANGRI-LA by Windy F'assn A morlster of a ten"t. Six person dome 
with eoa"ted flylol' ~aj"nfly and fibt-eglass poles~ Weigtls in at 
a /""!E-:-+ty l~::Slb~:s tDt(.:£ll, but gr"'E~E\t. 'for"' thOS">f.2 club outings. NEW! S.J:1D 
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ACTIVITIES Charles Winters 

WINTER SCHEDULE OF CLUB TRIPS: 

Saturday, February 6 
Avalanche field trip near Stevens pass. We have arranged 
with Gary Brill and Alpine Ascents Unlimited (AAU) for a 
reserved field session for 10 to 12 BOEALPS people. This 
trip is part of a course being offered by AAU through REI 
and North Face which includes two evening lectures. See 
separate notice above for details. 

Saturday, February 6 
Easy crosscountry skiing near Snoqualmie Pass: e.g. Mt. 
Margaret, Mt. Catherin, Amabilis etc. We'll meet at gateway 
cafe, North Bend at 8:00 AM. Call Bob Mondrzyk at 773-9783 
(work) for information 

Saturday or Sunday Feb 13, 14 
One day snowshoe outing with the potential for an overnight 
trip depending on wishes of the party. Destination is open. 
Equipment: loaner snowshoes available from BOEALPS 
equipment chairman, also rentals available from local shops. 
Call Richard Babunovic at 656-5848 (work) or 235-7085 (home) 
for information. 

Saturday and Sunday, March 26 and 27 
Climbing trip, destination open. Call Jim Blilie at 237~ 
4045 (work) or before 9:00 PM at 722-0650 (home) for 
information. 

Sometime in April, exact date TBD 
Climb of Mt. Constance. Call Rob Freeman at 237-4157 (work) 
or 935-1422 (home) for information 

Sometime in April, exact date TBD 
Crosscountry skiing and climb of Teebone Ridge/Little Devil 
Peak. Call Rob Freeman at 237-4157 (work) or 935-1422 
(home) for information 

5".13 A 



Ice Climbing Seminar 

A technical ice climbing seminar is being planned forthe weekend of February 20 and 
21. It will cover all aspects of climbing steep ice, from ice tool and crampon use to 
placing protection and setting up belays. The goal is to lead moderatetly steep 
waterfall ice. The location is tentatively set for the Leavenworth area, and cost is still 
being worked on. Participants will be expected to be able to lead a fifth class rock pitch 
and will be asked to provide their own harness, helmet, and crampons. We will take 
care of the rest. Lodging and carpooling will be arranged among the participants. The 
course will be taught by Scott Fischer of Mountain Madness, a true professional! 
Sound fun? Call Ken Johnson at 342-0347 for more information. 

ALP/nUCHO 
c/o Ken Henshaw 

9725 E. Marginal wy 25-82 
Seattle, Wa 98108 
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BOEING EMPLOYEES ALPINE SOCIETY, INC. 

President .... Ambrose Bittner .. 77-05 .. 234-4374 
Vice President ... Ken Johnson .. OU-31 .. 342-0347 
Treasurer ....... Debbie Ohman .. 7K-03 .. 865-6715 
Secretary Richard Babunovic .. 6L-15 .. 756-5769 
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Librarian ...... Teri Crook 
Membership .... Mike Bingle .. 9H-32 .. 394-3373 
Programs .... John Petroske .. 6M-47 .. 656-7885 

March Meeting 

Thursday, March 3rd, 7:30 pm 

Oxbow Rec Center 

===============================================================--=============== 

1 9 8 8 

B 0 E ALP S 

P HOT 0 CON T EST 

Thursday, March 3rd, 7:30 P,M. 
Oxbow Recreation Center 

The photo contest will once again be the feature of the March meeting. 
World reknown photographer and traveler, Jerry Baillie will narrate. 
All Boealps members in good standing are eligible to enter slides or 
photos. Prizes will be awarded for first, second, and third place. 
A summary of rules and details are provided inside this months Echo. 

P.S. don't forget to show up. Try your luck and show off your photos. 

=============================================================================== 



Belay Stance 

Hello again. This month's Echo is a little lean on climbing reports, 

but full of informative articles for your appreciation. I imagine most 
of you have been out skiing or showshoeing, and haven't had a chance to 
write up your trip reports yet. 

Included in this Issue is a raffle to benefit the Agris Moruss Memorial 
Fund. The prizes being offered consist of two great climbing packs, a 
pair of rock shoes and an aluminum picket. All prizes were graciously 
donated by Wilderness Sports of Bellevue. Well, do you feel lucky. 

Also, for your reading pleasure, is an essay entitled "Out On A Limb" 

by Paul Michelson, in which he discusses the dangers of cornices. By the 
way Paul, I'll be sure and route a copy of the article to the appropriate 
climbing class instructor. 

The event you all have been waiting for will be happening at the club 
meeting on March 3rd. That's right, the world famous Boealps photo contest. 
Be sure and bring your best slides and prints to the meeting. Who knows, 
you just might have the winning shot. 

I'd like to thank first time contributor Dave Beedon for his two trip 

reports. Also contributing articles this month were Jim Blilie, Ken Johnson 
and John Petroske. 

The deadline for the April Echo will be Tuesday, March 22nd. 



TRIP REPORT: Mt. Ross--Lower SW Ridge 
Saturday, 1/23/88 

(USGS Marblemount) 
324 wot'ds 

This was a route-scouting trip for a later scramble/climb. The 
r'oute taken was almost e;.~actly as deser'tbad by Becke:; (t'ed 

Cascade Alpine Guide, page 76). 

Although ve,'y accessible--its lowe,- S slopes descend to the 
main street of Newhalem--Mt. Ross is not popular, perhaps due to 
its ,-uggedness. \~hen app,-oach ing Newhalem f,-om the \~ (on the 
straightaway just W of town), it is the massive peak almost 
straight ahead. Local relief is 5500', The summit appears on 
USGS Diablo Dam. 

Starting from the Goodell Creek Road, just N of the highway 
maintenance shops in Newhalem, I ascended the lower SW ridgE to 
2650'. I generally followed a 45d bearing up through the forest, 
zig-zagging among the many cliffs. Minor brush (mostly vine 
maples) and moss-covered rocks made the going tricky at times. 
The,'e was up to one foot of snow highe,- up. 

A large slab cliff at 2650' stopped me: the steepness and 
exposure were too much for a solo effort. While taking a Iiturn
a,-ound ,-est," a big black bi,-d (,-aven?) glided by. Spilled m~<ffis 

created colored snow. Weather was mild (4057). 

By 4:30 p.m. I ,-,as back on Goodell C,-eek Road. 4 hou,-s up; 2 
down. About 2200' gained and lost. 

Finding one's way back down in this maze of slab outcrops and 
forest is nearly impossible without using flasging or detailed 
route notes. This scramble was an exercise in routefinding; the 
thick forest left little opportunity for scenery appreciation. An 
alternate route farther to the east looked inviting from 
Newhalem. 

Breakfast note: the Mount Baker Cafe in Concrete opens at 6:00 
a.m. Ma,-blemount's ,'estaLlt"ants and stm-e(s?) don't open until 9. 

FROM: Dave Beedon Bo:< 1475 Renton WA 98057 2/9/88 
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TRIP REPORT: POINT 5842 
Wednesday 

(USGS Baring) 
8/26/87 

887 words (with directionsl 

Point 5842 lies just S of Gunn Peak. Among some MOllntaineet~s it 
has an unofficial name of Heybroek Mountain. 

T\o.JO no-shows at Bat~in9 r'educed this Mountaineer's' sct~amble to 
John, Chris, and me. Once we found the trailhead we were off. 
Right away the trail became steep and brushy as it ascended the 
clearcut slope just W of the prominent lower waterfall. Lots of 
huckleberries (blue and red), thistles, and ferns here. 

At 2700' the trail entered forest. At 3400' it passed the 
fir'st r'ock outer'oPa At 375('" it t~eached cliffs. Het~e--near" a gully 
which descended from the right--we turned right (E) and traversed to 
a dry streambed. This is a western tributary of the waterfall 
stream belo~. The trail descended steeply to the streambed then 
went up the other side, going under some alder branches. 

Then it got brushy and stayed that way: ferns. thistles, berry 
bushes, small firs. and alders. On a traverse under cliffs at 
about 415~)' we had a good view of Point 576'). After' ascending in 
zig-zag fashion through rock outcrops the trail finally broke out 
of the brush and trees with a short rock scramble at 4800'. 

We rested in an open bouldery basin at 5000'. From there we 
went NE on easy~ open terrain to the ridge at 5320'. The alpine 
setting of the ridge was beautiful: 9rass~ low heather, and dwarf 
firs amidst outcrops of smooth rock. 

Tht~ee neat~by summi ts looked tempting. The fit~st was out" goal. 
Pt. 5842, standing to the W. It appeared to be almost a walk-up. 
Just N of it was Point 576~)+ (unmat"'ked on the tapa), ~o,jhich looked 
even easiet~ than OLW destination. To the SE was Point 576(), a 
rough summit on the ridge. Its W side, littered with rockfall, 
appeared to be more challenging than the other two summits. 

After some picture-taking and uttering superlatives about the 
environs. we rambled toward our summit~ generally following its 
gentle BE ridge. A few short detours were required to avoid minor 
rock gullies. The N slope of the summit looked iffy, so we angled 
left to the S ridge. After gaining the ridge just S of the upper 
E cliffs, a short walk got us to the plateau summit at 3:05. 

What a view: mountains in all directions! Gunn Peak's S 
side looked scary and Baring Mountain looked devilish in the 
light of the overcast day. All around was gentle terrain just 
begging to be explored; a couple of ridge tarns provide water. 
The N slope of our summit. as it turned out. was somewhat steep 
at the top, but definitely within our capabilities. 

During our 35-minute stay on the summit we ate a quick lunch 
under threatening skies and I installed a BOEALPS summit reg
ister. We headed down the way we came up. 



TRIP REPORT: POINT 5842 (continued) page 2 

On the way down it rained lightly for a few minutes. John fell 
on the trail and cut his leg, and Chris got sick. Neither con
dition was disabling, so we carried on, reaching the car at 7:30 
in the evening. A final ,'est (at Bat'clav C"eek, with c,'eek-cooled 
soda pop) rejuvenated us. We all felt that the trip had been a 
workout and that we had accomplished something. 

By far the most difficult part of this trip was the trail 
itself. It starts steep and stays that way all the way to 3750'. 
Several short rock scrambles exist in the upper sections. Much of 
the upper trail (3750-4800') is brushy. An ice aoe is helpful for 
balance and for pushing brush out of the way. Lightweight trail 
boots would be aut of place here. High country is mostly Class i. 

Directions to trailhead ... From the Baring Store in the hamlet 
of Bat~in9 on SR 2 (Stevens Pass H~"Jy) Ct~oss the t~ailt"oad tt~acks 

(mile 0.0) and go straight ahead onto a gravel road (I 6024). 

In 3.6 miles reach a road which descends gently to the left. 
This is the first branch lossing road encountered after Ilrounding 
the corner 1

! into the upper Barclay Creek valley. Park at this 
junction--the bt~anch t~oad is t"Dugh and infested t'Jith a.ldet~s. 

From this spot you can see three major waterfalls on the hill
side to the N. Your route ascends the clearcut slope just left 
(W) of the eastern fall. 

Walk down the road~ cross Barclay Creek~ and curve to the 
t"'ight. At ne:·~t junction, go t~i8ht (E), ct~ossin8 a stt~eam (bone 
dry in Aug 87). Pass a branch road on the left. Reach a second 
branch road on the left. Turn left here. 

The branch road at this second junction points at Point 5760. 
The waterfall you saw earlier is visible ahead at ca. 60 degrees. 
The climbe,'s' "path" is just to the left of the fall, but is vet'y 
hat~d to see. 

Walk UP the alder-infested branch road. Near its end, turn 
right (into the alders) and find the faint start of the climbers' 
path in si lvet~ gt~ay log t~emnants. 

FF:OI1: Dave Beedon Bo>< 1475 2/10/88 
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ACCESS TO "BARCLAY CREEK PEAKS" 
=================================== 

(Not to scale) 
USGS Baring, T27N, R10E. Sect. 25 

Dave Beedon 11-23-87 
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OUT ON A LIMB 

Do any of you remember the article in the Boeing News last 
summer describing a party's climb of Mt. St. Helens? The 
climb was made in May, a few days after the south side was 
reopened to the public for climbing and featured several photos 
taken during the trip, including a shot taken on the summit 
cornice. The article stressed that great care was taken in 
venturing onto the cornice, including employing ropes for 
protection. Well... as it turns out I was also on the 
mountain that spring day last year with some friends and I'd 
like say that's not exactly how we saw things. 

The photo (above) that I took clearly showed the group out on 
the cornice, however at no time were any ropes or other means 
of protection visible, nor as far as we could tell used by the 
party. There were about twenty people standing around below a 
well defined fracture line, some shaking there heads, and this 
group out there posing for a picture. Now I'm not really sure 
what motivated them for doing what they did; perhaps they 
wanted their picture taken on the "Top" of the peak, but I 
would like to discuss some of the obvious and maybe not so 
obvious hazards involved with cornices. 

Cornices are deposits of wind-drifted snow overhanging the lee 
side of ridges or other exposed terrain features (see diagram 
below). They tend to form in moderate winds both during storms 
and also in fair weather, as snow is picked up from the 
windward slope and transported across a ridge crest. The 
extent of cornice building is determined mostly by the shape of 
the ridge crest. A ridge that slopes on one side and breaks 
into an abrupt cliff on the other can develop monster cornices, 
as is the case on the St. Helens crater rim. A knife-edge 
ridge or one which is gentle on both sides may only have a 
small cornice or none at all. 

5.7 
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The exact orientation of any cornice is determined by the wind 
direction, so it follows that in Washington state most tend to 
face to the north and east, However localized changes in wind 
direction can produce spectacular cross-cornice formations in 
places. While moderate winds can build extremely large 
cornices, high winds will erode them, thus reducing their size. 

Cornices are often very unstable due to lack of support and can 
be released by human disturbance or natural causes such as sun 
warming. Two years ago on a Jerry Baillie Memorial Day trip a 
group of us were at a rest stop near the summit of Colonial 
Peak. It was about 1:30 pm on what had turned out to be a hot 
clear day when we witnessed a 200 yard section of cornice 
spontaneously separate from the north side of nearby pt. 7505. 

-Not being in any danger from our position, we watched in awe as 
this huge mass of snow exploded off its perch and fell hundreds 
of feet, sweeping the entire slope below. Jerry, who was out 
in front punching steps toward the summit at the time, did not 
see the event but heard it and later told us he thought he was 
"done for". 

When approaching a ridge top from the windward side one may 
have little indication of a cornices presence, as the slope can 
appear smooth and non-threatening. If the surrounding terrain 
features or a topo map suggest possible cornicing assume one 
exists until determined otherwise. Look for trees or exposed 
rocks jutting through the crest to give an indication of the 
ridge boundary. Fracture lines may also be visible as deep 
cracks or slight indentations in the snow surface, however 
these too can be difficult to spot since they can be a 
considerable distance from the apparent "true" crest of the 
cornice or may be covered by fresh snow. 

A few years ago a group of us were on an early spring 
conditioning trip to Red Mountain near Snoqualmie Pass. I was 
in front as we neared the summit and upon arriving there raced 
up to take in the sweeping vistas to the north and below me. 
BELOW ME!!! I quickly realized that I was no longer standing 
on the summit and retreated to the safety of exposed summit 
rock (where I stayed for some time). The cornice itself was 
not very large, evidence of wind scouring and spring melt, and 
was securely fastened to the summit, however the thought of 
slipping off and falling 2300 ft. into Goat Creek basin or 
breaking through and falling 2300 ft. into Goat Creek basin 
was enough to scare the S __ T out of me. 
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As we venture out this spring in search of new mountain 
should keep in mind that while these creatures adventures, we t' 

resent an awesome sight and a great source of conversa lon, 
~hey can also represent an unpredictable source of hazard., ~o 
a little research on the subject for, your ~eace of mln . 

d summits wlth cautlon and look for Approach rid~e crests, an l'mb'" 
signs of cornlce formatlon. Don't get caught out on a l ... 

references: 

Submitted by: Paul Michelson 

Mountaineering The Freedom of The Hills, 
The Seattle Mountaineers, pages 292-294, 
499-500 

Avalanche Safety For Skiers and Climbers, 
Tony Daffern, pages 34, 115-116 

1988 AGRIS MORUSS MEMORIAL GRANT 

Once again, BOEALPS will be awarding a grant in the name of the late Agris Moruss, 
longtime member of BOEALPS and instructor in the BOEALPS Climbing Class. The 
grant is awarded each year to a worthy member (or group of members) to help advance 
their climbing endeavors. Any member of BOEALPS is eligible for a grant. Application 
for a grant should be made in writing to the Past President, Rob Freeman, who will. 
advance them to the other Trustees. When applying, outline your trip and explain why 
you are a worthy recipient. All applications are welcome and encouraged, as the 
response has not been overwhelming in recent years. Application deadline is March 31, 
1988 and the winner will be.announced at the May meeting. Send applications to: 

Rob Freeman 
MIS 77-22 
237-4157 

or 
8444 41st Ave SW 
Seattie, WA 98136 



INTERMEDIATE CLIMBING COURSE 

BOEALPS will once again offer this course for those who have basic skills and the 
desire to learn what is involved in climbing some of the more technical and remote 
routes in the Cascades. In addition to having completed the Basic Course (or showing 
equivalent experience), students should be in good physical condition and have the 
attitude that they will get out of the class whatever they put into it. The small class size 
and high instructor-to-student ratio provides an informal, yet intensive, learning 
environment. The class is geared toward providing people with the knowledge, skills, 
and experience to carry out an alpine climb of moderate difficulty and length. The 
emphasis is on student participation rather than simply guiding them up climbs. 

The course will consist of ten lull weekends spead out over live months (April through 
August), with several weeknight presentationldiscussion sessions. Two of the 
weekends are spent reviewing basic rock climbing skills such as placing protection 
and setting up belay anchors, and leaning to plan and execute a technical rock lead. 
One weekend is spent on a snow and ice climb of one of the local volcanoes, and 
another deals with rescue techniques and aid climbing. The remaining six weekends 
are spent climbing some of the Northwest's finest alpine climbs, including the West 
Ridge of Forbidden, the West Ridge of Prussik Peak, the Northwest Face of Siesse, the 
North Face of Maude, and the North and West Ridges of Stuart. The climbs are chosen 
by each instructor depending on conditions and student interest. The students will 
plan and lead their own climbs, with instructors along in a non-leadership role, for the 
last two outings. 

The weeknight sessions will feature knowledgable and perhaps well-known climbers 
giving presentations on several topics. These will include equipment, winter climbing, 
expeditions and group dynamics, and recsue. These evenings will also be used to 
discuss the previous weekend's climb and plan for the next outing. 

For more information, contact Ken Johnson at 342-0347, MIS OU-31. 

The news articles and opinions expressed in this 

newsletter are not necessarily those of the Boeing Company. 



----------------------------------------------------------------------
by Jim Blilie 

National Forest Planning -- Washington 

The Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest draft plan was released in Dec, 1987. The 
period for public comment on the draft plan runs though April 15, 1988 (easy to remember: tax 
day.) I urge every one of you to write to the Forest Service on this plan. This is the most 
important National Forest in Washington, and one of the most important in the U.S. 

Imagine yourself on the Tooth, enjoying another ascent of the classic South Face. As you 
pull up over that fmal wall to the summit and turn around, expecting those famous Cascade views 
you are disappointed. Sure, there's Rainier looming to the south in it's usual magnificence. But 
look at the foreground: a wasteland of clearcuts is all you can see. Sure, alot of it is BN land, but 
why isn't the Forest Service land green? 

I fmd myself repeating this scenario far too many times. A large proportion of our 
climbing takes place in the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest (MBSNF), and we need to 
take a vital interest in what happens to that Forest. The actions of the Forest Service today will 
dramatically affect your enjoyment -- and your grandchildren's enjoyment -- of our Cascades 
tomorrow. 

The MBSNF encompasses every type of climbing terrain that we enjoy. From the rock 
faces of Static Point, to the big volcanoes of Mt. Baker and Glacier Peak, to the alpine spires of 
the Ptarmigan Traverse. There is solitude from the crowds of the city. Challenge from the peaks 
and the gnarly approaches. Peace in the still alpine lakes that you can drink straight out of, catch 
dinner in, or simply mirror the peaks in. The Forest watersheds provide us with our clean, 
abundant drinking water, and with salmon and steelhead. It is part and parcel of our good quality 
of life here. 

Unfortunately, our public servants, the Forest Service have put timber production fIrst 
among the many uses of the Forest for too long now. And the Forest shows it. Slumping 
hillsides, silted creeks, "trails" through cIearcuts, and dwindling old growth and roadless areas are 
the result. 

The Forest Service recommends that we continue this one sided, short-sighted use of the 
Forest with their Preferred Alternative H. 

I urge you to support Alternative G, with a few recommendations to the F.S. thrown in. 
Alternative G provides adequate protection of Old Growth, Roadless Recreation, Wildlife, Water 
Quality, and Scenic Values in most areas. I recommend, however: 

* Support Alternative G, and ... 
* That you ask that more low elevation Old Growth and Roadless areas be preserved in 

order to provide more complete ecosystem protection, more "easy" low elevation recreation for 
people with small children, and to preserve genetic diversity. 

* Ask for all Roadless Areas to remain that way. 
* Urge the Forest Service to ban ORV's from all trails. (I LOVE ORV's!) 
* Ask that measures be taken to assure healthy populations of all of the Forest's native 

wildlife, fIsh, and plants. 
* Ask that the view sheds from high elevation climbing areas and Wilderness be 

preserved intact. 
* Ask for a roadless, cutless buffer zone around all Wilderness areas. 
* Demand that the F.S. fully accounts for the recreational demands on the Forest by 

setting aside roadless areas outside of Wilderness for recreation (see above.) 



Shortly, I will have more specific information on which Roadless and Old Growth areas 
to name in your comments. This is largely a personal thing, however, so I invite you to view the 
plan and maps at the next few Boealps meetings. I tend to be a bit radical on these things. Please 
comment on the plan as you see fit I hope most of you see a fit Forest the same way I do. Only 
the long view will insure a viable Forest for our children. And theirs. 

Your comments are important! They carry the force of law, as the Forest service must 
respond to public comment This plan will cover the Forest for the next 15 years and will have 
effects long after that. Please write. For more information or to look at the plan, call Jim Blilie at 
237-4045. Also, the task force needs help: please see the "help" article in this issue. The 
deadline is 4-15-88. 

Address: 

Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest 
Attention: Forest Plan 
1022 First Ave. 
Seattle, WA 98104 

Gifford Pinchot National Forest draft plan comment period ended on January 31, 1988. I hope 
you all wrote in to comment on this plan. The G-P Forest includes Mt Adams, St Helens, and the Goat 
Rocks -- all great climbing areas. I will be reporting on the final plan as information becomes available. 

Sno-parks I High Elevation Winter Access 

In this issue of the Echo you will frnd two articles decrying the potential loss of two of our 
important high elevation winter sites. One for access, the other for backcountry use. I urge you 
to read and respond to these articles. 

The only access the public has for high elevation winter recreation in the national forests without 
a long approach is at the various passes: Stevens, Snoqualmie, White Passes, and Mt. Baker. 
These sites are ·also the locations for major commercial ski operations. Expansion is plarmed for 
the commercial operations at nearly every one of these sites. This expansion threatens to limit or 
eliminate our access to the high country in winter. 

The commercial operators want to make as much money as they can, and do not care whether you 
get access to the backcountry. They would just as soon charge you for that access: note the Mt. 
Catherine loop. By using all the available parking or by setting tracks, they can effectively 
control your access. 

Legally, they carmot deny you access to the National Forests. They can only charge you for 
"services provided." Unfortunately, plowing the parking areas, and setting tracks do count as 
services provided. 

I urge everyone to write (see addresses in D. Beaton's article) to the Sno-Park Advisory 
Committee demanding that they provide access at the passes. Low elevation Sno-Parks are no 
substitute. Also suggest that they kick in a reasonable percentage of the plowing costs at the 
Passes where there are not designated Sno-Parks, to insure that Sno-Park users have access to the 
pass areas. Also, write to the Forest Service (Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie, Wenatchee) opposing any 
commercial expansions which would threaten back country use or access in the pass areas. 
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HELP! 

This is a plea for all of you out there to lend a hand in protecting our natural 
heritage and recreational playground. The recently released draft plan for the Mount 
Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest is the last, biggest, and most important one in the 
State. This is also the Forest most frequently visited by recreating folks from Western 
Washington (that's us.) We must make our strongest effort yet to protect this forest. 

As in every volunteer outfit I've been involved in, most of our club's work is 
done by a few individuals. I know there are more of you out there who would like to 
help out. 1'd like to show you how to do that. 

The Mount Baker-Snoqualmie Nat'!. Forest Task Force has a great need for all 
sorts volunteer help. Writing, doing outreach, working on the "Alert", phone banking. I 
can put you in touch with people who use your talents. There are few kinds of work as 
satisfying as doing real work for something you care about. 

I am coordinating the phone bank, so I need your help! Anyone who is interested 
in helping out the Task Force or in other ways is invited to contact me at 237-4045, MIS 
70-61 for more information. Hoka Hey! 

WHERE YOU AT? 

1ms quiz is reprinted from the book Deep Ecology by Devall and Sessions. 

What follows is a self-scoring test on basic environmental perception of place [my emphasis). 
Scoring is done on the honor system, so if you fudge, cbeat, or elude, you also get an idea of wbere 
you're at. The quiz is culture bound, favoring those people who live in the country over city 
dwellers, and scores can be adjusted accordingly. Most of the questions, bowever, are of sucb a 
basic nature that undue allowances are not necessary. This tesl was adapled from the version 
appearing in CoEvolution, no. 23. 

I. Trace the water you drink from precipitation 10 tap. 
2. How many days until the moon is full (plus or minus a couple of days)? 
3. Describe the soil around your bome. 
4. What were the primary subsistence lechniques of the culture(s) that lived in your area before you? 
5. Name five native edible plants in your bioregion and their season(s) of availability. 
6. From what direction do winter storms generally come in your region? 
7. Where (specifically) does your garbage go? 
8. How long is the growing season where you live? 
9. On whal day of the year are the sbadows the shortest wbere you live? 
to. Name five trees in you area. Are any of them native? Describe them if you can't name them. 
11. Name five resident and any migratory birds in your area. 
12. Whal is the land use hislOry by people in your bioregion during the past century? 
13. Whal primary geological event/process influenced the land form where you live? 
14. Whal species bave become extinct in you area? 
15. Whal are the major plant associations in your region? 
16. From wbere you are reading this, poinl north. 
17. What spring wildflower is consistently among the first to bloom where you live? 
18. What kind of rocks and minerals are found in your bioregion? 
19. Were the stars out last night? 
20. Name some beings (nonhuman) that share your area 
21. Do you celebrate the turning of the summer and winter solstice? If so, how? 
22. How many people live next door to you? What are their names? 
23. How much gasoline do you use a week, on average? 
24. What energy costs you the most money? Whal kind of energy is it? 
25. What developed and potential energy resources are in your area? 
26. Whal plans are there for massive development of energy or mineral resources in your bioregion? 
27. What is the largest wilderness area in yourbioregion? 
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Arctic National Wildlife Refuge -- Alaska 

Letters are still needed on the refuge! Right now, the chairman of the Senate Energy Committee 
is trying to get drilling legislation out of his committee. Dan Evans has now cosponsored the 
Wirth-Bumpers amendment (now called the Wirth-Bumpers-Evans amendment) which would 
require a complete national energy policy, and strict conservation measures before any drilling 
could take place in the refuge. Evans sits on the Energy committee and is very important on this 
issue. Write to him especially. Thank him for cosponsoring the amendment and urge him to 
keep fighting the drilling legislation. 

POINTS TO MAKE WHEN YOU WRITE 

* At present, we have no national energy policy. It is absurd for the oil companies and the 
Reagan Administration to yell "national security" when we've got no policy. 

* Regnlations for auto efficiency and developing alternatives to fossil fuels have been 
eliminated by the Reagan Adm. The 55 mph speed limit has been raised to 65 mph. (How 
quickly we forget the lessons of the past. The era of cheap oil is over.) 

* The potential oil under the refuge is a very small amount: equivalent to only 200 days supply 
for the U.S. (the most optimistic estimate) or less than one percent of U.S. consumption for the 30 
year life of the field. 

* There are other places that we could look for oil, or where there are already proven reserves. 
A glaring example is the proven 10 billion barrels in the oil fields just west of the Prudhoe Bay 
Complex. (The most optimistic estimates, based on $30/barrel price (it's about $18 now), set the 
reserves under the refuge at 3.2 billion barrels.) 

* This area has been set aside as a wildlife refuge. The refuge has been called "the American 
Serengeti" because of the diversity of wildlife found only here. Oil development would destroy 
that purpose. The plain is critical nesting habitat for many waterfowl including snow geese and 
summer home of the snowy owl. It is the only calving ground for the Porcupine Caribou Herd. It 
is also home to wolves, arctic fox, grizzly bears, polar bears, wolverines, muskoxen, and rap tors 
such as peregrine falcons and golden eagles. All these would suffer from development. 

* This is the last undeveloped piece of the Arctic Coastal Plain in the U.S. (The other 90% is 
open for development.) 
The "compromise" has already been made. 

* The record at Prudhoe bay has been dismal: The air is polluted, there have been numerous oil 
spills (17000 since 1973, 521 spills amounting to 82000 gallons in 1985 alone). The toxic by
products of oil drilling, especially drilling muds contaminate the area. (In 1984 the oil companies 
discharged 58 million gallons of waste containing arsenic, lead and other toxics onto tundra 
wetlands.) 

* Thank Senator Evans for cosponsoring the Evans-Wirth-Bumpers Amendment. 

ADDRESSES: 

Senators: 

Honorable::--::--::-::--__ _ 
Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dan Evans 
Brock Adams 

Representatives: 

Honorable,_--c::-:::=---=--::--::-_ 
House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Mike Lowry 
John Miller 
Rod Chandler 
Tom Foley 
Norm Dicks 

Sid Morrison 
Don Bonker 
Al Swift 
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LOSS OF SNO-P ARK AT SNOOUALMIE PASS 

Please read this notice from Dave Beaton. Even though it is past Jan. 23, a large public outcry will force 
them to reconsider the possibility of creating a new snopad<:. Let's keep Snoqualmie open to the public! 

Cross country skiers are about to lose forever all free. public access to the 
ski tours 1n the Snoqualmie Pass/Mt. Catherine area. The sno-park at Gold 
Creek will be permanently closed at the end or this year (because it 19 
located next to private land that 1s about to be developed). Historically. 
this has been the moat heavily used Sno~Park 1n the state. Amazingly ho~ever. 
the State Sno-Park Commission and U.S. Forest Service have no plans to replace 
or relocate it! Without a Sno-Park parking area to park your car at. you will 
no longer be able to ski at Kendall Ridge. Hyak Lake. Nordic Pass. Mt. 
Catherine or SlIver Peak (without paying a trail fee), even though all of 
these areas are on public land! 

There is only ~ spot left in the Snoqualmie Pass area that is: 
1. Public land, 
2. Next to a developed road, and 
3. Not already developed and being used by a commercial downhill or 

nordic ski operation. 
That parcel of land is located immediately east of Hyak Creek and west of the 
Pac-West estates and south of 1-90. This land could easily be adapted into a 
ano-park parking lot and in fact has actually been mapped out and designated 
as a parking area. Unfortunately for cross-country skiers and snowshoers. the 
Forest Service plans call for this area to become a parking lot for the Pac 
West Commercial Ski Area! This despite the facts that: 

1. Pac-West already has two other large parking lots. 
2. Public lands have already been converted into SEVEN other large 

parking lots for commercial operations at Snoqualmie Pass. 
3. Recent ski industry surveys show cross-country skiers and snowshoers 

represent nearly halr or the winter-use public (which the Forest 
Service 1_ supposed to be representing). 

4. Thosc same ski industry surveys show cross-country skiing growing in 
popularity at a rate aLmost DOUBLE the rate of growth of downhill 
skiing. 

Yet unless each and everyone of us acts QUICKLY, within a year the Snoqualmie 
Pass Arca will be controlled by and used entirely for COMMERCIAL INTERESTS and 
all free. public access to public lands will be lost FOREVER! 

What can you do??? 
The most important task 1s to write the State Sno-Park Advisory Committee 
urging them to approve funds needed to develop the Forest Service land east of 
Hyak Creek into a Soo-Park Parking Lot (current estimates are that grading and 
paving will cost between SSO.OOO to S100.000). People to write include: 

James Horan. Director 
Washington State Parks 
7150 Cleanwater Lane KY-ll 
Olympia. WA 98504 

and/or Glenn Eades. Local Rep. 
Sno-Park Advisory Committee 
16109 NE 57th 
Redmond. WA 98052 

You can also write to the Forest Service urging them to modify the Pac-West 
Land Use Permit to allow this Sno-Park to be built and to allow free public 
trails to be marked on the public lands east o~ Hyak Creek up to Hyak Lake and 
beyond to Nordic Pass. Address your letter to: 

Mike Cooley 
U.S. Forest Service. North Bend Office 
42404 SE North Bend Way 
North Bend, WA 98045 

The third thing you can do is contact every friend you can think ot and 
~il e ~~~y n~ this bulletin to them urging your friends to write also. 
The State Sno-Park Advisory Committee ~111 be meeting on Saturday, 
January 23. at the Ellensburg Country Court.house so please wri te your 
lotter as soon as you can! 

It you have any questions or ~ould like additional information. feel free 
to contact me at 746-0500. Thank you (or your belp in supporting FREE. 
PUBLIC ACCESS TO TIrE SNOQUAUHE PASS BACKCOUNTRY. !o, .. (<tr~lyl uo. ... ,d B..R.o..'I--o ........... 
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============================================================== 

Support the 1988 Northwest American Everest Expedition 

============================================================== 

The 1988 Northwest American Everest Expedition will cl~ the 
classic South Col route in the fall of 1988. Climbing the 
world's highest mountain requires the support of many more 
people than can ever physically reach the summit. To finance 
such an undertaking the Expedition relies on the support and 
involvement of people such as yourself. Be with us at the top! 

Help this local expedition team reach the summit of Everest. 
You can do this by purchasing a tee-shirt or sweat-shirt. They 
look great and are also highly functional. I heard someone say 
these shirts are Sure to make the climbing fashion statement of 
the year. Even more fashionable than lycra-tights. Can you 
believe that! 

Remember: Don't look like no nerd. You can be real cool 
in one of a variety of official Everest expedition shirts. 

Pricing Information: 

STYLES COST COLORS SIZES 

short sleeve T-shirt: $12 white, blue, red, silver, teal, black S, M, L, XL 
long sleeve T-shirt: $15 white, blue, red, silver, teal S, M, L, XL 
cre~Nneck sweat-shirt: $18 white, blue, red, jade S, M, L, XL 
hooded sweat-shirt: $22 white, blue, red S, M, L, XL 

EVE RES T S H I R T o R D E R FOR M 

NAME 

MAIL STOP PHONE NUMBER 

TYPE OF SHIRT SZ COLOR QNTY 

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ ________ ~------

Make checks payable to: Northwest American Everest Expedition. 

Mail this form with payment to: John Petroske 
MIS 6M-47 or 
(W) 656-7885 

8444 41st Ave, S.W, 
Seattle, WA 98136 
(H) 935-1422 

ps: if you want more information on the expedition or want to help please give 
me a call. 
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Minutes Of the February 18th BQEALPS Board Meeting 
Submitted by Ken Johnson 

Attendees: 
Jim Blilie 
Gareth Beale 
Ken Henshaw 
Mike Bingle 
Richard Babunovic 

Conservation 
Equipment 
Echo Editor 
Membership 
Secretary 

BOEALPS 25th Anniversary Book 

Ambrose Bittner 
Ken Johnson 
John Petroske 
Debbie Ohman 
Rob Freeman 
Dee Urbick 

President 
Vice President 
Programs 
Treasurer 
Past President 
BOEALPS member 

A meeting was held on February 12th to discuss the costs and financing of 
the book. Attending were John Pollack, Dee Urbick, Ambrose Bittner, and 
Rob Freeman. They came up with a projected total cost of about $4000 to 
produce 1000 copies of the book (5 1/2 by 8 1/2, 144 pages, 16 pages of 
black and white photos). This format was tentatively agreed upon. 
Dee Urbick offered to act as editor for $10 per page. This compares with a 
free-market commercial rate of $20+ per page. She would begin work in July 
and the book would be complete in December. Her offer was taken into 
consideration. 
Debbie Ohman will head a committee to research. the funding options and the 
actual cash-flow process for publishing such a bo?k. Ambrose and Jim will 
help her out. They will report at the next board meeting. 
If you are interested in helping out with this project in any way, contact 
Ambrose Bittner. 

Beginning Mountaineering Class 
Posters have been distributed and put up around Boeing. 
Russ Brinton is looking for people to help instruct. Contact Ambrose 
Bittner if you are interested. 
Over 80 inquiries for information have been received and 20 people have 
signed up so far. 

Jim Blilie's ice seminar was reported to be a success - good ice and good 
fun. 

John Petroske resigned from his Programs Chair position due to "higher" 
priorities - he is preparing to climb Everest with the Northwest American 
Expedition. If you are interested in taking over this job, contact Ken 
Johnson. 

The club will be putting $50.00 into the Ai Ryll Memorial Fund to be donated 
to the Seattle Mountain Rescue Council. Over $250 has been donated by 
friends and family so far. 

The USGS Map order is in. The club voted to take Dave Gloger out for pizza to 
thank him for his tireless efforts in organizing this purchase. 

Gareth Beale and Rob Freeman are heading up an effort to design a BOEALPS 25th 
Anniversary T-Shirt. 

The Photo Contest was discussed. See details elsewhere in this issue. 

Richard Babunovic presented the Agris Moruss Fund Raffle Tickets. These have 
been distributed to all club members. 

The next Board Meeting will be held at 7:00 PM on Thursday, March 24th at 
Gareth Beale'-s house, 10033 NE 127th Place, Kirkland. Again, all members 
are invited to attend. 
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Dear Boeing Alpine Society Member, 

BOEALPS annually awards a grant in the name of the late Agris Moruss, 
longtime member of BOEALPS and instructor in the Basic Climbing Class. 
The grant is awarded each year to ...... orthy member (or group of members) 
to help advance their climbing endeavors. 

The source of the grant is the interest accrued from a fund established 
shortly after Agris's death . The amount awarded in the past has been 
approximatly $100. Given the rising cost of mountaineering gear, the grant 

does not buy as much as it used to. In order to increase the fund's principle 
value, which will increases the grant size, BOEALPS is having an 
equipment raffle. 

Below are two tickets for the raffle. You may enter as many times as 
you like. Feel free to copy the tickets below if you want to enter more then 
twice. Please return a completed ticket stub and $1.00 for each entry. 
Send these to Richard Babunovic mls 6L-15; 

or 13511 Empire Way S. E405 
Seattle Wa. 98178, 

You may also bring your entrys to the March or April meetings. 
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AGRIS MORUSS MEMORIAL FUND RAFFLE <D 
::J • 

f30EING EMPLOYEES ALPINE SOCIETY, INC. Price $1.00 i ~ 
PRIZES: Terra Tech 2800 cu. in. internal frame pack "0 ~ 

>'U')~ 
Merrill 5.10 Rock Shoes, any size availible rl 1j CD ~ =

"0 Cl..~-gs ~ 
Mountain Sewing 2100 cu. in. climbing pack 
36" Aluminum Picket (just the right size) 
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This intitles the bearer to one chance to win one of the .~ 3: ~ ~ ;g 
four prizes listed above. You do not have to be presert to win a. ;: 

Drawing will be held at the April 7th equipment auction/meeting 
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four prizes listed above. You do not have to be present to win 
Drawing will be held at the April 7th equipment auction/meeting 
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Ice Climbing - LeavenworthlPallisades area Jan 30,31 

Once again, much fun was had by all participants (I hope) in the latest edition of the 
S&M knuckle bashers outing, Hopefully, the uninitiated also learned a few things about climbing 
up steep ice, 

Saturday was spent at the ice gullies across from the Snow Creek parking lot ("Rainbow 
Gully?"). These had some large bare rock areas, but the ice runnels that were formed up were 
quite good. The ice was fairly plastic, making tool placements sure and relatively easy to 
remove. Everyone took their turns at the two top ropes, trying techniques and various tools and 
placing ice screws. Eldon, having a good deal of ice experience, decided to lead one of the 
routes, and was followed by Max. The weather also cooperated, only dropping a few wet flakes 
on us. 

Saturday evening, we repaired to Gustav's for beer and burgers. This gentle beginning 
led to another epic evening in Leavenworth as we made a half-hearted effort to hit every bar in 
town. Half hearted, as we were more interested in the pitchers of Henry's than moving about in 
the cold. We played pool, fed quarters to the juke box, and hit the local pizza place just before it 
closed. Somehow, we didn't mind the cold bivvy at the Snow Creek lot. 

Sunday dawned clear and cold and we were off to a hot breakfast at Wenatchee before 
anyone came to bother us at the trailhead. After lots of coffee and food it was off to Pallisades, 
where we found the most reliable ice formation formed up nicely. (This is the most reliable ice 1 
know of in the region, without a long approach. It is about 7(?) miles past the tiny town of 
Pallisades (SE of Wenatchee) on the south rim of the canyon.) 

Here too, the ice was excellent. And it was forming as we climbed, since the temperature 
was a perfect 16 degrees F, under the clear desert sky. Finally, 1 got to make a lead on one of 
these trips. And a fun one it was, the ice solid and thick with nice stances to place three screws 
from. At the top it was just wide enough for a safe passage, narrower this year than the two 
previous years. (dry year?) 1 set up a top rope and everyone got to try the route. This year the 
upper icicle decided to stay put. 

Too soon, it was time to head for the food at Pancho's, the gnarly traffic of skiers on 
Steven's Pass, and the barn. Cresting the pass, we drooled at the gorgeous telemark tracks down 
even the south side of heather ridge. Obviously the skiing was just as good as the ice this 
weekend. 

Once again, the trip was made lots of fun, even for the leader, by a great group of 
participants. Hope to see lots of you again next year! 

Climbers: Eldon Altizer, Teri Crook, Eric Kasiulis, Bryan Kriewald, Max Limb, Mark 
Morrissey, Knut Nossum, AI Wainwright, Gary Weigand, and belay anchor Jim Blilie 

An additional note, for all of you who like Chouinard ice screws: He is discontinuing his original 
style screw in favor of a much more expensive fully-machined screw. I recommend that you buy 
up the old screws now before they are gone and only the $35 varieties are available. An 
unfortunate end to a great tool. 
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ANNUAL PHOTO CONTEST RULES 

o All entries should have the general flavor of the club's 
interests. 

o Each person is limited to 2 slides in each category - 3 slides 
are allowed in the people category. 

o Voting will be conducted during the meeting with free rolls of 
film going to the top finishers of each category. 

o Each person may enter 3 photos in the print categories. 

o Put your name and category on each slide. 

o For each slide category that you want to enter, you must fill 
out a separate form (provided at meeting and in the Echo) . 

o' Forms for print categories will be available at the meeting. 

o Please do not re-enter a slide or photo that has won in 
previous years. 

o Persons entering slides or photos should show up at 6:45 P.M. 

SLIDE CATEGORIES PRINT CATEGORIES 

1) General Mountainscapes 
2) Flora 
3) Water & Waterfalls 

1) Mountainscapes 
2) Flora and Fauna 
3) General (all other) 

4) Fauna 
5) Sunsets and Sunrises 
6) Climbing 
7) Nature Patterns 
8) Inclement Weather 
9) People 
-------- -- -------- ---- --
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YOUR NAME SLIDE CATEGORY 

SLIDE 1 

- -- ----
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SLIDE 2 
------------------------~(=~II~II~e7)-----------------------------

SLIDE 3 
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NOTE: A SEPARATE FORM MUST BE FILLED OUT FOR EACH SLIDE CATEGORY 



FIRST NAME 

BOEING ALPINE SOCIETY 
REGISTRATION FOID1 

LAST NAME 

STREET __________________________________________ ~ ____________ __ 

CITY STATE ZIP CODE -------------
HOME PHONE WORK PHONE MiS 

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 

BOEING EMPLOYEE :lES I NO REGULAR BOEING $10 

NEW MEMBER YES I NO BOEING FAMILY $13 

SUBSCRIBER $17 

SUBSCRIBER FAMILY $20 

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO : BOEALPS 

How often do you use club equipment? 

What club gear do you use? 

What equipment would you like to see the club provide? 

How often do you use the library? 

What books would you like to see in the library? 

what type of club activities would you like to have? 

Would you be interested in leading or organizing a club event? 

Do you have any suggestions for future meeting programs? 

Do you have any other comments? (Please use another piece of paper.) 

RETURN THIS FOill1 TO: MIKE BINGLE @ MIS 9H-32 
OR 

25445 109 CT. S.E. N205 
KENT, WA. 98031 

S.Id. B 



The order for USGS maps has arrived and hopefully will be sorted by 
the March meeting. Anyone who has ordered maps and has not yet 
received them yet, can either pick them up at the March meeting or 
call me to make some other arrangements. 
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c/o Ken Henshaw 
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Seatt1e, Wa 98108 

Dave GIoger 
633-1686 (home) 
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================================================================================= 

BOEALPS AUCTION - APRIL MEETING 

Thursday April 7th, 7:30 pm 
OXBOW REC CENTER 

The April meeting will feature the BOEALPS equipment auction. 
This is an excellent chance to sell equipment which you are no 
longer using (I only buy the stuff personally), or pick up so~e 
new or at least functional equipment at tremendous barga~n 
prices. Watch as bidding wars occur over ice hammers, ice axes, 
rock gear! Simply a fantastic affair. Call John Petroske at: 
656-7885 for rumors of what might be available this year or for 
senseless information. I heard that the guy who scaled the World 
Trade Center in N.Y.C. is selling off all his building climbing 
gear. Look out Columbia Center! 

========================================================~======================== 



Belay Stance 

Hello again and welcome to another informative edition of the Alpine 

Echo. The excitement is starting to build as the climbing season rolls 
upon us. The Beginning Climbing Class is well underway as the students 
are quickly learning about those early morning starts. The Intermediate 

Climbing Class is all set up and ready to go for another season. Those 
students out there looking for some good buys on climbing equipment should 
go to the auction this month. You never know what you might be able to 
pick up. 

I'm sure some of you out there are already starting to make excursions 

down to Smith Rocks. How about writing in and letting us know what's going 
on down there. We'd all like to hear what the conditions are like this 
year. 

One of Jim Blilie's winter access articles was mistakenly left out of 

the Echo last month. Look for the Hogback article in the conservation 
section. And write to the bums! 

Charles Winters is having another climbing committee meeting on April 

14th. I urge anyone interested in leading a climb to attend. For more 

information, check out the activities corner of this issue. 

At the end of this issue, you'll find some data on climbing activity 
in the North Cascades. That article was thoughtfully submitted by John 
Petroske. Other contributors were Dan Lewinski, Mark Morrissey, Rob Freeman, 

Terry Crook, Jim Blilie and Charles Winters. 

Coming next month, Aliens from Outer Space. Don't miss it! 

The deadline for the May Echo will be Wednesday, April 20th. 

s.~ 



Aaah yeah. Climbing mouiLains. It kind of gets in the blood. The thin air 
lIith the stratospheric glolls of ebbing sunlit days. Just your will against that 
of the mountain. You have a strong body and the allure of those tantalizing 
heights is that much closer. So IIhen the opportunity comes along to go on a big 
climb, you go. Fred, a young strong climber IIhom I had gone on a couple of hikes 
in Washington with, lias looking for a third person to complete a trio for an 
attempt on Denali, otherwise known as Mount McKinley, in the spring of 1985. 
Fred and Bob (FAB as our group lias designated), a childhood friend of Fred's, had 
made all the logistic arrangements for getting us on and off the mountain. I 
jumped at the opportunity. Fred and I lIere both taking the Boealp's climbing 
course, the Mountaineering Oriented first Aid course that Boealp's offered that 
year and lie lIere young strong climbers with loads of drive. It lias one month from 
liftoff to Anchorage and we crammed for the biggest climb of our lives - reading 
books, talking with people, making equipment and food lists, purchasing airline 
tickets and studying hard in our courses. 

The month of intense preparation was over and we were off to Anchorage. We 
all flew up separately. Bob, whom I had never met, greeted me at the airport. 
Because of an airline strike, Fred did not make connections with us that night. 
Bob and I ended up ahacking up in a room at the Salvation Army for the cutrate 
price of $,38 - no tricks. The train left for Talkeetna at 9:00 the following 
morning. We awoke several hours in advance of that. Nothing to do but head out 
for a robust Alaskan breakfast. Fortunately, Fred had the same motivation and . 
we heard him ahouting to us from his!. window at the Holiday Inn. ,Fred's voice 
was gravelly with the initial symptoms of a cold. ' 

After breakfast we lugged our gear down to the train station and were on our 
way. Clouds hid parts of the Alaska Range. We talked over which mass of ice and 
rock was Denali. Around another bend in the tracks the clouds parted and before 
us lay this hulking mass that left no question - just an awe-inspired feeling 
that we would shortly be buggering up the left flank erstwhile knOIffi as the West 
Buttress, the walkup route. After being dumped at Talkeetna train depot lie 
trudged over to Doug Geeting's Charter Service for our ride onto the Kahiltna 
Glacier. The few clouds had dispersed. Our plane climbed to clear the first 
ridge of mountains. Below the landscape was frozen in a mosaic of ice and scrub 
pine. The single engine prop plane strained to pull the four of us and all our 
gear. We gained enough altitude to just slip through a narrow gap in the ridge 
before descending onto the Kahiltna. That plane ride itself was worth the trip. 

After landing ow:; first order of business was to set up our. tent. We then 
organized our packs and cache we would be leaving behind. Fred and I had each 
rented a small sled at Talkeetna while Bob would be hauling everything on his 
back. Having completed our tasks and still highly charged with endorphines we 
noticed this small peak beckoning us just north of' the airstrip. Its base lias 
only a couple hundred yards off and there lias a short ice ramp up to an easy 
scramble to the top. No sweat. We roped up and packed in a few essentials and 
sauntered on our way. Two hours and a mile later lie were plowing through hip deep 
snow still a couple hundred yards from the base but now separated by an ever 
deepaning series of crevasses. Time for a lunch break. Let's have something hot. 
Stove's at base camp. Let's go get it. 

Back at base camp we \lent over to see Ron, an ex-priest, who was like a den 
mother over the camp. He had various food stuffs that he shared with visitors and 
talk of other climbs. He asked if we had been to the privy. No. Check it out. 
The magnificent viell across the valley relaxes you. Everything flailS quickly. 
Well, the privy lias not exactly privy. There lias no door because there lIere no 
walls. There lias not even a tree. In fact, it lias a stool on an elevated plat
form. But it had a seat pad and it looked out over the width of the broad 
Kahiltna glacier to the base of Mount Fbraker.And you lifted your eyes to view 
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the irrepressible ten thousand feet of Fbraker's East face. By no'W the three of 
us 'Were pretty 'Well drained and so 'We crashed. 

Our first day of climbing on the Kahiltna 'Was balmy. We 'Were climbing in just 
thin poly and 'Were plenty comfortable. The Kahiltna glacier is an immense river 
of ice and sno'W floYing south from the 'West flank of Denali. It is about five miles I 
'Wide as it heads dow the valley, banks against a range of mountains t'Wenty five 
miles south and disappears 'West. The slopes on either side 'Were continually , 
sluffing avalanches onto the glacier. The balmy 'Weather held for several days. 
At camp on our second day 'We 'Were visited by a small finch. It had lost its 'Way 
and 'Was attempting to seek shelter in our tent. In the harsh unforgiving 
environment of that glacier, it died. 

The fourth day 'We topped out on the Kahiltna and turned the corner to the 
base camp of eleven thousand feet at Motorcycle Hill. The 'Weather 'Was beginning 
to cloud up. We 'Were nuclear blasting our 'Way to the summit ahead of schedule. 
Fred's cold 'Was abating and he 'Was feeling stronger every day. We camped that 
night at the Motorcycle Hill Camp. There 'We met Marty, a 'Wildcat guide leading 
three others up for a summit attempt. He 'Was part of the Air Fbrce' s special 
teams and guided in his free time. A storm hit us overnight that lasted for 
three days keeping us confined to quarters. We had each brought books for such 
an occaaion. Hunter S. Thompson kept the a"bnosphere light inside 'While conditions 
'Were on the heavy side outside. Bob 'Was coming dow 'With Fred's cold though. 
Bet'Ween this virus and the altitude he 'Was not faring too 'Well. The t.hird day 
there his condition 'Was improving slo'Wly'as 'Were the 'Weather conditions. The 'Wind 
had died dow and the sno'W 'Was slacking off. With Bob's assurances that he 'Was 
feeling much better, Fred and I packed a good portion of our gear and started up 
Motorcycle Hill. Camp there 'Was in a bo'WI 'With steep crevassed sne'W and ice slopes 
on three sides. Roped together 'We each had a turn breaking through the sno'W into 
narro'W crevasses. Narro'W enough that 'We 'Were stopped by our packs and elbo'Ws. 

Topping out 'We encountered an ice field and blue skies as 'We 'Were just above 
the final flurries of the storm. Walking across the gently sloped ice I slipped. 
Ice axe and toes in position 'Were to no avail in arresting my slide. A patch of 
snO'W finally arrested my descent and provided opportunity for putting on crampons. 
We continued on a short 'Way and cached our provisions in the side of the 'West rib 
just belo'W Windy Corner at 12,500 feet before returning to Bob. 

The follo'Wing morning broke cold and clear. Our team and Marty's team headed 
out for the base camp at 14,000 feet from 'Which 'We 'WOuld launch our finsl assault 
on the mountidn. Though 'Weakened by his cold Bob 'Was climbing 'Well. Once 'We 
reached base camp 'We 'WOuld have several days to rest and regain our strength. The 
vie'Ws around Windy Corner \/ere rapturing. Mount Hunter croUched like a sphynx to 
the south. Lenticular clouds streamed over sno'W shrouded Mount Fbraker to the 
sou th'We st. 

The 14,000 foot base camp 'Was located in a bo'WI at the base of the West 
Buttress - a 2000 foot slope of ice. It had a medical center for doing high 
altitude research and several sno'W caves and igloos. We looked over all the 
abandoned sights before settling on an igloo 'Which had its floor dug out for added 
room. Outside it had a fenced in patio. Inside they even had a urinal. It vas 
the sho'llplace on the block. 

The cold that Fred had brought and Bob had caught no'W had migrated into my 
system. The first morning there I a'WOke incapacitated. Another storm had rolled 
in making any forays 6Jfi'!:'l~o camp even more unappealing to me. I 'Was a 14,000 
foot couch potato. Fbr three days I lay spread out in the tent fighting the 
effects of the cold moving out only to attend to urgent bodily functions. Marty 
'Was there 'With his ere'W •. Fred and Bob visited them and vere getting acclimated. 
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The evening of our third day I was feeling much better. The storm was 
breaking. Fred and Bob were chomping at the bit to move on. They had retrieved 
the cache at 12,500 feet and were both feeling strong. strong enough to talk, 
strong enough to walk I relented and agreed to go on provided I set the pace. 
We set out that evening to climb the 2000 foot ice slope of the West Buttress. 
To say the least it was slow moving. We were no longer nuclear blasting our way 
to the summit. But we were making progress. Toward the top of the slope we were 
able to clip into a fixed line. It took us six hours to climb those 2000 feet. 
We topped out and found a small unoccupied ice cave for one and a larger occupied 
cave. It contained a group of four climbers from a British Columbia climbing 
school led by Rocky. 

Fred went to the small cave and started cooking soup to replenish our energy 
levels. Bob and I went to the larger cave where they made room for us to lay down 
our sleeping begs. I was not htmgry and could not sleep. Fred made a cooking 
platform in the entrance to his cave. He sat above it in the confines of his cave 
heating water for soup. Bob brought me a bowl of gruel. After eating it I felt 
much better. 

The snow cave we were in was carved out with rooms barely high enough to crawl 
into and wide enough for two to sleep cheek to cheek. I was in one of those rooms 
with one of the Canadiens. We started talking as is the want of climbers for some 
unknown reason. He noted that I was quite congested. I said I had caught a cold 
a few days previous. Facing me in those tight quarters he coughed and said he had 
a cold too. He also said we had to be careful not to get a brain infection, cough. 
He heard about climbers going crazy with brain infections, cough. You never knew 
where or when it would strike, cough, at these altitudes, cough. I finally drifted 
off to a fitful sleep and awoke at dawn with a bad case of claustrophobia. I got 
up and went screaming outside yelling I can't breath. Fred was out and told me to 
shut up and go back to bed. Being of unsound mind and with no capacities I 
dutifully obeyed. Sleep was much more sound after that release. 

Fred and Bob were up when I awoke. The Canadiens were going to acclimate 
more before moving on. We felt that we should start making the push to the summit. 
We set out for the snow caves at 17,000 feet from which We would make our final 
assault on the mountain. The going was much faster. We followed the ridge of the 
West Buttress up to a flat where the anow caves were. The only difficulty was a 
short knife edge which dropped to the 14,000 foot base camp on one side and an 
even bigger fall on the other side that disappeared over a lip 4000 feet below us. 

We found a large elongated cave with two entrances unoccupied. We laid out 
our sleeping bags and talked about the final summit attempt. We were all feeling 
strong. My cold had subsided and only the congestion remained. Marty and one of 
his crew dropped in and laid out their sleeping bags. He aaked us how we were 
doing. We told him fine except for our colds that were receding. He urged us to 
take Diamox which enhances the oxygen carrying capacity of the blood. Fred had 
gotten some for his first Aid kit from a mountaineering doctor in Seattle. So 
we each popped one. 

Fred started cooking dinner at one end of the cave while Bob and I read or 
talked. We chowed down a good carbo-filled meal of stroganoff topped off by some 
vanilla pudding. Marty and Kim were going to make an attempt by themselves as the 
other members of their party were not strong enough for the final push. Fred got 
up, went outside and spilled his just eaten food in the anowbank neax the entrance. 
Apparently he had been breathing the uncombusted fumes of the stove in the confines 
of the cave. 

The following morning broke in a storm and Fred could still not eat anything. 
We laid around reading all day gathering strength. That evening Bob cooked outside 
the entrance to the cave but the fumes so nauseated Fred that he had to stay 
outside away. from the stove so as not to get sick. He was able to eat some though 
and was feehng much better. Later Fred stepped out to star beams dancing on 
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the snoY crystals and nothing on the horizons except land. 

Our chance had come. Fred yas most adamant about making an attempt noy. We 
\lere not even going to yait for morning. He felt he could do it. Bob and I yere 
both anxious for the final 1:jJi1t to the top. We packed up yith just enough 
essentials to make the summit ~d huddle in a makeshift shelter should a surprise 
storm hit us. We did not pack a stove. Marty and Kim yere also packing for their 
attempt. We looked out to see the Canadien crey filing past to an igloo five 
hundred yards up the flat. 

At midnight, after taking more Diamox, ye headed out for Denali Pass atop an 
ice covered slope at 18,000 feet. The going Yas slo\l and ye yere taking numerous 
breathers. Step •• breath •• breath •• step •• breath •• breath... A dark rectangular form 
appeared to our left. We pondered yhat it \las. It yas just beloy the path ye 
\lere taking. As \Ie neared it \Ie sa\l it yas a pack that had been left. A fe\l days 
earlier, a German climber had fallen doYll the slope here and into a crevasse His 
climbing partners had been able to pull him out but he had died in the fall. They 
had taken the body out and left the pack. A stark reminder that Denali is not 
merciful to every fool. 

We rested at Denali Pass. I yas having labored breathing. Fred \las moving 
very slo\l. Bob and I each aaked Fred if he \las strong enough to continue. Fred 
responded that he \las strong enough and yould continue. As \Ie started up the ridge 
to the higher summit of the south peak Marty and Kim topped out on the pass. The 
hike up the ridge to the ]!botball field that lay just belo\l the summit \las a slo\l 
arduous trudge. It \las nO\l four and five breaths for every step. We topped out 
onto the edge of the ]!botball field. Marty and Kim had caught up to us. We had 
a conference. Because both Fred and I \lere moving so slo\lly and Bob felt strong 
ye told Bob to join Marty and Kim for the final crunch to the summit. Fred and I 
yatched them trudge slo\lly across the flat to\lard the summit as \Ie rested. 

Getting up, I started out after them. I reached the end of the rope and 
turned back to look at Fred yho \las still resting. Sloyly he rose. I turned back 
for a look at the three disappearing figures. I \lalked back to Fred. It's over. 
I can't breath anymore. Time to go back. We hugged each other. Fred led out. 
He got as far as a rock at the end of the rope and fell to his knees retching. 
Whatever he had been able to keep in his stomach the previous evening \las noy 
smeared over the rocks. 

Suddenly the challenge Yas no longer making the summit but making it back. I 
told Fred that \Ie had to make it back. He \las thirsty. His \later \las frozen. I 
gave him some of mine Yhich \las slush inside its insulation. I told him to lead 
and keep moving doYll. He led out doYll the ridge yhich \las Yide and gently sloped. 
He staggered and s\layed falling several times drunk on oxygen depletion. I k~pt 
talking to him, urging him on, cursing him out, cajoling him to keep moving, any
thing to keep moving. 

We reached Denali Pass. Fred slumped into the sno\l. I \lalked up to him. He 
asked for yater. I pulled out my nO\l-frozen yater bottle. He held it to his lips. 
He shook its frozen contents looking for any moisture to quench his thirst. Fred, 
it's frozen. There's nothing left. We have to keep moving. I took out a length 
of chord and tied his ice axe to his harness. Fred got up and started doYll the 
icy slope. The grim reminder of the German's pack loomed just beloy us. Belo\l I 
could see the forms of the last tw Canadiens disappearingover the ridge to base 
camp. I started hollering and \laving my arms. Fred fell again. Come on you 
bastard. Get up. We've gotta get doYll. The forms beloy us stopped. After a long 
moment they started coming back toyard us. The last member of their party had 
turned for a fare\lell look at Denali Pass and had seen Fred struggling. 



Fred slowly regained his feet and continued stumbling down the slope. He 
stopped once to take out his water bottle. He could not open it. He removed his 
gloves to get a better grip. He held the frozen bottle up to his lips trying to 
d:rink. Nothing except his gloves tumbled out of his armpits down the slope. Fred 
leapt face first after them. And missed. He landed in hard snow which supported 
him as I cranked my ice axe down hard into an arrest stance. Fred got to his hands 
and knees. I shouted at him to stamp out a platform and sit in it. He did so. 
I walked slowly down to him. I gave him a spare pair of Dachsteins I had in my 
pocket. Fred put them on. He started out again as I belayed him until the rope 
was out. 

Two of the Canadiens set out from their igloos. We continued slowly down the 
slope. Fred was stumbling and falling continually. At the base of the slope the 
Canadiens met us. They dropped their gear, each put one of Fred's arms around their 
necks and dragged him to the igloo. I picked up their gear and followed them. 

By the time I reached their igloo they had Fred inside stretched out on some 
pads in a sleeping bag. He was unconscious. They started questioning me on the 
series of events leading up to Fred's illness. I told them anything that I could 
think that were relevant, including the use of Diamox. They knew about a cache 
containing an oxygen tank just a hundred yards from the igloo. One of the Canadiens 
and I retrieved it. They rigged up a hose to feed Fred oxygen. They were constantly 
monitoring his vital signs. They periodically questioned me. Rocky, their leader, 
descended to the 14,000 foot camp to get assistance. 

. , 
Mid-afternoon Bob, Marty and Kim returned from the summit. They had triumphed. 

Bob went into the igloo to check on Fred. I dozed. I awoke to one of the Canadiens 
offering me a cup of tea. I gladly accepted. Fred was sleeping. They had been 
able to give him some warm fluids but he had been unable to keep it down. I aaked 
where Bob was. He had gone to our snow cave to rest. The heat of the day was 
waning. I was getting chills. I went to our snow cave. 

Bob was sacked out in the snow cave. I shook him to say he was needed with 
Fred. He said okay and fell back to sleep. I took my boots and shell off crawling 
into my sleeping bag. I shook Bob again.and drifted off to sleep. Some time later 
Marty came by. He talked to us about mountaineering etiquette - the caring for 
party members. Bob got up, dressed and went out. He returned to say we were to 
descend to the 14,000 foot camp. 

Bob and I descended the West Buttress to camp. It was Bob's turn to stumble 
though this time it was from fatigue and not lack of nourishment and oxygen. The 
entrance to our igloo was drifted in.when we arrived. Bob pulled out our shovel. 
I set my pack down and set out to the Canadiens tent. They were still up even 
though it was two o'clock in the morning. I thanked them for really saving our 
lives. We talked a bit. They said Fred had wakened halfway down. He needed 
to be restrained from leaping out of the stretcher. I returned to our igloo to 
find Bob setting the tent up. He had been told to do that. It did not strike 
him that all we needed to do was shovel the entryway to the igloo and crawl in. 
I shovelled the entryway and urged him to come in. He continued to set up the tent. 

The following morning we were awakened by Fred who had fully recovered. We 
got everything packed together, lightening Fred's load between Bob and I. We hiked 
all the way down to the airfield on the Kahiltna that day. 

The following day we talked to Ron. He told us he had a teenage friend who 
was with this group of mountaineers. They were going up the Mowich Glacier for a 
summit attempt. This young man was not feeling so good. He wanted to just stay 
and wait for the others. The others talked him again and again into continuing on. 
This boy did not want to be considered less than a man. After increasing badgering 
he would always coritinue. Well he continued into an acute case of cerebral edema. 
They never did get him down. My friend is buried up there somewhere near where you 
turned around. This mountain is generally peaceful but it'll take you. It's no 
place to play games. 5. 7 



We made it safely back to Seattle. It "as really fortunate Fred did not die 
on the route. Another minute and the Canadiens wuld have been out of sight. 
Fred "as diagnosed as having cerebral edema, a lack of oxygen to the brain causing 
s"elling and short-circuiting of the brain's normal functions. The "cure" is to 
descend to lo"er elevations as quickly as possible. 

The "ay "e "ere climbing Denali anyone of us could have become seriously ill. 
\.Je "ere so ensconsed "ith making scheduled progress that "e did not allo" our bodies I 
time to recuperate. High altitudes diminish the body's recuperative po"ers. At . 
each turn on our trek "e "ould press on once major symptoms of debilitation sub-
sided. We compounded this by the use of Diamox masking our bodies need for 
recovery. You can read another perspective of this climb in the 1986 North 
American Climbing Accident Report for 1985. 

The intrigue of mountaineering adventure is still in my blood. My trip to 
Denali has singed me vith a valuable lesson though. The question I ask is Are my 
climbing partners able to rescue me in an emergency? When the ans"er is no it's 
time for me to turn around and head back. See ya on the mountain. 

Climbers: Daniel Levinski, Fred Wilson and Bob 

The news articles and opinions expressed in this 

newsletter are not necessarily those of the Boeing Company 



Mt. Ranier Feb. 20,21 

The Winter of My Discontent 

I had just returned from a thirteen mile run on Thursday 
evening when Rob called with a weather forecast which called 
for the best possible conditions for a winter ascent of Mt. 
Ranier. As a winter ascent of Ranier was number one on my 
wish list, I ignored mr sore feet and knee and eventually 
succumbed to the climb. By Friday night, Rob had John 
Torreson lined up also and we were set to jet. We 
breakfasted at Longmire on their more than satisfactory fare 
and were off when the gate was opened at 9:00. 

The day was perfect, no clouds, no wind, just a perfect, 
lazy late spring day on Ranier (but wasn't this the middle 
of February? Oh well, don't complain!). Rob had brought 
along his new mountaineering skis and was anxious to try 
them out. John and I were snowshoeing, so Rob quickly left 
us in his powder. Soon we popped up Pan point, said 'Hi' to 
Rob and began a very warm trudge up the snowfield. Some 
hours later John and I drug our bodies in to Muir to find 
Rob refreshed from a one and a half hour rest. Next time I 
am taking skis! Even with the perfect weather, which we 
felt would lead to many people trying to reach the summit, 
we were able to star in the public shelter, and thus able to 
avoid any repercusslons from the wind which began to blow in 
earnest late Saturday night. 

The wind was incessant, but we decided to head up to Gib 
Ledges and see what would happen after sunrise. The going 
was deceptively steep, with the wind blowing directly in our 
face. John did a commendable job finding a good route up 
the slope to the ledges. At about 8:00 we came to the area 
just under the ledges, and it became apparent that the wind 
was only getting worse. We had climbed up with a head wind 
of about 40 mph and now it was starting to blow worse. 
Faced with this fact, we decided to head back down. So much 
for this winter ascent! Everything was perfect for a winter 
ascent except the #%$@*&! wind! Well, there were still four 
weekends left to get that elusive winter ascent. Better 
luck next time, eh? At least with the wind at our backs, 
the way down would be fast. Little did we know how fast! 
We switch-backed down 400 feet to about 11000' where we 
encountered a tricky section. Luckily Rob kept an eye on me 
(I was last on the rope team) as when I was switching my ice 
axe, a gust of wind (I swear it was up around 100 mph) 
knocked me off my feet. As I fell on my side, it was 
awkward trying to arrest myself and unfortunately, my ice 
axe was ripped from my hands. Fortunately, Rob saw me and 
performed a text book perfect arrest, for which I will 
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always be thankful. The net result was that I slid about 
75' through a rock outcropping and over a small dropoff, 
very nearly impaling John with my crampons. After saying 
prayers, doing body checks, and saying more prayers, we were 
able to let Rob get up and then we assessed the damage. I 
wound up with a possible wrist fracture and a bruised 
posterior. Rob gave me a series of belays until we got off 
the steep stuff and then we headed into Muir. Fortunately, 
the wind died a little and Rob was able to get some sleep 
while John and I did the first aid. 

Some hours later, we were in the car and headed back to the 
land of hospitals. Eventually, I was found to have a 
fractured fifth metacar~al, scaphoid, (both in the left 
hand) and distal radlus (in the wrist). I should be in a 
cast until late May, and in therapy for six weeks after 
that. The net result is that I should have paid more 
attention to the conditions, and have been more prepared for 
the gusting wind. Most definitely, Ranier is a dangerous 
place in winter! Thus begins my winter (and probably spring 
and summer) of discontent. 

The gang: Rob Freeman (whom I finall¥ got to climb with!), 
John Torreson (~ood luck on Denall!), and Mark Morrissey 
(who should practlce his arrests). 



Mt. Rainier, Ingraham Glacier Direct, Feb. 27·28 

Having been defeated on Rainier the previous weekend, by a raging wind storm, in an 
awesome display of nature's power, I had mixed feelings about making another attempt 
so soon. However a lunch time phone conversation with Jim Blilie on Friday resulted in 
my agreeing to try again. The forecast was for continued good weather, but my 
optimism was tempered somewhat by the previous weekend's experience. After a quick 
breakfast at the Longmire Inn on Saturday morning, we proceeded to Paradise and 
began the ascent to Camp Muir, Jim on snowshoes. and myself on mountaineering skis. 
The skis didn't really provide much advantage on the uphill, but the promise of a 4,500 
foot run on the descent was a pleasant thought. The long slog up to Camp Muir was 
finished in about five hours with a few rest stops to bask in the sun in weather more 
suited to summer than winter. The freezing level was at about 10,000 ft. throughout the 
weekend. We observed one sizeable avalanche explode down the eastern margin of the 
Nisqually Icefall while taking a lunch break. 

After resting for a while at Camp Muir, it was hard to resist making a few ski runs 
while I watched all the day trip skiers begin their descent to Paradise on ideal spring 
corn snow. The need to conserve energy for the summit attempt prevented me from 
indulging this desire. 

Conversation with climbers who Sllmmitted on Saturday convinced us that our intended 
route, the Gibraltar Ledge, was not in the best condition, with little snow cover. The 
Ingraham Glacier Direct, however, was reported to be in fine condition by another party 
who also had summitted on Saturday. With this information and the desire to notch the 
winter ascent by the path of least resistance, we decided to attempt the Ingraham. We 
also increased our party strength with the addition of a strong middle aged climber 
named John, who had planned on either soloing or tying in with a party such as 
ourselves. 

We retired into the shelter at 7:30 PM planning on getting up at 2:00 AM for the summit 
attempt. With no sign of the pine marten (a member of the weasel family), which had 
plundered any unsecured food the prevoius weekend and had resisted all attempts at 
eviction with the sharp end of a ski pole, or any inconsiderate climbers storming the 
shelter in the middle of the night, I actually managed to get some sleep. 

We awoke at 2:30 AM to an eerie silence. There wasn't a breath of wind on the entire 
mountain. At 3:45 AM we began the traverse of the Cowlitz Glacier to the crossing of 
Cathedral Rocks which provides access to the Ingraham. After a short break at 
Ingraham Flats below the Ingraham Icefall, I yielded the lead to Jim, who set a slow 
deliberate pace the rest of the way to the top. The only obstacles on the ascent were a few 
crevasses at the 12,500 ft. level on the Ingraham, but the previous day's party had 
chosen a reasonable route around them. We reached the crater rim at 9:30 AM and 
Columbia Crest at 10:00 AM. There was a 20 mph breeze on the rim and the crest, but in 
the crater, out of the wind, it was downright balmy. 



After a few summit photos with the BOEALPS pennant, and some food and water, we 
began the descent. The descent was made without incident, and we arrived back at 
Camp Muir at 2:00 PM feeling somewhat tired and dehydrated. A brew of tea and large 
quantities of food which had been unpalatable at higher elevation restored the energy 
needed to complete the descent to Paradise. I began the ski descent at 3:45 PM, having 
given Jim a little headstart as he was on foot. The skiing was best midway down, with 
too much windblown sastrugi formation up high and too much slush down low below 
Panorama Point. I reached Paradise shortly after 4:30 PM, with Jim arriving about an 
hour later, such are the benefits of skis. 

Being ravenously hungry, as climbers often are upon returning to civilization, we 
stopped at the Wild (Slow) Berry Restaurant, just outside the park entrance, in an 
attempt to satisfY our hunger. Jim promised no mercy on the food. We were then 
tortured with an hour long wait after placing our order. Drinks, however, were 
provided on demand. So ended the somewhat anticlimactic winter ascent of Mt. 
Rainier. 

Climbers were Jim Blilie and Rob Freeman 

* * * NEW LIBRARY BOOKS * * * 
Degrees of Difficulty by Vladimir Shatayev 

First mountaineering book by a Soviet climber to be trans
lated into and published in English. Author tells of some of 
his climbing experiences and narrow escapes on major peaks in 
the U.S.S.R. He builds to his main theme: that some routes and 
peaks are objectively so risky they should never be held up as 
goals by mountaineers. 

The Everest Years by Chris Bonington 

Chronicles Bonington"s four expeditions to Mt. Everest, from 
early attempts on the South-West Face, through eventual success 
in 1975, moving in 1982 to the tragic North-East Ridge trip, and 
culminating in the successful Norwegian expedition in 1985. 

SUGGESTIONS for new additions to our library would be most wel
come. Call me at 451-1145 or drop me a note at M.S. OF-42. 

REMINDER: You don"t need to 
return your books. Just 
T.Crook at M.S. OF-42. 

wait until the monthly meeting 
drop them in the Boeing mail 

to 
to 
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by Jim Blilie 

National Forest Planning -- Washington 

Yep, this is a reprint from last month ... AIMOST. The comment period for the Mt. Baker
Snoqualmie N.F. has been extended to May 2, 1988. Don't forget to write a letter! 

The Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest drafr plan was released in Dec, 1987. The period 
for public comment on the drafr plan runs though April 15, 1988 (easy to remember: tax day.) I urge every 
one of you to write to the Forest Service on this plan. This is the most important National Forest in 
Washington, and one of the most important in the U.S. 

Imagine yourself on the Tooth, enjoying another ascent of the classic South Face. As you pull up 
over that final wall to the summit and turn around, expecring those famous Cascade views you are 
disappointed. Sure, there's Rainier looming to the south in it's usual magnificence. But look at the 
foreground: a wasteland of clearcuts is all you can see. Sure, alot of it is BN land, but why isn't the Forest 
Service land green? 

I find myself repearing this scenario far too many times. A large proportion of our clitobing takes 
place in the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie Narional Forest (MBSNF), and we need to take a vital interest in what 
happens to that Forest The actions of the Forest Service today will dramatically affect your enjoyment -
and your grandchildren's enjoyment - of our Cascades tomorrow. 

The MBSNF encompasses every type of climbing terrain that we enjoy. From the rock faces of 
Static Point, to the big volcanoes of Mt Baker and Glacier Peak, to the alpine spires of the Ptarmigan 
Traverse. There is solitude from the crowds of the city. Challenge from the peaks and the gnarly 
approaches. Peace in the still alpine lakes that you can drink straight out of, catch dinner in, or simply 
mirror the peaks in. The Forest watersheds provide us with our clean, abundant drinking water, and with 
salmon and stee!head. It is part and parcel of our good quality of life here. 

Unfortunately, our public servants, the Forest Service have put timber production first among the 
many uses of the Forest for too long now. And the Forest shows it. Slumping hillsides, silted creeks, 
"trails" through clearcuts, and dwindling old growth and roadless areas are the result. 

The Forest Service recommends that we conrinue this one sided, short-sighted use of the Forest 
with their Preferred Alternative H. 

I urge you to support Alternative G, with a few recommendations to the F.S. thrown in. 
Alternative G provides adequate protection of Old Growth, Roadless Recreation, Wildlife, Water Qualiry, 
and Scenic Values in most areas. I recommend, however: 

* Support Alternative G, and. .. 
* That you ask that more low elevation Old Growth and Roadless areas be preserved in order to 

provide more complete ecosystem protection, more "easy" low elevation recreation for people with small 
children, and to preserve genetic diversity. 

* Ask for all Roadless Areas to remain that way. 
* Urge the Forest Service to ban ORV's from all trails. (I WVE ORV's!) 
* Ask that measures be taken to assure healthy populations of all of the Forest's native wildlife, 

fish, and plants. 
* Ask that the viewsheds from high elevation climbing areas and Wilderness be preserved intact. 
* Ask for a roadless, cutless buffer zone around all Wilderuess areas. 
* Demand that the ES. fully accounts for the recreational demands on the Forest by serting aside 

roadless areas outside of Wilderness for recreation (see above.) 

Shortly, I will have more specific information on which Roadless and Old Growth areas to name 
in your comments. This is largely a personal thing, however, so I invite you to view the plan and maps at 
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the next few Boealps meetings. I tend to be a bit radical on these things. Please comment on the plan as 
you see fit. I hope most of you see a fit Forest the same way I do. Only the long view will insure a viable 
Forest for our children. And theirs. 

Your comments are important! They carry the force of law, as the Forest service must respond to 
public comment. This plan will cover the Forest for the next 15 years and will have effects long after that. 
Please write. For more information or to look at the plan, call Jim Blilie at 237-4045. Also, the task force 
needs help: please see the "help" article in this issue. The deadline is 4/15/88 5(2/88 I!!. 

Address: 

Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest 
Attention: Forest Plan 
1022 First Ave. 
Seattle, W A 98104 

HELP! 

This is a plea for all of you out there to lend a hand in protecting our natural beritage and 
recreational playground. The recently released draft plan for the Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest 
is the last, biggest, and most important one in the State. This is also the Forest most frequently visited by 
recreating folks from Western Washington (that's us.) We must make our strongest effort yet to protect 
this forest 

As in every volunteer outfit I've been involved in, most of our club's work is done by a few 
individuals. I know there are more of you out there who would like to help out I'd like to show you how 
to do that 

The Mount Baker-Snoqualmie Nat'1. Forest Task Force has a great need for all sorts volunteer 
help. Writing, doing outreach, working on the "Alert", phone banking. I can put you in touch witb people 
who use your talents. There are few kinds of work as satisfying as doing real work for something you care 
about. 

I am coordinating the phone bank, so I need your help! Anyone who is interested in belping out 
the Task Force or in other ways is invited to contact me at 237-4045, MIS 70-61 for more information. 
Hoka Hey! 
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WHICH WAY FOR HOGBACK? 
Hogback Mountain Primitive Area Threatened by Development 

The Forest Service and White Pass Company, whetherthere should actually be any development. 
Inc., are quietly working on a proposal to substan- The White Pass Company wants to develop 
tially expand the White Pass Ski Area into lands Hogback for intensive downhill skiing, which 
formerly within the Goat Rocks Wilderness Area. means lifts, a high elevation lodge, and all the 
Conservationists have a briefbut importantoppor- attendant facilities. This is so despite the fact that 
tunity to help determine whether the beautiful and more suitable and steeper slopes are available for 
pristine Hogback Mountain area will be intensively develpment:n other areas immediately adjacent to 
developed as a downhill ski resort or remain as a the existing ski area. The company appears to be 
prirnitive:recreation area. motivated by a dubious desire to increase the ski 

Hogback Mountain,. with its partly timbered area's totaLelevation gain by expanding into an area 
slopes and open bowls, is unquestionably one of the with only marginal potential fordownhill skiing but 

uech .11 
finest undevelope ~ ideally suited for 
crosscountry-ski--are LaIc,' b a c k -c 0 u n try 
in Washington.Thi . crosscountry skiing. 
area is locatedcsouth 0 .. ,,~, _" ....... ,-- The .. EorestSex:vic.e 
White Pass in the ;;:::,'::'~~;:'.:~;=:: is-in-thefinal stages of 
Wenatchee National "" .... .." .,~, ----- consideration of this 
Forestandvariesinele - \. proposaLandis.poised 
vation from 6,000 t \K,:,,";;p;-,.. .... g to approve the project 
6,800 feet. The acces _____ ~. lAk, \ without requiring an 

',. \" / tal sibility, dependabi \,' _____ Environmen Impact 
powder conditions, II \ /f "~L;:;;~r! Statement. The entire 
outstanding wildernes t \ / decision-making proc-
scenery in all direc ~{'\I \,f .' ~ .' ess has been conducted 
tions, and precious soli \~ i / quietly and with virtu-
tude make the quality 0 d I f ally no public involve-

'''0 ,'" backcountry skiing in V. I,' ment. 
comparable. Theserie ~Q; \ I~?,-,,! Conservationists 
of bowls on the nort I ; H;C ~ ,j still have an opportunity 
slopes of Hogback ar / -<'':/ Hogback to influence the nature 
ideal for telemar ,' .. 0'''0 'and extent to which 

skiing, winter camping, and other primitive winter Hogback Mountain is developed. But time is short. 
activities. In Central Washington, Hogback is Comment letters and input should be sent to the 
knowri to crosscountry skiers as the ultimate out- Forest Service as soon as possible. If we respond 
door winter experience. quickly, Hogback may remain as one of the finest 

All of this may soon become a thing of the past backcountry winterrecreation areas in Washington. 
if the Forest Service approves the construction of Write to: Supervisor Sonny J. O'Neal 
three large ski lifts, roads, and a high elevation Wenatchee National Forest 
lodge. In 1984, Congress adjusted the boundaries 301 Yakima Street 
of the Goat Rocks Wilderness so the Forest Service PO Box 811 
could study the Hogback Mountain area for a pos
sible "ski development." Congress never specified, 
however, what kind of "ski development," or 

10 

Wenatchee, WA 98801 .. 
Article and map by Ray P aoleila, Vice President 

and conservation chairman o/the CaScadians. 

FebruarylMarch 1988 
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Mar c h 18, 1988 

To: All 80EALPS Members 

cc: Ambrose Bittner 

Subject: Summer 1988 Climbing Schedule 

Your attendance is requested at the semi-annual meeting of 
the Climbing Committee on ThursJ"~J April 1'1 tho The 
committee consists of all members who wish to advertise and 
lead club trips. It meets every April and October to 
develop trip schedules for the following six months. These 
schedules are published in the Echo and updated every month. 
Members then read the list of advertised trips and call trip 
leaders to arrange for participation. 

The reason for meeting semi-annually is to facilitate the 
planning of trips far enough in advance to allow the maximum 
level of participation. The committee is not intended to be 
exclusive in any way. In fact, anyone who feels qualified 
may advertise and/or lead a club trip regardless of their 
involvement in the climbing committee process. 

Summertime is the most important season for club climbs. 
Therefore, you are encouraged to join us on Th"rsday , April 
14, 6:00 to 8:00 PM, at the Issaquah Round Table pizza 
parlor (see attached map). I will bring all three of 
Beckey's guidebooks, calendar sheets and blank paper for you 
to write on. You will be asked to look ahead at your plans 
for the period May through October 1988. After the meeting, 
I will publish the consolidated list in the May Echo. Free 
beer and pizza will be provided. 

The possiblility exists that you may have to schedule a trip 
months in advance and subsequently cancel it. You may even 
have to schedule a trip with the exact date undetermined. 
However, even with these shortcomings, the club is better 
off than in not scheduling the trip at all. 

Please join us if you can. Should you wish to contribute 
but cannot attend the meeting, send your input to me at M/S 
6R-18 before April 1'1. Call me if you have any questions. 

Attachment 

/l , 7 

/~d:.c to;,21;" 
Charles Winters 
Activities Chairman 
656-5354 work, 392-4414 home 
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MINUTES OF THE MARCH 24th BOEALPS BOARD MEETING 
submitted by Te~~y C~ook 

ATTENDEES: 
Jim Blilie 
Ga~eth Beale 
Mike Bingle 
Amb~ose Bittne~ 

Te~~y C~ook 

Conservation 
Equipment 
Membe~ship 

P~esident 

Lib~a~ian 

Ken Johnson 
Rob F~eeman 
Chuck B~oughton 
Cha~lie Winte~s 

Vice P~esident 
Past P~esident 
P~og~ams(new) 
Activities 

April Auction Meeting will be conducted by John Petroske and 
John Pollock. Ag~is Mo~us Raffle will take place during the 
auction. So fa~, in excess of 160 tickets have been sold. 

BOEALPS 25th Anniversary Book - A p~elimina~y budget was p~e

sen ted to the boa~d fo~ go-ahead app~oval. P~oposal for financ
ing included advance sales of the book at ~educed prices and 
some ~edistribution of the club budget. Afte~ ~eview of the 
budget, the boa~d app~oved go-ahead on this p~oject. 

Chuck Broughton will be accepting ~esponsibility fo~ 
g~ams Chai~ vacated by John Pet~oske. 

the P~o-

Activities Meeting will be held Ap~il 14 to discuss summe~ climb 
schedule. Contact Cha~les Winte~s if you would like to par
ticipate. 

Beginning Climbing Class - Class has 79 students and 
well. 

is going 

Intermediate Climbing Class - Eight students has been accepted 
to the class so far. Fi~st meeting will be held Ap~i14. 

25th Anniversary T-Shirts - Ga~eth Beale has ~esearched the 
costs of designing and ~esea~ching a 25th Anniversa~y T-shi~t. 

He has p~oposed that the T-shi~t be designed by a professional 
designe~. A company has been contacted who can p~ovide the de
sign and the T-shi~ts at a ve~y ~easonable bulk p~ice. They 
will be p~oviding p~oposed designs to the boa~d within the next 
month. 

Penants/Registers Amb~ose Bittne~ has ~equested that all 
penants now in the hands of club members be ~etu~ned to the 
equipment chai~man. The equipment chai~man will be taking ~e

sponsibility fo~ them in the futu~e. It was also proposed that 
a wo~k pa~ty be o~ganized to paint and stencil mo~e summit ~eg

iste~ logs, in commemo~ation of the Boealps 25th. The Inte~me
diate class pa~ties will all be ca~~ying summit ~egiste~s on 
their various ascents this summer. 

Monthly Program Rob F~eeman p~oposed that a sho~t climb 
desc~iption by a club membe~ would be an inte~esting int~o to 
ou~ monthly meetings. The boa~d ag~eed. This will begin in 
May. 

Next 
21. 

Board Meeting will be held at 7:00 PM on Thu~sday, 
Place to be decided. All a~e invited to attend. 

Ap~il 



1987 CLIMBING ACTIVITY IN NORTH CASCADES NATIONAL PARK 

Our thanks to 
informative report 

PEAK 

Arriva 
Austeria 
Bacon 
Bear 
Benzarino 
Black 
Blum 
Booker 
Boston 
Buckner 
Cascade 
Challenger 
Colonial 
Copper 
Corteo 
Cosho 
Crooked Thumb 
Crowder 
Damnation 
Davis 
Degenhardt 
Despair 
Dorado Needle 
Frisco 
Easy Peak 
Eldorado 
Elephant Butte 
Fisher 
Forbidden 
Fury 
Glory 
Goode 
Hagen 
Horseman 
Hozomeen (both N & 
Icy Peak 
Hurry-up 
Indian 
Inspiration 
Jack 
Johannesburg 
Katsuk 
Kimtah 
Klawattie 
Logan 
Luna 

Backcountry Area Ranger Bill 
on 

S) 

what's goin on up there!! 

ATTEMPTED 
Climbers 

27 
17 

3 
4 
2 

70 
18 
15 
75 
98 
17 

175 
63 
37 

9 
9 
0 
4 

25 
10 
29 
16 
26 

3 
10 

468 
20 
21 

479 
56 

1 
82 

5 
0 

26 
4 

61 
3 

60 
7 
8 
5 
0 

78 
56 
47 

ASCENTS 
Parties 

.. 
" . 

10 
5 
1 
1 
1 

25 
6 
6 

31 
50 

6 
53 
21 
15 

3 
5 
0 
1 

13 
3 

11 
3 
7 
3 
6 

175 
9 
9 

175 
19 

1 
26 

2 
0 
8 
2 

16 
2 

20 
4 
5 
3 
0 

19 
29 
15 

.. .• ~:: 

Lester for this very 

SUCCESSF.UL ASCENTS 
Climbers Parties 

7 4 
12 4 

3 1 
4 1 
2 1 

56 19 
12 4 

4 2 
45 18 
34 19 
11 4 
83 28 
39 14 
32 13 

9 3 
6 3 
0 0 
4 1 

21 12 
8 2 

21 8 
8 2 

19 4 
1 1 
7 4 

276 105 
15 6 
12 5 

282 123 
17 7 

1 1 
28 11 

0 0 
0 0 

14 4 
4 2 

21 4 
3 2 

40 11 
3 1 
6 3 
2 2 
0 0 

36 9 
36 12 
20 6 
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PEAK ATTEMPTED ASCENTS SUCCESSFUL ASCENTS 
Climbers Parties Climbers Parties 

Magic 39 15 21 11 
McMillan Spire 65 23 36 19 
Mesahchie 14 6 3 2 
Middle Peak 2 1 2 1 
Mineral 5 2 5 2 
Mix-up 35 13 21 7 
Max 3 1 3 1 
Needle 0 0 0 0 
Nooksack Tower 20 7 9 4 
Paul Bunyan's Stump 41 7 29 7" 
Pelton 12 4 7 2 
Phantom 3 1 0 0 
Pinnacle 37 11 31 9 
Primus 35 11 22 7 
Prophet 9 3 4 2 
Pyramid III 29 72 20 
Ragged Ridge 0 0 0 0 
Redoubt 14 6 9 2 
Red Face 0 0 0 0 
Red Mountain 0 0 0 0 
Ross 0 0 0 0 
Ruby 37 15 32 12 
Ruth 102 31 78 23 
Sahale 293 93 165 56 
Seapho 0 0 0 0 
Sharkfin Tower 67 25 28 11 
Shuksan 912 295 501 156 
Snowfield 85 20 31 11 
Spickard 21 6 10 3 
Storm King 3 2 0 0 
T-Bone Rig Devil 6 2 6 2 
T~Bone Little Devil 14 6 10 5 
Terror 57 21 35 14 
Torment 127 45 54 19 
Triad 58 31 32 14 
Trapper Mountain 2 1 2 1 
Trapper Peak 37 12 32 10 
Triplets 8 4 3 1 
Triumph 96 37 56 21 
Whatcom 55 16 35 9 
Peak not identified 88 32 

====================================== 
Total 4,733 1,688 2,643 955 

Bill assumes a 10% noncompliance with registration, which would bring the 
total number of climbers attempting ascents in 1987 to 5,206. Since the 
park started keeping records in 1980 the number of climbers has increased 
to this level from about 1,800. There has been an increase every year, 
though in 1987 it was very slight. Bill reports that 1987 was the safest 
climbing year they have had, and hopes that it can be attributed to their 
climbing safety program. They only had three climbing-related accidents, 
and none on Mt. Shuksan for the first time in fifteen years.: 
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BOOKS FOR SALE 

MAl'lNING, Harvey, "Backpacking One Step At A Time" 

MOUNTAINEERING, The Freedom of the Hills Ord Eli.) 

BEC~~, Fred, Cascade Alpine GUides 
Brown Book: Columbia River to Stevens Pass 
Green Book: Stevens Pass to Rainy Pass 
Red Book: Rainy Eass to Frazer River 

(All three for $27.-, REI cost about $20._ each) 
GREEN TRAILS: Thirty maps, $1._ each 

Henr.y J. Studer 937-6541 

ALPlnUCHO 
c/o Ken Henshaw 

9725 E. Marginal wy 25-82 
Seattle, Wa 98108 

$4._ I 
$4._ 

$10._ 
$10._ 
$10._ 



May, 1988 

BOEING EMPLOYEES ALPINE SOCIETY, INC. 

President .... Ambrose Bittner .. 77-05 .. 234-4374 
Vice President ... Ken Johnson .. OU-31 .. 342-0347 
Treasurer ....... Debbie Ohman .. 7K-03 .. 865-6715 
Secretary .. Richard Babunovic .. 6L-15 .. 656-5812 
Past President ... Rob Freeman .. 77-22 .. 237-4157 
Activities ... Charles Winters .. 6R-18 .. 656-5354 

Conservation ... Jim Blilie .. 70-61 .. 237-4045 
Echo Editor ... Ken Henshaw .. 25-82 .. 544-2354 
Equipment .... Gareth Beale .. 7A-35 .. 865-5375 
Librarian ..... Terry Crook .. OF-42 .. 342-1138 
Membership .... Mike Bingle .. 9H-32 .. 394-3373 
Programs .. Chuck Brouqhton .. 9M-50 .. 394-3885 

Photo: Nevado Huandoy by ~ark Dale 

May Meeting 

Th'ursday, May 5th, 7:30pm 

Oxbow Ree Center 

============================================================. 
= 
= 
= 

MOUNTAIN BIKING IN TIBET 
by Sara Morgan Laney 

= 
= 
= 

= Sara will be showing slides and telling of her = 
= adventures from her recent bike expedition. She and = 
= five other Seattleites cycled 600 miles from Lhasa, = 
= Tibet to Kathmandu, Nepal. This show should give yet = 
= another perspective of the spectacular Himalaya. = 
============================================================ 



Belay Stance 

Hello again folks. It finally happened folks, there were no climb 
reports submitted this month. After months of fun filled, action packed 
issues, you'll find this one lacking in the usual excitement. The lack 

of input can only mean one thing, that everybody is out there climbing, 
so I'm hoping that next month there will be an abundance of trip reports. 

Be sure to check out the activities section at the end of the Echo. 
Charles Winters has submitted the lineup for this summer's activities. 

In fact, his article almost didn't make it thanks to the Boeing mail. 
Fortunately, Charles keeps his reports on a disk and was able to run 
off another copy without any delay. Also, if you have any trips you'd 

like to lead, submit them to either Charles or myself. 

Last month's meeting was the annual auction. Thanks to this year's 

auctioneers, John Petroske and Ken Johnson, for doing a fine job of 
selling the equipment and keeping any riots from breaking out. This 
month's meeting features a slide show on mountain biking in Tibet by 

Sara Laney. Sara wrote an article about her trip which appears in the 

January Echo. 

As a final note, John Petroske has retired as Programs Chairman for 
Boealps. Replacing him will be Chuck Broughton. Let's all thank 

John for his hard work at putting together some excellent shows for 
us while he was chairman. It's not an easy job, as Chuck will soon 

find out. 

Contributors this month were Ambrose Bittner, Paul Michelson, 

Ken Johnson, and Charles Winters. 

The deadline for the June Echo will be Monday. May 16th. 



PRESIDENT'S NOTE 

I would like to extend a special thanks to everyone who bought an 
Agris Morruss Fund Raffle Ticket. A grand total of $178 was 
raised and will be added to the Fund so that larger awards may be 
given out to worthy climbers in the years to come. The winner of 
this years grant will be announced at the May meeting. I would 
also like to thank Dave Beaton of Wilderness Sports for donating 
the equipment which was raffled and auctioned off. He has 
indicated that he would be willing to donate something again next 
year. The raffle drawing winners were: Sid watson (a student in 
this years basic climbing), Russell Sullivan (one of Agris' s 
students in the 1979 basic climbing class), Joe Mottern, and Dawn 
Marie. Congratulations to everyone! 

president, BOEALPS 

AL RYLL FUND 

I'd like to thank everyone who contributed money in the memory 
of fellow BOEALP'er Al Ryll, who was killed last thanksgiving 
while bike touring in the Hawaiian Islands (see article in Jan. 
ECHO) . Through the combined efforts of family, friends, and 
co-workers a total of $865.00 was raised for the Seattle 
Mountain Rescue Council. I know it is something Al would be 
proud of. 

I've included a copy of the letter I received from MRC. It 
provides some insight into what that organization is all about. 

Paul Michelson 

5".3 



:\ colunteer orgaui;:,(/titm dedicated to saGing lives through rescue and mountain safety education 

Mr. Paul Michelson 
11915 Southeast 261st Place 
Kent, WA 98031 

Dear Mr. Michelson: 

MalX:h 9, 1988 

I am saddened to hear of the death of your friend Al Ryll. Those 
of us that have been in similar situations and have lost a good friend 
either in an auto a=ident or clOOing or bicycle a=ident can appreciate 
the loss that you feel. 

It is always hard to express gratitude for a =ntribution that 
seems to come at the expense of a good friend's life. The $865.00 that 
you and your friends have chosen to donate to the Seattle Mountain Rescue 
Council will provide a direct means for which this organization can 
=ntinue to provide assistance for injured hikers and cl:ilnbers in the 
greater Pacific Northwest area. 

OUr organization currently has 115 members who provide this 
service to the Greater Seattle clOOing corrrrnunity. We are averaging 
approximately 20-25 missions per year which involve the removal of a 
fallen cl:ilnber who has been killed or assistance to those with relatively 
minor injuries. Quite frankly, our efforts could not be possible without 
the donations and support of fellCM cl:ilnbers in our cammunity. 

IXlring our phone =nversation you had requested that this money 
be used for equipment or something that would =ntinue to provide a 
=ntribution beyond the day to day administrative funding of the 
organization. As of yet, I do not have a specific list of equipment that 
I can tell you that will be bought, but I will promise you that the money 
will be used for those types of purchases. Please express my thanks to 
the fine pecple in the OOEALPS who have =ntributed to the Al Ryll Fund. 

GP:ds 

1700
' 

)7ftV7 &~_c7~ 
Greg ,Lthrnan , Chaiman 
seattie~ Mountain Rescue 



Udot'sec 

A UFO expert says American and Nepalese au
thorities have recovered the bodies of six space 
aliens and the wreckage of their starship from an 
ice pack near the summit of a Himalayan moun
tain peak. UFO and its crew and every· 

He also charges that the gov- thing that is known about them 
emments of both countries are belongs in the public arena:' 
l!onspiring to keep the awe- Degois quoted unnamed Ne
some discovery secret "for fear palese military sources as hav~ 
of causing a global panic if all ing said that the wreckage and 
the facts are made public. It crew were discovered by some 

"They have the pieces of a mountain climbers earlier this 
starship, they have the bodies year, 
of six space aliens - but they Tbe Nepalese government 
don't want us to know about requested the assistance of 
it," said Henri Degois, presi- the United States in the reeov
dent of the Paris-based watch- ery operation, he added, which 
dog group, Scientists for Truth took several months because 
in UFO Reporting, the bodies and wreckage were 

"The cover-up is not only in
excusable, it's criminal," he 
added, "The discovery of the 

scattered over a two--mile area. 
Spokesmen in both coun

tries have not responded to re--

pea ted inquiries about the al
leged starship find. 

"But I have it on the au
thority of my sources that the 
alien 'bodies were about three 
feet tall, had oversized heads 
and eyes and small, weak·look
ing limbs," he continued. 

"Fragments of a shiny 
metal unlike anything found 
on Earth were also discovered, 
some as big as car doors." 

Even stranger, the bodies of 
a horse, cow, dog and possibly 
an elephant may have been re
moved from the site, as well as 
fish and hundreds of wild bird 
eggs, all smashed. 

"That waul d seem to sug
gest that the aliens were on 
some sort of exploratory mis
sion to Earth when they 
crashed," said the expert. 

"The remifits-were encased in 
ice, of course, so there was lit
tle or no decomposition. The 
bodies and wreckage could be 
10 years old or 10,000 years 
old, 

"Until the powers that be in 
the U.S. and Nepal speak out 
about the results of their stud
ies and analysis, there's no 
way we'll ever know," 

The expert said it is doubt
ful that he will ever be able to 
obtain copies of official docu
ments from his sources. But 
he hopes to publish a full re
'POrt based on their verbal 
communications by Christmas. 

Meekly World News Collected by 
Vol. 8, Issue 50 Ken Johnson 
9-22-81 

S.S 



Congratulations to this year's photo contest winners! 

GENERAL MOUNTAINS CAPES 

1st Dave Gloger 
2nd Mark Dale 
3rd Jim Blilie 

FLORA 

1st Dave GloC)'er 
2nd Ken Johnson 
3rd Jim Blilie 

WATER AND WATERFALLS 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

FAUNA 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Jim Blilie 
Paul Michelson 
Dave Gloger 

John 8ell 
Breck Haining 
Mark Dale 

SUNRISES AND SUNSETS 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

CLIMBING 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Rick Jali 
Mike Fitzpatrick 
.lohn petroske 

Bob Mondrzyk 
Rob Freeman 
John Petroske 

NATURE PATTERNS 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Mike Fitzpatrick 
Carey Chaplin 
Dave Gloger 

INCLEMENT WEATHER 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

PEOPLE 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Mark Dale 
John Bell 
Mike Fitzpatrick 

Dave Gloger 
Bryan Kriewald 
Ken Johnson 

MOUNTAINS CAPES - PRINTS 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Dave Gloger 
Dave Gloger 
Mike Fitzpatrick 

FLORA AND FAUNA - PRINTS 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Jim Blilie 
Jim Blilie 
John Petroske 

GENERAL - PRINTS 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

I)ave Gloger 
Jim Blilie 
John Petroske 

Fall in the Cascades 
Illumination Rock, Mount Hood 
East Wind 

Foxtail Pine 
Fire 
Larches, Firn Lake 

Royal Basin Reflections 
water Fall 
Blue Water All Around 

Back To The Parking Lot 
Rattlesnake 
Cascade Leaping Lizard 

Tropic Sunset 
Evening Pastime 
Last Night 

Kicking Steps 
Northeast Ridge, Mount Triumph 
Hanging Yourself 

Delicate Ferns 
Reflections 
Light From Heaven 

Wind Ravaged Camp, Mount Hood 
Dangerous cloud 
No Views Today 

Clearing The Trail 
Freedom Of The Hills 
Sunset, Triad 

Red Rocks Bnd the Painted Lady 
fall in the Enchantments 
High Box Mountain 

White Park Pines 
Reclwooods - Siskiyou Mountains 
Alpine Meadow 

sunset on the Tasman 
crooked River, Smith Rocks 
Going High 
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ACTIVITIES Charles Winters 

~anv thanks to Melissa Storey, Knut Nossum and Dale Ott for 
their contributions to the Summer schedLtle listed below. 
Those of you who should be leading club trips during this 
peak season, but have not yet sent YOLtr listing(s) to Ken 
Henshaw or I, please do so before the ~Iay 16 deadline for 
the June Echo. 

Ours is a volLtnteer organization. Part o~ this concept is 
the duty of more experienced and capable climbers to lead 
and train those who join after them. The basic and 
interlnediate courses are fine as far as they go~ but they 
are not enough to sustain the interest of all ~embers, 
especially recent basic course graduates. 

If you regularly lead trips with your friends and enjoy the 
benefits of belonging to BOEALPS, you should feel obli~ated 

to lead trips that are open to the general membership. If 
each of you in this category would commit to even one trip 
per Summer, we would be in excellent shape. 

Please call me if you have any questions or comments. 

/s/ Charles Winters, Activities Chairman 

SUMMER 1988 SCHEDULE OF CLUB TRIPS: 

SATURDAY MAY 21, SW FACE OF THE TOOTH 
Moderate rock climb (5.5), bring snow shoes 
approach. Call Knut Nossum for details and 
phone 776-9605. 

etc. for the 
signup. Home 

SATURDAY/SUNDAY JUNE 4/5, X-COUNTRY SKI TRIP TO CAMP MUIR 
Possible overnight. Call Melissa Storey for details and 
signup. Home phone 633-3730, work phone 544-6073. 

SATURDAY JUNE 11, SOUTH RIDGE OF INGALLS PEAK 
Easy rock climb (5.2 with a 5.6 variation available) of the 
North peak. Ma::imurn of 4 cl imbers. Call f<nut Nossum for 
details and signup. Home phone 776-9605. 

SATURDAY JUNE 25, SOUTH ARETE OF EARLY WINTERS SPIRE 
Easy roc~( climb of the South tower, about 600 ft of mixed 
class 4 and 5 (about 5.2 or 5.3 max). This is an ideal 
climb for basic graduates who li~(ed the rock climbing 
sessions and want a Chance to try leading a rope on some 
easy terraln. Call Charles Winters for details and signup. 
Work phone 656-5354, answering machine 392-4414. 

SUNDAY JUNE 26. KALEETAN PEAK 
Snoq\Jalmie Pass area. C~ll Dale Ott for details and signLlp. 
Home phone 838-8314. work phone 931-2019. 



SUNDAY JULY 24, LUNDEEN PEAK 

... - ------- .----------------------~----------. 

Agris Morris memorial climb. Call Dale Ott for details and 
signup_ Home phone 838-8314, work phone 931-2019. 

SAT/SUN/MON AUG 6-8, EAST FACE OF CHIMNEY ROCK 
Class 4 rock climb of this prominent peak near the main 
crest North of Snoqualmie Pass. Ice axes and crampons 
required to cross the glacier. The approach is just long 
enough to warrant reserving Monday as an extra day~ if 
needed, to return to the roadhead. Call Charles Winters for 
details and signup. Work phone 656-5354, answering machine 
392-'+414. 

SATURDAY/SUNDAY AUG 27/28, NORTH RIDGE OF MOUNT ADAMS 
Call Dale O·tt for details and signup. Home phone 838-8314, 
work phone 931-2019. 

The news articles and opinions expressed in this newsletter 

are not necessaril.y those of the Boeing Company. 



------ , 

ALPlnUCHO 
c/o Ken Henshaw 

9725 E. Marginal wy 25-82 
Seattle, Wa 98108 



Belay Stance 

Hello again folks. It finally happened folks, there were no climb 
reports submitted this month. After months of fun filled, action packed 
issues, you'll find this one lacking in the usual excitement. The lack 
of input can only mean one thing, that everybody is out there climbing, 
so I'm hoping that next month there will be an abundance of trip reports. 

Be sure to check out the activities section at the end of the Echo. 
Charles Winters has submitted the lineup for this summer's activities. 
In fact, his article almost didn't make it thanks to the Boeing mail. 
Fortunately, Charles keeps his reports on a disk and was able to run 
off another copy without any delay. Also, if you have any trips you'd 
like to lead, submit them to either Charles or myself. 

Last month's meeting was the annual auction. Thanks to this year's 
auctioneers, John Petroske and Ken Johnson, for doing a fine job of 
selling the equipment and keeping any riots from breaking out. This 
month's meeting features a slide show on mountain biking in Tibet by 
Sara Laney. Sara wrote an article about her trip which appears in the 
January Echo. 

As a final note, John Petroske has retired as Programs Chairman for 
Boealps. Replacing him will be Chuck Broughton. Let's all thank 
John for his hard work at putting together some excellent shows for 
us while he was chairman. It's not an easy job, as Chuck will soon 
find out. 

Contributors this month were Ambrose Bittner, Paul Michelson, 

Ken Johnson, and Charles Winters. 

The deadline for the June Echo will be Monday, May 16th. 



PRESIDENT'S NOTE 

I would like to extend a special thanks to everyone who bought an 
Agris Morruss Fund Raffle Ticket. A grand total of $178 was 
raised and will be added to the Fund so that larger awards may be 
given out to worthy climbers in the years to come. The winner of 
this years grant will be announced at the May meeting. I would 
also like to thank Dave Beaton of Wilderness Sports for donating 
the equipment which was raffled and auctioned off. He has 
indicated that he would be willing to donate something again next 
year. The raffle drawing winners were: Sid Watson (a student in 
this years basic climbing), Russell Sullivan (one of Agris's 
students in the 1979 basic climbing class), Joe Mottern, and Dawn 
Marie. Congratulations to everyone! 

President, BOEALPS 

AL RYLL FUND 

I'd like to thank everyone who contributed money in the memory 
of fellow BOEALP'er Al Ryll, who was killed last thanksgiving 
while bike touring in the Hawaiian Islands (see article in Jan. 
ECHO) . Through the combined efforts of family, friends, and 
co-workers a total of $865.00 was raised for the Seattle 
Mountain Rescue Council. I know it is something Al would be 
proud of. 

I've included a copy of the letter I received from MRC. It 
provides some insight into what that organization is all about. 

Paul Michelson 
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/\ culunteer orgmti;::,ation dedicated to saGing liuc,':; through rescue and mountain safety education 

Mr. Paul Michelson 
11915 Southeast 26lst Place 
Kent, WA 98031 

Dear Mr. Michelson: 

••·.·•···.· .. Mal:ch 9, 1988 

I am saddened to hear of the death of your friend Al Ryll. Those 
of us that have been in similar situations and have lost a good friend 
either in an auto a=ident or cl:i.Jnbing or bicycle a=ident can appreciate 
the loss that you feel. 

It is always hard to express gratitude for a contribution that 
seems to came at the expense of a good friend's life. The $865.00 that 
you and your friends have chosen to donate to the Seattle Mountain Rescue 
Council will provide a direct means for which this organization can 
continue to provide assistance for injured hikers and cl:i.Jnbers in the 
greater Pacific Northwest area. 

OUr organization currently has 115 members who provide this 
service to the Greater Seattle cl:i.Jnbing community. We are averaging 
approximately 20-25 missions per year which involve the removal of a 
fallen cl:i.Jnber who has been killed or assistance to those with relatively 
minor injuries. Quite frankly, our efforts could not be possible without 
the donations and support of fellow cl:i.Jnbers in our community. 

During our phone conversation you had requested that this money 
be used for equipment or something that would continue to provide a 
contribution beyond the day to day administrative funding of the 
organization. As of yet, I do not have a specific list of equipment that 
I can tell you that will be bought, but I will promise you that the money 
will be used for those types of purchases. Please express my thanks to 
the fine people in the OOEAil'S who have contributed to the Al Ryll FUnd. 

GP:ds 

j;::i.Jnbing , 
.t:/-:.. 

. IfLV7 ~~"'h 
Greg ~thrnan, Chairman 
seattfe~ Mountain Rescue 



A expert says American and Nepalese au-
thorities have recovered the bodies of six space 
aliens and the wreckage of their starship from an 
ice pack near the summit of a Himalayan moun
tain peak. UFO and its crew and every-

He also charges that the gov- thing that is known about them 
ernm~n.ts of both countries are belongs in the public arena." 
'Conspmng to keep the awe- Degois quoted unnamed Ne
some dIscovery secret "for fear palese military sources as hav
of causing a global panic if all ing said that the wreckage and 
the facts are made public." crew were discovered by some 

"They have the pieces of a mountain climbers earlier this 
starship, they have the bodies year. 
of six space aliens - but they The Nepalese government 
don't want us to know about requested the assistance of 
it," said Henri Degois, presi- the United States in the recov
dent of the Paris-based watch· ery operation, he added, which 
dog group, Scientists for Truth took several months because 
in UFO Reporting. the bodies and wreckage were 

"The cover-up is not only in
excusable, U's criminal," he 
added. "The discovery of the 

scattered over a tWQwmile area. 
Spokesmen in both coun

tries have not responded to re-

peated inquiries about the al
leged starship find. 

"But I have it on the au
thority of my sources that the 
alien ·bodies were about three 
feet tall, had oversized heads 
and eyes and small, weak-look· 
ing limbs," he continued. 

"Fragments of a shiny 
metal unlike anything found 
on Earth were also discovered, 
some as big as car doors." 

Even stranger, the bodies of 
a horse, cow, dog and possibly 
an elephant may have been reo 
moved from the site, as well as 
fish and hundreds of wild bird 
eggs, all smashed. 

"That would seem to sug
gest that the aliens were on 
some sort of exploratory mis
sion to Earth when they 
crashed," said the expert. 

"The remains were encased in 
ice, of course, so there was lit
tle or no decomposition. The 
bodies and wreckage could be 
10 years old or 10,000 years 
old. 

"Until the powers that be in 
the U.S. and Nepal speak out 
about the results of their stud
ies and analysis, there's no 
way we'll ever know," 

The expert said it is doubt
ful that he will ever be able to 
obtain copies of official docu
ments from his sources. But 
he hopes to publish a full re
port based on their verbal 
communications by Christmas. 

~eekly World News <:.ollected by 
Vol. S, Issue 50 ~en Johnson 
9-22-S7 

S.S 



Congratulations to this year's photo contest winners! 

GENERAL MOUNTAINS CAPES 

1st Dave GIoger 
2nd Mark Dale 
3cd Jim Blilie 

FLORA 

1st Dave GIoger 
2nd Ken Johnson 
3cd Jim Blilie 

WATER AND WATERFALLS 

1st 
2nd 
3cd 

FAUNA 

1st 
2nd 
3cd 

Jim Blilie 
Paul Michelson 
Dave GIoger 

John Bell 
Breck Haining 
Mark Dale 

SUNRISES AND SUNSETS 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

CLIMBING 

1st 
2nd 
3cd 

Rick Jali 
Mike Fitzpatrick 
John Petroske 

Bob Mondrzyk 
Rob Freeman 
John Petroske 

NATURE PATTERNS 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Mike Fitzpatrick 
carey Chaplin 
Dave GIoger 

INCLEMENT WEATHER 

1st 
2nd 
3 rd 

PEOPLE 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Mark Dale 
John Bell 
Mike Fitzpatrick 

Dave Gleger 
Bryan Kriewald 
Ken Johnson 

MOUNTAINS CAPES - PRINTS 

1st 
2nd 
3cd 

Dave GIoger 
Dave GIoger 
Mike Fitzpatrick 

FLORA AND FAUNA - PRINTS 

1st 
2nd 
3cd 

Jim Blilie 
Jim slilie 
John Petroske 

GENERAL - PRINTS 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 

Dave GIoger 
Jim slilie 
John petroske 

Fall in the Cascades 
Illumination Rock, Mount Hood 
East Wind 

Foxtail Pine 
Fire 
Larches, Firn Lake 

Royal Basin Reflections 
Water Fall 
Blue Water All Around 

Back To The Parking Lot 
Rattlesnake 
Cascade Leaping Lizard 

Tropic Sunset 
Evening Pastime 
Last Night 

Kicking Steps 
Northeast Ridge, Mount Triumph 
Hanging Yourself 

Delicate Ferns 
Reflections 
Light From Heaven 

Wind Ravaged Camp, Mount Hood 
Dangerous cloud 
No Views Today 

Clearing The Trail 
Freedom Of The Hills 
Sunset, Triad 

Red Rocks and the Painted Lady 
Fall in the Enchantments 
High Box Mountain 

White Park Pines 
Redwooods - Siskiyou Mountains 
Alpine Meadow 

Sunset on the Tasman 
Crooked River, smith Rocks 
Going High 
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ACTIVITIES Charles Winters 

~anv thanks to Melissa Sto~ey, Knut Nossum and Dale Ott for 
their contributions to the Summe~ schedLlle listed below. 
Those of you who should be leading club trips during this 
peak season, but have not yet sent your listing(s) to Ken 
Henshaw or I~ please do so before the ~Iay 16 deadline for 
the ...:JunE:: Echo .. 

Ours is a volunteer organization. Part o~ this concept is 
the duty of more experienced and capable climbers to lead 
and train those who join after themu The basic and 
interrnediate courses are fine as far as they go~ but they 
are not enough to sustain the interest of all ~embers, 

especially recent basic course graduates. 

If you regularly lead trips with your friends and enjoy the 
benefits of belonging to BOEALPS, you should feel obli~ated 

to lead trips that are open to the general membership. If 
each of you in this category would commit to even one trip 
per Summer, we would be in excellent shape. 

Please call me if you have any questions or comments. 

/s/ Charles Winters, Activities Chairman 

SUMMER 1988 SCHEDULE OF CLUB TRIPS, 

SATURDAY MAY 21, SW FACE OF THE TOOTH 
Moderate rock climb (Srt5), bring snow shoes etc. for the 
app!'-oach" Call ~<nut Nossum fOI'"' dE-2tai 1 sand si gf1Up u Home 
phonE 776-9605. 

SATURDAY/SUNDAY JUNE 4/5, X-COUNTRY SKI TRIP TO CAMP MUIR 
Possible overnight~ Call Melissa Storey for details and 
signup. Home phone 633-3730, wor~c phone 544-6073~ 

SATURDAY JUNE 11, SOUTH RIDGE OF INGALLS PEAK 
Easy rock climb (5~2 with a 5.6 variation available) of the 
North peak. Maximum of 4 climbers. Call Knut Nossum for 
detai 1 sand si gnup. Home phone 776,,-9605. 

SATURDAY JUNE 25, SOUTH ARETE OF EARLY WINTERS SPIRE 
Easy ~ock climb of the South tower, abOLtt 6(1) ft of mixed 
class 4 and 5 (about 5.2 O~ 5~3 max). This is an ideal 
climb for basic graduates who liked the rock climbing 
sessions and want a chance to t~y leading a rope on some 
easy terrain. Call Charles Winte~s for details and signup. 
Work phone 656-5354, answering machine 392-4414u 

SUNDAY JUNE 26, KALEETAN PEAK 
Snoql,Aalmie Pass area. 
Home phone 838-8314, 

C~ll Dale Ott for details and signup. 
wor~~ phone 931-201 47. 



SUNDAY JULY 24, LUNDEEN PEAK 
Agris Morris memorial climb. Call Dale ott for details and 
signup. Home phone 838-8314, work phone 931-2019. 

SAT/SUN/MON AUG 6-8, EAST FACE OF CHIMNEY ROCK 
Class 4 rock climb of this prominent peak near the main 
crest North of Snoqualmie Pass. Ice axes and crampons 
required to cross the glacier. The approach is just long 
enough to warrant reserving Monday as an extra day, if 
needed, to return to the roadhead. Call Charles Winters for 
details and signup. Work phone 656-5354, answering machine 
392-4414. 

SATURDAY/SUNDAY AUG 27/28, NORTH RIDGE OF MOUNT ADAMS 
Call Dale Ott for details and signup. Home phone 838-8314, 
work phone 931-2019. 

The news articles and opinions expressed in this newsletter 

are not necessaril.y those of the Boeing Company. 
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BOEING EMPLOYEES ALPINE SOCIETY, INC. 

President .... Ambrose Bittner .. 77-05 .. 234-4374 Conservation ... Jim B1ilie .. 70-61 .. 237-4045 
Vice President ... Ken Johnson .. OU-31 .. 342-0347 Echo Editor ... Ken Henshaw .. 25-82 .. 544-2354 
Treasurer ....... Debbi e Ohman .. 7K-03 .. 865-6715 Equipment .... Gareth Bea1e .. 7A-35 .. 865-5375 
Secretary .. Richard Babunovic .. 6L-15 .. 656-5812 
Past President ... Rob Freeman .. 77-22 .. 237-4157 
Activities ... Char1es Winters .. 6R-18 .. 656-5354 

Librarian ..... Terry Crook .. OF-42 .. 342-1138 
Membership .... Mike Bing1e .. 9H-32 .. 394-3373 
Programs .. Chuck Brouqhton .. 9M-50 .. 394-3885 

, , , , , , , , 

Photo: Nevado Huandoy by -Mark Dale 

June Meeting 

Thursday, June 2nd, 7:30pm 
, 

Oxbow Ree Center 

********************************************************** 
Jim Blilie will show some slides from the Sawtooth 
Range in the Olympics and the Guest Program will 
feature climbing in the Soviet Union. So come to the 
meeting, enjoy Jim's excellent photography and find 
out about all the bureaucracy involved in climbing 

: in Russia. 
********************************************************** 



Belay Stance 

Hello again fellow climbers. There was plenty of input for 
this month's Echo, but the climbing reports didn't flood in like 

I thought they would. In fact, if it wasn't for a last second 
letter from Alex Vansteen, there wouldn't be any at all. I know 

there's people out there climbing, so let's hear from ya. 

In addition to Alex's vacation report, there's also a letter 
to the editor from club member Ken Johnson. Please feel free to 
respond to Ken's letter, we'd all be interested to hear what you 
have to say. 

Donn Rydberg, a student in this year's beginning climbing 

class, wrote an article called Avalanche. Donn was out climbing 
with the blue team one day, when they encountered a bit of excite
ment courtesy of Mother Nature. 

Other contributers for this month's Echo were Jim Blilie, 

Ambrose Bittner and Charles Winters. 

Flash 

Plans are underway right now to have the September meeting at 

the Rainier Brewery. So mark September 1st on your calendar, you 
won't want to miss that one. 

T-Shirts 

A special Boealps 25th Anniversary edition T-shirt will be 
availableat the July picnic. The shirts will come in a variety 
of colors and sizes. A silhouette similar to the one at the end 
of the Echo with a Boealps Logo will be the design. Cost is $8.00 
per shirt. 



Editor, 

There seems to be a trend developing in this club. I've kept my 
mouth shut so far, but I can't keep quiet any longer. There has 
been a lot of talk about the nature of the articles in the Echo. 
Some say that the printing of stories where the participants admit 
to, or even boast about, breaking the law should be edited to remove 
the offending parts. Others feel that some articles promote a "bag 
the summit at all costs" mentality, and that segments of the story 
that describe "unnecessary risks" should be removed. Others feel 
that some are using the Echo to brag about their daring and often 
dangerous exploits, and that trip reports should be little more than 
informative essays on route conditions and descriptions. The 
underlying current seems to be that we as a club should represent 
climbing in a responsible, conservative manner, and that the club 
should be held accountable for the stories in the Echo, being ever 
so careful to maintain a proper and respectable image (i.e. the 
Mountaineers). 

I disagree with all of these attitudes. The stories about breaking 
the law are perhaps the most serious matter. While not condoning 
the breaking of any laws, I would be hard pressed to find any human 
being who has not, through ignorance or choice, broken the law. 
Climbers on the whole are a very independent breed, and hate for 
someone to tell them what to do, so it is inevitable that some party 
will do something illegal while on a trip, whether it be as simple 
as speeding to the trailhead or as dastardly as leaving the 
restaurant without paying your bill (forcing someone else to pick up 
your tab). And while at times some seem to glorify this sort of 
irresponsible and illegal behavior, as in the recent article where 
the author talks about drinking and driving, it is sheer folly to 
assume that if it appears in the Echo, then it is approved by the 
club as a whole! Trespassing, ignoring wilderness regulations, 
camping in unauthorized sites, and failing to register for climbs 
are a few of the other rules that are often "overlooked". Like it 
or not, illegal activities are sometimes a part of the climbing 
experience. 

Next in line is the "unnecessary risk" category. First of all, 
saying that someone took an unnecessary risk implies that they went 
out of their way to find risk. Anyone who takes unnecessary risks 
to get to a summit or to complete a route is foolish indeed, but to 
complete a route by taking a path of minimum risk is obviously the 
goal of safe mountaineering. Which would you choose, a dirty, 
rotten, overhanging face or a nice, solid, clean dihedral? 

More to the point perhaps is the taking of risks that are too great 
to justify reaching the summit. This would include such things as 
exceeding your abilities, climbing with inadequate gear, and 
ignoring obviously poor weather or avalanche conditions. These are 
the more obvious things. More subtle are the risks that are 
confronted as a matter of course. On virtually every climb, there 
are several descisions that have to be made regarding the risk of 
continuing on. Inevitably, how this descision is made will depend 
on the party. A large group of Basic Class students would not 
continue on where a smaller, more experienced party would not 
hesitate. There are climbers who, based on experience, strength, 
and ablity, would do things that almost no-one else in the world 
would try to do. (The Swiss two day ascent of the North Face of 
Mount Everest comes to mind.) The bottom line is that what may be 
okay for me would be insanity to someone else. This is no reason to 
censor my trip report. 

Bragging is another story. I personally am proud of some of my 
accomplishments. If I weren't, I probably wouldn'y write about 



them. I try to capture the feeling of the moment, and I like to 
read articles written by those who aren't afraid to express their 
feelings about a climb. I am very happy in the mountains, and I want 
to share my joy with others. I want other people to feel the ups 
and downs, the failures and accomplishments. To me, nothing is more 
dull than a "by the numbers" route description. I can get that from 
a guide book. And if the person actually is bragging (i.e. playing 
up his accomplishments to the exclusion of the actual facts) then 
that person will be rapidly found out as he or she climbs with 
fellow members. I hope that a lot of this grumbling about bragging 
is not a result of sour grapes. Those who can, do, and hopefully 
write about it. 

The bottom line to me is that a climbing club should try to be 
responsible and respectable, but not at the expense of reality. 
BOEALPS will never be the Mountaineers, and shouldn't try to be. I 
think that the club needs to present a real picture of climbing, 
both the good and the bad. Its members need to be presented with 
all of the facts in order to make informed descisions about their 
own climbing goals and styles. Those of you who are shocked by what 
you read in the Echo should look at an issue of the American Alpine 
Journal sometime. 

Perhaps a disclaimer should be put in the Echo, "The articles in 
this issue may portray actions of an illegal or irresponsible 
nature. The reader is encourage to question everything in this 
issue. These articles do not necessarily represent the goals and 
ideals of BOEALPS, but do reflect typical climbing situations and 
concerns." Happy reading to all. 

Ken Johnson 



HEY BILLY, IT'S 'rHE TRIP OF YOUR LI?E I I I 

Time certainly seems to fly by, doesn't it, kids? Just 
last November I remember leaving a job and here it is mid-May 
and I'm already outa money. What a shamel Guess that means 
I better get a job again. 

And actually a sustenance on potatoes, noodles, rice and 
the like isn't so meager and you can perform athletically on 
it as long as you eat plenty. "~hy that choice of food? \iJell, 
the last time I quit work prior to a climbing pilgrimage I ran 
out of food early and I had to (shudder shudder) return to 
work early. 'rhis time I was determined not to let that happen, 
so I prepackaged $450 worth of unspoilables in December. 'rhat 
food would last me five months and I could supplement it with 
vegies. etc. as extra coins drifted in. And so as to minimize 
thumbing, I also set aside money for bus tickets to travel, 
opting to leave my van tucked away in a North Carolina hollow 
for the winter months, it being too expensive to drive around. 

In the past five months I have visited some beautiful 
places and met some really incredible people. These exper
iences I would like to share with you. My itinerary could be 
divided into several adventures; rock climbing, snowshoeing, 
and finally alpine and snow climbing. I visited Joshua Tree 
National !{onument in California, the Red Rocks of southern 
Nevada, Smith Rock in central Oregon, the lilt. Hood wilderness, 
and several spectacular areas in Washington and British Columbia. 

I want to split this letter into two halves, one on the 
Pacific Northwest, which I will feature this month, and the 
other on rock climbing in the desert, to be written next month. 
Also, this is intended to be more of an informal communication 
letting ya'll know what I've been u·p to, and, in contrast, next 
month I plan to give a more technical guide to those desert 
climbs that I think everyone could enjoy. 

I must admit that I was a bit hesitant to write (I haven't 
written an article in many months) as I was receiving some neg
ative feedback. Something of an old guard talking of boasters. 
Happily, upon reaching the Northwest, my many friends reassured 
me that my articles were enjoyed and unique. Power to them. 
For those of you who think I'm boasting, be sure and miss my 
next article and then rot. My intention is to share, not boast. 
Forgive me if my passion for climbing is heavily fueled. 

Having just spent many weeks rock climbing, to feast my 
eyes on the spectacular Mt. Hood got me totally ripped. ,vi th 
Billy, my friend who travelled up with me from Joshua Tree then, 
I prepared to climb wt. Hood. \ve summi ted via the standard 
south side slog. As simple as the route was, it was wonderful 
to get back onto some snow and to get some distance between me 
and sea level. ','Ie went on to enjoy a week of clear weather and 
I followed up with two attempts to climb a route on the west 
face, Leutholds Couloir. The first time I was repulsed just 
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short of accessing the west face by incredibly powerful winds 
from the west, and the second time by a large 'schrund just 
below the couloir (separating it from the upper Reid Glacier) 
which I dared not cross solo. Already the wind scoured sur
face had been quite icy, requiring a traverse to be done on 
front points high across two minor ribs preceeding access to 
the couloir. So I retreated a second time, confident that my 
decision was the best and still happy to have been on the hill. 

The following morning our attitudes were dampened as we 
became victims to theft. A major portion of our winter gear 
now gone ( and deteriorating weather approaching), we decided 
to book outa there. Vie had planned to do some snowshoeing 
(the main reason for coming up here) and so we left Mt. Hood, 
circumnavigating it to the west, and headed toward Cascade 
Locks, a town on the Oregon-Washington border, via the lilt. Hood 
wilderness. 

At first, although we didn't travel far each day, the 
weather held and we were able to concentrate on route finding 
through some extensive drainages and thicl, woods. The snow was 
good for shoeing but much of the time the terrain was too steep 
or brushfilled to make snowshoes reasonable and so we postholed. 

Crossing Zigzag Canyon (draining Zigzag Glacier) and the 
Sandy lhver drainage (draining Yocum Ridge area) took the better 
part of two days. Once across the Sandy River we discovered an 
open guard station and so had refuge as the beginning of a low 
pressure system moved in. 

The next three days were spent in a tormenting shower of 
rain and hail as we pounded north through the woods toward 
Cascade Locks. 'rhe Pacific Crest Trail, often paralleling us 
nearby, seemed hopeless to reach and quite exposed to the brunt 
of the storm as it traveled ridges. ,'Ie would gain it occasion
ally-, only to lose it quickly in the deep snow and be astray 
again. 

Aside from a great deal of work 8.nd discomfort, as always, 
there were moments I would hesitate to trade off with anything. 
Spectacular views of Hood, the dark, carrJeted Ramona ?alls area, 
spotting a snowshoe hare, the vivid greens of old timber stands, 
the fact that we broke a virgin path for days of snow travel, 
and comraderie with my partner, Billy. 

Soon after finishing I became involved with the intermediate 
climbing class. In between adventures (or mis-adventures as in 
the cases of class climbs on Ranier's Fuhrer Finger and Baker's 
North Eidge) with the club I found some of my own to keep the 
weeks busy. Here I must stop and thank those who housed me 
through these trips. John Petroske, Jerry Baillie, Tim and 
Donna Hudson, and an incredible special thanks to Ken and Chris 
Johnson, who not only housed me but assisted me in a trillion 
ways, including rides and haircutsl ',Jithout these people's 
help my stay iniJashington would have been lots less fun. 

Don and Natala Goodman, J'oh11 ~etroske, and I headed up to the 
Skagit Range in Canada to climb Mt. Webb (a minor summit near 
Lindeman) in mid-April. Using Don's excruciatingly complex but 



incredibly efficient Everest G.E.E. plan, we pushed our way up 
along Radium Creek to Radium Lake below \1ebb. After six hours 
of postholing things perked up as we discovered an unlocked 
cabin complete with a woodburning stove, wood, and a Coleman 
lantern. Needless to say the night was less than harsh. 'rhe 
snowclimb up the next morning was no big deal, and views were 
minimal, but the glissade down was wild and exhilerating. 20 
m.p.h. (no lie!), steep slopes, leaving the ground, trees 
brushing by, VJhat a ricJe! 

Short hikes and climbs followed, near'. Index, Skykomish, 
and Snoqualmie. The Crest Trail still looked too avalanche 
prone to deal with so I stayed on more reasonable slopes. Hood 
in the south had been safe, 'J~ebb' s surrounding slopes up north 
had been devastated by avalanches. Somewhere inbetween I 
wanted to play. 

It came that the Gunn-Merchant Peak area became the play
ground. Despite a poor forecast, I found good weather for 
several days, enough to do some real pleasant solo climbing. 
I think that here a comparison to Dave Beedon's August trip to 
this area (Echo, March 1988) and the conditions I encountered 
this April can be appreciated .. 

I found Dave's notes on directions to be quite accurate 
and I would like to add a bit as I know several parties have 
encountered problems there, especially when snow covers the 
trail. From the first moss-covered rock outcrop at :3iwo' to 
the cliff bands the trail deteriorated exponentially to crap. 
Be sure and traverse east at the cliff bands and do not climb 
the snow gully to the left. (Although it leads to grungy 
climbing up higher, if you enjoy that). 'rhe tributary water
fall crossing Dave mentions is certainly there and it is quite 
an undertaking when bridged slightly with snow, and it's very 
exposed. Instead of brush and bush, I found the higher slopes 
to be a pleasant mix of mid-angled snow and easy rock slabs. 
This will eventually lead you to the base of Pt. 5842 and the 
steep gully to its north. 

I set up my tent on a nice snow platform on a rockband 
protecterLar.m(many of the slopes were incredibly exposed to 
sluffs)bP"t. 5842NE (which Dave calls 5760+). It was these 
low angled rocky bands which I had climbed with my dog, Dusty, 
a year ago. 

It was already late afternoon and so I played with setting 
up camp and cooking until darkness. The slopes looked to be in 
good condition but were very exposed. I learned later that most 
of the avalanches were cornice sluffs rather than much else. 
This was a bit more comforting. However, my sleep during the 
night was very restless and 1 was pumped, my mind envisioning 
various routes. 

In the morning, in lieu of breakfast, I continued scouting 
rputes and so decided on Ft. 5760 2.S a warmup for Gunn Peak, my 
objective. The weather looked great so I dressed lightly and 
with 8 few provisions set out. 

I headed back into the steep gully 3.nd climbed up the other 
side. Accessing the ridge east to Pt. 5760 showed promise of 
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great fun. 'The ridge was exposed and heavily corniced - eight 
feet in two places. A view from below convinced me that the 
routes dangers could be avoided. 'The snow climb was fun and 
exhilerating, steepenong alot on the summit snow cap. 'I'he last 
20 feet I was cautious lest I mount a cornice. As it turned out, 
it was a plateau. On nearby rocks, I removed my overboots and 
small fanny pack in anticipation of the short rock scramble to 
the summit. th 
th 'I'he last bit of it was at least 4 class, m,:wbe even low 

5 (only 20 feet, though) and very exposed. I dld my best to 
memorize the movements to downclimb. 

On the small blocky summit the views were outrageous. This 
was certainly alpine! Index, Persis, Gunn, Merchant, Townsend, 
Baring; rocky shafts slightly snowclad. Beautiful! 

As I was apprehensive about the dawnclimb I scouted another 
way off the top. I found an easier Jr class blocky descent 
down the south side and then traversed on some snow and rock 
back to the notch, from which I could again access the little 
ridge back to the snow plateau. I downclimbed the steeper snow 
step and then plunged until the exposure diminished a.nd it would 
be safe to glissade. I was back at camp by 9 a.m. 

I ate a quick bite, chucked the crampons, and headed out 
for Gunn Peak. I crossed the first avalanche fields and soon 
decided not to do Gunn. The couloir had received some sun and 
the counterclockwise ramp (see Beckey's description) wjl.a snow 
covered and I could envision quite the downclimbing (J class) 
nightmare. In addition, within{,an hour, cornices broke off and 
sent thunderous streamers off of the lower cliff bands. It was 
good my gut feeling kept me off of it. However, I got into a 
dicey climb anyway on an ascent starting up the north side and 
finishing on the west side of l't. 5842NE. 

The climb made its way up thin steep snow and a system of 
solid but steep snow and rock gully steps just left of the last 
rock fin on the north side. After an airy traverse I was able 
to access the icy weST face which I traversed until I fR).lnd a 
steep solid snowtongue leading to the summit ridge. A 2 '" class 
scramble led to the top. I was able to descend the easy southeast 
slopes (the ones my dog had climbed) using the protection given 
by the rock bands to stay off of the warming snowfields. 

By noon I had finished my climbing here as warming slopes 
didn't appeal to me and so decided to hitch it back to Everett. 
'The trail down proved es.sier than I thought (others will agree 
that it is crap to come up) except for the waterfall crossing. 

I broke the pack down and drug ski poles, snowshoes, and 
shovel behind me on a cord and tied them to a tree on the other 
side. The thin snow bridge I no longer trusted stl I found a solid 
rock crossing a few feet lower, except that it was very exposed. 
A ride down the waterfall would have been unattractive. 

I up and downclimbed through this section three times with
out my pack to memorize the moves and clean the area of loose 
rocks, branches, moss and mud. I thenhoisted the lJack and 
crossed uneventfully. 

Cn a pedastel of rock across the falls I sat down in the 
sun, stopping to eat and drink, and to reminisce. 

Ain't this a helluva way to live. I love it. See ya next 
month. 

pA'R:r i OF 2. 
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AVALANCHE by Donn Rydberg 

We were hiking up the south gully of Guye Peak. We had our climbing 

harnesses on and were about to go up a slippery snow-covered rock scramble, 

but our class leaders decided that it would take too much time to rope up and 

belay ten students through the long gully. We hiked back down about 100 

yards and proceeded to traverse our way around the mountain. Becky's 

guidebook described an east gully, an alternative way to the top without 

having to do a technical ascent. After getting the class and instructors 

consent we worked our way into the east gully. I had taken the lead a little 

earlier and was working my way through some deep, snowy troughs. We 

were on the lee side, the slope was approximately 30 - 35 degrees, and not 

heavily timbered but there were a number of rocky bluffs which provided fairly 

safe protection. Since I had kicked steps for awhile and was tired, I pulled off 

the trail, under a large rock face to let some one else take the lead. The person 

behind me was an instructor and since this outing was supposed to be lead by 

students as part of our route-finding training, he also pulled out of the trail to let 

the next person lead. The next person was also feeling very tired, due to 
having worked through a lot of deep snow, and did not want to kick steps. 

The three of us were standing there and I was getting out some water to 

drink while the other two were talking. Word came up the line to wait while one 

of the ladies in our party was being belayed up. She had slid down a small 

slope into a tree and wasn't feeling very strong. The rest of the group then 

filled in behind the three of us, and waited for the belayer, belayee and 

instructor to make their way up the slope to us. The nine of us could see that it 

was going to be awhile for the others to catch up with us, so we got out our 

lunch and sitpads and relaxed on this snowy afternoon. Suddenly the sun 

came out for a little while and it was quite nice. Most of us were finished eating 

and were anxiously awaiting the three climbers who were just 50 feet below 

us. We were going to take turns belaying the weakened climber to the top. 

Two of the three instructors were conversing about what route we were 

going to take when one of the instructors excitedly shouted "AVALANCHE". 

The rest of the group turned upslope to see what was happening. Seventy feet 

above us a loose snow avalanche about three feet wide was making its way 

down the middle of the 20 foot wide gully. We all stood there in amazement. 

The avalanche was only ten feet to my right. It looked like a small river of 

churning snow flowing down the middle of the gully. Fearfully, we realized the 

snow mass was advancing directly towards the lady being belayed. The 
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avalanche then curved left with the gully and barely missed the lady climber. 

We watched in awe as the avalanche slowly widened, picking up speed and 

energy. Some of the students who were further out in the gully started to move 

back franticly as the small channel started to widen. We could feel the energy 

of the snow moving down the gully. The river of snow had its own low 

rumbling sound, with a fear inducing power. The avalanche was six feet wide 

as it reached the middle of the slope but widened as it went down the gully. It 

continued down about 200 yards to its deposition zone with a roaring sound. 

Everybody glanced at each other in amazement. Did we just witness an 

avalanche flow down the chute ten feet to our right? This loose snow 

avalanche was not large, but we knew if we were caught in it we would have 

little chance to do anything about it. 

As we stood there talking and making sure everybody was all right, a new 

snow mass suddenly poured right over and on top of us. The instructor who 

yelled avalanche the time before, yelled "AVALANCHE" again. My first 

thought was to get my ice axe, bury it in the snow and hold on. My ice axe 

was behind me, and snow was rapidly falling down on top of me. With that 

realization and the memory of the prior avalanche so powerful, I fell flat and 

started to dig my elbows into the snow and covered my face with my hands for 

an air pocket. A few seconds passed and the snow stopped moving over me. 

I lifted my head and glanced around. Pushing off a few inches of snow on top 

of me and my pack, I located my ice axe and wondered if everybody was ok. I 

looked down the slope for the three climbers who had been in the path of the 

small avalanche. The snow that landed on us had gathered speed and mass 

and streamed down around them. They said they were all right, but the lady 

who was being belayed had been pivoted by the snow down to the end of the 

rope and had wrenched her knee. Her ice axe had been swept away by the 

snow, somewhere down the mountain. The belayer who was anchored to the 

tree didn't go anywhere, and the trailing instructor, was covered by some snow, 

but not enough to cause any problems. 

Finally we regrouped. Due to the lady's knee injury and the possibility of 

more avalanches, we decided to return to our cars. We slowly worked our way 

down the mountain being careful to avoid any potential avalanche areas. I felt 

privileged to have witnessed one of natures wonders, also realizing we didn't 

want to be party to it. 
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CONTACT: Becky Wolfe 
Bob Walsh & Associates 
(206) 285-3212 

CIVIC CELEBRATION COMES ALIVE 
FOR EVEREST EXPEDITION'S SILVER ANNIVERSARY 

Seattle--Reservations are now being taken for the Reunion Dinner 

celebrating the 25th Anniversary of the 1963 American Mt. Everest Expedition. 

The June 10th dinner will be a rare opportunity for the Northwest climbing 

community to honor the historic achievements of the first American team to ascend 

the world's highest peak. 

The dinner will feature 13 of the original 19-person team. Honored 

attendants will include Expedition leader Norman Dyhrenfurth, Allen Auten, Barry 

Bishop, Barry Corbet, David Dingman, Patricia Emerson (wife of the late Richard 

Emerson,) Tom Hombein, Charles Huestis, Luther Jerstad, Jim Lester, Maynard 

Miller, Dick Pownall, Gil Roberts, Jr., William Siri, Jim Whittaker, and Sherpa 

Nawang Gombu. Other local notables to attend are Senator and Mrs. Dan Evans. 

"Our purpose with the reunion is not only to bring the entire team together 

for the first time in 25 years, but to also gain attention in the climbing community 

for this achievement and future Everest expeditions," says team member Jim 

Whittaker. 

--OVER--
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Everest Reunion 
Page Two 

Accompanying the dinner is a slide and film show narrated by some the 

climbers themselves. The presentation will cover highlights of the expedition u'sing 

photos from the climbers' personal libraries and from the National Geographic 

Magazine archives. 

The reunion will begin Friday, June 10, with a press conference at 10:00 am 

in the Seattle Sheraton Hotel & Towers. The civic dinner will be held at the 

Sheraton that evening, with a public cocktail hour beginning at 6:00 pm and dinner 

at 7:00 pm in the Grand Ballroom. The team members will travel to Paradise 

Lodge at Mt. Rainier on Saturday for a private reunion over the weekend. 

Tickets for the June 10th civic dinner are $50 per person. Checks should be 

made out to the 25th Everest Reunion and sent to 101 Elliott Ave. W., #430, 

Seattle, WA 98119. Seating will be arranged on a first-come, first-served basis, so 

attendees are encouraged to submit their checks early to ensure good seating. Net 

proceeds from the dinner will benefit the Willi Unsoeld Memorial Fund and other 

mountaineering causes. 

Events involving the reunion and civic celebration are produced by Bob 

Walsh & Associates. 

### 
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AMERICAN MT. EVEREST EXPEDITION (AMEE) 1963 
FACT SHEET 

The elevation of Mt. Everest is 29,128. 

Mt. Everest was named in honor of Sir George Everest, an early British Surveyor 
General of India. 

The Tibetan name for Everest is "Chololungma," meaning "Goddess Mother of the 
World." 

Everest was first climbed to its summit by the ninth British Expedition on May 29, 
1953. The Expedition was led by Sir Edmund Hillary of New Zealand and his 
Sherpa, Tenzing Norgay. 

AMEE's supplies totalled 29 tons, was packed into Everest by 909 porters carrying 
an average 60 lb. load. 

Around-the-world airfare for each expedition member cost $1263.10 a person. 

Achievements of the AMEE of 1963: 

First American expedition to attempt Everest. 
Most men on top of Everest in one expedition (6). 
Most men on top in one day (4). 
Most team members & Sherpas to heights of 26,000, 27,000 & 28,000 feet. 
First moving pictures at summit. 
First radio communications from the summit. 
First American on the summit of Everest (Jim Whittaker, May 1, 1963 with 

Nawang Gombu, nephew of Tenzing Norgay.) 
First time that any of the world's great mountains had been climbed 

simultaneously from two directions (May 22, 1963.) 
First successful climb of Everest via the West Ridge. 
First successful traverse of Everest (West Ridge ascent with South Col 

descent, by Willi Unsoeld and Tom Hombein, May 22, 1963.) 
Highest bivouac in history at 28,000+ feet (no tents, sleeping bags, food, 

liquid, or oxygen.) 
Largest group at a top camp in Everest history (12 men at top of South Col.) 
Highest point reached by a 45-year-old man or by the leader of an 

expedition: Norman Dyhrenfurth reached 28,200 feet. 
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WHAT: 

WHEN: 

WHERE: 

COST: 

BENEFICIARY: 

HOW: 

HONOREES: 

13013 WALSH 
& ASSOCIATES 

1963 AMERICAN MT. EVEREST EXPEDITION 
REUNION DINNER FACT SHEET 

A Civic Dinner Celebration honoring the 25th Anniversary of the 1963 
American Mt. Everest Expedition. The evening will feature a public 
cocktail hour, dinner, and a slide and video presentation on the historic 
climb. 

Friday, June 10, 1988 
No-Host Cocktails at 6:00 pm 
Dinner at 7:00 pm 

Seattle Sheraton Hotel & Towers, 6th & Pike 
Grand Ballroom 

$50.00 per person. 

Net proceeds from the dinner will benefit the Willi Unsoeld Memorial 
Fund at Evergreen College. 

Make checks out to "25th Everest Reunion" and mail to 101 Elliott Ave. 
W. #430, Seattle, WA 98119. Pre-assigned seating will be arranged on a 
first-come, first-served basis as checks are received. 

Norman Dyhrenfurth (Expedition Leader) 
William Siri (Deputy Leader) 
Allen Auten 
Barry Bishop 
Barry Corbet 
David Dingman 
Tom Hornbein 
Charles Huestis 
Lute Jerstad 
Jim Lester 
Maynard Miller 
Dick Pownall 
Gil Roberts, Jr. 
Jim Whittaker 
and Sherpa Nawang Gombu 

In Memoriam to Jake Breitenbach, Dan Doody, Richard Emerson, Barry Prather, James 
Ramsey Ullman, and Willi Unsoeld. 

For further information contact Becky Wolfe, (206) 285-3212. 

101 Elliorr Avenue Wesr, Suire 4]0 
Seorrle, WA 98119 

206,285-J212 
FAX (206) 252-2645 
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BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

May 16, 1988 

The BOEALPS 25th Anniversary t-shirts design was selected 
and a price of $8.00 for members was decided. T-shirts should be 
available by the July picnic. 

Ken Johnson proposed that a special meeting be held to 
discuss the budget. This will be held to discuss philosophies 
relating to BOEALPS reliance on Boeing Recreation money and in 
which budget categories fund raising money should be placed. 

Ambrose Bittner looked into getting equipment insurance 
through Boeing's Corporate Insurance office. Because our 
equipment is distributed among the membership and there would be 
a $300 deductible, it was decided it is not needed. 

Ken Johnson and Ambrose Bittner attended an insurance 
seminar given by Dawn Thorsness of Boeing Corporate Insurance. 
It was suggested that clubs with high risk activities have their 
members sign a waiver so that the club is protected from 
liability suits. A motion was made and passed to have members 
sign the waiver when they fill out their application for 
membership each year. 

A suggestion from member Bryan Kriewald to sell BOEALPS 
summit pennants to members since the club pennants are too 
difficult to obtain was discussed and Ken Johnson volunteered to 
see about getting some more made up. 

Marmot Mountain Works offered a discount (undetermined 
amount on undetermined equipment) to our club on an equipment 
order of $1,000 or more. Charles winter will look into it 
further. 

The deadline for the July Echo will be Tuesday, June 21 st. 

'S.Il> D 
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ACTIVITIES Charles Winters 

BOEALPS is an organization of volunteers. Part of this 
concept is the duty of more experienced and capable climbers 
to lead and train those who join after them. The basic and 
intermediate courses are fine as far as they go, but they 
are not enough to sustain the interest of all members, 
especially recent basic course graduates. 

What is required is a regular schedule of club trips that 
are open to all members. For this idea to succeed, leaders 
must list their trips in the Echo and participants must 
signup for them. It is the responsibility of participants 
to select climbs that match their skill level. In 
questionable cases, they should consult with the trip leader 
on the technical difficulties involved and whethe~ or not 
the climb is right for them. 

To those who ought'to be leading club trips this summer but 
have not yet sent your listings to Ken Henshaw or me, please 
do so before the June 17 deadline for the July Echo. To 
those who wish to go on one or more of the trips listed 
below, call the leader and signup. You don't have to wait 
until the last minute. 
Call me if you have any questions or comments. 

Is! Charles Winters, Activities Chairman 234-5354 

SUMMER 1988 SCHEDULE OF CLUB TRIPS. 

Please note that five more trips; scheduled for June 12 and 
25, July 9 and 10, and August 20; have been added to the 
list this month (June). 

S~)TUFmp,y ISUND~'IY JUNE 11/10.-, X-COUNTRY Sf<I TRIF' TU CAlvlP IvIUII~ 
Possible overnight~ Call Melissa Storey for d2tails and 
signup. Home phone 633-3730, work phone 544-6073. 

SATURDAY JUNE 11, SOUTH RIDGE UF INGALLS PEAK 
Easy r'ock climb "1 t5 .2 witr1 
!\!ol .... th pe.;:;,k" \'1.:;.,;.: i mum o-F .q, climbers~ Call 

avaiiable) of the 
~:::nut. j\!oss.um + or' 

de·tails and signup. Home phorle 776-9605. 

0.11 A 



SUNDAY JUNE 12, TRAIL MAINTENANCE TRIP - MCCLELLAN BUTTE 
Come out and put your own hands to some real work, 
maintaining one of your best local trails. We will be 
fixing drainage and brush problems on the trail for several 
hours. Hopefully we will work our way as far up the ridge 
top this year. Mountain man Al Ryll is not with up anymore, 
so I'll need three volunteers just to fill his ample boots! 
Pizza and beer in North Bend will be provided courtesy of 
BOEALPS. Call Jim Blilie for details and signup at 237-4045 
(work) or 722-0650 (home). 
In addition: The North Bend Ranger District is holding a 
training meeting for trail volunteers plus a field trip. 
The class session is at 7 PM Monday June 6, and the field 
trip is on Saturday June 11. Please call Jim Blilie at the 
above numbers, no later than June 3, if you are interested 
in learning more about trail maintenance. I need to RSVP on 
the meeting by Friday June 3. I will be attending the 
sessions and will notify the Forest Service on behalf of any 
others who also wish to attend. 

SATURDAY JUNE 25, ~OUTH EARLY WINTER SPIRE 
Easy rock climb via South a~ete, about 600 ft of mixed class 
4 and 5 (about 5~2 or 5.3 maximum as I remember it). This 
is an ideal climb for basic graduates who liked the rock 
climbing sessions and want a chance to try leading a rope on 
some easy terrain. Call Charles Winters for details and 
signup. Work phone 234-5354, answering machine 392-4414. 

SATURDAY/SUNDAY JUNE 25 AND 26, ROCK CLIMBING - ICICLE CREEK 
Two days of car camping and rock climbing in the Icicle 
creek area near Leavenworth. All skill levels are welcome, 
including beginnel~s. Call Jean Gengler for details and 
signup. Work phone 395-6244, home phone 235-2130. Call 
early, if possible, rather than waiting until the week 
befot-e the trip. 

SUNDAY JUNE 26, KALEETAN PEAK 
Snoqualmie Pass area. Call Dale Ott for details and signup. 
Home phone 838-8314, work phone 931-2019. 

SATI..JRD(C\\' JULV 9, CHe"IR F'E(",":: - EAST FACE ROUTE 
This climb will be 6-7 pitches up the classic East Face 
route on Chair, ryith descent by the standard route. As 
advE:rt.ised by BE;i::kE'Y:t this route is generally inodel~ate:, but 
helmet.s and abilit.y to lead low class 5 are required. This 
route gives great views into the Alpine Lakes and is a good 
pl~imer t.o multi-pitch climbing. If the weather is bad, 
we'll do the standard route. Call Jim BIilie for details 
and signup at 237-4045 (work) or 722-0650 (home). 

S.II 13 



SUNDAY JULY 10, THE TOOTH - SOUTH FACE 
Come up for the day, or stay from Saturday's climb of Chair. 
This is the lI c l ass ic Cas-leads rock climbJl~ A very enjoyable 
and easy three pitches of fourth class rock. We will bask 
in the sun or rust in the rain depending on the weather, but 
we'll do the route regardless. We will make a very early 
start, intent on missing the slow commute at Pineapple Pass~ 
Call Jim Blilie for details and signup at 237-4045 (work) or 
722-0<~50 (h oms) g 

SUNDAY JULY 24, LUNDEEN PEAK 
Agris Morruss memorial climb. 
signup. Home phone 838-8314, 

Call Dale Ott for details and 
work phone 931-2019. 

SAT/SUN/MON AUG 6-8, EAST FACE OF CHIMNEY ROCK 
Class 4 rock climb of this prominent peak near the main 
crest North of Snoqualmie Pass. Ice axes and crampons 
required to cross the glacier. The approach is just long 
enough to warrant reserving Monday as an extra day, if 
needed, to return to the roadhead. Call Charles Winters for 
det.ai Is and signu!="\ Work phone 234-53~j4, ansJtJEt-ing machine 
392-·VI-14 " 

SATURDAY THROUGH FOLLOWING SUNDAY AUGUST 20 THROUGH 28, 
PTARMIGAN TRAVERSE 
Hike this classic mountaineers route (not a trail) through 
the North Cascades, North to South. We~ll try to bag as 
many peaks as time allows. Some possibilities are Dome, 
Formidable, Leconte, Old Guard, Sentinal, Hurry-up, Mix-up, 
Magic and Spire Point. Call Jerry Baillie for details and 
signup. Ho~e phone 367-1455, work phone 655-3917. 

SATURDAY/SUNDAY AUG 27/28, NORTH RIDGE OF MOUNT ADAMS 
Call Dale ott for details and signup. 
work phone 931-2019. 

Home phone 838-8314, 

0.1\ C. 
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AGRIS MORUSS GRANT WINNER 

Congratulations to Dee Urbick, this years winner of the Agris 
Moruss Grant. She will be leading an expedition to Aconcagua in 
Argentina this winter. She was selected by a 4 to I vote of the 
Trustees from a field of four worthy candidates to receive the 
$100 award. Good luck! Good climbing! May the wind be always 
at your back! And above all, never let your lips freeze to the 
valve of your Thermarest! 

Discount on Down Bags 

Feathered Friends. located across the street from the Seattle REI. offers a 200Al discount 
on their down bags for group purchases of 5 or more. Their high-quality bags feature a 
wide range of options, including removable collars, 700-fill down, and· goretex outer 
fabric. Anyone interested in purchasing one of these bags should contact Tom Walker, 
237-2964 (wJ. or 547-7873 (hj. 

The news articres and opinions expressed in this newsletter 

are not necessarily those of the Boeing Company. 

b.1I D 



Where you stand today was the center of the biggest gold and silver 
mining rush of the 1890' s in Washington State. The town began wi th 
the discovery of ore on Wilman's Peak by Joseph Pearsall and Frank Peabody 
in the late spring of 1889. It ended in 1907 with the closure of the 
Justice Mine. Although later work was carried out at the Boston-American 
Mine between 1913 and 1920, by World War I Monte Cristo had entered 
the realm of western ghost towns. 

The, major mining development occurred between 1891-1897 and 1900-1907. 
During the first period the Wilman's group, which financed Pearsall 
and Peabody and staked the original claims, sold out most of it's holdings 
to a New York-based syndicate. This group, . Colby, Hoyt & Company, were 
backed by John D. Rockefeller and were building a new Fuget Sound manu
facturing city, present-day Everett. In return for constructing the 
Everett & Monte Cristo Railway to the mines, Colby, Hoyt & Company were 
given a controlling interest in Monte Cristo. 

Their solid financial support led to the building of a smelter in Everett, 
a five story concentrator in Monte Cristo, the organization of three 
mining companies (Mystery, Rainy, and Pride of the Mountains) and the 
railway to connect them. Hurt by the depression of 1893. nevertheless 
several million dollars of ore were removed, mostly from Mystery Ridge. , 
The town centered along Dumas Street, between Glacier and 76 Creeks. 
Managers and business men lived in the upper town, while workers lived 
in the lower across the railroad yards (and present-day road). In 
between was the business section. Due to mud and snow the street was 
paved with planks. 

In 1897 a disastrous flood cut off the railway until mining began again 
in 1900 under new ownership. It ended again in 1907 with the depression. 
During the 1920's and 1930's the Royal Hotel served thousands of visitors 
who came up on the railway gas cars. After World War II tourism became 
a steady industry. as present roads replaced the trains. In December 
of 1980 another flood damaged the road from Barlow Pass forCing families 
to leave. In March of 1983 the lodge was burned down in the absence 
of a caretaker. 

The .townsi te and mines are still owned by private individuals and cor
p.orations, who are cooperating with the Monte Cristo Preservation Associa
tion to develop access and to help you enjoy this historic site. Please 
help us by caring for the artifacts and fragile environment as you visit. 

Membership and participation in the Monte Cristo Preservation Associa
tion are open to anyone interested in preserving the Monte Cristo area. 
Annual dues are 524. DO/calendar year and members currently have free 
access to the gated road in return for their volunteer efforts to main
tain the road. Write to us at P. O. Box 1320 Granite Falls, WA 98252 
for further information. 

For membership complete and mail this form to the Monte Cristo Preservation 
Association at P.O. Box 1320 Granite Falls, WA 98252 with a check for 
$24.00. 
Name: ______________________________________________ ___ 

Address: ____________________________________________ __ 

0.1:1 A 



by Jim Blilie 
·-.--:. -.-

National Forest Planning -- Washington 

The National Forest planning process for Washington goes into a period of rest (for everyone 
except the F.S.) for the next few months until the final plans are released. Comment period for the last 
draft plan, the Mount Baker- Snoqualmie, closed on May 2. Hopefully you ail wrote letters supporting 
Alternative G (or perhaps something more radical.) I feel, gaging the response of people I know, that we 
will kick butt on this one just as we did on the Wenatchee. I think we will do even better. The level of 
response and motivation on this forest waqs very high. It's our backyard! 

I will report on the fmal plans as information becomes available. (Don't look for anything before 
1989.) It is likely that the final plans for the Wenatchee, the Gifford Pinchot, and the Mt. Baker -
Snoqualmie will ail end up in the courts, so we won't really know their future for several years. Thanks go 
to all of you that took the time to write a letters to the Forest Service. I think you will fmd the effort 
worthwhile. 

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge -- Alaska 

Unfortunately, a pro-developement bill has passed the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee 
of the U.S. House. The bill is still sitting in the House Interior Committee where it is expected to get a 
much cooler welcome. AIl legislation on the ANWR is stalled in the Senate right now. Letters are needed 
immediately to our Representatives encouraging them to oppose the development legislation (H.R. 3601, 
Jones & Young) and support the wilderness bill (H.R. 39, Udall + 105 cosponsors.) Please write today. 

POINTS TO MAKE WHEN YOU WRITE 

• At present, we have no national energy policy. It is absurd for the oil companies and the Reagan 
Administration to yell "national security" when we've got no policy. 

• Regulations for auto efficiency and developing alternatives to fossil fuels have been eliminated by the 
Reagan Adm. The 55 mph speed limit has been raised to 65 mph. (How quickly we forget the lessons of 
the past. The era of cheap oil is over.) 

• The potential oil under the refuge is a very smail amount equivalent to only 200 days supply for the 
U.S. (the most optimistic estimate) or less than one percent of U.S. consumption for the 30 year life of the 
field. 

* There are other places that we could look for oil, or w here there are already proven reserves. A glaring 
example is the proven 10 billion barrels in the oil fields just west of the Prudhoe Bay Complex. (The most 
optimistic estimates, based on $30/barrel price (it's about $18 now), set the reserves under the refuge at 3.2 
billion barrels.) 

• This area has been set aside as a wildlife refuge. The refuge has been called "the American Serengeti" 
because of the diversity of wildlife found only here. Oil development would destroy that purpose. The 
plain is critical nesting habitat for many waterfowl including snow geese and summer home of the snowy 
owl. It is the only calving ground for the Porcupine Caribou Herd. It is also home to wolves, arctic fox, 
grizzly bears, polar bears, wolverines, muskoxen, and raptors such as peregrine falcons and golden eagles. 
All these would suffer from development. 

• This is the last undeveloped piece of the Arctic Coastal Plain in the U.S. (The other 90% is open for 
development.) 



The "compromise" has already been made. 

• The record at Prudhoe bay has been dismal: The air is polluted, there have been numerous oil spills 
(17000 since 1973,521 spills amounting to 82000 gallons in 1985 alone). The toxic by-products of oil 
drilling, especially drilling muds contaminate the area. (In 1984 the oil companies discharged 58 million 
gallons of waste containing arsenic, lead and other toxics onto tundra wetlands.) 

ADDRESSES: 

Senators: 

Honorable ______ _ 

Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dan Evans 
Brock Adams 

Wilderness Proposals n Alaska 

Representatives: 

Honorable ______ _ 
House Office B nilding 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Mike Lowry 
John Miller 
Rod Chandler 
Tom Foley 
Norm Dicks 
Sid Morrison 
Don Bonker 
AI Swift 

The National Parks and Wildlife Refuges of Alaska (except ANWR, above) are in the process of 
recommending how much of their lands should become wilderness. I have the Draft Plans/Draft EIS's for 
most of the areas. I encourage you to be at the next meeting and look at the proposals. The public 
comment deadline is mid July. 

Trail Maintenance Trip -- McClellan Butte Trail June 12 (Sun) 

Come out and put your own hands to some real work: maintaining one of our best local trails. We will be 
fIxing drainage and brush problems on the trail for several hours. Hopefully we will work our way as far 
up the ridge top this year. Mountain Man AI Ryll is not with us anymore, so I'll need three volunteers just 
to fIll his ample boots! Pizza and beer in North Bend will be provided courtesy of BOEALPS. Call Jim 
Blilie at (w) 237-4045 or (h) 722-0650. 

In addition: the North Bend Ranger district is holding a training meeting for trail volunteers plus a fIeld 
trip. The class session is at 7 pm Monday June 6, and the ftled trip is on Saturday June 11. Please call Jim 
Blilie at above # if you are interested in learning more about trail maintenance. (I need to RSVP on the 
meeting by Fri, June 3. I am going to be attending the sessions, and I will notify the F.S. for any others 
who wish to attend.) 



ALPlnUCHO 
c/o Ken Henshaw 
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Time again for the annual picnic at Camp Long. 
Bring the whole family or just bring yourself. 
This is always a good time to see people that you 
haven't seen in awhile - they seem to return from 
the mountains for this one. 

Bring your tennis shoes, rock shoes, climbing boots, 
or your bare feet and enjoy some practice on the 
climbing rock. The club will provide the main dish, 
plates, napkins, cups, utensils. You are asked to bring 
one other item per family according to the first letter 
of your last name. 

(A-H) Soft Drinks 
(I-P) Desserts/Snacks 
(Q-Z) Salad/Side Dish 

Activities: Eating, socializing, climbing at .<: 

WEST SEA TILE 
BRIDGE 

~ 
Fauntleroy Way 

Sherman Rock, frisbee, story telling about ~ 
epic climbs, . . . ~==: 

S.W. Dawsonl 

Directions: Use the adjacent map to get to Camp Long 
in West Seattle (35th S.W. and S.W. Dawson) 

n:ff 
NO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAG.:S PLL:ASE Pfl,RK HERE 

Spokane St. 

99 
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Belay Stance 

Hello everybody. I'm happy to report that an abundance of climbing 

reports came in for this month's Echo. Alex Van Steen sent in part of 

his West Coast rock climbing report. Alex was surprised to see his 
first article in last month's Echo. Due to a misunderstanding on my 
part, I included it a month early. Steve Fox, a student in this year's 
intermediate climbing class, submitted two trip reports. Dne trip to 
Whitehorse and another up the Southeast Ridge of Fisher Peak. There's 
also a letter to the Editor from club member, Rick Jali. Keep those 

cards and letters coming. 

You may have noticed that we have a new Programs Chairman. Dave 

Gloger has stepped forward to fill the spot vacated by Chuck Broughton. 
If anyone has an idea for a program, send a note off to Dave at his 
mail stop. 

Now for an important note. Due to a temporary reassignment, I ~iill 

not be able to continue my job as Editor of the Echo. As of this date, 
a replacement has 
nothing firm yet. 

them to me before 

not been found. We've got a few possibilities, but 
If you have any contributions to make next month, send 

July 15th. After July 15th, call Ambrose Bittner and 
ask him where to send your article. If you'd like to try your hand at 
being editor, give Ambrose or myself a call. 

Other contributors this month were Mike Fitzpatrick, Jim Burrows, 

Jerry Baillie and Jim Blilie. 

It has been my pleasure to serve as your editor for the past ten 

months. Perhaps I'll get a chance to do it again someday. Live long, 
and prosper. Off belay. 



8 June 1988 

Editor, Alpine Echo 

Dear Sir: 

I am finally writing to comment on various letters that have 
appeared in recent issues of the Echo concerning climbing 
reports and possibly certain attitudes that may be prevalent 
throughout the Club. 

I enjoy reading the climbing reports in the Echo, and would 
be uneasy about any editing that was so extensive that it 
verged upon censorship. I am nevertheless concerned about 
about the appearance of certain emotional, impetuous and 
even "romantic" attitudes on some of the trips described. 
There are people out there who seem almost proud of their 
deeds, even when they got started an hour and a half late 
because they couldn't find the roadhead, then got way off 
route in the next two hours and wound up on some very 
technical variation, on difficult rock, for which the party 
had neither the equipment nor the experience, followed by a 
marginal and very unpleasant bivouac in horrible weather 
conditions, with the summit being finally reached maybe, and 
then ending with a long and confused retreat that made all 
the participants very late for work on the following Monday, 
if they showed up at all. 

It may make amusing reading, but I for one am not impressed 
by what appears to be reckless and irresponsible. I still 
agree with vilhjalmur Stefanson, the Arctic explorer, who 
said that adventure on an expedition is a sign of 
incompetence. And I am far more impressed by Roald 
Amundsen, who with proven techniques very efficiently 
(almost routinely) became the first to reach the South Pole; 
than I am with Robert Scott, who with inappropriate 
innovations and considerable mismanagement not only came in 
second, but lost most of his expedition and his own life in 
the process. 

If that is the sort of thing some people want to do, I 
suppose it is all right as long as it does not endanger 
others, including unsuspecting participants in the trip, and 
does not lead to extensive rescue operations that others 
(including indirectly the rest of us) have to pay for. But I 
sincerely hope that this sort of thing does not represent 
an attitude that is widespread throughout the club. I do not 
think it reflects well upon the club, or upon mountaineering 
as a whole. For example, one can only wonder what sort of 
impression of mountaineering is created with fellow 
employees or with the Boeing Company as a whole when 
climbers come in very late and tired on a Monday because 
they couldn't properly manage their free time over the 
weekend. Furthe~ore, such an attituG2 may make it more 



difficult for all of us to deal with U.S. Forest Service and 
National Park Service officials who to a great degree 
control our favorite playgrounds. 

So finally, I feel that BOEALPS should present an "official" 
position of advocating safe, responsible and legal climbing, 
with this position extending to all Club trips and other 
activities. other individual exploits by members should be 
identified as just that; with publishing of reports in the 
Echo about them not implying any approval by the Club of the 
actions that took place. 

~. 

Rick Jali 

P.S. Let's not jump allover the Mountaineers. At times, it 
is an over-organized club, and gets lost in its own bureau
cracy and paperwork, and I don't agree with the liquor rule. 
But it is a well-run club, and I've been on a lot of good 
Mountaineers trips. And I intend to go on many more. 

******************************************************************** 

Correction: 

On page 5.10B of the June, 1988, Alpine Echo, the article on the 

American Mount Everest Expedition 1963 Fact Sheet stated: "Everest 

was first climbed to its summit by the ninth British Expedition on 
May 29th 1952. The expedition was led by Sir Edmond Hillary." 

In fact, the expedition was led by Sir John Hunt. Hillary and 
Tensing were the successful summit team. 

My apologies for the error, and thanks to Bob Barker for pointing 
it out. 



WEST COAST ROCK CLIMBING: 1988 Part I 

These dreams I've had started so long ago that It's hard to 
remember exactly when and so now what I have leFt Is to pursue those 
dreams. It Is very diFFicult For me to argue when conFronted with 
the exhilaration of pumping up some diFFicult grade IV or V that 
provides not only the beauty, exposure, etc., of the easier routes 
but also the technical challenges and control of movement necessary 
For the harder routes. All I know Is that I want to do more classic 
exposed routes like the N. Face of Hallett In Colorado (III, 5.7), 
the N. ridge of Stuart In Washington (IV, 5.9), and the N.E. Face of 
Plngora In Wyoming, all of which were great Fun. I was also Fed up 
with my Inadequacies on so many of the relatively simple routes that 
I have tried such as those In the Tetons and Upper Town Wall. 

I've never been a high numbers lover; I've never cared too 
much IF climbs were labeled 5.6, 5.8+, 10c, 12- or whatever. It 
really doesn't matter. What It bolls down to Is that IF I want to 
do long hard routes, especially mixed Free and aid, then I better 
start practicing on short hard routes. So It became my goal to be 
solid on 5.10 For grades III through V. This means climbing solid 
5.10 every day and reaching 5.11. The goal almost seemed 
unreasonable For me as I had never managed to climb at the harder 
levels without getting hurt aFter some period of time. The higher 
numbers also remained elusive to me as I was ridiculously adamant 
about maintaining a strictly tradItional style, whatever that Is 
worth In practice. 

A big boost For this trip was my first ascent of a short rooF 
(15') spilt by a thin crack. I had removed my shoes so that I could 
use my toes to help hold me up In the crack, there being no holds on 
the sIdes. So this trIp really started long beFore I leFt 
for the west coast. In North Carolina my partner and I had climbed 
FeverIshly at the local hotshots as well as developed a small area 
of our own to put up 25 or so new routes. We added a small 
guIdebook to the local newspaper. By the tIme the others trickled 
Into the area Winston and I had soloed all the routes and began 
talking of heading west, Inspired by greater thIngs than the crap In 
North CarolIna. It Is there to note that when the chalk dust 
cleared one homechlld took a vicious spInner high oFF of a route he 
was soloIng, slapping the rock a Few tImes beFore coming to that 
Inevitable stopping poInt. and that the rescue took several hours. 
No one ever said soloing was saFe. 

WInston Fled to Montana For Christmas and I went to Texas. 
again vIsited the Temple crags and Enchanted Rock, more For 
establishIng a good slide series than to climb. though, but was soon 
on my way to Joshua Tree In CaliFornia, where I Intended to climb 
hard. There, I was not disappointed. 

Joshua Tree Is a mecca For practIce and For short climbs at all 
levels. It Is an appealing elree landscape of unique trees (the 
Monument's namesake) and granitic blobs surrounded by pleasant 
desert hll IS and In the distance, .San Jacinto's and San Gorgonio's 
snow cappad tops. 
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I was very happy to meet up with Winston again and we 
Immediately set out to climb ourselves silly. Winston was looking 
to reach the magic 12s and I to touch 5.11, both of us motivated by 
the appeal of long hard walls and both presently Feeling Inadequate. 
Neither of us reached that goal In the Monument but we had a great 
time, both with Fun and success. 

At the peak of our climbing together we climbed dark to dark, 
stretching First each morning while breakFast was cooking, then 
boulderlng ten or so easy routes to warm up (5.0 through 5.7 in 
diFFiculty), and then attacking our limits, climbing Five or six 
5.10 routes a day. The biggest thrill came In climbing lines that 
weren't listed In the guidebook. Most of these were In the 5.9 to 
5.10 range and were most oFten thin cracks, our Forte. We completed 
over 30 routes on sight and even named them, not For the guidebook, 
but For our own reFerence. 

I did have an opportunity to do some real First ascents but I 
honestly Feel that For anyone committed to climbing hard For any 
period of time, It would be almost Impossible not to do Firsts. 
Just peruse recent climbing rags and you'll see; this area is hot. 
So IF first ascents are your game, this Is an easy place to pick 
them up. 

The Following list shows my Favorite climbs. 
although I climbed alot, I only touched about 1/10 
guide and only 1/1000 of what Is available. 

Rea I i ze that 
of what Is in the 

1. (595) The Eye (Hidden Valley Camp.) very Fun, exposed, full 
pitch 5.1 PG 

2. (481) Overhang Bypass (Hidden Valley Camp.) a not so 
straightForward alcove and rooF problem 5.7 PG 

3. (498) Double Cross (Hidden Valley Camp.) a long awesome crack 
on the Old Woman 5.7+ G 

4. (508) Bulssonier (Hidden Valley Camp.) a Flaring arch that can 
be Jammed or laid back 5.7 G 

5. (372) Sail Away (Real Hidden Valley) a Fantastic crack on the 
N.E. Face of Hidden Tower 5.8 G 

6. (968) Catch a Falling Star (Sheep Pass) beautiFul slanting 
traverse 5.8 G 

7. (687) Touch and Go (Echo Rock) a classic dihedral problem 5.9 
G 

8. (699) Stick to What (Echo Rock) beautiFul Face climb, bolt 
protected 5.9 G or PG, depending on route chosen 

9. (1293) Direct South Face (Indian Cove) nice multlpltch line on 
Moosedog Tower 5.9 G 

10. (1329) La Reina (Indian Cove) classic thin, slightly 
oFF-vertical crack 5.9 G 

11. (404) Illusion Dweller (Real Hidden Valley) a long sustained 
slanting crack with a crux bulge 5.10a G 

12. (440) Loose Lady (Real Hidden Valley) classic bolted Face on 
Houser Buttress 5.10b G 

13. (1270) Silent Scream (Indian Cove) slightly oFF-vertical Face 
of buckets 5.10a PG 

14. (1348) Right V Crack (Indian Cove) awesome thin Flngerlock and 
balaMce problem 5:11c G 

15. (772·) C:~.Jn5mok(.:: (6;:]1'- ,t.~r Dam) ever)/,)ne~'3 hot day, \-find~,,/ day 
bouJdering 2;-ea; meet ,'ou~ Favorit h~ 0 at this nop"Jlar traverse 
prc~tJ j (~m 5. 1 



The days WInston and I spent at the Wonder BluFFs at IndIan 
Cove represent a clImax to the clImax. ThIs Is an Incredible area 
of long thIn lInes. IF that turns you on, I hIghly recommend: 

(1303) Conniption - a thIn FIngers to hands crack 5.10b G 
(1304) Bluewlnd - agaIn Fingers and hands 5.IOb G 
(1306) Gomer Pile - a Fantastic slanting hands crack 5.9 G 

and also some lInes we descrIbed: 

Death Anus - Follow a thin lIne For 130 Feet aFter pullIng around 
a large black hole. ThIs Is a clean lIne between Slam Dunk and 
ConnIptIon. 5.IOa G 

Demon Drooler From the Sewer - this Is a very thIn lIne on 
slIghtly poorer rock Just leFt of Slam Dunk. It clImbs out of a 
chasm and Into the sunlIght. 5.IOc PG 

IF enough hasn't been described, that's great. Go check out 
the whole Indian Cove area. It's awesome! 

I suppose the rudest thIng I learned Is that soloIng Is 
attractIve to me. At FIrst It was quite IntimIdatIng to be cl imblng 
5.7 In shaky style whIle some green blooded allen downsolos an 11a 
Just around the corner, but It can be Ignored. IF you remember that 
you're there For your own game, the sometImes overwhelmIng crowds 
and the hot shots can be blocked out. Even though I clImbed over 
140 routes here, about 1/4 of which were beyond what I thought my 
level was, and most of which I led, beFore I started to solo, It's 
probably stIll not JustIFiable. Oh, well. I can't JustIFy It 
except to say that I Felt FluId and controlled In my movements, I 
Felt strong physIcally and mentally, and I Felt Free to explore. 
only soloed at the 5.10 level once, sImply making It a point to solo 
anythIng easIer than 5.8, and not hesItating to back oFF of anything 
(I.e. Cornered 5.4) that bothered me. 

The most Important lessons that I learned that I could share 
(and this Is crItIcal to leadIng as well as to soloing) Is that you 
must be able to downcllmb. In a lead situatIon that means to your 
last rest stance, and in a solo situation that means to the ground. 
To overcommit I still FInd Fool Ish; although that may come later. 

I used to think that black and white cows In a green pasture 
were pretty; now I Feel that there's nothing quIte as pure as a 
man climbIng unhindered by ropes. I'd like to take that actIon to 
the alpIne scene someday, although It will be a long time beFore I 
am truly ready. 

And then there are places you don't solo ... 
Next month (part 2 of west coast climbIng) I'd 1 Ike to share 

wIth you stories and InFo. From Red Rocks and Smith Rock. 
UntIl then, climb hard and I hope you enjoy the Monument IF you 

travel south. 

Alex Van Steen 
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The Boealps Intermediate Climbing Class had split up to do VariOl!S 

mOulltains OIl the wee~(end of June 4-6. Our instl-uctor, Elden 
Altizer, had oY-iginally chaser, to attempt the west ridge of 
Forbidden peak Dick Ullnan and I were very interested in this 
since it t~ould be DUr- first multi-pitch, 5th class alpine climb" 
The weather since April has been some wha"t wintery, however, 211d 

foy"ced us to consider a more moderate peak. 

Our intent was to meet at my house Saturday rnorning and go out for 
br-ea~fast. These plans war-e delayed somewhat when Dick had to work 
at least until naona My plans to Inow the lawn for this alpine 
start were damped by the ralTln Elden arrived arour,d 11:30 and we 
went to shop for food. When Dick arrived at 2~00 pam. we wel-S 
excited and ready, arld helped Dick transfer his beloYlgirlgs to mv 
truck so tila·t we could f·inally get going. 

As Jody drove Dick s car south on 1-5, we headed 110rthu After 
about a mile Dict( realized that Ilis boots were no·t in the truck. 
Haste makes waste. I had previously learl·lsd that unless you have 
gone with someone many times be·fore it is best to let that person 
pac~, his/her own gear. Faced with not being able to catctl Jody, we 
exploited a little known fac·t thel-e IS a Swallow~s Nest in 
Everett on tl,e corner of Hewitt and Bl-oadway wl,ere Dick rented some 
bDots" 

We finally left the trailhead at 4~50 
a ShOl-t 'stop ,·It the hlhit:C:'"=hol·=.f.~ ~3tor-e 

ma.nn(?l-, inquir-ecJ c\bout ne~'J, highi-Jr-
succ:es:s. 

p .. m" in the.::! light l"·,~in aft:E?Y
vJh(?r~2 EldE:n~1 in his I'BF!cl:e'/'1 
local rClads, but wit~l 1'0 

The Niederpr-um trail 80()~ and rises to 4200~ in about 2 
miles. T118 sn!)w lil~e starts a·t ~bc)ut 381)0' and ·tends to mal·~e the 
a:lready-corlfusing trail harder- to find. We discover-eri that at this 
point the tl-ail does not Inatter that much so we proceeded s·tl-ai.ght 
lJp the hill. r~ear the top of tt18 ridge we tr-aversed lef·t ullder the 
l-DCi-::~:; fOl- a 1//+ mi I(O? and l~h(?:n up to VJh<:·~t: COL.I.ld haVE' bE!f;:~n "!'_Dl···i2 

Tl-eE~'1 F'.:3-:-3:3. The pa~,s has:, s12\/er·c"i! tl-ees (not D·ilf:::) but E\ppF2;;;ir(·;~d to 
be the 11igt18st point. We aI-rived at the pass a little aftel- 9:!)(l 
p.m. and fOLlnd a gelod c31npsite large erl0lJgil fClr- El(jen's hLlae 
Wj.lderness E){pel-iellce tent" I~·fter get·tillg to bed 0~ Ll:()O p.rn. we 
heC"I·,-rj 2.; JicJht p>:~'11[-:!t ~nD~·'·1 s:,"l:"".l"··t· ·Ya.1Jinq"" 

·fl·: '?:? 

in 
~eather patterl-: lately !-~~d 
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for about 1/2 mile, we feel that the actual distance is more lih:e a 
mile. The glA],ly to High Pass is very good size 2\ld can easily be 
found in light fog. We accented the gully and roped up befclre 
decEl1ding onto tile glaciel-. Tile glacier did not have any ObVIOUS 
crevasses along our rot.rts but did have some steep snow. We decided 
to stay high and were faced with snow 011 a 500_601~) slope~ The 
fi~al Sl10W finger to the summit is honeycombed with little moats tel 
fall illtO. Elden led this sllort pitch while we stayed on the right 
side of the r-idge, since the left dropped off steeply to somewhere 
in the fog. We did a qLlick hip belay for rne and then Di(:t~ to sit 
011 the summi t" 

the usuE,l l-ituals at noon we decided to desend as 
1,i..J21-m:i.tlg up" 
fr-om a i:-at21 

Advice from Ken Johnson alld tl'1e memor-y of grim photos 
avalancl18 here last year made me think of moving out. 

by 110 means an expert on avalanches, I knew that the 
next mile would be a great place to see ons. I felt comfol-table as 
the SllDW below lAS was solid and DrIly the top 3-6 inches of new snow 
was sluffing off undel- our feet. Still, I didn~t want to hang 
around until it became warmer. 

We got back to camp at 3~00 p.m. and descerlded down Ufltil, we lost 
the Niederprum trail. A·f·ter splitting up for a quic~~ lesson in 
route-finding. Dick and I looked at our map and decided that Elden 
was cc)rrect. The trail is incjeed closer to the easterl1-mclst cree~~. 

We returrlsd to ttls car by 6~00 p.m. 

F:Ei'1 I i'IDI~F:, If you shop at Top Foods, Haggar, Foods~ Thrifty, Ballal-d 
Market, 01- Olson~s, please save your stor"e receipts. These stor-es 
will donate 1% o'f the receipt totals to the Washing·toll Tf"ails 
Association in sU~JPort of their work to protec"t arld preserve 
trails~ Send your receipts to Steve Fo}: (MIS (18-47) ()r- direc:tly to 
the WTA, 1305 'tth Avenue, Suite 518, Seat·tIe 98101. 

The news articles and opinions expressed in this newsletter 

are not necessarily those of the Boeing Company. 



KALEETAN PK 6259 ft JUNE 26 

This conspicuous peak visible at the head of Denny 
Creek as you drive along 1-90 just before Snoqualmie Pass 
wasn't very conspicuous as we groped upwards in the mists 
toward the summit. The official BOEALPS trip was scheduled 
to start at 07:00. At precisely 07:07, altimeters set to 
the parking lot at ca. 2320 ft, we were on our way up the 
trail. Snow was fairly continuous on the trail just short 
of Hemlock Pass at 4400 ft. Melakwa Lake, slightly lower, 
was still ice bound. We continued on up the misty valley 
toward Melakwa Pass, arguing as we went about just where we 
were. The mists parted for a moment to end the argument, 
and our powerful, intrepid leader kicked beautiful big 
bucket steps, appreciated by the followers, up a steep snow
filled gully to the ridge crest at 5800 ft. We then 
scrambled to the top, arriving just before noon. Not much 
to see, except for an occasional glimpse of some other 
Snoqualmie peaks. 

On the descent, one rappel down the rock headwall of 
the gully brought us to the snow, which had softened enough 
for some careful plunge stepping (with occasional ice axe 
arrest "practices"). In the words of our leader, "anytime 
you don't wear rain gear in the Cascades, it's a GOOD trip!" 

Leader: 
Followers: 

Scribe: 

Altitude gain 
Time up 

Dale Ott 
Kevin Ot t 
Curt Van Sandt 
Jim Burrows 

TECHNICAL DETAILS 

Average vertical speed 
Average power (83.6 kg) 
Total exercise' 

3939 
4:33 
866 
60.1 
63.3 

ft 
h :mi n 
ft/h 
W 
pts (Cooper) 

The deadline for the August Echo will be Wednesday, July 20th. 

't;:-' (l_ 
" •• 1 
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Jl~rle 18-20, 1988 

Steve Fo ~< 

The Boealps Inter-mediate Climbing Class had split up to do various 
OIDuntains OIl the weekel1d of June 18. Rob Freeman, S'teve Sutherland, 
Melissa Storey, and I originally set Clut to the SOLlt~1 face of Mt. 
Tormelltn At the Marblslnount ranger station at 7:3!) aRm. on Saturday 
morning t~e decided that the rain did nClt loo~~ all that promising, and 
that maybe a wait in a nearby ca'fe until the ranger station opened for 
a weather report at 8:00 a.m. would be a good idea. Based 011 the 
re~)ort, we decided -to head eas·t since it indicated more of the same 
for Surlday. We decided on Fisher Peak and left OU)- itinerary with the 
I-an(~er* ~ 

L·JE' 1 2·f t: 
~\le~5t Df· 
trail CI)
~~(:? ·found 
.;:';~·5 mill? 
5!·1 inn i E:.'d 

oUr- cars at the big pull-out 
Rainy F'ass on Hwy 20 around 

for Fis~ler creek, about 5 miles 
10:30 a~m~ Since there is no 

flagging markers we decided to follow the suggested route. 
a in5-foot diameter log completely across Granite cree~~ about 
southeast of the junc·tion of Grallj.te and Fisher Cree~(s~ We 

across the log for 30 feet and traveled through ·the woods for 
about two hours. The route description suggested that we cross to the 
rj.ght side 0·( the creek and head up through the brush to the base of 
the ridge for- a good camp. After three hours of inteTlse brush-w2ckirlg 
we arrived in camp at about 4:00 p.m. Camp was a nice rock ledge that 
Rob found. It stuck out of the snow enough to be dry and was safe 
·from any slide or roc~~fall. At camp it became obvious that the last 
three hOI.lrs in brush were for- no apparent reason, since ttle SOLlth side 
()f the stream led directly bac~~ to the b8Sill 311d then up moderate snow 
to camp with little brush. 

I W211t to sleep ttlat night 
loo~::il1g forward to clilnbing the 1200' of rock on the southeast ridge. 

We left camp at 7~00 a.m. on tlard SflDW and headed around for- the either 
~:; :i. dc,= o·r tile ri.dge. The l-oute is described as cla~5s 3 and 4 with some 

moves~ 211d 6 hou(-s from canlp. We started clff scrambling up 
slopes to tCIP of tile l-iejge. On the ridge S·teve started tel 
me fc,llowirlg. Rob and Melissa roped up also ar,d wer-e l-igl,t 

The ·first two pitches were easy O\lCe we deterinined which 
lE!ad i/'Jith 
br::::hi·nd u-::::." 

actually attac:tled to the mountain. This left us irl a nice 
belay SIJot wllerl ·tlle roc~~ steep8ned to abOIJt 600. Steve led out arld I 
fc)11ov1ed:. bei·i"i~l \/f'.2Y-'/ cEl.r-:·~~i~uJ. ne:.t; \~D drop ,-f.)ci< ()ll F~.:OiJ ,:-i.nci I""/!elissa" TI···IE: 
hr2>:t pitch was Inc!stly a traverse to a nics belay ·tree. A·t ttlis poin·t 
I~p ~~ere atlol.lt: 5i;·: pl.tches LAp and it was about 2:0(~1 p.rn.. We kl·lew ~e 
V!el-~ ~ra'!ellin(J slower tt~an sorl18 bu·t llot that badly.. We dec~.ded ttla·t,. 
b~·;1.:5{E.·d 01·) "t:··iE: r-uci::f·E(11 be!.D~"·J" j.t trJd>::) pr-()[):·::·iolv bE-:+':1:: E::·;· tD ()O ()f·: LIP teo (";1;:·7.' 
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pr-ogress and the distance ahead with an unknown time factor-~ we bac~~ed 
o·ff and st:al-b::~d dO~"Jn. 

We dc!wn-climbed to wher-e Melissa was and thel' establistled the first of 
several rappels down. I~ob went down first and thell I followedm At 
the end of the third rappel we were back to the narrow pOl-tion of the 
ridge. It was 7~30 p.mn 311d Rob and I talked about going down a new 
way fl-om there to avoid the 2 roped traverse pitches. It was aboLlt 
ti,ree long rappels dOWll from ther-e with un~~nown belay locations~ As 
Melissa came down~ Rob and I hid agail1st the l-ock 2S small l-ocks werlt 
whizzing past (typical of the whole day). When Melissa came to the 
er,d of the rope she noticed that once again this was a 180~ r·appel 
with a 165' rope~ and was faced wi·th down-climbil'9 an easy blAt exposed 
section. LClose rock is bad enough going up when you carl test t·t, bLlt 
on the way down you dOl1't ~~now. Wllile helping her dOW11-climb this, 
the rope knocked loose a 3-inch, notebook-shaped rock: that hit me 
square in thG stomach and right arnl. 

From there we rappel led down two more pitches to a big ledge above the 
snow. It was 9:30 p.m. and the sun had set. Rob was in the lead for 
the route down from there, and started down over the ledge ar1d came 
rigllt bac~~ \lp. AplJarently, there was a moat at the bottom. I figured 
if it was big enough tel stop Rob that was good enoug~l for rne~ Steve 
and Rob each recoiled a rope and ·~hrew them off another ledge. As Rob 
headed down he said he thoLIght the rope touched the snow but it miqh·t 
be di'fficlJlt to retrieve it since the ~oute turned 90(~~ At this point 
I turned to Melissa and we agreed that if it went to the snow we did 
not care, we just wanted down before the last trace of light was gone. 
As I started the overhanging free rappel section~ I noticed the moat 
'that bothered Rob was big enough to drive a bus intou l,t was too dar!·~ 

to see Rob, but I heard him say to jump out from the rock and clear 
tile moat. When my feet hit the snow I 5hoo~~ Rob~s hand. Melissa and 
Steve caine dOWf1, Blld Steve and I finally got tile I-opes dOW11 with a 
cornbined pullil19 effort for 5 minLJtes. We walked the snow b2C~: wi·tt, 
our head lamps and got into camp at 10:30 p.m. 

I desperately wanted to descend the snow 211d hike tllr"Clugh the woods at 
nigh't just to try tel oet home. Facing reality, we decided that 
finrli.nq the e>:act log crossi119 in the dar~~ ~ould have been ·toIJgh, and 
settled 11·1 for the night wi'thout even lighting 2 stove~ We got I.Ap a1; 
4:00 0,,1". and glissaded dOWll to t~le valley floor, and aI-rived within 
101) yards of the log at 6~30 a.m. Monday morninga We mads it tCI the 
(:ars thin~~ing we maybe should make a f~w telephone calls~ 

While we did not reach the sumllli·t~ I er1joyed the camp, as I could see 
a lo·t o·r 'stars fl-om ~y bivvy bag. I always consider it a gocEd trip i·f~ 

I can (:on18 home safely al-~d learr, ~ome·thj.nq" I ha'/2 several blac~~-and-

qOi)c! :;j·l"i.nq .. 
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Gardner Mountain elev. 8897ft. June 4,5 1988 

Due to rain in the west we cancelled out Mt Baker climb for 
the dry east side. Mt Gardner (#22) was chosen because it is the 
farthest east peak of any climbing interest. The trip up Wolf 
Creek was a pleasant hike, similar to Ingalls Creek. A new 
trailhead reduced the approach from 11 miles to Gardner Meadows 
to around 9 miles without any switchbacks or snow. We arrived in 
camp a 4:30pm and had a campfire with dinner. The stars came out 
and the weather seemed to be improving. We arose at 5am and ate 
a quick breakfast. Since we did not have a topo map of the peak 
we were going strictly by Beckey's bible. The stores in Winthrop 
were out of the "key" map. We climbed approx. 1400ft to a small 
basin on Gardner's south side. Several gulleys lead to the summit 
ridge, however without a map we just picked the "obvious" one. 
It was on the right side of the Basin. It was easy scrambling 
(class 2) to the ridge crest at 8500ft elevation. Their was a 
dusting of fresh snow and clouds were swirling around the summit. 
It had take us 3 hours to climb the 3000 feet from camp in 
Gardner meadows to the ridge. It was 8:45am. Needless to say we 
couldn't get to the summit from where we were without some rope 
work to traverse some snow covered towers along the ridge. It 
was deemed appropriate that we return to camp for the long hike 
and drive home. We should have climbed the left slanting gulley 
from the basin. It appears to lead directly to the summit. The 
return trip down the hillside went quickly and it snowed briefly 
as we were packing up camp. Quickly we headed down the trail 
arriving at the trailhead at 3:15pm. All and all it was good to 
avoid drounding on Mt Baker, to see new country, and get in shape 
for climbs to come. 

Dry climbers were Al Baal, Frank Mudrovich, Colin widdison and 
Jerry Baillie. 

£0. If 



Memorial Day Report June 2, 1988 
Monument Peak and Lake Mountain 

This year the auld gang selected Ragged Ridge as the target, 
but with the rain and the forecast for more rain. We left the 
Log Cabin Inn in Marblemount after a great breakfast (with 
Rhubarb Pie) and headed over Rainy Pass for Destinations unknown. 
Paul Michelson selected a couple of peaks from the 100 highest 
list with only a seven mile approach. The targets were Lake 
Mtn., Monument Peak and Blackcap Mtn. While putting on our 
tenny's for the walk up Monument Creek, it was noticed that the 
approach was 10.7 miles and 4500ft elevation gain. Oops! Oh 
well, whats a few extra miles? The trail up Eureka Creek was dry 
and dusty. It was ironic that several of us had brought only 
plastic boots, including Ken Johnson with his branding spanking 
new obscene greenish yellow blinding superlight plastic foot 
de formers . The first 3.7 miles was flat, and it went quickly. 
Now we were at the start of the advertised seven mile approach. 
It tried to rain a couple of times, but this was another Jerry 
Baillie extravaganza and so it cleared up. Now the trail gained 
the 4500ft in the next few miles emerging on a dry ridge crest 
south of pistol Peaks. Jerry's tennis shoes disintegrated and 
were left by the side of the trail at this point. The last beer 
was drunk before 3pm. Now came the long traverse to pistol Pass 
at 10.7 miles. We hit patchy snow on the traverse with about a 
foot of snow at pistol Pass, 7100ft. Most of us were noticeably 
slowing down except Rob Freeman, and when the last of us got to 
pistol Pass we decided to push on a little farther. Down the far 
side a quarter mile to a pleasant camp on the edge of the forest. 
Whooped, tired and beat. Rip stevenson was the head chef for the 
group that night and what a feast we had. Spaghetti with a few 
extras like artichoke hearts, fresh salad, garlic bread and only 
Lynn knows what else. It was great! We all slept well that 
night and arose at 6am for the assault on Lake Mountain. Bob 
Mondrzyk was the first out of camp. We scrambled up the ridge 
above camp only to find ourselves on a false summit with no easy 
route to the summit. Quickly we dropped down 500ft and traversed 
1000yds to below the summit. The weather continued to cooperate 
and after some more scrambling over snow dusted scree and some 
step kicking we reached the summit of Lake Mountain (#83). It 
was 10:30am. We left a Boealps register on the summit. The next 
goal was to be either Blackcap or Monument Peak. Both were a 
long ways away and with the clouds touching the summit of 
Monument Peak, several folks headed back to camp. The previous 
days death march was now taking its toll. Blackcap Peak was 
judiciously dropped due to its inaccessibility from Lake 
Mountain. That left Monument Peak. It was across high valley. 
We descended 2400ft into a sunny dry basin and proceeded to 
scramble the 1.5 mile LONG southeast ridge of Monument Peak. 
After numerous scree challenges and at least one false summit we 
arrived on the summit at 2:00pm. It was breezy but clear. The 
views were new to all of us but we could pick out Silver Star, 
Carru, Osceola and the domina',', inC( Mount Robinson. The summit was 
snm! frc~e but no register could be found. We left another 



register and descended our route back to the basin. We 
considered doing a 200ft rapel with a single 120ft rope but 
decided against it. It would have cut our return time by an 
hour. Once in the basin we continued up over the shoulder of Lake 
Mountain and finally dropped off the ridge into camp. It took 
four hours to return to camp from the summit. A new glissade 
technique was devised. It consists of sitting on one's pack with 
one's legs through the shoulder straps and the pack's top pointed 
downhill. Then ride it like a bronco!!!! Breakables should be 
remov~d from the top pocket of the pack. The dinner on sunday 
night prepared by Al Baal (thanks Michele!). The only complaint 
I had with it was there was to much. Even I couldn't polished 
off all that was loaded on my plate! The strawberry shortcake 
with whip cream, was a fine topping to the entire weekend. Later 
that night Max Limb and company started a campfire. Several of 
the tired puppies (Mike, Bob, Al and Paul) decided not to 
accompany campfire singing. We had good time anyway. It was 
cold and clear and the stars were out as we dried our socks 
around fire. At 11pm we all crashed for the night. 

As usual Bob was the first one out of camp in the morning. He 
had his eye on pistol Peak but was unable to talk anyone onto 
joining him. We did climb a lesser highpoint just south of 
pistol Pass. Rob Freeman was still feeling pretty frisky so we 
decided to try and slow him down but he noticed the 15 lbs. of 
rocks that were added to his pack. The long hike out was 
pleasant with time to stop and soak our feet. Several folks were 
hurting from hiking all weekend on dirt and scree in plastic 
boots. But we persevered and finally made it to the road, then 
Mazama and then BEER! We stopped in Marblemount at the famous 
"Good Food" restaurant for our final goodbye meal. It was good 
food, and a good weekend. 

The Peak Baggers were Al Baal, Carey Chaplin, Mike (Monster 
Pack) Fitzpatrick, Rob Freeman, Ken Johnson, Max Limb, Paul 
Michelson, Bob Mondrzyk, Rip stevenson and the ever fearless 
leader Jerry Baillie. 

BOEALPS 25th Anniversary T ·shirts 

As promised, the 25th Anniversary T-shirts will be on sale at the July picnic, 
priced at $8.00. The design is the climber silhouette as featured on the 
back of the echo every month, with a "25th Anniversary" logo, and date. 
Available colours are: 

Ecru (cream) 
Red 
Light Blue 
Silver/Grey (after all, it's a silver anniversary) 

Sizes are S, M, L,XL (mostly L ond XL, very few 5) 

The shin~ wilI probably n~)t L: aV:.liLlb!e J};2(cnc the ricnic, h.:t if vou c:m't 
be there, drop ~e an o~d::r ;~;f{)ug~ j()cing maii alk~vards. J 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
by Jim Blilie 

Two pieces of good news on the conservation front this month 
(imagine that!): 

There will be no developement this year at the Gold Creek 
Sno-park site. This means it will be open at least through 
next winter. Also, word from the Sno-park commission says 
that a new permanent site for a Sno-park at Snoqualmie Pass 
is being worked. They realize the need. More later. 

The Forest Service is still negotiating with Cascade 
Developement Company over the 22 acre parcel of "mine" land 
at LaBohn Gap in the Alpine Lakes Wilderness. Apparently 
the negotiations are going well. No developement or 
blasting is expected at the Gap, at least this year. 

On Sunday June 12 Rod Kendrick and myself did trail 
maintenance on the McClellan Butte trail. We cleared brush 
from the first 3/4 mile of trail above the road crossing 
(this took six hours), then hiked the rest of the way to the 
summit - a first for the trail maint. trips I've been on. 
It was a beautiful day, and the trip was very successful I 
despite the gnats. We finished a long day with a mexican 
dinner. I hope to see more people out for the next trail 
trip, which will be held in mid-September. 

Letters are still needed for the Arctic National wildlife 
Refuge. Please see last months Echo for details. 

BOEALPS Summit Registers 

The second batch of summit registers has been finished 
and is ready to be distributed. Come to the July meeting to 
pick one up or call either Mike Fitzpatrick or Eric Wetzel 
to make arrangements to get one. The first batch of ten or 
so registers were given out over a year ago and can be found 
on such grand peaks as Big Snow Mountain, Sherpa Peak and 
Devil's Peak. These registers are a lightwieght design, not 
like the cast iron Mountaineers' registers, so carrying one 
around is not a big effort. 

Mike Fitzpatrick 241-4393 



Pack Weight Spreadsheet by ~!ike Fit:zpatrick MIS 33-12 

After a rece)"'.t elver·'('d ght tri p, where my pack seemed tel wei gh 
a tel""', I decided there had tel be aY', easy way tel save 5Clrne 

weight, Cc'''''' at least figure cn .. \t whe're I C'cn.l1d savE' weight. 
Scc, I dusted clff the sC'ale ~:t"J"jd weighed all my clirnbi"",g B'f,d 
hikiY'.g gear ay,d put the Y'E'sults i)'". a Lc,tlts spreadsheet. Nccw, 
I c'a',., simply tag the iterns a'(',d get a summary elf hClw much the 
pack shcluld weight. It's arnazir-,g hccw much a weight cay, be 
saved by leavi'(",g a few items hecrne. I'vE' alsc, made it easy tel 

add up the weight elf the cccrnrm.l...-dty geccI'" I'm ca·rryi .... ,g, which 
could save sorne arguing at the trailhead. 

If a',-,ycc'f""E' is i.,..,te",-·ested i.,.., havi.,..,g a cClpy of the spreadsheet, 
J\.lst seJ"fd me a 5.25" flceppy disk, a)"',d I'll sey,d yceu el)"',E'. 

Te;" I ToTQ\ 
Category ...Pm .:. let 1 CCITl11l'H.rrli t y Categcf('Y ~~ CClmm\.\y,ity 

===================================== ============================== 
Pack 5.50 1.50 Over,.-dght 4.81 0.00 
Basic' Eq u i prne)"'lt 5.14 0.44 CCloki y'9 4.32 4.06 
Clcc'thi'(IQ 7.70 0.00 Mi SC'. 0.55 0.00 
Fccccd 2.90 1. 00 Climbi,..,g 6 -:::.-.:;, • == 3.74 

}} > } } )- 37.14 10.74 

====================================================================== 
Item 

Big pack 
mediurn pack 
day pack - est 

Basic Equiprney,t 

headlamp kit 
ccmlpass 
al t i mete'f" 
sit pad 
1 liter bc.tt le 
water - quarts 
small Swiss army 
7.5 rni )"'.ute map 
15 rni '(lute map 
first aid kit 

Clc.thi,.-,g 

fleec°., Jacoket 
GCeret e>< J ac·k.et 
dccwr, vest 
si lk shiY'·t 
Capi 1 Ff'fE' sh i rt 

k,,.,i 

we,c,l sweat el" 

oolYDlr~, lOYf~ Johrfs 
l.-J:>' pe.'("t 5 

(,;f,e: t-::,>:r w(.?-,::n-::· 

o 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2: 
0 
1 

Y 

Y 
Y 

Y 

'3 -:, .= 
2.9 
2.6 
3 'J .= 
3.7 

1.3 
0.8 

1 '" .= 
25.9 

Y,\.lrnber ccmunuY,a 1 Ctu)"',ces 

0 20. 7 
1 or, 21. 1 
1 ,.., 1 1- 4 
1 or, -:, =. 6 
1 l" 9. 0 
1 '3. :3 
1 r:;-- 4-

1 B. (} 

, . S 
1 i). :':, 

6.00 
4.00 
1.5 

0.57 
0.18 
0.16 
0.20 
0.23 
2.00 
0.08 
0.05 
0.07 
1.62 

0.00 
4.00 
1.50 

0.57 
o. 18 
0.16 
0.20 
0.23 
2.00 
0.08 
0.10 
0.0(' 
1.62 

0.00 
0.00 
1.50 

0.00 
o. 18 
0.16 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
o. 10 
0.00 
0.00 

pouy,ds tCftal-l b comrn teet 

1. 2'3 o. 00 o. 00 
1. 32 1 · 32 O. 00 
o. 71 o. 71 o. 00 
O. 16 O. 16 O. 00 
O. ~j6 O. 5E O. dO 
O. ::-;8 O. 5 O~ 'i) 

o. o. ,,:; ~ O. '){.j 

1 " 
;; " · 1 .,-, o. (-" 

Co, O. O~ ,)( ) 

C 66 J~ C) 0 .. <)(~ 
c" ,0 " 
,i' " 



Gctret E'>t ra i Y'f pay,t s 
WCtCll sClcks 
1 i y,er Sctcks - est 
OR gaiters 
liY,er glctves - est 
WCtol glclves 
pi le hat 
white hat 
Lava DClmes 

Breakfast per day 
Luor,ch peor day 
D i Yf(",E'Y' per day 
S'(",acKs per day 

Overorri ght St uff 

sleepi,.,g bag 
TherrnaRest 
Stuff sacok 
black fctam 
bClcft ies 
te,.,t - total 
bivy bag 

Ce.e.k i "'9 St uff 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
1 
1 
o 

12.8 
3.6 
1.4 

10.2 
1.4 
3.0 
2 .. 4 
2.0 

2'3.1 

0.80 
0.23 
0.09 
0.64 
0.09 
0.19 
0.15 
0.13 
1.82 

0.80 
0.23 
0.09 
0.64 
0.09 
0.00 
0.15 
0.13 
('.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

y,uU1be'r CCIU1U1UY',a 1 CtUYICE'S pCluy,ds t Cit a 1-1 b CCfrnrn t Cit 

1 

1 
o 

y 

'(",umber CCIfI110U"na 1 Clu",..,ces 

1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 

y 

1.6 
18.4 
11. 3 

17.8 

y,urnber cornrnu·,..,a 1 c,uy,ces 

0.40 
0.75 
1.00 
0.25 

1.5 
0.10 
1. 15 
0.71 
7.5 

1. 11 

0.40 
1.50 
1. 00 
0.00 

2 .. 20 
1.50 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1. 11 

0.00 
0.00 
1. 00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

pCluy,d s t CIt a 1 -1 b cc,rnrn t Cft 

1 liteor be.ttle w/purnp 
stclve burr-Ier 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
1 
1 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 

9.1 
4.7 

0.40 
0.57 
0.30 
2.00 
0.59 
0.20 
0.43 
0.11 
0.15 

0.40 
0.57 
0.30 
2.00 
0.59 
0.20 
0.00 
0.11 
0.15 

0.40 
0.57 
0.30 
2.00 
0.59 
0.20 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

stcfve bag 
fuel - liters 
bi g pe.t 
big pe.t lid 
small PClt 
bctwl 
cup 

Mi scellal'"lecll.ls 

shclvel 
big camera 
small camera 
fi lrn 

Clirnbiy,g Stuff 

°re.pe 11 by 150 
ha·,...·I'"IE'SS 

1 etcH. i "I""'g b i 'rser 
'regu I a'(' bi '("Ier 
siy,gle sl i)'",g 
double sl iY",g 
glacier gear 
'fi gU're 8 
stitch plate 
hard hat 
CY'arnpc<'ns 
c's"'arnpC'r! ~:,(·'c,t Be to'("s 

Ir'acH. w/o r:;lners 

9.4 
3.3 
6.8 
1.7 
2.4 

Yfurnber cClrnro\.\y,a I Ct\.\y,ces 

o 
o 
1 
1 

y 20.6 
56.6 
7.8 
1.0 

1.2'3 
3.54 
0.49 
0.07 

o. ('0 
0.00 
0.49 
('.07 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

"I'"fuwber cCImrouY'81 Cluy,ces pCluY,ds t CIt a 1-1 b C'ccrnrn. t CIt 

(I 

1 
1 
8 
5 
2 
(I 

o 
1 
1 
o 
C 

1 

y 
y, 

N 

Y 
Y 
Y 

y, 

or. 
r. 

18.3 
2 .. 4 
2. 1 
2.3 
4.8 

10.5 
3.B 
2. 1 

17.0 
2'3.5 

3 .. 9 

7 .. 5 
1.15 
ClIO 15 
0.13 
0.15 
0.30 
0.66 
0.24 
o. 13 
1.06 
1. 84 
Ow24 
1 a 34 

0.0(1 
1 .. 15 
0 .. 15 
1.07 
(1.73 
0.60 
0.00 
0.00 
0. 13 
1.06 
0.00 
0 .. 00 
1. 34 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.07 
0.73 
0.60 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0 .. 0') 
1 ~ 3-"\ 
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1988 NORTHWEST AMERICAN EVEREST EXPEDITION 

FINAL GOOD-BYE AND SEND OFF CELEBRATION!!! 
========================================== 

A good-bye bash to send off the 1988 Northwest 

American Everest Expedition is scheduled for 

7:30PM on Friday July 15 at the Mountaineers 

Clubroom, 300 3rd. Ave. West, Seattle. 

BoeAlps members and friends are invited to come 

enjoy refreshments, try for door prizes, bid on 

an auction item, see a few humorous slides, and 

enjoy a live band. There may also be a few 

Everest climbers from "years past". There are 

three BoeAlps members on the team, Don 

Goodman, Dave Hambly, and John Petroske. Admission 

is $10 at the door. 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! BE THERE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Want to Trek in Nepal? 

Connie and I 

Trek of Annapurna 
had no complaints 
for more details. 

are seeking Trekking companions for October, 1988, 
Circle. Sherpa arranged. 
and would use again. Cost 
This is not a business. 

Bob Dryden 
821-1338 

Sherpa used by friends, 
very reasonable. Call 

5. II D 
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ACKERMAN, JERRY 2524 52ND AVE. E. #2~42C FIFE 9842~, 922-~625~ 773-55~5 

ALLEN PETER. 4086 NE 196TH SEATTLE 98155. 364-2641. 655-0322 
ALTIZER ELDEN. 800 1ST AVE N #26 SEATTLE 98109, 284-5241, 234-1721 
?=JL Tr"IAi\! STEVEN., 18E..\ 18 68TH A\)E N. E:~ # I 2U3 BOTHELL 980 11 ~ 486-6 J. 53.. 2.42-2'331 
ANDERSON, ROBERT E. 11825 9TH NW. SEAT1-LE 98177, 361-2316, 342-1850 
ANDERSON VANESSA & RIK~ 5655 E MERCER WAY M£RCER IS. 98040 232-8S08, 237-9645 
ANZALONE, LAWERENCE 14113 SE 177TH ST #J303 RENTUN 98058, 226-4514, 773-5762 
!APPLEGATE STEVE, 8835 166TH AVE N.E. #D101 R~Dp!OND 98052, 883-7135~ 251-2280 
iBAAL, ALLEN C. 915 NE 72ND SEATTLE 98115, 522-4770, 394-3205 
'BABtJNDVIC, RICHARD S. 13()O SEAGLE RlDGE DR #2101 RENTON 98055~ 226-35()B, 756-575S' 
8ACKMAN~ TIM H~ 7202 121ST PL. SwE. RENTOI~ 98056, 277-0457, 655-4502 
BAILLIE, JERRY 13717 LINDEN AVE N A~T #127 SEATTLE 98133, 367-1455, 655-3917 
BAKER JOAN, 5744 38TH N.E. SEATTLE 98105, 525-9254, 773-7902 
BANI<S, WILLIAM J. 10826 25TH SW SEATTLE 98145, 242-7657~ 773-5494 
8ARKER, 80B 14700 NE 29TH PL #235 BELLEVUE 98007, 883-1022, 237-4477 
SAUCK TODD~ 11909 BE i75TH #K206 RENTON 9B058~ 277-0740~ 248-5262 
8AUERMEISTER, WALTER 8320 AVALON DR MERCER ISLAND 98040, 232-5697, 277-4530 
BAYOUTH BRYAN, 10101 8 AVE S. S~ATTLE 98168, 763-1882, 544-6762 
BEALE, GRRETH F. 10033 NE 1271H PL KIRKLAND 98034, 823-0957, 865-6416 
BEECH DAVID, 17311 32 AVE S #J253 SEAYTLE 98188, 246-1027, 655-8254 
8EEDON, DAVID 1725 PIER~E AVE SE RENTUN 98058, 277-0945, 394-3808 
BELL~ JOHN S. 19921 19TH AVE. N.E. SEA-rl'LE 98155, 365-4318 .. 342-4340 
BE!~G DARYL, 7513 21ST AVE NE SEATTLE 98115, 524-9562, 251-2687 
.BETCONE ROBERT~ 2626 109 PL NE BELLEVUE 98004~ 281-9340, 544-4853 
'BEYER DOUG, 175 S 340TH #D FEDERAL WAY 98003, 874-4952, 655-B287 
BINGLE~ MIKE & RUTH 5444 37 AVE S~ SEArTLE 98126~ 935-0357,394-3373 
BITTNER! AMBROSE IV lO()l W HO~E ST #A4 SEATTLE 98119~ 285-9235, 234-4374 
BLILrE~ JAMES W. 4226 5()TH AVE S SEATTLE 98118 .. 722-0650, 237-4045 
80NDAR JANICE, 31024 10TH AVE S.W. FED WAY 98023, 941-2165, 237-9469 
BCJOS MARGRRET, 14625 ~IE 145"rH #18 WOODINVILLE 98072 .. 481-2203~ 453-1515 
BOUCHE PAUL, 2806 SE 16TH RENTON 98058, 226-8897, 451-1120 
'BOUCHE. RICHRRD T. 7833 STROUD AVE N S~AfTLE 98103. 524-Bi76, 223-6487 
BRAUNER, KALMAN G. 2603 QUE~N ANNE AVE N SEATTLE 98109, 282-2927, 251-2222 
!8RESHEARE VAUGHN 3668 I~ITERLA~E AVE N S£ATTLE 98103~ 532-566~~ 325-6098 
BRINTON, RUSSELL S. & CAROL TAYLOR 16680 NE 88TH RED~iO~D 98052, 882-0892, 4~5-542b 

BROUGHTON, CHUCK 124 YACHT HAVEN DR COCOA BERCH FLORIDA 32931 
BROWN TIMOTHY, 626 5~'H S.E. AUBURN 98002, 939-0336, 773-5477 
BRUMMITT MIC~A~L~ 2115 S 272 *~A202 K~NT 98032, 854-9348, 767-0868 
BRYAN CURT 5210 S IJEARL ST SEATTLE 98118, 723-1957~ 241-3592 
BUEHLER, DANIE~ GM 213 D ST. S.W. AUBURN 98001~ 939-1356, 655-7350 
BURCROFF J'AMES, 14~O W JAMES L!~ #G8 KENT 9BC)32, 852-2654, 657-9102 
BURKE-r, KEVIN 1150 UNION AVE ~I #.[-4 R~GITON ge!:)55, 235-6545, 655-394~ 

BURROWS JAMES 14521 25TH AVE SW S~~TTLE 98166, 244-2933, 237-7445 
C~FFREY TIMOTHY, 3836 AS~WORTH N S~ATTLE 98103~ 633-3665M 342-977: 
CRLDWELL RAY & VIRGINIA, 15561 BE l,48TH RENTON ge05S, 277-0277, 655-9959 
CA~IPBELL TO~I & JA~IE 1025 ~IE 120TH SEATTLE 98125~ 367-4385~ 3~~2-()285 

CASSADY RICHARD, 3959 W BARRETT LN SEATTLE 98199~ 285-79:0, 657-7593 
CHAPLIN CAREY & ~NNE, 6104 36TH AVE NW S~A7TLE 98~07, 783-6186~ 655-8108 
t~~~RTLAND KURT & RICK, 26439 BE 71-H 8E~1_EVUE 98(108, 747-778.~, 8E5-77~0 
~:·4iLDRESS JIM & KA-rHY, 2730 S~ 314 ~~D W~Y 98023~ 814-23~3, 24:~-4S53 
jC:::i~LINCIO\:i::: t3~Er'~i\1 17;::~lO Sj:}F~j:NC;BJ~CJUh ;~~0 .. r~E!\l---L.Jj\1 '3e,055~ 2/-1-;:::9~;],,! E,=.6"-',~:,o\~.c+ 

t~_l~jGAN, JER~\{ W .. 28518 GT~'~ p~ 5 F~D~~~~_ ~AY 9801)3. 9~1-S773,. 77=-L~!S8 
CLOLGH J~~E5" 1431) SY[:AMOR~ DR :.J~ ~S~~j~;"!0~H '~8(i27~ j~2-986·,,)q ;~95--6284 
CDLE-I-y' aIC:'"jl~RD~ Ll,~::';23 }·7(j'l-i-'i PL BE ~.:~~3;:':';',::i:~,---i:~r~i rJt::\(;;:~7# 7"+-'.l'-,::-d.--;~:~ E.:::7,-,t:,7:~:::, 

".'. 



CRAJ~EFIELD, ROBER-I- J. & LOWANA A. 2109 N 1667~1 5:" S£Ar-rLE 98133. 364-5!91, 65"7 .S 
CROOK, TERRY, 718 N 45TH #5 8~~rTLE 98103, 832-8501, 342-1138 
DALE~ MARK S. 8251 NORTHROP PL SW SEATTLE 98136, 932-6357, 23·7-3776 
DA~ON~ ROLF H. 3815 NE 4TH #F217 RENTO:~ 98056, 235-6210, 237-113(1 
DANIELS, BERT 22()4 37TH ST BE PUYALLUP 98372~ 841-3156, 657-8284 
I)AVIS ANI~A, 1426 E VALLEY RD SEATTLE 98112, 325-5992, 543-5992 
D(':')V I S EDW?=lRD, 22028 LOCUST WAY LYi\jNl..JDOD '3803E,~ 481-3602, 2,42-07'33 
DEGREj~IER~ MICHAEL J. 36609 25TH AVE. s. FEDERAL WAY 98003, 874-0063~ 657-20~8 , . . 

!DICKI~ISON MARK 54 MELBOURNE AVE S~ MINNEAPOLIS, ~~I. 55414 
~DIENES N~NCY~ 808 NE 125TH SEATTLE 98125, 394-994~, 3·~2-0947 
DINNING~ ROBERT E. & CAROLY~ E. 2115 123RD S~ B~LLEVUE 98005, 747-5185 657-3793 
DOROW DAVID, 1930 NW GOODE PL ISSAQLJArl 98027, 39i-()433, 342-681)5 
DOUCETTE WAYNE 13007 8 AVE W #~308 EVERETT 98204. 347-4705, 342-1836 
DRYDEN ROBERT, 8046 NE 123RD KIRKLA~D 98034, 821-1338, 237-6500 
DUPAS, MICHAEL, 34635 215 AVE SE AUBUI~N 980()2~ 886-2625, 655-5627 
E~STWOOD STEPHEN 1602 N 97TH SEATTLE 9810j, 522-4376, 464-2802 
EGELSTO~I JAMES, 10208 BE 228 S'C KENT 98(131, 852-2724, 234-:L450 
EI~IKSE~~ CHARLES M. 1411 GHAN'f AVE. S #~303 RENTuN 9805d, 226-67'19, 657-·3063 
ERWOOD RICHARD, 380 SW 176TH PL SEATTLE 98166. 243-3867 
ESTEP STEPHEN 3808 45TH SW SEATTLE 98116, 935-718i, 713-94~5 
ESTEY SCOTT, 10101 8TH AVE S #189 SEATTLE 98168, 763-8804, 394-3810 
FAGAN, C.L. 904 S 270TH KE~l- 98032, 839-5513, 773-8850 
FAGAN RORY, 9502 1ST AVE NW SEAT-rL~ 9~li7, 882-C)883, 544-4693 
FELDERMAN, KEITH W. 25118 BE 262~D S'f RAVENSDALE 9ScJ51, 4~2-SG68, 773-33(:)6 
fERGUSON, JOHN M. 3626 FREMONT LN N #307 SEATTLE 98103, 632-7030, 7'73-5709 
FITZPATRICK, MICHAEL F. 3815 BAGLEY AVE :~ SEAT1-LE 98103, 547-7873 
FLECK RONALD~ 3425 8 176 #234 SEQTTLE 98188~ 243-7785, 657-1409 
FLICK CATHY, 1300 N 201·H #NI051 RENTON 98056, 228-5153, 237-7546 
FONKEN LANCELOT, 14204 18C)TH AVE BE RENTON 98056, 226-8173, 657-8358 
FORNER BRIAN 15142 65 AVE S #307 TUKWILA 98188, ~33-0364, 655-3850 
FOX STEVEN, 2415 8()TH PL BE EV~RETT 98203, 353-7518~ 342-6709 
FREEMAN, ROB, 8444 41ST AVE SW S~ATTLE 98136, 935-1422, 237-4157 
FYVIE JOA~li~Eq 1209 N 35Th RENTON 98056, 271-4466, 656-7179 
~ALIGER HAROLD, 807 ALO~A 8T EDMONDS 98020, 771-4707, 773-0558 
~~LLANT, KAREN 2916 2(JOTi-i #i() S~ATTLE 98188, 824--4323 
GARLA~D DA~iEL, 215 SW 319 LN #L!02 FED WHY 98023, 946-5356, 773-Y842 
GARS-r, LYNN J. & BRADLEY J. 4225 S 245Th c-r i<ENT 98032, 839-6076~ 237-3u24 
GENGLER~ JEANNE iil? N 33RD PL RENTON 98056, 235-2130, 395-6244 
GILBERT RIC~IARD 20252 SE 185-rH PLACE R~NTON ge058, 432-4956, 656-5391 
GIORDANO PAlJL, 1.3666 18TH AVE SW SEATTLE 98166, 245-7993~ 655--11~5 

GLOGER, DAVID BOX 19711 SEATTLE 98109. 633-1686, 865-6710 
GOODMAN, DONALD J. 2308 1/2 MI~ilJI~ EAST S~A~-T~E 9811:)2, 328-1198, 277-~042 

GDRi;:EjY!Ai\IS~ GAPY, 15(7ji~-:J I"',IE 180 PL WDODIN'JILLC 9807i:::~ 6~::f.-728E. 

GOWL~ND CORRIE 702 W CASINO ~-rl()3 EVERET~- 982()4, 347-532!, 342-(:l8()5 
GREE~FIELD JA~ES 14336 BE 163RD 5T RE~iTON 98()5B, 226-723i~ 234-6366 
GROMALA DENIS q 4721 240 AVE BE ISSAQUAI~ 98027, 643-5290, 773-44(:14 
GROVES THOMAS 1712 NE 89TH SEATTLE 98115. 524-i55~~ 342-!:lb29 
GR~BENHOFF, MARK, 402 F ST bE ~UBURi~ 980()2~ 735-2739, 931-·5933 
pUERR~~RO JOSEPH 15010 134TH AVE Sf REi~TON 98058~ 235-0954~ 773-(:)262 
!~AI~ING BRE~I~ 13224 39Trl AVE NE SEAl-Tl_~ 98~25~ 364-7922, 342-5811 
~A~L~ MICHAEL ~. 4323 S 26C)T~1 S·~ KEi~'f 98()32! 852-5473" bj5-5662 
h~~NDLSY, DEREK 1321b ~~ ~4 ~L BELLEVUE 9801~j5~ 885-SG~~" 3'+2-(:)957 
t-i!::.JN:::;Ohi. ROGt::2 W. 189:l 9 sc: 2:~:E'-:·;-1 i~"}·_ ;'<=:N-.~ ':::'8042.. 4.32-(;3:~ ':L 2/j·':!·-···,L~ J. ;:':::t:', 

i~Ai~Tq HENRY ri. 13743 5~ :i'72ND ~E~·l-G:~ 98\:l58. 27:-6~67" 2Z7-55S9 
H(::;r<~r:Yj(.~N BILi......~ ~.53:L'3 W{~i_!.....I~\IC;:::C)r-;:D H\)i::: I"\j '::;i=I~:I-:--i··~'::: Sd:!.U::::. '="~;::':'--.~ , ... :'.:.'; . ...:., 3';:S·-·\::·iU':;': 

!·-.I:~'/ITIC;hID. jfJi-j\j q.C .. L.:.U't.:. ~-::~:1·i-j·-I ~::;\ .. 'C: SW ~3i::::)~':;··-;-_._::':: ·::ji:ll·-··'.::,~ 2L'.I-.::,-":.-:-f=::.':~~" 6:::,::-~-·:~:L-'+7 

H~\iS~AWq K~~; L~3f~) RAVEN~(~ B~VD ~~ ~:()2 S~~·~-~:_~ 92 !~n _,_,- !t~'0:, ~~4-2j34 

Hr:: i:;:iYii::'I~,j Ti]DC, 
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Hlj::(~-:lj'llI EIL*l::'Ei\l. "i·07 j\lE /;:;;:I\;D ST. ~.j.a:I· ~3c.!:2j-I·rl_t:: ';;;J81l:::', ~:'L:::·+--t)5:::~t)~ 6,:::,+--'/'::7,_::;0 Ex.'I'. ;:::bl::'\ 

HOERLING ROBEI~T~ 4821 KEi~r-DE5MOji~ES R0 *240 ~~I~; 98()32, 85S-G62v, 773-8~~5~ 

HOPKINS DONALD, 916 NE 72~D #21)3 SEATTLE 98115, 527-9417, 545-14c)2 
HOPKli~S TED, 6007 1ST AVE N~ S~A-rTLE 98115, 523-7662 
I~UGGlj~S NE~AL_E, 7()24 N MERCER WAY MERCER IS. 98040, 2j2-9487, 2~4-6330 

HUNT, DIANE, 1300 N 201-H #KI042 RENTON ge056, 271-28()2, 237-9839 
Ij~PER1- J'OHN~ 3163 W. LAURELHURST DR N~ SEATTLE 981CI~, j24-59B~, 655-1527 
JAL.I, RIG, ~I. 9418 48TH AVE W. 'fiG iyiUKIL. TEO '38275, 3:52;'-1:':',,:,7, 34,:~-,,~S2b 

JASPER ROBERT. 4425 41ST AVE SW SEAT1-LE 98116, 935-324,~, 7~3-883(j 

IJOHNSON, KEN~' 1007 13()1-H 8T SW #C305 EVE~ETT 98204, 348-3j49~ 342-0347 
i30HNSOi\.l RDGEii, 1421;::~ SE F~-I:lIFxwO[iD BLVD" REj\n UN '::q~~05{.:!, ;~~2E,-2Lj,~+,::), ,,~'::,ILj,-,~32';'~;:~ 

'JOHNSON STEVE~I 45()0 is"r AVE NW #106 SEA1-TLE 98107~ 784-3798 
KANN WILLiAM 1902 NE 113TH S~AT1-LE 9812~, 365-9554~ 342-604J. 
KASIULIS, ERICK, 1927 22 WAY NW AUBURN 980()2~ 939-7277, 773-5/()S 
KA1-O~ DON A. 7913 S 112TH SEAT1-LE 98178~ 772-7402, 624-1115 
KENDRICK RODNEY, 13705 56 AVE S #~408 SEAT"rLE 98158~ 242-0738, b55-5~37 

KENT JIM, 30526 10TH AVE S. FEDERAL WHY ge0()3, B~9-b333, 248-)222 
KOE~~LER, ERICH T. 9010 25TH AVE CT S TACOMA 98409~ 588-9803, bS7-3810 
KOISTINEN, WAYNE M. 7119 BEACH DR S~ SEATTLE 98136, 938-5285, 241-3412 
KOKES, JOHN T. 202() GRAN1' AVE S *~~105 REN'rON 98055~ 27i-42BL~, 773-1252 
KOOCi~ JOHN, 18904 EDGEC~IFF DR. sw. SEATTL~ 98166, 246-1897, 237-6070 
KOURY, AL J. 14036 17TH AVE J~E SEATTLE 98125, 365-8~i6, 655-9~54 

KRENZER RANDALL, 17844 156T;~ p~ S~ RENTUN 98058, 235-8812, 773-3304 
KRIEWALD, BF~YAN N. 4226 50TH AVE S S~Al'TLE g8i18~ 722-()650, 657-3987 
KROSS RICHARD, 9117'MERIDIAN PL NE #3 EVERE71- 98205, 334-4453, 3~i~-3521 

,L.ACY DOUG, 8823 HOL.LY DR #A204 EVERETT 98208, 347-8729, 342-222~ 

:U:'''.)CV i-{ 1111, :1. ''.3i:::7:3 STCJNr:=~ AVE t\J. SE:J~TTLE 98133~ 5t:H::,-37"J,,~,! i=~41-':1,;:::f35 
LAM MAY 15165 SU~WOOD BLVD #C21 TUKWILA 98188~ 241-6018ry b5S-'712~ 

LANEY SARA 1601 41S'[ EAST SEAT'l-LE 98112, 322-7572 
LEATHLEY, SCOTT, 5906 21ST AVE SW S~ATT~E 98105, 763-1527, 655-0801 
LEE JERRY~ 9~2 N 83RD SEATTLE 98103, 781-0502, 342-1951 
LEMME, PETER W. 11233 NE 94TH 8T KIRKLAND 98033. 828-3e99, 237-3987 
LII~B, MAX E. 214 19TH PL KIRKLAND 98033, 827-5934, 342-1138 
;LINDSTROM~ BRUCE D. 10409 S~ 174TH #2418 R~NTO~ 98055, 271-8470, 655-0332 
lLOFLIN GEORG~ & DONA, 16025 40~H ST E SUMNER 9839l), 862-09(:19 9 655-7B~6 

lOFTUS, MARK D. 4300 NE SUNSET BLVD #A7 RENTON 98()5G, 2~5-7482, 657-841)1 
LOUNSBURY B~N, 2414 LARLIN DR EVERETT 98203~ J55-~2'7S, 342-871)~ 
LOWERY JODI, 20419 Nf 7TH CT~ REDMOND 98()53-5973~ 234-4~37 

MADDE~, CHRISTOPHER G. 1834 8E~CUN WAY b~ RE:~TON 98056, 226-7(182, 575-7445 
MAGGIORE JOHN, 2517 NE 65TH SEATTLE 98115. 526-8029M 5~4-5279 
MARIE. DAWN 1215 M s'r NE AUBURN 98002, 833-070~, 657-5740 
MARSTON SCOTT, 414 BELMONT AVE E #103 S~AT-rLE 9Bl()2~ 323-2312, 237-4S17 
J~~bU!~~ STEVEN 1117 N 33RD PL REN1-UN 98056, 235--i~130~ 234,-!727 
rrit=1YBE ~~;RY !~l CH(.:lHD~ Po. O. BOX El6:l F~I:::r-JTOI\1 '380~::;7 '! ~='::;:::8'-54;::~4 '.I 3ij.;;;:-{j372; 
j~C ALPINE DUNCAN, 16020 123RD !~L. BE. RE~TO~ 980~8 25j-481.3~ 7;3-7C)~7 

Me LAUG~LIN RUTH, 8066 DIBBL~ AVE N~ SEA'l--r~E 9dl17~ 789-3720, 292-2559 
~iIC~~ELSON~ ~AUL 11915 BE 261ST ~L KE~T 98031, 854-4263, 3~4-3424 

MONDRZVK, ROBERT 238()5 BE 2(IBT~ MAPLE VALLEY 98(:)38~ 432-9578, 773-9783 
j~ORGAN SAR~ & JOj~N, 22514 NE 19 p~ REDj~O~O 98053, 858-6iGO, 237-738~ 

MOTTEF~N~ JOS~P~ R. 7()55 122ND ~VE BE REN-~ON 98056~ 226-5289~ 773-6d84 
~RAKOVICH, JOYCE & SAMUEL R. 1()~8 ~NACOR1-ES C~. ~:~ RE~TUN 98()5G~ 226-5977 6~7-822u 
)viLJD r~o'..j I CH 'J F Rr=li'\lh I~. 8: t"lr-=i F~Y 154")E, 1\1t:: 3 i~D PI._ B::::LL.,:::I,,"'UE:: '?,.j()(;7 ~ 7 Lj,E,-- 'it;'3~~; ~ i:~,3i:·j_(::', ,:, =~",." 

'Y~Ui_Li:.:::r-i, A ~ 3.. 17 :32,!' 158 YH Sf:: RE:t\_;''j''ijl\1 "J8()58~ i:.::2tj-:~ 7,'3,::, ~ 6:':,;3- i :i..y.l 
~IOS8UM KNUT, 62J,3 195-fH ST SW ~YNNWOOD 96(136. 776-96()5 
OHi~Ai~ DEBR~ 10438 63RD AVE S S~~T~-LE gal78, 725-j83?, Bb5-67~5 

OLCOT-f. G~~YL,E 11813 14()T~~ ~VE 5~ REi~70N 98(!SGM 2j5--~G4:," 237-t,.~ 

CJLCO-~~-~ T1:JijU-;-H"/ H. (:,'7C,8 '+i:3-j-l-i 1:2j'v'~::: ':JvJ St::J::,-i':"l_:::~ ·,:'(:):I.,,,:,,c:.,~ '::;:.~".:: ____ .c.";:" . .:.,,, 7 :::,--~5'~~·~!,U 
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PACK~R, ROBERT L. 5il1 86-r~i PL S~ ~U~I~TSD 982/5~ 353-2S44, 342-5~4~ 

i~ASCALE JUDY. 7346 16TH AVE NW SEA·:"'-LE 98117, 784-295~, 259-751)7 
PETERS, LARRY, 5534 S OA.<HURST PL SEAT-rLE gel18~ 722-5749, 773-675·7 
PETROSKE, JOHN 8444 41ST AVE SW SEATTLE 98136, 935-1422, 234-7885 
PIOTROWSKI, ROBERT R. 3622 1/2 G1ST AVE SW S~ATTLE 98115, 932-6885, 655-1123 
PISARUCK MICHAEL, 3011 52ND S.W. SEATTLE 9811S, 9~8-301G, 24~-3429 

PRICE PATRICK, 4922 28TH S~ SEATTLE 98108,722-4922, 342-il()8 
PROM LYNNANN & SCOTT 1623 S 2451·H PL D~S MOINES 98189~ 824-6454 655-3560 
!PROSTKA JAMES, 924 N 75-rH ST SEATTLE 98103~ 784-0784,·342-3852 
~Ri=ij\ij-<I!\j 30, 140;=:3 S .. E. 177TH S""( .. :r~:L30Lj· r~Ej\~TDi\I ':380::;8 2;:::8-774::::';, 6::"!~;-81~<\::} 

·HE::ISS GERSON, AiYIY, 1514 j\it: 7E.Tr-! SE( .. :rr·TLE 98115, 773--5769 
RHODE WILLIA~, P.O. BOX 1502 WOODINVILLE 98072, 788-6981, 237-5950 
RIESTERER JIM~ 13C)() S EAGLE 1~IDGE DR #Q21:Li R~N·r·ON 98()55, 271-8692~ 234-2040 
ROGERS MEL, 650 SW FERNWOOD ISSAQLj~H 98027, 392-2204~ 237-7381 
RUM~iEL IGGY, 13710 12-rH AVE S~ #26 SEATTLE 98166, 242-585S~ 241-2252 
F~YDBERG DONN, 2319 N 63RD SEATTLE 98103, 525-741~, 773-4441 
SAUTEiNE STEVEN 23C)i V 81 NW AUBURN 98001, 735-384b~ 394-349~ 

SCHOLL CHARLES, P.U .. BOX 31471 SEAT1-LE 9810.3, 547-7556, 544--330() 
S~IAI~KS CARL~ 9812 l()S AVE E PUYALLUP 98374~ 845-5019, 657-5967 
Si~ERWIN, KA1-HY L. 21025 120TH AVE SE KENT 98031~ 631-3396, 234-4455 
Si~ETTER, MARTIN T. 1701 12TH AVE S #4()5 S~A'!·-rLE 9Bi44~ 322-4703 
SHIPWAY~ J(JHN 13600 NE 9TH PL 104 BELLEVUE 98005 643-7015~ 342-0231 
SHIVITZ, WILLIAM F. 15809 5~ 175TH PL R~NTON 98058, 228-6138, 655-7()43 
SIDWi~LL ~ICHAEL, 806 REITEN RD. KENT 98031, 859-7176, 773-90()7 
~IGRIST PETEA & VICKI~ 34233 NE STOSSEL CRK WAY DUVALL 98019! 788-5742~ 392-0808 
BLANSKY~ RIChARD A. 23~9 41ST AVE E SEATTLE 98112, 325-1033, 342-2644 
SMITH, JOHN N. 7510 33RD AVE NE SEATTLE 981i5~ 522-·3327, 342-4287 
S·l-~MPLEiYiAN DAVID, 510 N 4·7TH ~*4 SEATTLE 98103, 547-8533, 237-9999 
S··rAUFFER I<IRK, 1950 226 PL NE REDMOND 98()53, 868-8094, 655-9715 
STEFANINI LI~DA, 2727 BOYLS1-0N AVE E SEATTLE 98102, 325-8397, 241-3343 
STEVE~iSEN, RIP 6838 S 133RD 8T SEATTLE 98178, 772-6455 
~TEWA1~T~ CHRISTOPHER B. 6608 12TH AVE SW SEATTLE 98106, 763-9149~ 655-3587 
~-rIVERS, BRIAN & CATHIE 3708 152ND 5T ~E MARVSVILLE 9H270-89()8~ 553-4807, 342-8119 
~TONEBRAKER, JEFF W. & ROSE A. 106 MEADO~ PL EVEj~E·rT 98208~ 745-5474, 342-08~8 

$TOREY~ MELISSA 4719 WALLI~G~ORD AVE N S~AT"rLE 98103. 633-3730, 544-6()73 
S·TOtrJELL PATT I ~ 131 £1· L_~=ir:,E:::; I ut:~ ~=J SE-:i=ii-TLF:: 9814L!-, 32':J"-B 160, 223--300(l 
STRArlS ROB~RT, 130(1 S EAGLE RIDGE DR #A1C)03 RENTON 98055~ 277-i8G9~ 

SULLIVAN, RUSSELL & JEAN 3539 271·H PL W SEATTL~ 98199, 283-9735 
SUM~IER JO~-!N 7912 BE liOTH AVE #701 RE~TON 98056~ 277-0050, 655-geB2 
S~ENSON, RONALD R. 2618 168TH p~ ~E BE~LEVU~~ 9801)8~ 885-497~, 773-13()2 
SZA~<, P~TER 4904 81ST PL SW #203 MUK!~rEO 98275, 353-38(IS, 342-2~57 

T!10~SON DAVID~ 611 CEDAR AVE S RE~TUN 9805~~ 235-1)33U~ 865-5717 
T~~O~AS~ GORDO~I 202~7 6Ti~ AVE S S~ATTLE 98i98~ 824-3348~ 655-263l) 
70NL:[~SON DAVID 14410 BE PE7ROVISKY 8UI1-R 107 RENTG~i 9805d, 22G-ig51~ 6~5-~27;~ 

1·0RAASO~1 JO!·~N, 3Cl08 W HAYES S;" S~ATTLE 9dJ.99, 285-8248, 657-9905 
TORNEf JACI~ 15727 BURKE N. S~A~-T~~ 98133, 363-1434, 655-1759 
YOW~ISEND~ H~~~F~Y 4()7 ~i 42ND 5·( SEATT~~ S8103~ 632-()378~ 342-5715 

:Li4 GARFIELD SEAT-rLE 38109, 28;3-~627~237-39l)3 .i I~I:::J\ -.~, i~DEC:::::"i- 'I 

.!:-~UD'\j[J ·T. -:I :\~ .. iSie) LAI{E YOUNG ~AY BE REN-rON 98058~ 2S5-2379~ G5G-758~ 

LRB~Cj~~ DE~ i246 ~E 9:LST SEA7TLE 98115, 527-358~, 54J-55()() 
~AN SANDT, CU~T L. BOX 88602 S~~T7~~ 9~188. 939-Gu8j~ 931-2(l:L9 
;v'{::;;\l STt""::c:i~TL::L3t;:~ir: Fi~H\.ICC..1 I s~ 1 i:::T:~Yi~ I l:~ F4 ::;;::~l:=i~-TI_:::: ;3E~._ (>'::).. ~::I~':r-·u6~~.':9~ \:::;~)7- .1.8>"::. 

V~V~2E~LI~ ~I~!A~DO .. 11934 28T~ AVE S~ S~A':T~E 9,3J.46" 248-:239" ~~d-~~~~ 

V~~~(J\IIC:~ DAi\i=~~~ 1020 1!2T~~ S~ ~~3()3 ~V~~~~·: .. : Sd~~()£~_ 3jS-"2~ .. G" 24;~~-39(::lS 

~\:I::.~i'.:v,.il-':;;I~3:--i·I-~ ~·~~_i·::;>~ \). ;;::01":1- r:;: J~Fr·::::i~:;U> ·;:;::'::!~-.-T_:::: :~,(:?:"c.~,::::~ .;::.c:~'~·--.~(!r~"'·::\" ._. <.3-·~:'~7,·~·"::;· 
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W;::::;:[ii=\;\iD, C:3ilR'{. 7 i:'3i3 ~; l,~c~TH E~~'=i-;-TLf:: ':;i[-\178~ 772-'7L)·Oc~ 

WEISS BRIAN~ 4146 36TH AVE SW S~~TT~E 98126~ 938-8~8u~ 555-9;~3 

W~LKER ~ENDY, 3649 S 263RD KEi\l- 98032, 854-9348 
WES-rPHAL HANS~ P.O. BOX 16070 SEAY-rLE 98116, 932-9024, 773-8683 
WE-i-ZEL~ ERIC D .. 10828 3GTi-'j AVE SW SE{2j;-TLJ::: '38146, c:ij<3-i~0i31~ -2:::'1-400~; 

W~~AL~N, RANDY 4044 NE 57T~ ST SEATT~E 98105, 522-4:90 
WHI-rE, JOhN L. 158 154TH PL NE BELLEVUE 98007, 746-~34J~ 277-4255 

!l.-JJ-iITE'J r-~. Dt::~EK 1 i -;?07 ~3C:: E,L!,TH 5T RENTCii\1 i:3805(;~ 2;:::£3-428i ~ ;:::37-J::.~j.)L~U 

1WIDDISON COLIN, 15804 BE 43RD BE~LEVUE 980(16, 641-5294, 241-~6:7 

·WIN-rEF~S, C~iARLES S. 770 HIGHWOOD DR ISSAQUAH 98027, 392-4:44, G56-5354 
WITTEN8RI~K CRAIG, 103 E LYNN #203 SEATTLE 98102~ 328-9676, 657-5817 
WOLFE ROBE, 12655 :L77TH p~ SE R~NTON 98056, 255--0643, 656-5838 
WOLF~UM FRANK, 834 S TRENTON SEA1-'-LE 98108, 762-3510, 655-2623 
WOOD K~VIN, 4270 E. MERCER WAY MERCER ISLAND 98()4C)~ 3~2-804·7, 23'7-6604 
WOOLEY DONALD 2633 NE 22ND ST RENTOi~ 38056, 226-1472, 394-3421 
WOOLEY KEVIN 36:l7 12TH AVE W SEATTLE 98119, 282-3701, 657-1858 
ZYSK~ THOMAS ;~4434 130 PL SE KENT 9S()31, 631-1476~ 93i-455() 
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August 1988 

Presid_ent .. . . Am»rose ·Bittner . . 77-05 .. 234-4374 Conservation . . . .. Jim Btilie .. 70-61 . . 237-4045 
Vice President . .. Ken Johnson .. OU-31 .. 342-0347 Echo Editor .. Mark MQrrissey ...... . .. 277-0050 
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August Meeting 
Thursday, August 4th, 7:30 P.M. 

Oxbow Rec Center 

Kaj Bune who originally attempted Mt McKinley in 1983 with a party of 
9 Boealps members, was able to return to Ihe mountain ~gain \hIS y~ar 
and successfully reach the summit. Come and enJoy a slide presentauon 
and hopefully a short video segment demonstrating the harshness and 
beauty of climbing on the highest peak in North America. 
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Belay Stance 

HelLo y'all. I'm Mark Morrissey and I am happy to be 
reporting on as the, new Boealps Echo editor. As my first 
official act as editor, I would like to express the 
appreciation of all of Boealps to Ken Henshaw for the more 
than outstanding job he has done during his tenure as the 
Echo edi tor. I hope to be able to carryon the fine 
traditions of this office with only a few minor glitches and 
a minimum of mistakes. 

There were only two climbing ;reports submitted this 
month. Scott Marst0n sent a report, on a climb of Unicorn 
Peak in the Tatoosh Range and Dave Gloger submitted a report 
on Twin Peaks. I know that there is more climbing than this 
going on, so please take the time to ,write upa trip report 
to share with your fellow club members. 

As editor, ' I will make to you the same promise as Ken 
before me: if you send in a report, article, or whatever, 
I'll see to it that it gets in tl)e Echo. 

On Belay. 

:Reqardinq Our Newest Member 

Boealps would like to. issue a hearty "On Belay!" to our 
newest member: Logan Elias Bingle, ' son of Mike and Ruth 
Bingle. Mike is the Boealps membership chairman and is 
really going out of his way- to increase our membershil? 
.Rumor has ,it that "Logon," was responsible for keel?inq his 
parents from our JU:LY 7t,h l?icnic at Camp Long (which was a 
smashing success). LO'lan we~ghed in at 9 Ibs. 12 oz. and is 
already . practicinCf hls 'belay signals. We look , fOrw'ar? to 
Logan be~ilg a maJor purchaser at next years ,I auctlon. 
Congratulations Mike and Ruth. 

The deadline for the Septembe'r Echo will be Friday •. Augu,st 19th. 

Notice Regarding' the Submittal of Climbing Reports 

Please submit all climbing reports to Ambrose Bittner <;it 
the mail station listed on the front cover, or send them v~a 
US mail to the address on the last page. 
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September Meeting At Rainier Brewery 

For an unusual and special opponunity, the September Boealps Meeting will be held in the 
Mountain Room of the Rainier Brewery. A map showing the exact' location of the meeting will be 
published in the next Echo. 

There will be a pre-meeting social time (tentatively starting at 6:00 P.M) with the actual meeting 
starting at 7:30 P.M. The beverages for the meeting will be provided courtesy of the brewery and 
it-is requested that anybody attending bring some sort of snack or munchy. In order to make 
things interesting, it is requested that the snack that you bring has the same flTst letter as your last 
name (i.e. - Joe Climber could bring Chips). This may take a little imagination for some people 
but don't be afraid to be creative. 

In lieu of a speaker for this meeting, the activities will consist of two events: 
• A short, interesting, and hopefully humorous video on rock climbing 

A humorous slide contest. For those interested participants, it is requested that you 
bring 5 of your humorous climbing slides for the show (if a couple extra slides are 
needed to tell a good story then bring them along). Here is another opponunity to 
show off some of the crazy events that you have encountered during your travels in the 
mountains. 

One unfortunate sidelight to holding the meeting at the Rainier Brewery is that the brewery has 
informed us that persons under the age of 21 are not permitted in the Mountain Room. We regret 
any inconvenience that this will cause anyone but it is felt that the opportunity for the club to hold a 
meeting at the brewery could not be passed up. 

If you have any questions with regards to this event, call Dave Gloger at 633-1686 (home). 

Mountaineering Medicine Lecture 

Wilderness Sports in .Bellevue will be sponsoring a talk 
by Dr. William Forgey on Au~ust 10 at 8:00pm . . Dr . Forgey is 
a noted author whose works lnclude "Hypothe=a, Death by 
EXposure" i'ln.d "Wilderness Medicine"' . This talk is limited 
to 70 people, so give Wilderness a call at 746-0500 to make 
reservations. It promises to be most enlightening and 
inforrna ti ve. 

Th'e news articles and opinions e.xpressed in this newslette.r 

are not necessarily those of Ithe Boeing Company. 3 
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Looking for a short but scenic climb, we figured the Stillaguamish River valley would 
provide the right setting. Forgetting that many of the peaks in this valley are bes~done early 
season to avoid the brush, we chose Twin Peaks which lies at the head of Perry Creek. 

Starting off on the Perry Creek Trail, we made good time into the basin where the trail 
crosses the creek and heads towards Mt Forgotten. At this poine, the direct route to Twin Peaks 
looked brushy and unenjoyable, so we decided to continue to follow the trail upwards and then 
hopefully traverse the basin at a higher elevation where the brush wouldn't be so thick. As we 
started our traverse in some of the clearings near the top of the basin, we stumbled upon a sundial 
which someone had constructed out of twigs and surprisingly the time matched exactly with our 
watches. Anyway, as we continued our traverse, we had numerous ups and downs with 
occasional snowpatches but really pretty minimal brush. Finally, about tWO hours later we had 
completed our traverse and reached continuous snow that lead to the notch between the peaks. 
Good snow made for good step kicking as we crossed several goat tracks on the way to the notCh. 
From there, the route follows the description in the guidebook quite well except that there was 
sufficient room for the three of us on the summit. The last bit of rock was wonh roping up for 
though, as it was quite exposed on either side. Not finding a summit register on top but 
conveniently having a new Boealps summit register along with us, we left it behind with our 
names inside. 

Not wishing to retrace the long traverse that we had made on the way in, we instead opted to 
descend the approach route described in the guidebook as the lower valley still seemed to be filled 
with avalanche debris. All in all this wasn't a bad route, though we did get cliffed out a few times 
but eventually we reached the snow and many broken trees which had been swept into the valley 
bottom by numerous avalanches. Eventually, the snow ran out though and the time for fighting 
brush seemed at hand. Suddenly though, we came upon a sleeping body on a rock in the middle 
of the creek with four beers just floating there. Figuring that this person would not be the type to 
work too hard to get where he was passed out, we searched for and found a short spur trail that 
lead us back to the Perry Creek Trail . After a moment for some refreshing Mountain Freshness, 
we strolled back down the trail. 

Climbers: Mike Fitzpatrick, Dave GIoger, Bob Mondrzyk 

Boealps 25th Anniversary T-shirts 

The 25th Anniversary T-shirts are still available! If you missed the opportunity to 
purchase one at the July picniC. contact Gareth Beale to get one of your very 
own. 

Available colors are: 

Ecru (cream) 
Red 
Light Blue 
Silver/Grey (after all, it Is a silver anniversary) 

Sizes are S, M, L, XL (mostly L and XL, very few S) 

So support your club and show your Boealps pride by wearing one of these 
stylish T's on your favorite summit. 
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unicorn Peak (Tatoosh Range), July 9, 1988 
By Scott Marston 

The early morning mists were still lying thick over the green 
fields of the Kent valley as we cruised 167 southward. To our 
left, Mt. Ranier had just made herself visible in the pre-dawn 
light, and now her summit was lieginning to glow orange in the 
sunrise. Vaughn Collins and I watched and quietly wondered about 
the people standing on the summit watching that sunrise. There 
was not even a hint of cloud anywhere in the sky, and it promised 
to be one of those rare crystal clear Saturdays that make living 
under the Puget Sound rain year 'round worth it. 

We arrived at Narada Falls at 7:00 am and awaited the arrival of 
the rest of the party. Patti Stowell and Brian Weiss arrived a 
few minutes later, followed by Micky Ostroff, Dee Urbick, and Jim 
Prostka. We were all members of the Red Team (under Dee's 
leadership) in the 1988 Beginning class. During one of the class 
climbs earlier this year, Team Red had attempted Unicorn Peak, 
but had turned back because of high avalanche hazard in the area. 
Dee had offered to lead anyone interested in another attempt 
after the class ended, and her offer had been enthusiastically 
accepted. 

We all drove on up to Reflection Lake and parked, and debated the 
route. We could either take the Pinnacle Peak trail up and 
follow the ridge eastward from The Castle a mile or so to Unicorn 
(the route taken on the previous attempt), or drive down to the 
trailhead leading to Snow Lake, which would be a substantially 
shorter but much steeper hike. It was decided that since we were 
already parked and ready to go below Pinnacle Peak, we would take 
that route up; and maybe return via the Snow Lake route . 

At 8:15, after a last minute frantic search for a lost wedding 
ring (found in breast pocket) and a lost car alarm transmitter 
(not found) we were on our way. We made quick work of the climb 
up to the base of The castle, most of us reveling in a luxury not 
allowed us during the class: cotton clothing! We spent plenty of 
time on the way up looking over our shoulders enjoying the unique 
perspective of Mother R the Tatoosh range has to offer. The 
Mountain was out in all her splendor, her glaciers sparkling 
bright blue in the dazzling sunlight. However, when we crested 
the ridge we discovered that Mother R was not the . only lady out 

' for a stroll. sister st. Helens was crouched to the southwest, 
sulking and brooding. Adams, the pretty, symmetrical sibling, 
was proudly strutting her stuff off to the southeast. And 
pointy-headed Hood was standing clearly above the horiZon, 
hurling her angry challenge across the Columbia River at her 
northern cousins. In every direction we looked, lesser mountains 
were jumbled amongst one another, all clamoring for attention. 
It was one heck of a morning! 

From the base of The Castle, we followed the ridge southeast 
through a mixture of snow, talus, and brush, gaining another few 
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hundred feet and skirting the base of Foss (?) peak on the west 
side. ~e crossed over the ridge and traversed a short distance 
to the bottom of a steep snow-filled ravine. From there it was 
step-kicking the final few hundred feet to the base of the 50' 
rock pile .that is unicorn. The trip from the cars took about 
four hours, including three breaks along the way, as long- as 25 
minutes each - hey, with views : like those, we weren't in any 
particular hurry! During one break, one of the party removed his 
boot to discover a straight pin inside that had been causing him 
discomfort. He was quite surprised! 

There's a class 3 gully up the southeast side to the summit, but 
we wanted to get a little rock in; so everyone whipped out their 
harnesses (and lunches) and set up for some action. Ahh, me and 
my swani - friends to the bitter end! Mrs. Urbick lead a low 
class 5 route and set up a belay for us. Patti followed, pulling 
the protection, and Micky followed her trailing a rappel rope. A 
second route (5.6-ish) up a wide crack and over a small overhang 
was pioneered by Jim or Vaughn (sorry I can't remember who), and 
there ensued an orgy of climbing and rappelling until everyone 
had climbed two routes and hauled up camera gear, water bottles, 
sunscreen, etc. The view from the top (69-some-odd feet) was 
outrageous. The north side of the summit towers 2200 feet 
directly above Snow and Bench lakes and Our Mother towered 
another 7500 feet over us in all her majesty. Everywhere else 
the visual riot of clamoring mountain peaks was still going full 
tilt . 

Finally we decided to get off and get moving (by now it was 3 or 
3:30). On the last rappel, Brian (the officially designated 
photographer) crouched in a Prime Viewing position at the bottom 
and had each rappeller pause in mid-rappel and wave for a Photo . . 
Opportunity. After a short debate we decided to try the Snow 
Lake route down. When we got a few hundred yards away, two guys 
from another club who had arrived while we were climbing shouted 
from the summit that they had found a set of leather gloves; were 
they ours? This was particularly nice of them, considering that 
one of them had forgotten his and was rappelling bare-handed. 
One of our party (by now notorious for misplacing things) 
realized they were his and went back to retrieve them. We were 
on our way. 

The first half of the descent consisted of plunge-stepping and 
development . of new sliding techniques, as well as a couple ice 
axe arrest "practices" (1 discovered ice axe arrests are not much 
fun in a cotton t-shirt), down the 2000 feet to the lakes. A 
little above Snow Lake the snow gave way to talus. At this point 
towering over us to the left was a 500' cliff stretching for 
about a third of a mile to the north and west, with 6 or 7 
waterfalls streaming down its face, like something you'd see in a 
movie. From that particular angle, our view of the west half of 
Ranier was blocked, and it looked like she was playfully peeking 
around the corner of the cliff at us. Above us to our right 
towered the peak we had just climbed. 
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We hiked out the 1.3 miles from the lake to the highway , then a 
mile and half or so up the highway to the cars, arriving around 6 
pm. The missing car alarm transmitter was discovered in a tennis 
shoe (ahh, the Straight-pin Villain strikes again), and everyone 
rejoiced. From there it was th,e Glacier Lounge for a couple 
pitchers of "the only beer we drink around here," while we 
lamented that it's now an Australian company and most of us 
agreed we'd rather have a little something from that li'l 01' 
brewery in Ballard anyway. A little story action - including a 
description of some of the unique medical experiment duties one 
of the party had on a McKinley expedition, and a physical 
description of the egg another of the party claimed to have 
hatched from - and it was time to call it a day. 

What a day it was! 

ACTIVITIES Charles Winters 

Sat-Mon Aug 6-8 East Face of Chimney Rock 

Class 4 rock climb of this prominent peak near the main 
crest north of Snoqualmie Pass. Ice axes and crampons are 
required to cross the glacier. The approach is just long 
enough to warrant reserving Monday as an extra day, if 
needed, to return to the roadhead. Call Charles winters for 
details. Work Phone 234-5354. Ans . machine 392-4414. 

Sat-following Sunday Aug 20-28 Ptarmigan Traverse Trip 

Hike this classic mountaineers route through the North 
Cascades, north to south. Will try to bag as many peaks as 
time allows. Some possibilities are Dome, Formidable, 
Leconte, Old Guard, Sentinal, Hurry U~, Mix Up, Magic and 
Spire Point. Call Jerry Bailie for deta~ls. Home: 367-1455 
Work: 655-3917. 

Sat & Sun Aug 27 28 North Ridge of Mount Adams 

Call Dale Ott for details . Home: 838-B314 Work: 931-2019 
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September 1988 

BOEING EMPLOYEES ALPINE SOCIETY, INC. 

President .... Ambrose Bittner .. 77-85 .. 234-4374 
Vice President ... Ken Johnson .. OU-31 .. 342-0347 
Treasurer ....... Debbie Ohman .. 7K-03 .. 865-6715 
Secretary .. Richard Babunovic .. 6L-15 .. 656-5812 
Past President ... Rob Freeman .. 77-22 .. 237-4157 
Activities ... Charles Winters .. 6R-18 .. 656-5354 

Conservation ..... Jim B1i1ie .. 70-61 .. 237-4045 
Echo Editor .. Mark Morrissey ......... 277-0050 
Equipment ...... Gareth Beale .. 7A-35 .. 865-5375 
Librarian ....... Terry Crook .. OF-42 .. 342-1138 
Membership ...... Mike Bingle .. 9H-32 .. 394-3373 
Programs ........ Dave G1oger .. 7K-03 .. 633-1686 

Photo: Nevada Huandoy by Mark Dale 

September Meeting 
Thursday, September 1st, 6:00 P.M. 

RAINIER BREWERY 
(see inside for details) 



Belay Stance 

Boy! This issue almost didn't make it. Did you ever try to put out a 
newsletter and pac~ for a long climbing trip at the same time? I almost 
put the scotch tapa in my medical kit! Anyway, do to these and other silly 
events, this edition will hit the streets two days late, but should reach 
even those non-Boeing rnailstop types in time for the September meeting. 
This month the meeting will be held at the Ranier Brewery, which is a nice 
change of pace. Please note the info elsewhere in this issue for the scoop 
on the meeting. I encourage you to give the board feedback on these little 
excursions and, perhaps, a suggestion or two for future locations. 

Many thanks to all the nEcho cub reporters" who submitted reports this 
month. A wealth of articles were received from Jerry Baillie, Corrie 
Gowland, John Toraason, Jim Burrows, Elden Altizer, and Melissa Storey. 
Sorry Alex, your article was still in transit when we went to press. 

I would like to point out the Conservation section this month. I have 
heard many people complain about the political and economic influences on 
trails, wilderness areas, snow parks, etc., but claim that they really do 
not have a good avenue for expressing their opinions to the proper 
authorities. No more! Thanks to Jim Blillie, you (and I) no longer have a 
valid excuse not to put the pen to the paper (or keys to the keyboard) and 
make your opinions heard. Right, wrong, or indifferent, these 
organizations and agencies want and need your commentary on the issues of 
interest to all of the climbing/hiking/non-polluting population. Spread 
these numbers around and encourage others to participate in the democracy 
in which we live (however, I do not suggest you give them to someone who 
drives a 4X4 with twelve foot diameter tires and thinks roughing it means 
only one cooler.). Forgive the soapbox, but if you do not participate now, 
what are you going to tell your grandchildren? 

The intermediate climbing class is winding down and I would like to 
encourage both the students (refered to as "tourons" in a report this 
month) and instructors to submit articles on their experiences. There are 
many potential 1989 students out there who would really appreciate some 
commentary by the 1988 participants. 

The club elections and annual banquet are upcoming. Look for details 
in this and future issues. 



September Meeting At Rainier Brewery 
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For an unusual and special opportunity, the :(;1 a ~\ --0 ~ (y) September Boealps Meeting will be held in the 

Deq/"'bo ... ~ Mountain Room of the Rainier Brewery. There will 
be a pre-meeting social time (tentatively starting at 
6:00 P.M) with the actual meeting starting at 7:30 
P.M. It is requested that anybody attending bring 

I-'fo some sort of snack or munchy. In order to make 
things interesting, it is requested that the snack that 
you bring has the same first letter as your last name 
(i.e. - Joe Climber could bring Chips). This may 

~ take a little imagination for some people but don't be 
afraid to be creative. 

h 
In lieu of a guest speaker for this meeting, the 

~ 
activities will consist of two events: .. A short, interesting, and hopefully humorous 

video on rock climbing .. A humorous slide contest. For those interested 
participants, it is requested that you bring 5 of 
your humorous climbing slides for the show (if 
a couple extra slides are needed to tell a good Lf) 
story then bring them along). Here is another Lf) 

opportunity to show off some of the crazy ., 
?! ::. 

events that you have encountered during your ~ ..., 
travels in the mountains. ~I I 

• ~ Q. 
~ One unfortunate sidelight to holding the meeting at '-<:( the Rainier Brewery is that the brewery has informed 

~ 
fx; t us that persons under the age of 21 are not permitted 

in the Mountain Room. We regret any inconvenience ~n38 
that this will cause anyone but it is felt that the 
opportunity for the club to hold a meeting at the 
brewery could not be passed up. 

If you have any questions with regards to this event, , 
call Dave Gloger at 633-1686 (home). l.. 

I Rqi., j (If'"' 

L S ..... elVe .. y 
West Se.H/c. hvy --
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;JrUay, Octo6er 14, 1988 
'Dou6{etree Inn at Soutlicenter 

As this banquet will celebrate both the 25th anniversary of the BoeaIps and the 25th anniversary of 
the flISt American climb on Mt Everest, this years banquet will feature a presentation by veteran 
climber Tom Hombein. Tom and Willi Unsoeld participated in the 1963 American Everest Climb 
and successfully climbed Everest by the then unclimbed West Ridge, just three weeks after Jim 
Whittaker had made the first American ascent. This climb by Hombein and Unsoeld is still 
considered a major achievement in mountaineering history. Tom's presentation will deal with his 
experiences on Everest and his climbing that followed, leading up to his current climbing activities 
which included a recent climbing trip to China. 

Ticket prices this year (which covers everything except the no host bar) are the same as they have 
been for years (but probably more than they were 25 years ago) - $I3.00 for regular and family 
Boealps memberships, and $16.00 for non-members (guests). Payment must be received by 
October 11 tho 

The banquet schedule is as follows: 

6:30 - 7:30 P.M. 
7:30 - 8:30 
8:30 -? 

- Cocktails (no host) 
- Dinner 
- Speaker presentation 

BANQUET REGISTRATION FORM 

NAME ____________________________________ ___ 

MA~STOP PHONENUMBER ____________ __ 

MEMBER TICKETS @ $I3.00 = 

ADDmONAL TICKETS ________ _ @ $16.00 = 
(guests, non-members) 

TOTAL ENCLOSED __________ _ 

Make checks payable to BOEALPS 
Mail this form with payment to: Dave GIoger 

MIS 7K-03 or 5404 Keystone Place N. 
Seattle, Wash 98103 



LESSONS ON MORNING STAR 

THE BRIGHT ORfu~GE HELICOPTER GRUDGINGLY MADE ITS WAY UP AND OVER THE 
SHOULDER OF BIG FOUR THEN FLEW EAST TOWARD DEL CAMPO, VESPER, SPERRY AND 
MORNING STAR. IT WAS A BEAUTIFUL CLEAR MORNING AND THE FLIGHT WAS 
SPECTACULAR. THE PILOT FLEW IN AND OUT AMONG THE PEAKS AND INTO 
THE BOWL BETWEEN MORNING STAR AND SPERRY, SLOWLY SPIRALING THE OLD ARMY 
HELICOPTER DOWNWARD, EVER CLOSER TO THE WALLS AND FLOOR BELOW. ED DAVIS 
AND I WERE LEADI~G A RECOVERY TEAM BACK TO THE BODY WE HAD FOUND THE EVENING 
BEFORE. THE FALLEN CLIMBER'S GREEN NYLON-CLAD BODY LAY PARTIALLY COVERED 
WITH SNOW. ~HE HAD DIED WITH HIS FACE AGAINST THE ROCK AND HIS FEET DIRECTLY 
DOWN THE FALL LI~E. HIS BATTERED HANDS WERE HIGH ON THE ROCK INDICATING THAT 
HE HAD PROBABLY TRIED TO PULL HIMSELF UPWARDS BEFORE LOSING CONSCIOUSNESS. 
HIS HANDS WERE BADLY BRUISED AND HE HAD SUFFERED NUMEROUS HEAD WOUNDS. 
HIS SKIN WAS DISCOLORED AND HIS BODY WAS COVERED WITH FLIES. 
I WILL ALWAYS RL~EMBER THESE IMAGES. 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF INTRODUCTION, MY NAME IS CORRIE GOWLAND AND I TOOK THE 
BOEALPS BASIC COURSE IN 1987. I DO QUITE A BIT OF CLIMBING WITH ED DAVIS) 
WHO HAS BEEN CLIMBING IN THE CASCADES FOR OVER 9 YEARS. NEITHER 
OF US HAD EVER REALLY THOUGHT ABOUT BEING FACED WITH THIS SITUATION; IT'S 
JUST NOT SOMETHING THAT CLIMBERS LIKE TO THINK ABOUT. WELL, I'VE THOUGHT 
ABOUT IT ALOT NOW AND SEVERAL PEOPLE HAVE ASKED ME TO SHARE THIS WITH THE 
CLUB. 

WE LEFT AT 5:30 PM ON A BEAUTIFUL SUNNY THURSDAY AFTERNOON. ED AND I WERE 
BEGINNING OUR WEEKLY, AFTER-WORK CONDITIONING HIKE/CLIMB, AND OUR GOAL WAS TO 
CLIMB AS HIGH UP MORNING STAR PEAK AS WE COULD. 
THE WORKOUT WAS GOING WELL AND WE WERE BEGINNING TO THINK THAT A SUMMIT 
WAS POSSIBLE IN THE ALLOTTED TIME. THEN, ON A TRAVERSE UNDER SOME ROCK AT 
THE 5000' LEVEL, ED SPOTTED THE BODY. IT WAS NO MORE THAN 10 FEET 
AWAY. NEITHER OF US HAD BEEN EXPOSED TO ANYTHING LIKE THIS BEFORE. 
TO SAY THAT FINDING A BODY WAS SHOCKING OR TRAUMATIC WOULD BE A 
TREMENDOUS UNDERSTATEMENT. RAPID PULSE, HYPERVENTILATION AND BROKEN 
SENTENCES FORMED BY WORDS OF 4 CHARACTERS OR LESS SEEMED TO BE THE NATURAL 
RESPONSE. MY MIND RACED, AND A MILLION FRAGMENTED THOUGHTS BOUNCED THROUGH 
MY HEAD. I WAS OVERCOME WITH AN IMMEDIATE LOSS OF SELF CONFIDENCE. ED AND 

o • 
I COMMENTED THAT WE WERE GLAD THAT WE WERE ONLY ON A 30 - 35 SLOPE, 
AND THAT IF IT HAD BEEN STEEPER WE MAY HAVE TAKEN A FALL ALSO. ALL 
OF OUR MOVEMENTS BECAME VERY CAUTIOUS, VERY SLOW AND VERY DELIBERATE. 
WE WENT ABOUT THE PROCESS OF DETERMINING IF THE CLIMBER WAS ACTUALLY 
DEAD. EVEN THOUGH HE HAD BEEN DEAD FOR NEARLY 2 WEEKS, WE HAD SOME 
DIFFICULTY IN MAKING THIS CONCLUSION. THERE WAS SOMETHING ABOUT 
TOUCHING A DEAD HUMAN BEING THAT SCARED THE HELL OUT OF US. AFTER 
MAKING MENTAL AND VERBAL NOTES TO EACH OTHER ABOUT THE CLIMBER AND OUR 
POSITION ON THE MOUNTAIN, WE HEADED DOWN FOR THE SHERIFF. THE SUMMIT 
NO LONGER SEEMED VERY IMPORTANT. 

THE FOLLOWING DAY, ED & I LEAD A RESCUE TEAM BACK TO THE CLIMBER AND HELPED 
BRING HIM DOWN. EMOTIONALLY, THE RECOVERY SEEMED TO HELP ME A GREAT DEAL. 
SEEING THE BODY WAS MUCH EASIER THE 2ND TIME, AND EXPECTING TO FIND A BODY 
MADE THE SITUATION MUCH LESS PERSONAL. WE WERE GLAD TO HAVE 
PARTICIPATED IN THE RECOVERY, AND IMPRESSED WITH THE EVERETT MOUNTAIN 
RESCUE VOLUNTEERS AND THE SNOHOMISH COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT. 

A COUPLE WEEKS HAVE PASSED SINCE THE RECOVERY GIVING ME TIME TO THINK 
AND REFLECT. I HAVE TRIED TO SORT THROUGH MY FEELINGS AND HAVE FOUND 
THAT I'M STILL HARBORING A MIXED BAG - A LITTLE ANGER, A LITTLE CURIOSITY, 
AND I SUPPOSE, A LITTLE FEAR. 



I'M ANGRY THAT A MAN DIED. I'M ALSO ANGRY ABOUT THE MISTAKES THAT CAUSED 
HIS DEATH. I'M ANGRY THAT HE WAS OVER AN HOUR BY CAR FROM WHERE HE SAID 
HE WOULD BE. I'M ANGRY THAT HE WENT UP ALONE AND MOST CRITICALLY, THAT HE 
WAS TEACHING HIMSELF HOW TO USE AN ICE AXE AND CRAMPONS ON A STEEP AND 
EXPOSED SLOPE. HE HAD PURCHASED THE ICE AXE AND CRAMPONS JUST DAYS BEFORE 
HIS ACCIDENT. 

THIS ACCIDENT, HAS EMPHASIZED TO ME JUST HOW SERIOUS A SITUATION CAN 
BECOME FOR SOMEONE WHO IS,AT LEAST EQUIPPED ADEQUATELY, LET ALONE ALL THE 
PEOPLE WHO GO UP INTO THE MOUNTAINS WITHOUT THE PROPER GEAR, CLOTHING OR 
TRAINING. I DON'T KNOW HOW MANY TIMES I'VE MET SOLO HIKERS IN JEANS 
AND/OR TENNIS SHOES IN PLACES THAT THEY HAVE NO BUSINESS BEING. I'VE SEEN 
PEOPLE 10 MILES IN, SLOGGING THROUGH KNEE TO THIGH DEEP SNOW DRESSED THIS WAY. 
A SIMPLE CHANGE IN THE WEATHER COULD KILL THEM. UNLESS IT IS SOMEONE THAT 
I KNOW, I USUALLY FEEL THAT IT'S NONE OF MY BUSINESS. MAYBE WE, THE 
CLIMBING COMMUNITY, SHOULD MAKE IT OUR BUSINESS TO HARASS THESE PEOPLE. 
THEY MAY GET MAD AND THINK THAT WE ARE ASSHOLES, BUT MAYBE THEY'LL LISTEN, 
MAYBE SOMETHING WILL SINK IN. MY STOMACH GETS TIED IN KNOTS WHEN I 
THINK OF ALL THE GUYS THAT I KNOW WHO ROUTINELY GO RUNNING OFF INTO 
THE MOUNTAINS WITH NOTHING MORE THAN STRONG LEGS, A PINT OF WATER AND 
A FEW MUNCHIES. I'M PROBABLY GOING TO IRRITATE ALOT OF PEOPLE BEFORE 
THIS KIND OF ACTIVITY STOPS ANGERING ME. 

THIS ACCIDENT HAS ALSO LEFT ME WITH SEVERAL UNANSWERED QUESTIONS. I'M 
CURIOUS ABOUT WHAT DID ACTUALLY HAPPEN AND WHAT COULD HAVE HAPPENED. FROM 
WHERE I FOUND HIS ICE AXE AND CRAMPONS, I COULD SURMISE THAT HE FELL AT LEAST 
200 FEET. ABOVE HIS AXE WAS ANOTHER 200 FEET OF 4, -50· SNOW. WAS HE 
STILL PRACTICING UP THERE? WAS HE GOING FOR THE SUMMIT? WAS HE COMING DOWN? 
IF HE HAD BEEN WITH AN EXPERIENCED CLIMBER, WOULD HE HAVE FALLEN? WOULD HE 
EVEN HAVE BEEN THERE? WOULD A CLIMBING PARTNER HAVE BEEN ABLE TO GET HELP IN 
TIME? IF A RESCUE TEAM HAD KNOWN WHERE HE WAS CLIMBING, COULD THEY HAVE 
REACHED HIM? THE CORONER'S REPORT SAID THAT HE DIED SOMETIME AFTER 
THE FALL FROM SHOCK, HYPOTHERMIA AND HIS WOUNDS. THIS BRINGS UP ONE LAST 
QUESTION WHICH HAS BEEN NAGGING AT ME. WAS HE CONSCIOUS FOR THE DAY OR SO 
THAT HE WAS ALIVE AFTER FALLING? 
OBVIOUSLY, I'LL NEVER KNOW THE ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS. I CAN ONLY 
TRY TO CONVINCE MYSELF THAT THESE QUESTIONS HAVE THE ANSWERS THAT I'D LIKE 
THEM TO HAVE. 

9 DAYS AFTER FINDING THE BODY I WAS INVOLVED WITH A 60 FOOT ROCK CLIMBING 
FALL WHERE THE CLIMBER VERY LUCKILY ONLY BROKE A FEW BONES. NEEDLESS TO SAY 
I'M FEELING A BIT GUN-SHY AT THE MOMENT. BOTH ACCIDENTS WERE THE RESULT OF 
INEXPERIENCE BY THE RESPECTIVE CLIMBERS, BUT THAT DOES NOT MAKE ME FEEL ANY 
BETTER ABOUT THE SITUATIONS. WHEN I READ ABOUT CLIMBING ACCIDENTS, IT'S EASY 
TO DISMISS THEM AS CARELESS OR FOOLISH MISTAKES. SEEING THE RESULTS OF THE 
ACCIDENTS MAKES IT VERY DIFFICULT TO FORGET. 

SEEING AND EXPERIENCING THE FINALITY OF THESE MISTAKES PUTS MY VIEW OF 
CLIMBING INTO A SLIGHTLY MORE CONSERVATIVE PERSPECTIVE. IT EMPHASIZES, 
EVEN MORE THE IMPORTANCE OF CAREFUL PLANNING, PROVIDING AN ACCURATE 
TRIP ITINERY TO SOMEONE AT HOME, AND OF COURSE, PROPER EQUIPMENT & TRAINING. 
THESE ACCIDENTS HAVE ALSO SHOWN ME JUST HOW MANY PEOPLE CAN BE INVOLVED 
WITH AN INJURY OR DEATH IN THE MOUNTAINS. IT'S NOT JUST THE CLIMBER, BUT 
ALSO HIS CLIMBING PARTY, HIS FAMILY, THE SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, SEARCH AND 
RESCUE PILOTS, POSSIBLY THE NEWSPAPERS, THE TELEVISION STATIONS, THE 
MILITARY, MOUNTAIN RESCUE VOLUNTEERS, DOCTORS, HOSPITAL STAFFS, AMBULANCE 
CREWS, AND ULTIMATELY, THE CORONER WHO GET INVOLVED WITH AN ACCIDENT. 
RESCUES AND ESPECIALLY RECOVERIES ARE JOBS THAT NO ONE WANTS TO DEAL WITH. 

CLIMBING HAS ITS HAZZARDS, BUT IF I THINK ABOUT WHAT I AM DOING, AND PAY 

, 



CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE ENVIRONMENT AND WHETHER MY PREPARATION AND EQUIPMENT 
ARE SUITABLE FOR THE CONDITIONS, I THINK CLIMBING CAN BE SAFE. I PLAN TO 
CONTINUE CLIMBING AND TO ENJOY MY TIME IN THE MOUNTAINS. 

Wild Country Friend Recall 

Wild Country is currently recalling all friends and flex friends 
purchased since January 1, 1988. If you have any wild Country friends in 
your possession which were purchased this year, contact any local outlet 
for instructions on how to send them in for repair or replacement. Wild 
Country will even reimburse you for the postage. 

The deadline for the October Echo will be Friday, September 15th. 



IN HEAVEN ON "ORBIT" (5.8) 7/29/88 
BY M. MELISSA STOREY 

CLIMBERS: MARK DICKINSON, ERICK KASOMETHING AND M.MELISSA STOREY 
THERE WE WERE, TESTING OUR WITS AND ENDURANCE AND DISCOVERING WE 

WERE ONLY HUMAN AGAIN. AFTER DINING AT KRISTALLS AND NOT FINDING THE 
NEW ECHO EDITOR, WE HEADED FOR SNOW CREEK WALL IN THE LEAVENWORTH 
NEIGHBORHOOD. 

MARK DECIDED HE DIDN'T WANT TO CARRY HIS WATER BOTTLE UP THE 
ROUTE SO HE THREW IT DOWN THE STEEP APPROACH, MUCH TO THE AMAZEMENT OF 
ERICK AND MYSELF. HE LATER DECIDED HE DIDN'T NEED SOME PRO AND THREW 
THAT TOO. SINCE THE DAY SEEMED TO BE GETTING INCREASINGLY HOTTER, 
ERICK AND I DISCUSSED HOW MANY WATER BOTTLES WE HAD BETWEEN US. WE 
DISCOVERED THAT ERICK HAD LEFT ONE IN HIS CAR, WE'D ALREADY DRANK ONE 
AND MARKS' HAD FLOWN THE COOP. WE WERE LEFT WITH MY TWO 1 LITER 
BOTTLES. I THOUGHT TO ,1YSELF, "GREAT, I'M WITH TWO HUMAN SWEAT GLANDS 
AND WE'RE ALREADY SHORT ON WATER ." WE HADN'T EVEN FINISHED THE 
APPROACH YET. 

THE APPROACH PITCH WAS A NICE WARMER UPPER, IN FACT, ERICK WAS 
SWEATING AT THE TOP OF IT. THE ACTUAL FIRST PITCH OF THE CLIMB HAD AN 
OFF-WIDTH WHICH WAS AWKWARD. ONE WANTS TO SHIMMY UP THE CRACK, BUT 
YOU HAVE TO FRICTION UP THE FACE NEXT TO IT AND DO HAND JAMS IF YOU 
CAN. THE SECOND PITCH HAD A NICE CHIMNEY IN IT AND THE BELAY SPOT 
WAS IN THE SHADE BEHIND A BIG ROCK. I WAS THE ONLY ONE WHO COULD FIT 
BEHIND THE ROCK. WITH A BACKPACK ON, I ALMOST BECAME A PERMANENT 
FIXTURE. THE THIRD PITCH WAS A LONG, LONELY AIRY THING. THERE WAS A 
ROOF MARK TRIED GOING UP BUT COULDN'T COMPLETE, SO HE DOWNCLIMBED AND 
WENT AROUND AN EXPOSED CORNER WITH NO PRO (WHAT A GUY!). UP A CHIMNEY 
OF SORTS, THEN A TRAVERSE. I ONLY SLIPPED ONCE ON THIS SECTION AND 
PROBABLY WOULD HAVE HAD A MENTAL BREAKDOWN TRYING TO LEAD IT. I WAS 
THE LAST PERSON AND SOME OF THE SPOTS LIKE THAT WERE A LITTLE LONELY 
AND LET'S SAY, "BREATHTAKING". 

FINALLY I ARRIVED AT THE HANGING BELAY. IT WAS A HOT, 4" LEDGE 
WITH AN ANCHOR PLACED ABOUT 8 FEET ABOVE IN A CRACK. ERICK HAD 
BELAYED MARK UP TO THE NEXT PITCH, THEN BELAYED ME UP FROM THE PITCH 
BELOW. BY THE TIME I ARRIVED, HIS LIPS WERE WHITE AND HIS EYES WERE 
ROLLING AROUND IN THEIR SOCKETS. "THIRSTY, ERICK?" BY NOW IT WAS 
MID-AFTERNOON,MOST OF THE WATER WAS GONE AND IT FELT LIKE WE'D BEEN IN 
THE S~~ARA DESERT FOR A MONTH. 

THE FOURTH PITCH HAD A 5. 8 MOVE TO START WITH, THEN IT TURNED 
INTO CHICKEN HEADS WHICH ARE QUITE NOVEL TO CLIMB. THEY ARE LARGE 
OUTCROPPINGS OF ROCK FORMED BY WATER FLOWING AND MINERAL DEPOSITS. 
AT THE TOP OF THE PITCH WE TOOK A GRAPE AND PEACH BREAK. ACTUALLY, 
ANYTHING THAT HAD MOISTURE IN IT WAS GIVEN CONSIDERATION. THE FIFTH 
PITCH HAD CHICKEN HEADS ALSO AND FELL INTO THE GOOD, CLEAN FUN 
CATEGORY. THEN THERE WERE ONE AND A HALF MORE PITCHES OF SCRAMBLING 
AND WE ENDED UP ON TOP. THERE ISN'T AN OFFICIAL TOP, BUT THERE ARE A 
FEW VIEWPOINTS. THE MEGAFORCE WAS SCOWLING AT THIS POINT; THIRST 
GETTING THE BETTER OF HIS TEMPERAMENT. WE SCRAMBLED DOWN A ROUGH GOAT 
TRAIL AND STOPPED AT EVERY CREEK TO DRINK AND DIP ON OUR WAY 
OUT,SEARCHING FOR NEW SPECIES OF GIARDIA. 

OVERALL, JUST A GREAT CLIMB. A GOOD CHALLENGE TO FOLLOW, MUCH 
LESS LEAD. RECOMMENDED FOR FUTURE CLIMBS: TEAMS OF TWO, NOT THREE AND 
MORE THAN ENOUGH WATER TO LAST THE CLIMB. 



MT SLESSE, NORTHWEST FACE 

On July 23 and 24 Dick Ulman and I climbed Mt. Siesse as part of the Boealps 
intermediate climbing class. Siesse is located in Canada just North Mt. Shucksan, 
between the Boarder peaks and Mt. Rexford. At 7800 feet it is not a giant, but with a 
trailhead that is elusively sought for at 2000 feet, it is certainly challenging. 

An 8:00 AM start from Seattle combined with food and gas stops put us near the trailhead 
at approximately 1 :00 PM. Finding the trailhead for this climb is the whole key to 
climbing Siesse, by any route. The Becky guide is good only untill you leave the 
blacktop. From there travel just over three miles until a right turn takes you across 
the river. This is the only bridge, so once over stay on the road near the river and 
travel upstream. Approximately two miles later, after a ugly clear cut, the road turns 
slightly uphill from the river after passing a faint turnoff to the left (towards the river 
and ends at the remains of the second bridge in about 200 yards). This is where we 
parked, as the road above had been graded within the past month and was too soft to drive 
up. The trailhead is approximately 20 minutes up the road with one major creek fording 
that we passed by taking off the boots. The trailhead starts where the Becky guide lists a 
third bridge, which is gone. Cross over to the East (Slesse) side by a one person cable 
trolley. Definitely funl The trail is easy to follow and the Becky guide is accurate. It 
was hot steep and dry. Two water bottles is recommended for this one. At 5800' a 
beautiful alp is reached. Snow fields were present, but they weren't large and no other 
water was to be had. This is not a late Summer climb . 

NOR1H 

• TO BRIDGE, 1 MILE 

"' OAD FOLLOWS RIVER TO THIS POINT 

CABLE TRXLEY 
RAILHEAD 

We were off by 6:15 AM after a great bivy. The route follows the standard route up to 
the face, which is listed as 5.6, 600', and 4 hours climbing time on rock. We lost an 
hour and gained a summit by accidently climbing the small pinnacle on the NW ridge. 
The correct gully is deep and narrow. We roped up at 9:00 AM after third classing to the 
top of the highest gUlly on the face. A Canadian Alpine Club group, going up the standard 
route, roped up here also. Dick and I alternated leads up the well fractured rock. Most 
of the rock was firm but not all, so caution was the standard. The correct line can be 
determined by the lack of black lichen. Where the day before had been unbearably hot, 
the shade of the face made us thankful that there was no wind. I had planned on leading 
the crux (5.6) but it turned out that Dick led it on the fourth pitch. Unexpectedly, after 
only five pitches and 2.5 hours, we were on top. The views of Shucksan, Baker, the 
Boarder Peaks and Rexford were incrediblel 



The descent down the standard route was uneventful, involving one 150' rappel and third 
class down climbing. We combined ropes with the Canadian Alpine Club, though there 
were rappel anchors for doing 75' rappels. I would recommend the standard route for 
graduates of the beginning climbing class. Driving back through Chilliwack, a stop at the 
Jolley Miller quenched our thirst and hunger. 

Climbers: Dick Ulman, Elden Altizer 

THANKSGIVING WEEKEND Nov. 24-27. 1988 
Wallowa Mountains, Eagle Cap Wilderness -- Northeastern oregon 

This trip will be either a ski trip or a hiking trip 
depending on the snow level in the Wallowas. We will be skiing 
(I hope) up the valley of the Lostine River to the Lakes Basin 
under Eagle Cap the first day to set up our basecamp. From here 
numerous side trips are possible in this wide-open Rocky Mountain 
type of terrain, with high peaks, and lots of lakes and good ski 
slopes. The major focus of the trip will be a ski ascent (and 
descent!) of Eagle Cap (9500 ft.) 

We will be leaving from Seattle on Wednesday evening to make 
the most of our time in the range. We will be carrying skis and 
boots and will decide which to use at the trailhead. (Last year 
there was very little snow into December.) This is going to be a 
great long weekend in a beautiful range. 

Party size limited to 6. Call Jim Blilie at 237-4045 (or 
before 9 pm at home @722-0650.) 



Mt. Maude - Entiat Icefall 
July 23, 24 

From the Phelps Creek trailhead (elev. 3500'), we hiked 
for about a mile to Box Creek and, about 200 yards or so 
further, we headed east (read 'Up'). The bush was light, so 
the going was a little easier on this hot day. At approx. 
4800', a ridge develops and we found a light boot trail. 
Since it was going in our direction, we duly followed it to 
the snowpatches which form the start of Box Creek. Here we 
replenished our badly depleted water supply. The trail had 
been lost in the snowpatches, but we could see our 
objective, which was a notch N.E. of us and just south of 
pOlnt 8033, elev. 7600'. From the notch, we descended to 
the upper Ice Lake (elev. 7200'), which was still mostly 
frozen over. 

We had the area to ourselves, or so we thought. A 
couple of goats wandered into camp and adopted us. The male 
was a fine looking animal and the female, which was about 
half the size of the male, had been tagged (#5) by the 
Wildlife Service or Game Dept. These two creatures were not 
shy or timid. Maybe it is because they reside in the 
wilderness, which is a protected area. 

We left camp at 6:00 Sunday mornin~ for the west side of 
the creek, where we ascended to a sloplng shelf. From this, 
we proceeded to the 7600' saddle East of Marmot Pyramid. 
After descending on the Entiat Glacier and contourin~ around 
the crevasses, we headed west for the North Face, whlch was 
our original objective. A couple of hundred yards past the 
icefall, we had a pow-wow. To cut a long story short, we 
decided that the icefall would make a more interesting climb 
than the slog up the North Face. So, armed with 6 ice 
screws, 2 pickets, and ice tools (read ice axe and ice 
hammer), we ascended the 200' or so to the base of the 
icefall. 

Here, we roped up and donned crampons. The ascent 
started on the left (east) side where the ice, not having 
had any sun, was hard and excellent for front pointing, and 
also good gri~ for the ice tools. Occasional screws were 
placed for runnlng belays. We proceded for about 500' until 
the contours of the icefall dictated that we move right, to 
the center, where the ice, having received some morning sun, 
had softened somewhat. Protection was non-existent here, 
but fortunately the icefall was stepped. By clawing out 
hole with our crampons and scraping away the soft stuff with 
our tools, we manages to get some semblance of a grip, but 
it wasn't very reassuring. This situation lasted only for a 
couple of hundred feet when we moved over to the right 
(west) side. This area had softened considerably, but was 
not mushy, so we could use the pickets. Also, the slope had 



moderated, so we didn't have to frontpoint. We proceded 
upwards to a basin. It was not difficult to follow our 
progress thus far, for we had left behind tell tale 
splotches of blood in the snow - we had, once more, become 
adept at knuckle bashing. 

From this basin we could see the schrund and it looked 
as though we could cross the west side. When we reached it, 
we found it was a triangular ice block poised on the lower 
part and a 15' gap to the upper part of the glacier. The 
Beckey description reads " ... easy rock bypasses a 
schrund ... ". It didn't look like any easy rock to us, but 
we hadn't any rock gear - only biners and slings. This 
should have told us somethln~' We descended into the 
schrund where the huge block of lce was poised, threatening 
to make us part of the ecology. After a few grunts, we 
managed to get on the upper part of the glacier where we 
belayed each other to the Marmot-Maude saddle. 

It was 12:00 and it had taken us 5 hours to negotiate 
the icefall. This was the time we should have been on the 
summit had we done the North Face. Still, only 700' to go, 
easy rock and scrambling. No sweat! (read "now the fun 
beglns" -ed.) Another hour ( ? ) . 

Above the saddle, there was no obvious route. It looked 
an easy scramble up marmot, but that's not what we came for. 
There was aledge on the south side for about 100', where it 
petered out. Downclimbing the 30' or so would be extremely 
tricky and it didn;t seem as though that would lead us 
anywhere. So the only way was UP. This rock was the pits: 
difficulties securing a belay anchor, hand holds comming 
away, footholds were shakey. This brought us to the head of 
a cruddy gully, the exit from which was a side chimney. 
Here we were on the ridge line of the east rib. It was 
still the same old story: CRUDDY ROCK. It took us nine 
roped pitches to reach the base of the summit. The rock was 
not technically difficult - claas 3 to low 5's but we 
would have felt less than happy without a rope, principally 
because of the condition of the rock. 

We arrived on the summit just after 4:30, just a little 
over 4 hours from the saddle. Our descent route was via the 
broad south ridge and the plan had been to plun~e step the 
snow on the east side. This snow had long Slnce lost the 
sun and had hardened up considerably. So this involved 
delays while we weaved our way down, eventually reaching 
camp just after 6:30. While higher up, we had seen goats in 
our camp and wondered what damage they had wrought. 
Everything was ok except they had eaten a tea bag. . 

A bite to eat and a quick pack saw us out of camp by 
7:15. We managed to grunt up to the notch by 8:00 and 
eventually picked up our trail. A little further down we 
found two backpacks, but didn't see anyone. About 400 yards 
further down the trail, we came to the junction of our 
trail and a nice looking one, which was bending north. We 



took the latter and followed it quite a while. It showed no 
signs of descending and still kept heading north, so we 
started descending and came to a dry creek bed. This was 
fairly easy going, following either the creekbed or the game 
trail at the side. Darkness had overtaken us but we were 
compensated by a bright moon. Then, just as the moon sank 

. below Phelp Ridge, and being totally enveloped in darkness, 
we encountered thick slide alderl. It took about 2 hours to 
descend the last 12-1500' through the thick brush and slide 
alder, not being helped very much by the pickets, crampons, 
and sleeping pads. 

We reached the trail at about 12:15 and made the 
trailhead just before 1:00 am. It had taken us just under 6 
hours what should have taken 3. Tired and hungry, we still 
had a long wait for nourishment. It seems inconceivable in 
this day and age that on a main highway like U.S. 2, there 
is no ~lace from Sultan to Wenatchee to get coffee, much 
less a b~te to eat. We got coffee in Sultan to wake us up, 
and an early breakfast in Lake Forest Park. 

Neither of us could find anyone who had done this climb, 
and now we know why. 

Climbers: John Toraason and Al Wainwright 

It is that time again, when a new set of volunteers are elected (or 
coerced) to be the club's officers for the following year. A limited 
number of nominations were made at the August meeting but more names 
are still needed. If you are interested in one of the club offices 
or you would like to nominate someone then contact Ambrose Bittner. 
The final nominations and the actual elections will take place at the 
September meeting. Also, anyone interested in one of the club's 
chair positions should also contact Ambrose. 



Full Traverse of the Picket Range July 16th - 24th 

Peaks climbed: Easy, Whatcom, Challanger, Luna, 
East and West Fury, Outrigger, Ottohorn, Terror, 
and Degenhardt. 

This traverse had been on my mind since 1980 and when Bob 
Mondrzyk mentioned it last summer, the wheels started turning. 
We had two meetings (plenty) and finally we met at my home in 
Seattle on Saturday at 5: OOam. Bob arranged to rent a van to 
transport the six of us to and from the trailheads and his son 
was generous enough to do all the driving. We ate breakfast in 
Bellingham and dropped off our itinerary at the Glacier Ranger 
station. At the trailhead we divided up the group gear with 
everyone getting about eight pounds. We had two big tents, two 
8mm ropes, two stoves with .073 liters/man/day of fuel and a 
light rack of hardware. Tim Hudson had the heaviest pack 
(60+1bs) and Bob had the lightest pack (451bs). Rip ripped a 
strap off of his brand new Mountainsmith Pack and I discovered 
that I had purchased the wrong batteries for my fully automatic 
camera, fortunately I realized this at the trailhead and was able 
to leave it in the van for a three pound weight saving. We 
lumbered up the four miles in sunshine to Hannagan Pass (noon) 
and then rolled down the five mile trail to the ford of the 
Chilliwack River at the Easy Ridge Trail junction (unmarked). 
After a short discussion I just took off my tennis shoes and 
waded in with bare feet and found it to be reasonable ford 
(2:40pm). Soon the other guys were all fording the stream in 
bare feet, except Tim. Tim decided that his boots would be wet 
soon enough anyway; so he removed the insole liners, took off his 
socks and leaped into the water. Needless to say his boots never 
dried out. He just kept mumbling about "that's the way we do it 
the Sierra's". The trail up Easy Ridge was good and several of 
us travelled all the way to camp (5:30pm) on the ridge in tennis 
shoes. The views were spectacular. Shuksan, Icy, Redoubt, et 
aI, the North Cascades were out in all their glory. Our first 
evening turned out to be typical. Rips camera was on the fritz 
and provided much of the entertainment. Bob was always pacing 
around looking for the perfect sunset picture. Rob was quiet as 
he swatted mosquitos. And Tim seemed to have barrels of energy 
once he dropped his pack. Max and Bob fired up the stoves and 
Rip fixed his famous homemade spaghetti dinner with a complete 
salad! 

Sunday morning dawned bright and sunny. We broke camp at 
7:30am. Easy ridge is just that, on it's wide crest are meadows 
and a few pools. A hard snow patch slowed us down some but we 
reached the repeater station on the summit (6700ft) at 9: lOam. 
All the Pickets were in view now as we headed for the perfect 
impasse just below Perfect Pass. At 11:00am (5100ft) we came to 
the impasse. The impasse was a dike over fifty feet wide and a 
hundred feet deep with nearly vertical walls. The short traverse 
looked nasty, downsloping and wet. We elected to drop down 
(700ft) around the dike rather than belay the six of us. At 
4400ft we were able to cross the bottom of the dike and scramble 



the steep, dirty, brushy, rotten slope on the far side of the 
dike. At on point I was completely immobilited in thicket. 
Needless to say I voiced my complaints. Max found was an old 
hemp rope tied off at one point. At 5300ft we popped out onto 
open terrain and scrambled to Perfect Pass at 2: OOpm. It had 
take us nearly ten hours of travel time to go from the Chilliwack 
River ford to Perfect Pass. We snoozed on the heather for an 
hour and then punched steps in sweltering heat up West Whatcom in 
45 minutes and finally to the correct summit of Whatcom Peak 15 
minutes later. After lots of photos everyone glissades all the 
way back to Perfect Pass. Max fired up the stoves and cooked a 
palatable dinner while the rest of us lounged about in our full 
raingear to fend off lonely mosquitoes. Sunburns were becoming a 
problem. The evening was "perfect". Our second night without 
camping on snow. 

Monday was sunny, not a cloud in the sky. We slept in and 
lounged around camp. It was supposed to be a "rest" day. We 
moved camp in the heat of the day (mistake) across the Challanger 
Glacier and bagged the summit of Challanger along the way. 
Kicking steps was tough as the glacier had become a furnace. Rip 
led a short icy traverse to the base of the rock pitch where a 
few old pitons were found. The climb was pleasant and the summit 
roomy. It was here that Rob and I began our debate on the name 
of a distant peak. Was it Middle Peak or Lindeman? Its eastern 
base was on the shore of the east end of chilliwack lake. We 
rapelled off the summit leaving behind Paul Michelson's sling and 
on our descent we met a party of folks following our steps up 
Challanger. They had come from Beaver Pass via the Wiley high 
route. A comment was made about our slow progress. The next 
time we saw them was when we were on West Fury and they were East 
Fury. That evening we camped on heather on Challanger Arm and 
watched the "action" in Luna Cirque. The cirque is ringed with 
hanging glaciers below the summits of Challanger, Crooked Thumb, 
Ghost, Phantom, Swiss and the Furies. 

Tuesday was sunny again. I elected to go bare legged for 
the day and risk the sunshine since we wouldn't be crossing any 
lengthy snow sections. Rip was following me and slipped climbing 
out of a shallow moat and chose to fall down the snow slope 
rather than into the moat. Well the snow was like concrete and 
soon he was careening down the slope. He stopped himself and 
inspected his wounds. Primarily a dinner plate sized raspberry 
on his right hip. His right elbow was also banged up. Cliffs 
forced us to drop to 4200ft below the north buttress of East 
Fury. Bob rej oined us here after leaving camp early on a 
botanical side trip. By 10:00am we had arrived at Luna Lake and 
saw a party just coming down from Luna Col. They had monster 
packs and long wool pants! Must be British to wear those pants 
in the sweltering heat. We were all wearing cotton shirts and 
shorts. On the long climb up to Luna Col my waist strap broke, 
and then I lost a sprint race to Max up the last 200ft to the 
Col. We reached the Col at 1:00pm. At 3:00pm we started up Luna 
Peak. It took 45 minutes to reach the near summit and twenty more 
to scramble to the far summit, 4:05pm. The traverse between the 
summits looks worse than it is. We returned to camp at 5:30pm. 



spectacular views of the southern Pickets. Rip comments "Who 
would have thought that sunshine would be a problem in the Picket 
Range." Bob rigged up a replacement for my broken waist strap 
buckle. 

Wednesday was sunny again. The plan had this being an easy 
day without any major elevation change, just a typical day in the 
Pickets. We left the Col at 7: 45am and dropped a bit on the 
north side of the ridge and then climbed up to another colon the 
ridge toward Fury, arriving at 8:40am. Next we followed the 
crest toward Fury. There was a short class 5.0 section we 
scrambled just out of the col. Then the ridge leveled off into a 
broad crest with excellent camp sites. We then traversed onto 
the glacier southeast of East Fury and climbed it to the 7250ft 
notch northwest of Outrigger Peak arriving at noon. Leaving the 
packs behind we punched steps up the glacier to East Fury. The 
slope was series of steps, being quite steep and then levelling 
off, however the snow was soft and we had no problems. The group 
of folks we met at Luna Lake had apparently rapelled on portions 
of the glacier. Just below the summit they used a horn, and at 
least two bollards further down the glacier. It took two hours 
round trip to the summit from the Outrigger notch. A few whispy 
clouds appeared in the southwest. After a rest at the notch we 
did a climbing traverse on the southwest side of Outrigger Peak. 
Rip slipped on the edge of a moat and gouged both of his knees on 
some rock. But, he "sucked it up" and climbed on up the slope 
until we could bandage his wounds. Doctors Limb and Hudson did a 
credible job, assisted by nurse Baillie. The gouge on his left 
knee was particularly gruesome. Now Rip had major wounds on his 
right hip, right elbow and both knees, plus numerous insect 
bites. The climb must go on. Rob was on the summit of Outrigger 
just ten minutes away wondering what had happened to us. We all 
continued on to the summit and then began a surprisingly 
difficult descent to Picket Pass. The crest was followed all the 
way to the pass, but required a forty foot rapel and a thirty 
foot exposed 5th class chaval along a knife edge. We arrived at 
camp at 6:00pm. This had been one of the more tiring "rest" days 
on the trip. Picket Pass is a spectacular camp. There did not 
appear to be any way to approach the pass directly from the east. 
The north face on Terror looks tougher than the 4th class rating 
in the book (with one 5th class pitch). It is a triangular 
2500ft granite wall. The East Twin Needle as seen from the pass 
is very slender and the most spectacular of the Cresent Creek 
Spires. 

Thursday was sunny. The plan was to climb West Fury even if 
it meant a bivy. So we headed for West Fury with grim 
determination via a route that Silas wild had suggested. We left 
camp at 7:30am and were well up the major gully immediately west 
of East Fury by 9:15am. We then did a climbing traverse on the 
south side of the ridge to bypass the first tower on the ridge 
between East and West Fury. At 11:00am after climbing over the 
next tower we rested in second deep vee notch. Both sides of 
this second deep vee notch were dirty class 4. At 11: 30am we 
reached the summit of West Fury for the 9th recorded assent. 
Silas wild and Russ Kroeker were the 8th assent (1984). Lots of 



views. I sure wouldn't want to bushwack up any of valleys below 
us. We left the summit at noon. We finally pulled out the rope 
for a rapel into the notch we had rested at earlier. Then it was 
a race for camp, arriving at 2:45pm! Bathes and rest were on the 
agenda. There is nothing quite like standing naked upon to 
boulder with the whole world at your feet while a buddy pours ice 
cold snow melt over your head. 

Friday morning we awoke to a partly cloudy morning. We 
planned to follow Beckey' s backpacking route over the southern 
Pickets. It climbs up the Mustard Glacier to the 
Ottohorn/Himmelhorn Col and down a steep dirty gully into 
Crescent Creek Basin. The worsening weather caused some anxiety 
as we felt our luck had changed. We broke camp at 8:15am began 
following the ridge crest south out of Picket Pass. In several 
places the crest steepened to become a Picket's class 3, but we 
were able forced the route and at 10: 45am were sitting on scree 
next to the upper Mustard Glacier. rope. The glacier was smooth 
and hard. We used our crampons here because the head of the 
glacier at the notch looked steep, but they weren't really 
needed. The glacier approached 35 degrees at the notch. We 
arrived at the notch at noon. After a short break we scrambled 
up the Ottohorn, breaking out the rope for a running belay the 
final 100ft. I think we were off route. We followed the 
absolute crest of the east ridge all the way to summit. Rip 
knocked a refrigerator sized block loose just below the summit 
that gave us all scare. Fortunately the rope was not around the 
block. We scrambled back to the notch and picked up our packs, 
ugh! The gully on the south side of the notch was initially easy 
but a huge chockstone, unseen from above forced a rapel. 
Naturally the wind had picked up and the clouds were swirling 
around the summits above us. There is a steep narrow snow finger 
in the lower half of the gully with deep moats on either side. 
Rob led the rapel and discovered the snow was rather hard. But 
he just faces in and punches steps for all. Soon we are all down 
the rapel and naturally when Tim and I try to pull the ropes they 
stick. After much horsing around Tim extricates the rope and 
slowly he and I climb down the gully. It is steep and hard. 
Question: Where are my crampons when I really need them? Answer: 
On my pack. At 3: 30pm we join up with the other fellows in 
Crescent Creek basin. Since the weather is worsening we elect to 
head for the Chopping Block camp where a relatively quick exit 
can be made if it really gets nasty. We crossed the basin 
quickly and dropped into the Chopping Block camp only to find 
that it was covered in snow. We were able to layout on heather 
and rock, but the tents were placed on snow. In the evening the 
skies cleared up for a beautiful sunset. Tim finally got to cook 
his group dinner. Lots of pasta and spaghetti sauce. One of the 
better meals on the trip. 

saturday and our next to last day on the trip. No one had 
much pep left at this point. We just wanted to bag more summits. 
We elected to go for Terror's easy west ridge. We left camp at 
8:00am and in two hours reach the notch at the base of Terror's 
west ridge. A short easy 4th class pitch around the backside 
brought us up to the long class 3 upper section and the summit at 



11: 30am. The register was soaked due to a busted lid on its 
container. We spent an hour on the summit under clear blue 
skies. Fantastic! I dried out the register and Rob donated a 
half litre poly bottle to replace the broken container. We 
scrambled down and rapelled over the bottom section returning to 
the notch at 1:45pm and down the gully and at 2:00pm. Bob, Rob 
and Max elect to go for the "zip" route on Degenhardt. Just zip 
right up it. Unabashed peakbaggers! The rest of us head back to 
camp and ,lounge around in sunshine. Talk of climbing the 
Chopping Block is uninspired. The peakbaggers return from a 
successful climb of Degenhardt and tonight we prepare our 
"individual" dinner. We all brought our own dinner for this 
evening. It was quite a zoo around the stoves but finally we all 
got fed, even Max who is now running a bit short on food. 

Sunday we awaken to another sunny day. We dry out the tents 
and Max goes chasing on as it rolls down the hill. We eventually 
are packed and head down with mixed feelings. We all are tired 
and beat, but know that we have had one of the best trips of our 
lives and hate to see it end. Initially we do not stay right on 
the crest of the Barrier overlooking Terror Basin, mistake. We 
should have stayed on the crest. We had to climb back up on the 
crest and then follow it all the way to its terminus. We descend 
directly toward Terror Creek through thick brush and/or big 
timber until cliffs force rapels. The ropes get tangled in side 
alder which is overhanging the cliffs. The knotted mass of 
sticks, and rope above ones head caused many unplesantries to be 
voiced. After three rapels we reached easier slopes above Terror 
Creek. We then waded across the Creek, every man for himself. 
No one followed me as I went in to my waist. Soon we were all 
thrashing our way toward the old "road". We reached it and 
staggered on another quarter mile to a water spot where we all 
collapsed and mellowed out after the thrashing. Tim had lots of 
food left and feeds us all. We all changed socks and soaked our 
feet in the crick. It was three miles out to the real road and 
beeeeer! The miles went quickly and I found myself literally 
racing with Rob and Rip. As we neared the road Rip and I pulled 
away mainly due to the fact that Rob was trying to run in his 
full shank leather climbing boots while Rip and I were in Nike's. 
Running with the pack wasn't as bad as I thought it would be. We 
reached the road at 3: 15pm and our ride arrived at 3: 45pm. We 
had dinner (Steak and Beer) at the Mountain Song, checked out at 
the ranger station and drove home. 

Climbers were: Bob Mondrzyk, Tim Hudson, Max Limb, Rob Freeman 
Rip Stevenson and the author Jerry Baillie.l 



YUPPIES ON THE WEST RIDGE OF FORBIDDEN 
by M. Melissa Storey 

July 9 &10 

Are you looking for that perfect little getaway? That weekend of 
quiet tranquility and a few gasps of breathtaking wonderment mixed with 
good food and pleasant accomodations? Well, search no more. Call up 
Elden Altizer and Steve Fox. Between the two of them, they will provide 
a terrific barbecue on the eve of the climb a few miles down from the 
trailhead at Mineral Park Campground. They will awaken you before dawn 
and prepare coffee, scones and an award winning Spam and eggs combo. 
Nighttime entertainment is provided by steve who can do The Three Stooges 
voices better than the originals. 

Next, the Tour de North Cascades will continue from the 3200' 
trailhead up for two hours into Boston Basin, a wide expanse of snow with 
a token crevasse surrounded by the towering peaks of Eldorado and 
Johannesburg. You will wind your way up the basin into a steep couloir 
with a schrund. Above the 500 foot snowy couloir is a short class 3 rock 
scramble and you will arrive at the bivey ledges of your choice. You may 
select from a two person bunk or a single person ledge three feet above. 
If solitude is what your after, you may retire to the master suite thirty 
feet higher and to the right, as you face the rock ledges. There is 
anothesdown the gulley slightly. 

After dropping your pack, resting and enjoying the 360 0 view, your 
tour will continue up the West Ridge. We had a guest tour guide on this 
trip. His name was Johny Rotten. It's strange what the hills will do to 
a mans sense of humor. After a thrilling four hour class 4, sometimes 
5.2 climb, one arrives at the summit block. The tourons are encouraged 
to lead the climbing for several pitches which really adds a lot of 
flavor and interest to the overall climb. The view is enough to make even 
the orneriest tourist have a serious Kodak attack. The knife-edged ridge 
with plunging exposure is rather exciting. You won't fight drowsiness on 
this route. Pro was easy to place and there were lots of hand and 
footholds. Some find it consoling to simply straddle the ridge for a 
feeling of balance. Don't lean too far to the left, Leroy. 

Elden likes to insure that the guests have a fun time. He will chase 
after a marmot that he has trained to snoop through the packs while the 
group is located high above on the ridge. Gee, I thought he'd taken a 
spill by the way he was yelling and all, but no, he was just chasing that 
marmot. After running belays down and a few rappels, you will land in 
camp around 8pm, just in time for a terrific dinner of artichoke hearts, 
broccoli, and noodles prepared willingly by all the men in the kitchen. 
The only thing missing is aprons! After dinner, tea is served up on the 
ridge. It is a real treat to doze under the stars and awaken to an 
exotic view of icy lakes, white velvety terrain and the clatter of other 
tourii on their summmit excursion. 

Then it's time to pack up the saddlebags and head down the hill. 
After a short downclimb, a double rappel and a trip down the glacier, 
passing by flowing glacier melt and through the woods, you will find 
yourself at the car at a reasonable hour heading for Sunday Brunch at the 
Mountain Song Restaurant in Marblemount. Then it is homeward for a 
barbecue, jacuzzi and maybe a video. Oh, what a rough, tough weekend. 
Elden can be reached at work or at home. Make your reservations now! 

Guides: Elden Altizer and John Petroske 
Tourons: Steve Fox and M.Melissa Storey 
*Official Intermediate class outing. No substitutions allowed for the 
Spam and eggs combo. 



LUNDIN PEAK 6057 ft JULY 24 

Five climbers set out at 7: 15 on the Agris Moruss memorial climb of 
Lundin from the Washington Alpine Club cabin's parking lot. Some 
overgrown forest roads lead past a couple of collapsed miners' cabins to the 
old CCT which follows up the right bank of Commonwealth Creek and a 
shoulder of Red Mountain to the Red Mtn. Saddle. Views of Thompson and 
the other Snoqualmie peaks as we continued up the Southeast Ridge on a 
sparkling crystal-blue day set the camera shutters to clicking and future 
climbin~ plans were made. A short rappel, a contour, and further ridge 
scrambling got us to the base of the final ridge. Here three huge bolts 
epoxied into the rock protected Dale Ott's lead and Agris' memorial plaque 
reminded us that danger and difficulty are not always proportional. 

We were on Lundin's summit for lunch at noon, picking out Jim Eib's 
house way over by the Pacific West ski slope, then started climbing and 
rappelling down the West Ridge which, according to the guide book, has 
"purity". Trying out the first rappel, Dale said, "If I get killed, I wanna 
plaque, memorial climbs, a fund to send my kids to college, etc., etc." The 
Intention was to continue along the ridge to Mt. Snoqualmie, but plans 
changed when we topped the 6160 ft dome at 15:00 with Snoqualmie's 
summit probably another half hour away. A democratic vote came out 
"down". so we descended the Guye-Snoqualmie saddle trail and then down 
the tough, hot. dusty, no-switchback trail to the Alpental rope tow, arriving 
back at the cars at 17:00. An excellent climb on a very pretty day. The 
scribe thinks he is now physically (and mentally) prepared for Robson in a 
couple of weeks. 

Leader: 
Others: 

Scribe: 

Dale Ott 
Jim Eib 
Carol Shick 
Jack Ray 
Jim Burrows 

TECHNICAL DETAILS 

Altitude gain 
Time up 
Vertical speed 
Power (81.8 kg) 
Exercise 

3057 
5.0 

611 
40,8 
34.3 

ft 
h 
ft/h 
W 
pt 

The news articles and opinions expressed in this newsletter are 

not necessarily those of the Boeing Company 
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by Jim Blilie 

HELP PROTECT OUR TRAILS 

This is an ad from the WTA. I agreed to put it (somewhat 
belatedly) in the Echo because I think that the WTA is a 
great organization. I think that their subscription and 
membership rates have gone up. If you are interested in the 
WTA please call the WTA at 625-1367. 

Once there were 130,000 miles of Forest Service trails in 
United States. Now there are only 99,000 miles left. And 
remaining trails are disappearing under roads and wheels. 
happened? Is anyone trying to do anything about it? 

the 
those 
What 

One group is. The Washington Trails Association is fighting to 
protect trails for hikers, backpackers, and climbers. The 
opposition: off-road vehicles, motorcycles, road building, and 
logging. 

Just think about how important trails are to you as a BoeAlps 
member. Whether you're a cl imber, scrambler, backpacker, or day 
hiker, you need trails for your sport. 

Please help protect trails by supplementing your BoeAlps 
membership with a membership in Washington Trails Association. 
It's only $10 a year. WTA publishes a magazine about trails 
called SIGNPOST FOR NORTHWEST TRAILS. If you like, you can take 
advantage of WTA's combined membership/subscriber category. 
Membership plus the magazine is usually $30; the combined rate is 
only $25. 



This is an ad from 
Smoke Bluffs area at 
climbing areas is to 

the Mountaineer regarding 
Squamish. The best way to 
own them! 

the Little 
protect our 

Squantish climb 
areas threatened 
Mountaineer: 

The Alpine Club of Canada is involved 
with the Federation of Mountain Clubs 
of British Columbia in trying to save the 
Squamish rock-climbing area north of 
Vancouver from development. 

It came as a bit of a surprise to us all 
a few years back to discover that the 
Squamish Chief and surrounding crags 
were almost all in private hands. In par
ticular, the Little Smoke Bluffs, the most 
popular cragging area, began to be slowly 
eaten away by housing developments. 

In 1987 the federation jumped in when 
three of the key building lots on the bluffs 
went up for sale and. with loans from The 
Alpine Club of Canada and Mountain 
Equipment Co-op, purchased the lots. 
We arc. now trying to pay back the co-op 
loan, and have so far raised about 
$25,000 of the needed S65,OOO. 

I know that a great many climbers from 
Washington state use the Squamish area 
and they might be interested to know of 
our efforts and might wish to help. The 
idea is that the three Jots wiIJ be the start 
to making the area Canada's first rock
climbing park. Both the town of Squam· 
ish and the provincial government have 
shown interest in this. 

Donations should be sent to The Alpine ' 
Club of Canada, 336 ·1367 West Broad· 
way, Vancouver, B.C. V6H 4A9. And 
thanks a million. 

Bruce Fairley 
Chairman, VancouV'er Section, 

The Alpine Club of Canada 

FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

Here are the addresses and phone numbers for our local land 
management authorities. Now you know where to call. Some 
of the phone numbers may have changed, but the addresses 
should be good. 

INFORMATION CENTERS 
IUSDI National Park Service/USDA Forest 
Service) 

PORTLAND {FSI {319 SW Pinel 
p.O. Box 3623, Portland OR 97208 
503/221·2B77 or 2878 

SEATTLE (FS/NPSI 
1018 First Ave., Seattle WA 98104 
206/442·0170 or 0181 [8:0G-4: 15] 

FORKS (FS/NPS) Soleduck R.S. 
R R 1 Box 5750. Forks WA 98331 
206/374·6522 

SPOKANE (FS) 
W. 920 Riverside, No. 112 
Spokane, WA 99201 509/456·2574 

HOODSPORT {FSINPSI 
POB 68, Hoodsport WA 98548 
206/877·5254 or 5569 [7:45-4:30] 

Co~TJNU6D, '. 



U.S. DEPT. AGRICULTURE 
NATIONAL FORESTS 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION 
319 SW Pine St .. Portland OR 97208 
503/22 1 ·2877 PO Box 3623 

COLVILLE NATIONAL FOREST 
Supervisor's Office 

Federal Bldg. 
695 S. Main. Colville WA 99114 
509/684·3711 [7:45-4:30J 

Colville Ranger Station 
775 S. Main 
Colville WA 99" 4 
509/684-4557 [7:45-4:30J 

Kettle Falls Ranger Station 
225 W 11th 
Kettle Falls WA 99141 
5091738-6111 [7:45-4:30J 

Newport Ranger Station 
P.O. Box 770. Newport WA 99156 

- 509/447-3129 [7:45-4:30J 

Republic Ranger Station 
P.O. Box 468 
Republic. WA 99166 
509/775-3305 [7:45-4:30] 

Sullivan Lake Ranger Station 
Metaline Falls. WA 99153 
509/446·26B1 (7:45-4:30] 

1Mnd River Ranger Station 
Carson \'11. 98610 [7:45-4:30J 
509/427·5645 

MT. BAKERISNOQUALMIE NAT. FOR .. 
Supervisor's Office 

1022 First Ave., Seattle WI\. 98104 
206/442-5400 {7:45-4:30J 

Darrington Ranger Station 
Darrington, WI\. 98241 
206/436· 1155 

Verlot Public Service Center 
Granite Falls WA 9B252 
206/691-7791 

~.~t. Baker Ranger Station 
801 Trail Rd., P.O 80x 232 
Sedro W"olley WA 98284 
206/856·5700 

Glacier Public Service Center 
Glacier WI\. 98244 

206/599·2714 

North Bend Ranger Station 
42404 SE North Bend Way 
North Bend WA 98045 
206/BB8-1421 

GIFFORD PINCHOT NATIONAL FOREST 
Supervisor's Office. 500 Vlest 12th St 
Vancouver WA 96660 206/696·7500 

Skykomish Ranger Station 
P.O. 80x 305. Skykomish WA 98288 
206/677·2414 

Mt. Adams Ranger Station 
Trout Lake WA 96650 
509/395-2501 (7:45 - 4:30] 

Wlite River Ranger Station 

Mt. St. Helens National Volcanic Monument 
Headquarters ( 
Rt. 1. Box 369. Amboy WA 98601 
206/247·5473 (7:45· 4:30] 

r,,1t. St. Helens Visitor Center 
461 1 Jackson Highway 
Winlock WA 9B596 (EXIt 68 off 1·51 
206/864·4488 19:00·5:00] 
206/864·6699 recorded message 

Packwood Ranger Station 
Packwood VIA 98361 
206/494·5515 17:45· 4:30J 

Randle Ranger Station 
Randle WA 98377 

. 206/497·7565 
(7:45-12:00] 
(12:30-4:30J 

857 Roosevelt Ave. E .. Enumclaw WA 
206/825-6585 98022 

OKANOGAN NATIONAL FOREST 
Supervisor's Office 

P.o. 80x 950, Okanogan M 98840 
509/422·2704 . [7 :45-4 :30J 

T onas~et Ranger Station 
Tonasket WA 9BB55 
509/466-2166 

[7:45-11:45] 
{l2 : 30-4 : 3O"J 

Early Winters Visitor Information Center 
North Cascades Highway 20 
Winthrop WA 98865 [8:00-6:001 
Summers only 5091996-2534 

Twisp Ranger Station 
P.O. tlox 188, Twisp WA 98856 
5091997·2131 [7:45-4:30] 

Winthrop Ranger Station 
Winthrop WA 98865 
509/996-2266 [7:45· 4:30J 

OLYMPIC NATIONAL FOREST 
Supervisor's Office 

P.O. Box 22BB, Olympia WA 98507 
206n53·9535 (7:45-4:30J 

OJinault Ranger Station 
OJinault WA 98575 
2061288-2525 (7:45-4:30] 

Hoodsport Ranger Station 
P.o. Box BB, Hoodsport M 98548 
2061877-5254 [7:45-4:30J 

Quilcene Ranger Station 
Quilcene WA 98376 
206n65-3368 [7:45-4:30J 

Shelton Ranger Station 98584 
2904 Olympic Hwy N., Shelton WA 
206/426·8265 7:45-4:3OJ 

Soleduc" Ranger Station 
R.R. 1, Box 5750, Forl:s WA 98331 
2061374-6522 (7:30-5:00J 

WENATCHEE NATIONAL FOREST 
Supervisor's Office 301 Yakima SL 

P.O. Box 811, Wmatchee WI\. 98801 
509/662-4335 (Recreation Info) 
(7:45-4:30] 

Chelan Ranger Station 
Box 189, Chelan WA 98816 
509/682·2576 ]7:45-4:30J 

Cte Elum Ranger Station 
P.O. Box 51 
Wost 2nd St., Cle Elum WA 98922 
509/674-4411 [7:45-4:30] 

Entiat Ranger Station 
P.O Box 476, Entiat WA 9BB22 
509n84·1511 (7:45-4:30] 

leavenworth Ranger Station 
600 Sherbourne St., Leavenworth WA 
5091782·1413 ]7:45-4:30] 98826 

Lake Wenatchee Ranger Station 
Star Rt., Box 109, Leavenworth WA 
509n63·3103 (7:45-4:30J 9BB26 

N aches Ranger Station 
510 Hwy 12, Naches WA 98937 
509/653-2205 [7:45-4:30J 

... , 



u.s. DEPT. INTERIOR 
NATIONAL PARKS 

PACIFIC NORTHY>£ST REGION 
83 S. King St, Suite 212 
$oattle,WA 98104 206/442·5565 

M:lUNT RAINIER NATIONAL PARK 
Superintendent's Office 

Tahoma Woods, Star Rt., Ashford WA 
2061569-2211 98304 
Fle<:orded Information, 569-2343 

Nisquallv District (SW Corner of Park) 
Tahoma Woods, Star Rt., Ashford, WA 
2061569-2211 X263 98304 

carbon River District (NW Corner Of Park) 
Tahoma Woods, Star Rt., Ashford WA 
Summer: 206/569-2211 X249 
Winter: 206/569-2211 X263 

Sunrise District (NE Comer of Park) 
Tahoma Woods Star Rt., Ashford WA 
2061569-2211 98304 
Winter X263 Summer X244 

Ohanapecosh District (SE Corner of Park) 
P.O. Box 249, Packwood, WA 98361 
206/569·2211 
Winter X263 Summer X238 

White River District (NE Corner of Park) 
Tahoma Woods, Star Rt., Ashford WA 
206/569-2211 98304 
Winter X263 Summer X239 . 

NORTH CASCADES NATIONAL PARK 
Superintendent's Office 

2105 Hgwy 20. $odro Woollev WA 98284 
206/856·5700 [8 a.m .. 5 p.m. ~.I.FJ 

Backcountrv Info: NCNP. Marble· 
mount WA 98267 206/873·4500 
Skagit District (North Unit ~!CNPI & 
Ross Lake National Recreation Area 
~;arblemount. I'IA 98267 
206/873·4500 or 4590 
Emergencv: 206/873·4655 or 4874 
Summer [7·8:00J Winter [8-4:30J 

Stehekin District (South Unit NCNP) 
&Lake Olelan National R":reation Area 

P08 549, Chelan WA 98816 [9-4J 
509/682·2549 (Radio relav to Stehekin) 

Stehekin District 
PO Box 7 
Stehekin, WA 98852 [8-5J 
No phone, contact by radio from 
district office, 509/682·2549 

OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK 
Superintendent's Office 

600 east Park Ave., Port Angeles WA 
206/452-4501 [8-4:30J 98362 
206/452·9235, after hours recording 

us. DEPT. of INTERIOR 
BUREAU of LAND MANAGEMENT 

SPOKANE DISTRICT 
E 4217 Main Ave., Spokane WA 
509/456·2570 99202 

Field Seminar Coordinator 206/452-4501 
[8:00-4:30 m·t] 

X227 

Visitors' Center 206/452-4501 Ext. 230 
Elwha Ranger Station 

480 Upper Elwha Rd., Port Angeles 
206/452·9191 WA 98362 . 
[8-5 not always openJ 

Fairholm Ranger Station 
Summer Only 206/928-3496 

Heart 0' the Hills Ranger Station 
876 Hurricane Ridge Rd., 
Port Angeles, WA 98362 
206/452·2713 [8-5 not always openJ 

Hoh Ranger Station 
Star Rt. 1, 80x 650, Forks WA 98331 
206/374·6925 [9-5 not always openJ 

Kalaloch Ranger Station 
Star Rt. 1. Box 2200. Forks WA 98331 
206/962·2283 [not always openJ 

Lake Crescent Ranger Station 
Star Rt. 1. Box 10. Port Angeles WA 
2061928-3380 98362 
[not always open] 

Mora Ranger Station 
Star Rt. 2. Box 170, Forks WA 98331 
2061374·5460 [8-5 not always openJ 

Quinault Ranger Station 
Rt. 2. Box 76. Amanda Park WA 
2061288.2444 98526 

·Ozette Ranger Station 
Box 39A. Clallam Bav, WA 98326 
2061963-2725 [not always openJ 

Soleduck Ranger Station 
Port Angeles WA 98362 
206/327·3534 

Staircase Ranger Station 
Box 186. Hoodsport WA 98548 
206/877·5569 [not always openJ 

Summer Seasonal Stations 
Dosewallips Ranger Station 

PO Box 197 
Brinnon. WA 98320 

Graves Creek Ranger Station 
clo Quinault R.S., Amanda Park. WA 

98526 

North Fork Quinault Ranger Station 
clo Quinault R.S., Amanda Park WA 

98526 

Queets Ranger Station 
cIa Kalaloch R.S .• Forks, WA 98331 

NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES 

COLUMBIAN WHITE TAILED DEER 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE (NWR) 

c/o Lower Columbia River Refuge 
Complex!1309 NE 134th St. 
Vancouver WA 98665 [7:30-4:15J 
206/696-7796 

DUNGENESS N.W.R. 
2109 Old Olympic Hwy 
Sequim, WA 98382 
206/683-7040 

McNARY N.W.R. 
c/o Umatilla N.W.R. 
POB 239 EastC'tl PO 8uilding 
(Corner of 6th and "I" Streets) 
Umatilla OR 97882 
5031922·3232 [8-4:30 M·FJ 

NISQUALL Y N.W.R. 
100 Brown Farm Road 
Olympia, WA 98506 
206n53·9467 [7:30-4:00 M·F] 

OAK CREEK HABITAT 
MANAGEMENT AREA 

clo Wa. State Department of Game 
2802 Naches Highwav 
Yakima, WA 98902 2061248-5832 

RtnGEFIELD N.W.R. 
c/o Lower Columbia River Refuge 
Complex/1309 NE 134th St. 
Vancouver WA 98665 [7:30-4:15J 
206/696-7796 

SAN JUAN ISLANDS N.W.R. 
clo Refuge Manager!NisQually N.W.R. 
100 Brown Farm Road 
Olympia. WA 98506 206n53-9467 

SKAGIT HABITAT MANAGEMENT 
AREA 

2214 Game Farm Road 
Mt. Vernon, WA 98273 206/445-4441 

TURNBULL N.W.R. 
Rout. 3 
Box 385, Cheney WA 99004 
509/235-4723 [7:30-4:00 M·FJ 



UMATILLA N.W.R. 
P.O B. 239 Easton P.O. Building 
(SE corner of 6th and 'I' Streets) 
Umatilla, OR 97882 503/ 922·3232 
(B:0().4:30 M·F! . 

WILLAPA N.W.R. 
c/o Lower Columbia River Refuge 
Complex/1309 NE 134th St. 
Vancouver WA 98665 [7:30-4:151 
206/696-7798 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT 
OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

Supervisor's Office, Room 201, Publ ic 
Lands Bldg. Olympia WA 98504 
206n53·24oo Recreation Division 
1·8001562·6010 Public Information, 

Fire Reports, Fire Permits 8< local 
offices. 

Nea Offices: Chehalis, Colville, Sedro
Woolley. Forks, Ellensburg, Enumclaw, 
and Castle Rock. 

1·8001562·6010 (toll·free): con· 
nects to Area Office nearest 
caller. 

STATE GAME DEPARTMENT 

WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT 
OF GAME 

Director~s Office, 600 N tapitol 
Way, Olympia WA 98504 
2061753·5700 

REGIONAL OFFICES 
Spokane: 509/456-4082 
Ephrata: 509n54-4624 
Yakima: 509/575-2740 
M ill Creek: 206/775-1311 
Vancouver: 206/696-6211 
Aberdeen: 206/533·9335 

STATE PARKS 

WASHINGTON STATE PARKS AND 
RECREATION COMMISSION 

Public Affairs Office, 7150 Clean-
water lane, KY 11, Olympia, WA 98504 
206n53-2027 

For information on campground availabil· 
ity. reservations. and general information, 
call 1.!ro01562·0990 (toll free) from M~y 
to Labor Day. Washington state only. 

(AC 

STATE INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE 
FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION 

State Trails Coordinator, 4800 Cap· 
itol Blvd., KP·11, Olympia WA 
2061i53·7140 98504 

MAPS 
To order a map Of directory from the 
USGS directly, contact them at the follow· 
ing address: United States Geological 
Survey, Box 25286, Federal Center, 
Denver CO 80225. The current price 
per quadrangle is $2.25, plus $1 handling 
fee per order. 

A linle-known source of maps 8< other useful 
information is the state Dept. of Natural Re
sources. Statewide survey information & fed
eral government maps (USGS & USFS) are 
available from: DNR Surveys 8< Maps; 1102 
S. Quince St., Rm, 103; Mail Stop EV·11; 
Olympia WA 98504; (206n53-5337). 
Aerial photo products & DNR planimetric 
land maps are available from DNR Photos, 
Maps 8< Reports; 1065 S. Capitol Way; Mail 
Stop QW-21; Olympia WA 98504. 

SNOW RECREATION AND 
AVALANCHE FORECAST 

WASHINGTON CASCADES & OLYMPICS 
206/526·6677 

t.'OUNT HOOD 8< SOUTHERN WASH. 
5031221·2400 

SNOQUALMIE PASS 
U.S. Forest Service North 8end R. Di,t. 

206/442·SNOW 

STEVENS PASS 
U.S. Forest Service Sky!:olT'ish R. Dist. 

206/677-2414 



MARK YOUR CALENDAR FOR A SLIDE PRESENTATION ON 
TIBET 

'%~ fi~ ~ !f- l~ 
MOUNTAIN BIKES TO THE MIDDLE KINGDOM 

AN EXPEDITION FROM LHAS~ TIBET TO KATHMANDU NEPAL 
SELECTt:D IMAGES 

In the autumn of 1987, a Seattle group consisting of two women and four 
men departed on a 600 mile mountain bicycle journey across the Himalayan 
Mountains, totally self contained. For 22 days the team bicycled over five 
mountain passes at altitudes ranging between 12,000 and 17,500 feet. The 
stamina of each team member was tested to the core of silent courage. 

On Saturday evening, 1 October 1988, the team will present a slide program 
of their Tibetan expedition at the Museum of History and Industry, located at 
2700-24th Avenue East (situated between SR-520 and the Montlake Cut). 
Team members include: Sue Blackadar, Eric Esswein, David Fleming, Jim 
Jarvie, Sara Laney, and Rik Langendoen. 

PROGRAM BEGINS AT 8 P.M. 

Program Complemented with Original Music by Lynn Wedekind 
Northwest Pianist, Vocalist and Songwriter 

Bring your friends and family! 
A preferred donation of $7.00 for adults and $3.00 for children is requested 

for admission 
Proceeds will go to the Special Olympics 

Area Four, Greater Seattle 

The success of challenge comes in many forms to all people. 

We want to thank the sponsors who believed in our ability: Raleigh, Scott 
and Jamis Bicycles; Jansport; Pro-Tec; Mountain Safety Research (MSR); 
Shaklee; Helly-Hansen; Kodak; Sundog; Prolab; Wedgewood Cycle; 
Patagonia; Outdoor Research; Hi-tec; Golden Temple Natural Foods; Aurora 
Cycle; Gargoyle; Alpine Aire Foods; Feathered Friends; Mountain Bike 
Specialists; Dow Consumer Products; Cascade Design; Wilderness Sports 
of Bellevue; MagnOlia Alpine Hut; International News Clothing; 
Intermountain Trading Co.; Ultimate Direction; Overland Panniers; 
Blackburn; and Jones Glasses. 



ALDlnUCHO 
c/o Mark Morrissey 

7912 110 Ave. SE # 701 
Renton, Wa 98056 
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Boealps Annual Banquet 
Friday, October 14th, 6:30 P.M. 

Doubletree Inn 
(see inside for details) 

The leature activity lor this month will be the Boealps annual banquet. 
The banquet marks the end of the climbing season and the end of term for 
this year's officers. It also provides an excellent opportunity to see 
many people who have been wandering around the mountains over the 
past summer so you can share stories about the past year's exploits as 
well as plan for the coming ski season. The guest speaker this year will 
be Tom Hornbein whose presentation will feature many of his climbing 
experiences including his ascent of Mt Everest in 1963. This promises 
to be a special banquet as it marks the 25th anniversary of both the 
Boealps and the first American ascent of Mt Everest. Further details and 
a map are provided elsewhere in the Echo. 
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'DJl.TE: 
LOCJl.'TIO'J{; 

l'ri.t£a.y, Octo6eT 14, 1988 
'Dau6Cetru Inn at Sou.tI1anur 

As this banquet will celebrate both the 25th anniversary of the Boealps and the 25th anniversary of 
the fIrSt American climb on Mt Everest, this years banquet will fearure a presentation by veteran 
climber Tom Hornbein. Tom and Willi Unsoeld participated in the 1963 American Everest Climb 
and successfully climbed Everest by the then unclimbed West Ridge, just three weeks after Jim 
Whittaker had made the first American ascent. This climb by Hombein and Unsoeld is still 
considered a major achievement in mountaineering history. Tom's presentation will deal with his 
experiences on Everest and his climbing that followed, leading up to his current climbing activities 
which included a recent climbing trip to China. 

Ticket prices this year (which covers everything except the no host bar) are the same'as they have 
been for years (but probably more than they were 25 years ago) - $13.00 for regular and family 
Boealps memberships, and $16.00 for non-members (guests). Payment must be received by 
October 11 tho 

The banquet schedule is as follows: 

6:30 - 7:30 P.M. 
7:30 - 8:30 
8:30 - ? 

- Cocktails (no host) 
- Dinner 
- Speaker presentation 

BANQUET REGISTRATION FORM 
NAME __________________________ ___ 

MAIL STOP PHONE NUMBER ________ _ 

MEMBER TICKETS @ $13.00 = 

ADDmONAL TICKETS ______ _ @ $16.00 = 
(guests, non-members) 

TOTAL ENCLOSED -.,.-___ _ 

Make checks payable to BOEALPS 
Mail this form with payment to: Dave GIoger 

MIS 7K-03 or 5404 Keystone Place N. 
Seattle, Wash 98103 

I 



BELAY STANCE 

Well, it's that time of the year again. What time? Why banquet time, of course. 
For all you who are new to the club, the banquet is how we Boealpers mark the 
traditional end of the climbing season. For many people, the banquet is where 
plans for the winter take seed. So come on out, enjoy the reasonable fare, 
listen to a few good stories, and formulate your win t e r 
climbing/skiing/snowshoeing/whatever plans. 

As some of you no doubt have noticed, the results of the election are not 
reflected in the front page. I promise to have this rectified by the next issue. 

Climbing reports. Boy do we have 'em. I would like to thank all of the many 
contributors who took the time to pen their reports for all to share. However, 
there were so many, that some were held back for next month's issue. I 
certainly hope that this level of contributions is maintained throughout the winter 
season. I won't fall for that old line: we don't do anything when it snows. 

Just a word: The Northwest Everest Expedition hopes to complete their attempt 
some time this month. I know that we are all interested in this event and hopeful 
of its success. Please keep them in your thoughts this month and join me in 
wishing them the very best of weather for their summit attempt. 

The news articles and opinions expressed in this newsletter are _ 

not necessarily those of the Boeing Company 



SOFT ROCK - SOFT TOUCH 

This is then the last of three articles which deal with 
my mid-January through end of-I,lay vacation, 1988. Here I am 
going to focus on the sandstone of Red Rocks and the volcanic 
remnant of Smith Rock, both soft rocks. Keep in mind that I 
sDent onlv one week at Red Rocks and two at Smith Rock, thus 
I·will concentrate on some specifics and may lack info. for a 
really good overall picture. 

I'iidway through my visit at Joshua Tree, just as I was 
working on the third set of soles for my climbing boots, so 
was I working through my third set of fingertips. The blis
tering and cutting effect of sharp crystals had definately 
taken its toll, p",ysically and psychologically ; it being. 
difficult to motivate through the pain of the sensitive tlPS, 
In addition, I was tired of goofing around on single pitches 
and longed for exposure. With visiting West German, Jochen 
Rees, then, I headed out to the Red Rocks of southern Nevada. 

The sandstone walls of the canyons here were cut and 
carved throughmany years of erosion. It is incredibly drama
tic and steep as a huge limestone cap tops off the sandstone 
to protect it from 'rapid' decay which typically causes sand
stone areas to be reminiscent of garbage. Thus these walls 
are not only surprisingly steep, but also amazingly solid, for 
soft stone. 

To say that the Red Rocks was simply the highlight of my 
rockclimbing trip is a grand understatement. It provided 
everything you could possibly want out of the rock scene. 
Provided are length (2500 to 3000 feet of climbing in the can
yons is not uncommon), exposure (do you like to see pitch: -one, 
from between twinkling toes atop pitch twelve or pitch-twenty?), 
difficulty (the routes come as simple or as difficult as you 
like, typically being a bit simpler than similar ratings in 
other areas), protection (ample protection with the Jorge 
Urioste routes being especially safe), and incredible views 
of a beautiful desert scene are but a few of the pluses. 

We spent most of our days here on an incredibly inspiring 
face known as the Velvet Wall. Its 2000 feet of sheer rock 
represented to me everything I had ever wanted to climb in 
terms of a long free wall. We had already warmed up on seve
ral other multipitch routes, including the classic Frogland 
III, 5.8; eight pitches through a major vertical crack system 
on the north side of Whiskey Peak; small unseen frogs bel
ching from the ponds below. Jochen and I had discovered that 
the guide had slightly overrated the climbs we had done, and 
also that we climbed aggressively together. We were ready to 
try harder routes. 

The first to succomb to our joyful frenzy was Epinephrine 
V, 5.9, an 18 pitch route (16 fifth class pitches, some fourth 
class, several more second class to the true summit) with 
multiple rappels (down the wrong gully!). Epinephrine climbs 
the right side of the 600 foot Black Tower via large chimneys 
and some off-width (5.9). From there, a prominent dehedral 
offers face and crack climbing (5.6 to 5.9) up the Velvet Wall 
for ten pitches, and then follows a fourth class ramp right 
for another 600+ feet. 

The climbing itself was spectacular and varied and the 



5.9 only moderate. I would give it a grade IV, though, not 
grade V, as it took only thirteen hours of climbing and 
descent. Those ten pitches on past] the Black Tower were 
incredibly aesthetic and exposed. The real exhileration of 
climb came from the fact that so many techniques are used to 
complete it. 

Our descent down the wrong gully was definately a flirt 
with disaster. (Follow the Urioste guidebook description of 
the descent down the southeast ridge from between the two 
summits of Black Velvet Peak. The gully we descended was 
just one too far north.) With darkness coming on, the down
climbing (up to 5.7) was still reasonable when compared to 
the rappels. The use of questionable slings on even more 
questionable chockstones down a steep, wet, narrow system of 
channels. Fifteen rappels in alII 

Our second real success was the mega-classic, Dream of 
Wild Turkeys V, 5.10. For this climb we used both the notes 
of Urioste and Harlin III and although we again found the 
climb to be grade IV rather than grade V (eight hours for 
twelve leads and eleven rappels), the line described was very 
accurate and great fun. I believe the grade V references to 
the time required to drill bolts on the first ascent. The 
5.10 was definately a sequence of 5.10a, only a few moves 
just before the belay at the end of pitch five, but run out 
a bit above protection. I found the climb to be very solid 
5.9, not even 9+ as described for a couple of runs. 

The line itself is incredibly beautiful and steep, 
cruising through three discontinuous crack systems for nearly 
1000 feet before the technical climbing ends at Turkeyland 
Ledge, from where rappeling is very reasonable and quick. 

Urioste's bolts are a welcome sight every twenty feet or 
so (especially well protected on the upper wall) as the climb
ing is sustained and very steep. The water eroding the sand
stone has carved unique hand and foot holds, similar to golf 
balls with edges on them, to offer incredible exhileration 
and fun if this kind of face and thin crack are on your list 
of fun and games. If you are climbing well on sandstone, this 
pup's a must! 

Just to add to the picture of the Velvet Wall, Jochen and 
I also bouldered (if you want to give our exploration that 
name) the other routes on the wall between Refried Beans and 
Epinephrine. Since these aren't all in the guides we used, 
I've drawn schematics of where these are located and their 
ratings, either according to us or through what we heard 
while in the area. 

One quick last note on Red Rocks: you need a vehicle and 
a partner if you visit the area. The area is remote and the 
climbs too far scattered for climbers to have a really good 
hang-out. The area is also infected with many low life, so I 
recommend not leaving gear unattended (tents Included), and 
carrying either a .44 magnum or a scum-seeking chainsawl 
Enjoy. 
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Smith Rock, central Oregon, probably doesn't need much 
of an introduction for most of you. If you haven't visited 
yet, I'm sure you will soon. My interest in Smith Rock has 
increased greatly over the past year, as it and its visitors 
have gained popularity. From the time I first climbed there 
on routes such as Moscow,.: .Ii'; IS and Methuselah's Column, 5.7 
to this years visit when I tried several 5.11s (read on ••• ) 
and a 5.12 (the incredibly aesthetic Heinous Cling), it has 
always been appealing to me. It was so neat to see all the 
"big names" (and some really awesome "little names") in ac
tion both at Joshua Tree and Smith Rock, and especially re
warding to learn first hand from the likes of Hidetaka Suzuki, 
Mark Rolofson, Steve Schneider, and John 'the birdman' Haywood. 
Sometimes talks, sometimes watching, sometimes climbing; always 
valuable teachers and good learning. 

In mid-March another West German, and a very controversial 
character, Martin Grulich, and I drove up to Smith Rock from 
Joshua Tree. We began to warm up on classics and to visit some 
of the "projects" Martin had been working on through the winter. 
I was lucky enough to hitch up with him as a partner for.neatJ:y 
a week before heading off to Mt. Hood. As Martin was a solid 
5.12- leader (on sight leading Heinous Cling, 5.12a, and ~ 
Chips, 5.12c) I was sure to learn. 

After cruising through a bunch of lOs I hit Sunspot,5.11a, 
named after the local cafe, and cruised through it, falling 
only when holds broke below the crux. As this was only the 
second ascent of the climb it was still somewhat dirty. Martin 
did spend another day later cleaning it to make it more appeal
ing. Climbing # 106 describes it as an ugly wall of mud with 
bad bolts which isn't exactly true. Since Martin had placed 
tempoary bolts on other projects (see Climbing # 108) his re
putation had been blemished and his routes scorned and the gear 
"temporarily" misplaced. Martin did test his bolts, jumping 
off for five 25 foot leader falls on each bolt; none broke or 
bent. The Metolius bolts, however, are greatly superior (having 
approximately three times the strength) and since Smith Rock 
sees so much traffic and the State Park wants the safest routes 
possible, Martin was told to replace his bolts (lovingly re
ferred·to as 'plant hangers"). 

My own greatest success at Smith Rock came in climbing a 
route with Martin which I called Overboard, named for the Kurt 
Russel-Goldie Hawn flick. It is located directly in the center 
of the steep Morning Glory Wall and goes through a series of 
delicate liebacks on thin cracks as well as a very continuous 
series of thin face moves, with several lunges necessary, es
pecially for shorter (5.9) folks like myself. The line is 
direct for 1)0 feet and intensely commiting, only a few rests, 
with very few moves being easier than 5.10+. The whole route 
tales the 5.11b/c number, thus bringing my number of 5.11s 
climbed to a handful. So I can be proud of that. The route 
is solid and well protected and goes recommended. Just make 
sure it isn't chopped before you get on it. One never knows h' 

when dealing with controversy and small minds what will happen. 
Look for description of several new Morning Glory routes in 
the upcoming Climbing issues. 

ALEX VAN STEEN 

I 



NORTH RIDGE 

AUGUST 

OF r1T. 

27/28 
kle met ~_t. the Aubu.t-n P:5;R .:..t. 7:00 a .. m. -:.aturda)'. 

ADAr'1S 

The p.:<T t)/ con-=:.i sted of 

'·.).;ughn ColI in";:., 

Ot t, :;.~.l f"lU(9i ·3 . 

.:1.11 88 climbing (las.-:· ';It'd.cls. In addition klAC members K€o1.)in 

. :t.nd Tom Pet-ko\,,1 tl,lE't-e along. kit? pi led into tV,IO [·;.r-:· and 

c:1t*o!.)t? dOI},in through ~1ortoll pa·;t the boonies, to an at-e·; ju-;:,t east of 

nOl},lhet-e, 2 miles. it-om the Indi·;n t-eserl,J.;tion d.nd :37 mile"::- it-om the ne-2tTest. 

tOI!,ln. The t,-ailhead starts at 4600 in dry and dusty ;·Ct-u.b fore·=.t. It 

never I~ets s.teep .:t.nd clirnbs. fairly s:.tr.:tight. Soon it turn"::. nice, vJith ";·om>? 

At maybe three 

mi 1 e-=:· it rU.n'::· into d. t.;l U.";. s.l ope, \! . .lh ~ eh it s.l/,Ii tchback·;. up .; i';'i .. ·J hu.ndred 

feet to the 1,!.Jide ,-ne.:-.dot!,ls. ca.lled mountaineet-·::. camp! vJe hi~;ed throL\gh this, 

up ·3. ·::.m.3.l1 s·nov,trield to ca.mp beside .:.. ·::.ilted l.;.ke, prob.~.bly 4 miles frorn 

the ,:ar'::', 2t 7500". t..Je .3.t-ri 1·.Jed in e,;.rl; .. ·· aftet-noon and s.pent a t-elaxin';1 d.:..y 

in the ·;:·Ut"I, ThE' .3.r-E'.:<' i-::. all t·ocks but therE' ·3.t-e 4-5 s.ite·::, clE'·~Ted. kle got 

a ga.llon of !),Iater fr-om Sals filter befot-e the silt killed it. 

He;;t rlIot-nin9 t!,le \!Jet-e up ·3.t 4. kle could not find the tt-·3.i 1 at fir·::.t, 

but jus:.t t!Jal~~ed up a rock/gt-ass. :.lope ti 1 tl,le found it. I,,!e rea.ched the base 

of t-idge in u.nder 3() minutes.. kle =,pent 20 minute-::. dozing 1,I,lai ting fot- the 

sun to hit the ridge- so we could clearly ·::·ee. The route u.p is almost all 

on loo·::.e ';:·cree .?nd f-ock. r'iot qui t.e IITt-\IO fort!J.;.rd one ba.ckll loose but not 

cliff. Het-e one sct-a.mbles 

0 1,.1 12 r the ridge top. The next fort}' feet are the mos.t expos,ed on the route, 

ll,lith the tra.il t-i1;lht ol,Jet- .3. cliff -3.nd oVE't-h.;n1;lin1;i roc~~ on the othet- ·::.ide 

l!,lhich tends to fot-ce you out. The trail then l;1enet-ally follo!}JS the ridge 

up I,J2.t~:;d ng -:.i des· occ.?si on·3-,ll y. El.)en tuall y the r i dl~e- bt~o.;:.den·:. and moderate·;:. 

into a dit-t/ /ello\!J -;:.ulphur landsc.;.pe. The next ri-:·e \IJas a s.lippery -:.lope 

of cle.?t- ice \1,li th pebble':: .. 3.11 o'.Jer. Bri.;t.n fell on it a.nd cut him·::.el f a 

1 itt Ie. Then tl,lJO m- three more r i s·e:· of :·no\!.,1 .;.nd t.'Je IAlere on top. l,Je ha.d 

brou.l~ht t-ope:. rot- the ·;:·nOl·\1 dome, but there !).,IE're no crelJas·;:.es .;.nd the ·:·t"!OV.,I 

·::.eemed to be shallot,,1 most of the t-oute. (!'!e ·:;:.pent a. (!,Ihi Ie- on top, tending to 

to t··Hcke/ for pa.cking it and Brian for :.haring it) .a.nd tA.le 1),let-e off. 

l!Je took 5 hoUt-s up, includirl1;) the lot"ll;) bre-3.k a.nd les.s th.;.n tht-ee cominl~ 

dOI,lH"I. It v.,Ias a footkiller fot- mo-::.t of us. kle broke camp and staged a. 

De-3.th m,3'(ch out. in undet- two hours., our ~eet so->?!<.ming ifl pain ~.ll the (.\Ia.y. 

SOrliE' ft-ied ta.tel--:. and chicken in t··1ot-ton to replenish our l~t-ease a.tid 

chlot-estot-el level·::. e·;.sed the pa.in thoul~h I v,le v.,Iere entet-tained on the \J..1.3.)' 

home by.;. sportbike club VJho 1 i~~ed to pass car·:· a.round bl ind corners d.t 90+ 

mph. was home around 6 pm. 
ThE' ridge is bonedry, and .;.lot of the ·:.nm\l on top sulphul- fld.l,JOf>?d, its. 

definit>?l; .. ' .~ 2 vJ.;,tet- bottle climb. I found it to be ph/·s.ically ·;.n ea';:.}" 

(elaxing climb. 
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COLCHUCK PEAK (8700') N.E. COULOIR JUNE 4,5 1988 

saturday morning was cold, windy, and rainy. It had been 
raining all week with no signs of clearing. The weather reports 
forecasted rain and heavy showers for the entire weekend. All 
normal people were still asleep. Being members of the Intermediate 
Class we were naturally undaunted and prepared to continue on our 
climb which would have us climactically summit colchuck Peak via 
the Northeast Couloir. 

We met at the Issaquah Park & Ride at 6:30 sharp. Around 7:00, 
after waiting in the rain for our leader Tim Hudson to arrive, we 
were off. We arrived at Ken's Truck Town at 7:20 and feasted on 
pancakes and greasy eggs to build up the energy reserves needed 
for the climb. It was now 8:30 and still raining. After confirming 
our desire to continue and our destination, we .were off again. 

Rolling into Leavenworth around 10:00 there was a unanimous 
decision to take a quick rest stop. Tim B. and I seeing our last 
chance for real food quickly headed to Der Bakery for apple 
turnovers and coffee. So as not to waste precious time we ate in 
the van during the final drive to the trailhead. 

It was now 11:00, not your typical alpine start, and we were 
on the trail to Col chuck Lake. The rain had finally stopped and 
blue sky was actually seen by a few members of the party. This 
lifted our hopes for a sunny weekend which had been dampened by 
the *#@!!%# persistent rain. Somewhere around 1:30 we arrived at 
Col chuck Lake and set up camp. The clouds were beginning to 
disappear and the surrounding peaks were coming into view. We 
could see Colchuck Peak and the beginning of the couloir that we 
would climb the next day. 

There was plenty of daylight left so we decided to climb up to 
Colchuck Col (8000') and get a better view of the couloir. First, 
though, we had lunch and relaxed in the afternoon sun to build up 
our energy reserves for tomorrow's climb. 

with ice axes and cameras in hand and Melissa carrying the 
water in her fanny pack, we started for the col. In about one hour 
we had our best view of the couloir. To our disappointment, it 
showed us only the very beginning of the route that we wished to 
climb. We would have to wait until tomorrow to discover the 
conditions. with time on our hands, we continued up to col and 
finished the 2400' of step kicking from the lake to the col in 
another hour. 

The views from the top of the col were gorgeous. The sky was 
clear and we could see forever. Snow covered peaks and valleys 
surrounded us as our cameras snapped away. We drank the last of 
the water and decided against continuing up the east route for the 
700' of scramble to the summit due to lack of water, warm 
clothing, and daylight. A quick glissade down and we were back at 
camp for dinner and climbing stories. 



We awoke at 4:30. The morning was cloudy and cold. Tim B.'s 
altimeter showed that low pressure (ie. bad weather) was moving 
in. Our hopes for another beautiful day were shot but we continued 
on. After a warm breakfast we assembled our gear and started the 
climb. 

The snow was very hard and we were grateful for the steps 
kicked the previous day. Soon we were at the base of the couloir. 
We quickly roped up and began the climb. Tim H. led the first rope 
team with Jay and I while Bob led the second rope team with 
Melissa and Tim B. The fist obstacle, a shrund, was easily 
crossed. This led the way to the steep ice and snow. On the second 
pitch we came upon a 50 degree ice gully that had to be traversed 
to the left. When it was my turn to traverse, and I was 3/4 of the 
way across, a poorly kicked placement caused my left crampon to 
pop off. With one crampon and my ice axe I managed to traverse 
left two more steps until I was out of the gully and on hard snow. 
While Jay had me on a boot axe belay, I chopped a step for my 
right foot. Then, after plunged my ice axe in the snow above me, I 
tied myself off and began the one handed replacement of my 
crampon. After what seemed forever, I was climbing again. 

On the fourth pitch, Tim H. came to a fairly steep section of 
one inch thick ice that covered the rock beneath it and a corner 
in the route. Not knowing what lay beyond, Tim decided to climb 
ahead for a better look. The ice wasn't any better and Tim still 
couldn't see the rest of the route. Without being able to place 
any protection for quite a distance and not knowing what the route 
was like further on, we decided against continuing. Using boot axe 
belays, we down climbed to the base of the couloir and unroped. 
The temperature had dropped and it started to snow. 

It was still early and we had the equipment and energy for an 
easy climb so we decided to head for the summit via the east 
route. We quickly found the steps from the previous day's 
excursion and continued up to the col. From there it was a 
slippery snow scramble to the summit. After a few summit shots and 
Melissa making the rounds with summit kisses we began our decent. 
It was now raining and snowing with visibility about 30 feet. 

Back at camp we quickly packed up our wet gear and started off 
for the cars. We arrived at the cars around 8:00 tired and wet. 
Some dry cloths and we were off to Leavenworth for dinner to 
replenish the energy reserves that were depleted during the day's 
climb. 

Though this is recommended as a winter climb, we felt that it was 
still feasible due to the great amount of snow. We guessed wrong 
and discovered that climbing down steep ice and snow was just as 
interesting, and in some cases more interesting, then going up. 
The great attitude and sense of humor of the entire party when 
faced with bad weather and climbing conditions made the trip 
worth all the trouble. 

Climbers: Tim Hudson, Bob (Tim 1I. 's friend), Erick Kasiulis, Jay 
Huber, Tim Backman, and Melissa Storey 



Northwest Face 
Big Four Mountain 6135' 

August 13, 1988 

My partner, Jim Urvina, and I left Burien just after 6 a.m., 
headed for Granite Falls and the S. F. stillaguamish River 
Valley._ We parked in the lot at Big Four picnic area, just 
three miles beyond Silverton, then hiked the one-mile trail to 
the Ice Caves. 

The next mile took a bit longer and was a little steeper. In 
about three fourths of a mile the north face gains 4100'! Most 
of it being easy Class 3, except at the base there is a peculiar 
band of solid Class 4, approximately 400 feet high, which seems 
to guard against unwary attempts. Also, nearly the entire 
mountain was socked in by low clouds. As we were not sure of 
the best way to surmount the initial head wall, we decided to 
move to the far west portion and ascend an easier gully between 
Big Four and Hall Peak. This worked great until we found out 
that to get back close to the north rib we had to bush wack for 
one-fourth mile. Oh, well. 

At about 3500' the clouds lifted long enough for us to determine 
we were pretty close to the rib. The line of ascent we were 
using actually looked cleaner and more enjoyable so we used it 
all the way to the top. We stayed about 100 yards west of the 
north rib, continuous clean and easy class 2 and 3. 

The register was found on the east end of the summit ridge. We 
wanted to descend via the "Dry Creek route" but had trouble 
getting off the east end of the mountain. We could see most of 
the way down the north face from here so we decided to descend 
its eastern end. Class 3 rock brought us to the flat area at 
4800' on the northeast ridge "tower route". It was now a choice 
between staying on the north face or dropping into the cloud 
bank to the east. We chose the latter. It was more Class 3, 
except the lower portion, which was_two rope pitches of Class 4 
done in the dark. We were now at the large talus cirque on the 
Dry Creek route. At 3200' more cliffs barred the ~ay. It was 
10:30 and both of us-decided it was time to bivouac! 

In the morning we traversed 1/4 mile north (more brush) to a 
major gully which was descended approximately 700 feet to put us 
on the large snow patch on Dry Creek. From there Dry Creek 
takes you safely through the surrounding brush almost all the 
way to the river which was easily crossed; then a short hike 
through the woods brought us back to the highway. 

Ascent: 8 1/2 hours Grade II or III, Class 4 

Descent: 5 hours 

Reported by Sam Grubenhoff 



CHAMOIS PEAK-north buttress-July 23 

We 
1 D'~';! 1 ng 

left friday night, aware that 
roads to the trailhead in the 

we would have to negotiate the 
dark. Friends had told us 

it w~s easy to find, so we pulled off onto the logging road after 
SpUZZLin"r'J B~ C. full of confidEnce~ t.Je careful lid not.~d all the road 
forks, and bridges. Withi~ nine miles of the trailhead, the Y"oad 
woy"sened and we carrre to numerous I..L=S.-:::, hDU1:: <:::' !l.!here 1.L'e had to get out a"o 
excavate huge rocks from t~:e road. At rrridnight, we were making slow 
progress~ and at times the drop-off seenied too close for comfortR We 
voted to bivy where we were and see how things looked in the mornIng. 

We woke up early and the road looked no better in the sun 5 so we 
set of on foot to cover the remaining four miles to the trailhead, 
surprised to see the road so poor after good reports from ~!ome. As 
we walked, it became apparent that the valley we were expecting to 
appear on our right wasn't~ and further on~ the unmistakeable granite 
form of Steinbok appeared up a valley to the left, not right. 
Instantly, our situation crystallized: we were on the wrong spur of 
the logging road. It was the old-change the logging road after the 
map was issued-trick. Undaunted~ we quic~~ly retraced our steps back 
to the truck and careened off in the right direction. All was 
plainly obvious in the daylight and we were at the real trailhead by 
9 AM. This time all the Anderson River peaks, including our 
objective, t~le north butress of Chamois, were visible. The 7 or 8 
peaks in the group ~re all flaked granite domes$ which remind me of 
Yosemite. They look almost out of place among the rolling, timbered 
hills surrounding them. 

Crossing the washed-out bridge we follow~d an old logging road 
until we were opposite Chamois. We then decided to beat our way 
~traight up through the clearcut. Our route missed a bridge crcssing 
the stream by about 20~ ya~ds, which we found later. On another old 
logging road which traversed our path~ we dropped our overnight gear~ 
and continued UP5 skirting around to the north o~ Chamois. 

We were aided by flags in our ascent through brush~ tallus and 
snow to the buttress. It was noon when we reached the base of the 
rock buttress after a short break on the moraine to eat and inspect 
the route. We were encouraged to be able to see our route part-way 
up, and it looked reasonable. Excited to get into 50"19 fine rock 
climbing on solid granite, we started off~ Steve and lout front on 
one rope, and Mark and Scott on the other. Mark planned to lead tt!2 
whole route, which promised to be well within ~!is ability~ and Scott, 
just breaking into his first summer of climbing would get son,e 
thrills at the exposure. 

After an easy first pitch~ the second turned into a very moist 
dihedral with a dirty crack in the middle, and soon I was glad I 
wasn 7 t leading. Steve and I waited at t~le belay and after a time 
Mark called up to say he didn't want to climb further if the route 
continued to be wet and more difficult than anticipated. (Actually we 
were barely within earshot but after some yelling, we got the 
picture.) I had to empathize with Mark as i was not looking forw2~d 
to leading either. Mark and Scott rapped off~ ~nd Steve and J made 
the decision to continue with hopes of flln climbinQ above. 

It was not to be. The wet di~redr~l le2d to an exposed ~r~verse 



on some heattler barely clinging to the smooth face, then to another 
wet slab. Naturally, all t~Je harder moves were wet. 
came to had a rap sling with the initials K.N.~ from 

Ea.ch bel a~ we 
our~ friend Knut, 

whom we were unable to contact to get his report befo~e we left 
Seattle. Not too encouraging. Steve lead the whole route, 
thB.nkfull~'): because as the dahl lLt'Jre on, [l"tU ner"'\ .. 'e5 fr2~ed, and rlty ~,ody 

needed food ,'?-.nd relief. Time pushed us on .. Each pitch to the summit 
was filled with excitement~ mostly due to running water and 
2cumulated slinle. The gripping traverse under a roof, involving 
friction on down-sloping 21ga9 was ITly favorite. The route had 
challenges~ even to the very end. The guide promised third class 
climbing for the last three hundred feet or so, but Bec~,ey was 
probably hallucinating again. 

Any way, eight piches and some running belays after we began, we 
reached the summit. There was no casual break to rela), since it was 
8:30 P.M. and our bivy gear was a long hike away. We took a Quick 
glimpse of the surrounding peaks and high-tailed it towards t~!e col 
between Chamois and Anderson River peak. We made it to the col with 
only one rappel, and faced an awfully steep snow slope at dark. 
Since we had enough food and extra clothes, and the weather was 
cooperating, we decided to spend the night. 

Thanks to Steve, I only shivered a couple of times that night as 
we huddled in the heather beneath some pines. We got under way the 
next morning as soon as we realized we could descend the slope by 
means of heather and loose rock, instead of waiting till the snow 
softened. (no crampons) The descent went quickly, and we practically 
interrupted i~la .. ("k and Scott's breakfa.s"t tJJhen we arrived in cantp.. OUy· 
dreams of doing another route on Steinbok were shot, so we headed for 

For future reference: 
(rrrinilTi-s.l. p·r·O) if it were 

past the buttress on the 

the route mIght be enjoyable 5.6 or so 
dr!d_ You 
·:3·PPy-o-:3.ch ~ 

could ct!eck this by continuing 
Then you can look up and see the 

upper portion of the route~ and whether the snow is still orl top or 

C:limbers wey·e: Mark Morrissey, Scott Hunter, Steve Mason, and Jeanne 
Geng ley· .. 

Trick or Treat at Smith Rocks 

The last weekend of October, a small and determined band of climber types will 
pack up their Forrels (those are Sorrels with Firey soles) and adventure to 
Smith Rocks in southern Oregon. If you care to join this merry band of intrepid 
soles, call Mark Morrissey at 277-0050 (hm) or 746-6800 (wk) for all the scoop. 
We will have a local in tow, so all the good eateries will fall. p.s. Halloween 
costume of some form is required. Anyone doing the east face of Monkey Face 
in a gorilla suit wins a dove bar. 



Mt. Torment, S. Ridge 8/27-8/28 

After a 7:00 AM rendezvous at the Northgate Park and Ride, we were off to the 
Marblemount Ranger Station. After signing in and obtaining a back country 
permit, we proceeded to the Log House Inn for breakfast, the first for some and 
second for others. 

We chose to make the approach to Torment Basin via Boston Basin, as it is 
more scenic and has a better trail. It is not as direct an approach as the 
Torment Basin route, but based upon information from other climbers, it 
appeared to be a toss up as to which is quicker. A traverse on the slabs below 
the Taboo Glacier and a short class 3/4 scramble to the prominent saddle in 
Torment's lower south ridge provided the exit from Boston Basin and entry to 
Torment Basin. This approach was accomplished in 3 112 hours, and after 
dropping 100 ft into Torment Basin we reached reasonable bivy sites and 
running water. 

The remainder of the afternoon was spent sunbathing, napping and scoping 
out the climbing route, with minimal assaults by the killer flies which had 
tormented us on the approach at lower elevations. There were two varieties of 
flies; one slightly smaller than your average housefly and the other somewhat 
larger with evil green eyes, both packing a vicious bite. These were the worst 
swarms of flies I have ever encountered in the mountains in Washington. I 
took great pleasure in watching an ant attack one of the larger flies which I 
had disabled with an earlier swat. After a while I put the fly out of its misery, 
and continued to watch the ant attempt to drag it away without any 
reinforcements. 

The weather this weekend was particularly hazy, limiting views to the closer 
ranges, the most impressive being the peaks of the Ptarmigan traverse, 
running south from Cascade Pass to Dome Peak. We attributed the haze to 
the large number of forest fires burning in Eastern Washington, however 
towards sunset the skies seemed to become somewhat clearer. 

The full moon limited star gazing in the evening and provided enough 
illumination that I could read my watch throughout the night. We arose at 
5:15 AM, only 15 minutes behind schedule, and managed to leave camp by 6:00 
AM. A half hour climb directly up the snowfield bounded by the SW face and S 
ridge brought us to the notch where the lower S ridge merges into the S. face, 
as described in the guide book. The route from here was fairly obvious. After 
scrambling 50 feet up a dirty, loose gully we set up a belay to begin the rock 
climb. The first pitch ascends a steep left trending ramp for approximately 80 
ft, class 4, then turns the corner to the right, more directly upward with 
possible low 5th class moves. The second pitch continues angling upward to 
the left below the ridge crest on easy class 4 rock for the first half, then angles 
to the right more steeply up solid, light gray colored, slabs, up to 5.5, to a small 
belay ledge with a fixed pin. The third and crux pitch continues angling up 
and leftward below the ridge crest on solid sustained 5th class rock, up to 5.6, 
for a full lead, terminating with a delicate traverse into a prominent chimney. 



Another half lead up the chimney brought us to a notch on the crest of the 
ridge with an impressive rock tower on the right. From the notch the route 
crosses over to the upper SE face, which was a class 3/4 scramble to the saddle 
between the two summits of Torment, both of which are an easy scramble from 
here. 

Dick and I reached the higher W summit at 10:00 AM, having been in the lead 
and moving quite efficiently throughout the morning. We had some food and 
water and removed our shirts to soak up some rays while waiting for Eric and 
John. The views of Forbidden Pk from the summit were quite impressive, 
looking straight on at the W ridge and across the NW face to the massive N 
ridge. Eldorado Pk with its flanking Inspiration glacier running north to 
Klawatti Pk was also a stunning view. Moraine Lake, far below on the north 
side, looked quite desolate. Mt Buckner, with its impressive snow and ice clad 
NW face, was also visible beyond Forbidden Pk at the eastern end of the Boston 
glacier, with massive Mt Logan in sight further to the northeast. Mt Goode 
was also visible in the distance on a line of sight between Forbidden and Boston 
Pk. We could see even more of the peaks of the Ptarmigan traverse than the 
previous day, although the skies were still quite hazy 

Sometime later, John and Eric arrived on the summit, and after lounging for 
two hours we headed down at noon. On the way down I decided to scramble 
over to the E. summit, and to my surprise found a register. It seems an 
unnamed member of the Mountaineers had mistaken the E. summit for the 
true summit. There were far fewer entries than one would expect given the 
recently published Park Service statistics on climbing activity in the North 
Cascades, leading one to believe that few parties choose to scramble to the E. 
summit.. After signing our party in and adding a few questionable comments 
to those of previous parties, I proceeded to leave the register on the wrong 
summit. We thought it might be appropriate for a future party to place a 
BOEALPS register on the W. summit. 

We scrambled back down the upper SE face to the notch in the SE ridge where 
the roped climbing had ended. We chose to rappel down a nearly vertical 
gully/chimney system which appeared to lead directly into the notch at the top 
of the snowfield. Three rappels brought us to the snow and a ten minute 
charge down to camp. We hiked out via Boston Basin and were once again 
"torment"ed by the killer flies. The cars were a most welcome bug free haven 
when we reached the trailhead. Overall it was an enjoyable, leisurely climb 
which could be done as a day climb or combined with an ascent of the W ridge 
of Forbidden in a two day weekend by an ambitious party. 

Climbers were Rob Freeman, Erich Koehler, John Toraason, and Dick Ullman 

The deadline for the November issue will be 

Friday, October 21 st. 



The Ptarmigan Traverse - August 1988 

Peaks Climbed: Magic, Hurry Up, Arts Knoll, Trapper, Le conte, 
Old Guard, Sentinel, Spire Point and Dome. 

The trip had a typical start. Saturday morning rain in 
Marblemount during breakfast (with strawberry rhubarb pie ala 
mode) . It was still misty as we hoisted the packs at 10: 25am. 
We walked to Cascade Pass where it was drizzling at noon. All 
was not gloomy as Michele passed out a seemingly endless supply 
of homemade cookies. She was just up for the day. We also ran 
into Cary Chaplin, Bob Anderson and Bruce Lindstrom at the Pass. 
They were headed to Mt. Buckner. We left the pass at 1:00pm and 
the weather continued to be poor as we crossed Cache Col at 
3:00pm. Easy heather and talus led us to our first camp at Kool 
Aide Lake, 3:35pm. That evening the clouds parted as we ate my 
group dinner with generous portions of beef stroganoff, with real 
sour cream. The dessert was great. Ultimate Chocolate bars made 
by Ruth Bingle. After dinner there was an old TV show sing along 
featuring theme songs from The Adams Family, the Beverly 
Hillbillies, I Dream of Jeannie, Gilligans Island and Rawhide. 
At 8:00pm we were visited by Joe Firey and his crew. They had 
done Magic that day and were headed to Formidable on sunday. 

Sunday dawned without a cloud in the sky. Mike and I headed 
to Trapper Mtn., while the rest of the crew targeted Magic, Arts 
Knoll and Hurry Up. We left camp at 8:20am and reached the Hurry 
Up, Arts Knoll col at 9:00am. We traversed according to Beckey; 
around Hurry Up's north side on a goat path and arrived just 
below the Trapper, Hurry Up col at 10: 20am. A ledge gained 
access to the steep grass on the middle of the SW face. The 
ledge is mentioned in Beckey's variation on the SW face route but 
not in the standard route description. This "key" ledge saved us 
much rope work. By 11:40am we at the top of the steep grass and 
only 400 feet below the summit. There was some wandering around 
on the face and we finally climbed onto the summit at 1:20pm, 
five hours from camp, class 4. We left the summit at 2: OOpm. 
Because the south ridge, which had been our righthand skyline all 
morning, looked so easy we elected to follow it down to a point 
where we could easily access the steep grass. Unfortunately, 
after one rapel down the ridge and another to the steep grass we 
descended towards the "key" ledge and missed it! Two more rapels 
took us to the easy slope below the Trapper, Hurry Up saddle, 
5:30pm. The sun has set on this valley, thus it took us longer 
to descend to climb. By now Mike was slowed down considerably by 
a bruised ankle. His old reliable boots chafed so bad while side 
hilling, that he was now hobbling. We traversed around Hurry Up 
and Mike sent me ahead at 6:45pm just below the Hurry Up, Arts 
Knoll col. I arrived in camp at dusk, 7:30pm. Mark left camp 
8:00pm and came back with Mike at 8:30pm in the dark. 

The rest of the crew had began the day scrambling up Magic, 
and Arts Knoll, where they took an hour long nap. Jim was able 
to fall asleep while eating triscuits! Jim and Tim then climbed 
Hurry Up while the Mark, Al and John retired to camp to read and 
played Hacky. The class 3 summit ridge on Hurry Up was solid and 



airy. Silas wild and Dick Keggle stopped by camp on their way 
home from independent climbs of Le Conte and Formidable 
respectively on Sunday. They had done Spider on saturday. We 
cooked Mike's group dinner for him; Terriaki Chicken with rice 
and ate AI's group desert prepared by Michele. Some sort of 
Coconut crepe with khalua and whipped cream. Fantastic! So much 
for dieting. 

Monday dawned bright, ho hum another sunny day in the North 
Cascades. We had a lazy morning while Mike packed up and headed 
out with Joe Firey. The trip was over for him. The rest of us 
packed up and headed towards the Red ledge at 11:OOam. The ledge 
is a reasonable trail. However the old snow patch just before 
the ledge was frozen hard and those who lugged crampons along 
elected to use them for the fifty foot traverse. We arrived at 
the edge of the South Cascade Glacier at 1: 15pm and roped up. 
The glacier had a few crevasses but the snow had softened 
somewhat in the sun and we reached the spider, Formidable col at 
2:00pm. The slope on south side of the col was steep hard snow 
and we all had rough glissades followed by an arrest. Tim nearly 
bowled John over as he careened down the slope. I should have 
worn long pants and my buns paid the price, not a pretty sight. 
The traverse to Yang Yang Lakes went quickly. The main campsite 
is large flat meadow with short grass and heather between the two 
lakes. We met the only other traverse group at this point and 
the father quickly hustled his son and pretty young daughter onto 
a farther campsite almost immediately upon our arrival. I wonder 
why? Maybe it was because we were stripping down and jumping in 
the lake. Great swimming, but a bit chilly (32.5F). The bugs 
forced me to wear my full Gortex rain gear for lounging around 
camp. I can now say I found a satisfactory application for 
Gortex. Holes big enough to allow some breathing but not big 
enough for mosquitoes and flies! More singing after Tim's group 
dinner. "Roll em, Roll em, ... Rawhide!" four friendly dear hung 
around camp all evening. And after securing almost everything 
before going to bed we found they enjoyed making the mess of camp 
looking for salt. The lining in my helmet was completely gone 
the next morning. They also had the peculiar habit of following 
one to the "john", and licking up any liquid waste, almost before 
it hit the ground! Qui te disgusting. We had a great moonrise 
that evening over Old Guard Peak. 

Tuesday was sunny as we marched toward Formidable. We broke 
camp at 7:45am and arrived at the saddle at 8:30am. Mark and Al 
elected to forgo the peak after the rapid march to the saddle. 
The remaining crew pushed on and after traversing nearly to the 
southwest ridge we were at 7300ft on a rounded heather and rock 
buttress, 9:45am. At this point we had to rapel to continue 
west, we were high on the south slope. After the rope jammed on 
rapel and Tim climbed to free it we entered a narrow steep walled 
snow gully that appeared to go all the way to the summit ridge. 
John led the way as we punched steps in the concrete up the ever 
narrowing gully. Soon we came to an impasse. The snow was 
discontinuous and the upper detached block hal ted our assent. 
After much discussion Jim and Tim decided that they would prefer 
to rape I the snow gully. Two rapels and pendulum into a deep moat 



got us down the gully. In the meantime John had already 
downclimbed the gully and was waiting for Jim, Tim and I. We 
headed back to camp wondering where we had screwed up. At that 
point we were all of the opinion that the summit was still 
further west! The next day while climbing Le conte we determined 
we had traversed to far west. The dinner of stove top stuffing 
with gravy was good, but skimpy. 

Wednesday morning was sunny as usual and I elected to wear 
long johns in lieu of sun cream, mistake. The group left camp at 
7:00am and stomped up the trail to the base of Le Conte, dropped 
our packs and 45 minutes later were on the summit, 9:00am. A 
leisurely decent brought us back to our packs by 10: OOam. The 
traverse around the east side of Le Conte proved trivial and 
after roping for the glacier we kicked steps in the sweltering 
heat to the Le Conte, sentinel saddle, 12:00am. with Old Guard 
beckoning me, I talked Tim into joining me for the climb. It 
took 40 minutes to reach the summit and we were back with the 
group at 1: 25pm. We then traversed around the west side of 
sentinel Peak to the south ridge which we ascended to the summit. 
There were a couple of tricky spots (class 5.0) but nothing 
continuous. The summi t has several markers and a graphi te 
lightning rod. As evening was approaching we quickly descended 
the peak, scampered across the glacier and dropped dead tired 
into camp at White Rock Lakes, 6:15pm. Tim was an especially 
tired puppy after doing all three peaks that day. 

Thursday was a rest day. We lounged about the lakes. I 
spent the day contemplating all the peaks I had missed in the 
past due to "rest". Tricouni, Spickard... Oh well it was a 
pleasant day and I had a good book. "Lincoln" by Gore Vidal. 
Three rangers passed through camp on a northbound traverse. Also 
an A-6 out of Whidbey cruised over the lakes. 

Friday had the usual boring sunshine. We broke camp at 
7: 45am and headed towards the Dana Glacier. After following a 
boot path that lead initially down from the lake we reached the 
snout of the glacier, 8:45am. There were no problems with access 
because the slabs at the base of the glacier are low angle. The 
climb of the glacier without crampons went smoothly, even over 
the short blue ice sections witch were also low angle. Fewer 
than twenty steps were chopped in various places on the glacier. 
We arrived at Spire Col at 10:35am, dropped our packs and headed 
for Spire Point. A running belay was chosen for the ascent and 
it proved satisfactory as John, who was second, fell and was 
caught by the rope. Neither the point man nor the third man 
claim to have caught him, but the system worked. The summit was 
the smallest of the trip. One person at a time. A double rope 
rapel and a short walk brought us back to the col by 1: 30pm. 
Jim's knee was bothering him and so we postponed doing Dome Peak 
until saturday and dropped down to Itswoot Ridge, our final camp. 
This had turned out to be the easiest move day of the trip as we 
arrived in camp at 2:30pm. Mark cooked a good dinner while Jim 
hovered over the cooking pots. The dessert was banana pudding, a 
pleasant change, however letting it firm up inside the poly 
bottles was a mistake. 

Saturday dawned sunny again!!! We left for Dome Peak at 



7: OOam and after a brutal scree and dirt traverse from camp we 
reached the Dana Glacier, Dome Glacier Col at 7:30 where we roped 
up. This was fortunate as I "found" a large hidden crevasse 
shortly after stepping onto the glacier. I punched through to my 
right hip with the right leg dangling free in the bottomless 
abyss. This was my first crevasse in a couple of years. Oh 
well, by 10:00am we were on the summit of Dome taking pictures 
and discussing the very hazy skies. Once again crampons were not 
used. Jim was sure there was a forest fire. As we left the 
summit, 10: 45am, Silas wild buzzed us in a small plane. What 
about a beer drop? He later told me that a couple of guys were 
crossing the Gunsight, sinister notch onto the Chickamin Glacier. 
will the Agnes/Spruce Creek supplant Downey/Bachelor Creek as the 
primary access to Dome Peak? We got back to camp at 1:00pm. Once 
there Jim got car fever and wanted to hike out the thirteen miles 
to the road. What the heck. We packed up and Jim dumped the 
group meal he had carried for seven days and soon it was every 
man for himself. Al and I elected to take a "shortcut" directly 
from Itswoot Ridge to the saddle above Cub Lake, mistake. Mark, 
John and Tim elected to follow the drainage toward Cub lake and 
found themselves on steep, cliffy, dirty slopes which normally 
would have required a rope. It turned out that the trail was the 
best route to the pass above Cub Lake. Surprise! Surprise! The 
Bachelor Creek trail hasn I t been brushed out since the Truman 
administration. Hence it is sketchy at times. The bugs were the 
thickest we had seen all trip. Several of us lost it where it 
crosses Bachelor Creek in the middle of some slide alder. Mark 
had a particularly "memorable" time in the alder. AI, Jim and I 
reached the car at 7: OOpm and drove off to Cascade Pass to 
shuttle the other vehicles back to Downey Creek where the other 
guys were waiting. We arrived back in Seattle at 1:00am Sunday 
morning, whooped, tired, beat. A good time was had by all. 

Traversers were Al Baal, Tim Backman, Jim Blilie, Mike Bingle, 
Mark Morrissey, John Shipway and yours truly, Jerry Baillie. 

Swiss Peak to Grow to Lure Climbers 
From l!.euteT. 

ZURICH. Switzerland-Local officials plan to add a few feet to a 
Swiss moun\3in spurned by climbers because it Is not high enough, 
the Sonn\agszeitung newspaper reported. 

"This Is not a joke at all, we are absolutely serious about this," 
village council president German Anthamatten told the paper. 

At 3,998 meters (13,119 feet). the Fletschhorn just fails to make 
the exclUsIve club of a string of higher peaks in the Valais region 
known as "4,OOOers," such as the 4,478-meter (14,691-foot) 
Matterhorn. 

"A surprising number of mountain climbers decide against 
attempting the Fletschhorn because it is just a few meters short of 
4,000," Anthamatten told the newspaper. 

He was quoted as saying his council aimed to rectify that with a 
$72,000 plan to add some rocks \0 the top to take It up those few 
crucial meters. . 



PRUSSIK PEAK, WEST RIDGE (AUGUST 6,7 1988) OR: 
WHO BROUGHT THE LEMONS? 

It was a beautiful Friday afternoon and most people were on there 
way home for a relaxing weekend of housework and gardening. Can 
you guess where I was? Bingo! The Issaquah Park & Ride. I was 
waiting for Elden and Melissa to fight there way through the 
traffic so that we could start on our Intermediate Class climb. 
While waiting for Elden and Melissa, I met fellow Boealpers Tim 
Hudson, Knut Knossum, Tim Backman, and Steve Fox who were on there 
way to climb Chimney Peak or something. That would prove to be an 
interesting weekend, but that's another story. 

My climbing partners arrived and, after loading Elden's truck with 
all our gear, we were off to Cle Elum for dinner and car camping 
near Icicle Creek. Most of Icicle Creek is quickly being sold as 
private property and so finding a legal place to car camp is 
becoming more and more difficult. We finally found a spot by Rat 
Creek and convinced ourselves that no one was going to chase us 
away. 

Our alarms were set for 5:30 in hopes of being first in line at 
the Ranger Station to snatch up three of the five permits that are 
handed out on a daily first come-first serve basis. No one was 
there when we showed up but we sure weren't the only ones in line 
when the station opened. It sure does pay to be early. Later 
that day we were glad that we had waited for the permits because a 
ranger with a trail maintenance crew was checking for them on the 
trail to Colchuck Lake. A leisurely breakfast at Krystall's and 
we made our way to the trailhead. 

The hike to Colchuck Lake was uneventful. The log across the 
river was dry and no one went for a swim. We arrived at the lake 
around 11:30 and had a short water and snack break. Now came the 
long and tedious trudge up Asgard Pass. It wasn't long before we 
fell into a steady rhythm, zigzagging our way up the small hiker's 
trail. Two hours of continuous uphill travel brought us the top. 
The water and snack break was appreciated by everyone as we took 
in the views. We were now in the Enchantments. Lakes and snow 
faced peaks surrounded us and the only sounds we heard were from 
the streams and our pounding hearts which still hadn't recovered 
from the pass. This plateau is well named. We followed a well 
marked trail until we came to Inspiration Lake and found a great 
place to set up camp. After settling down we noticed that there 
was a couple of backpackers who had set up camp a short distance 
from us. They turned out to be very friendly and the thought of 
moving our camp was not a popular idea, so we stayed. While we 
started to set up for dinner, our neighbors went to the lake to 
try their hand at fishing. In a few moments we heard whooping and 
yelling from one of them as we watched him reel in a beautiful 
rainbow trout. A few moments later we heard the same announcement 
with the same result. This went on for quite a while and soon our 
neighbors had about ten trout. Not being able to eat them all, 
our new found friends offered us five of the smaller ones as well 
as a frying pan and cooking oil. 



A little bit of salt, thanks Elden, and we were soon feasting on a 
culinary delight that melted in our mouths. No one even seemed to 
notice that there weren't any fresh lemons to top them off with. 
We were of course supposed to be roughing it. 

After a dinner that will be remembered for a long time, a few 
climbing stories, the usual allotment of bad jokes, and it was 
time to crawl into our bags and bivy sacks. That was Elden and I. 
Melissa, hoping for a beautiful August night opted for a half bag 
and wind shell to cut down on the weight of her pack. The sky was 
clear and once the sun went down it became quite cold. Elden and 
I felt sorry for her but we zipped up our bags, turned around, and 
the feeling went away. 

Elden and I awoke at 5:00 to a crisp clear morning. Melissa had 
been up for a while. I don't think she slept well. A quick 
breakfast and we were on the trail to Prussik Pass with one pack 
and Elden's twin ropes. These were a blessing. Each rope weighed 
only 4 1/2 pounds instead of the 9 or 10 pounds for a single 11mm. 
A short hike brought us to the balanced rock were we put on our 
sticky rock shoes and got ready to climb. It was still very cold 
in the shade and the first belay stance became quite intimate 
until Melissa left. She lead the first pitch in good form then 
belayed up Elden and I. I lead the second pitch of solid class 5 
rock which was pure joy. Elden took the next lead which included 
the "crux" of the climb, a short 5.7 unprotected face, which I 
thought was even more fun then the last pitch. The last pitch had 
a short 5.6 layback then an easy chimney squeeze and we were on 
the summit. Food and water flowed freely as our cameras snapped 
wildly. There was a futile attempt to find a nonexistent summit 
register followed by our attempt to get sun tans. Soon, way too 
soon, we knew that it was time to leave. 

Two 162' rappels followed by an 80' one dropped us at the base of 
the peak. A short scramble brought us to our boots and the trail 
to camp. But not before a few last pictures of our accomplishment. 
At camp we quickly packed up our gear and took off. The beautiful 
scenery made the hike out seem like a Sunday stroll as we took 
some final pictures before heading down Asgard Pass. 

with two or three miles to go before we reached Elden's truck, 
Melissa and I began to race down the trail, full packs and all. 
Elden kept up for a while but soon threw in the towel. It pays to 
be in shape Elden. No one won the race, no one cared, but we sure 
did cut down on our time and had fun doing it. The whole gang was 
at the truck by 7:30 changing clothes into something less 
offensive. A filling dinner at the Bavarian Burger Works in 
Leavenworth and the climb had come to an end. 

In the immortal words of John Belushi: this climb was surely "the 
most fun you can have with your pants on." 

CLIMBERS: ELDEN ALTIZER, MELISSA STOREY, ERICK KASIULIS 



Chair Peak, September 11, 1988 
Climbers: Elden Altizer & Rick Wire 

This climb up Chair Peak offered me a wonderful introduction to the great climbing available in 
the Snoquamie Pass area. Being new to the area I've eyed these peaks with climbing in mind 
since last Fall, but the climbs of the Intermediate Climbing course took me to bigger and more 
distant summits all Summer. With a free weekend in sight, I made my escape. Rick and I met at 
8 AM and were on the trail by nine. A wrong turn at the only junction took us to Snow Lake, 
causing only a few minutes delay. As described in the Becky guide, we headed up through several 
screelboulder fields to the base of the mountain, stopping along the way to bag the summit of the 
thumb tack. After scrambling up to the base of the two gullies, we chose to ascend the right one 
as there were climbers ahead of us in the 4th class left hand (standard) gully. The right hand 
gully has two over hangs of unrated 5th class. The guide suggests passing to the right by about 
20 " however we ventured at least 50 ' to the right onto easy 4th class climbing. We did not 
return to the gully until at the notch at the top. This variation was enjoyable, however there is 
very little in the way of protection. Bring very small protection. A 3rd class scramble up the 
summit gully placed us on the top by 2 PM. It was beautiful and sunny, with the surrounding 
peaks enticing us to return. The return was uneventful, with two rappels down the standard 
gully returning us to 3rd class down climbing. We arrived back at the parking lot by 5 PM, 
giving us a reasonable return time to Seattle. 
NOTE: Rick is a new Boealps member and would like to climb with some graduates of the 
Beginning Climbing Course. Give him a call, folksl 

CLIMBING ROPES FOR SALE: 

THERE ARE STILL A FEW ROPES LEFT FOR SALE FROM THE BASIC CLIMBING 
CLASS. THESE ROPES ARE IN GOOD CONDITION, HAVING SPENT THEIR LIVES IN 
STUDENT'S PACKS, OR OVER STUDENT'S SHOULDERS (JUST ASK ANY STUDENT). 

GUARANTEED TO NEVER HAVE BEEN CARRIED BY AN INSTRUCTOR! 

THE ROPES ARE "9 - FALL" ROPES MADE BY MAMMUT, OF SWITZERLAND, AND ARE 
10.5 MM OR 11 MM BY 150 FT, EVERDRY. 

THE PRICE IS $89.18. 

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED GIVE RUSS BRINTON A CALL AT 882-0892 (HOME) 



SFERRY PEAK'S NORTHEAST RIDGE 

Ridges have always appealed most to me as routes of ascent in the moun
tains. The aesthetic qualities of a ridge more often than not draw the 
eye first, as one follows the natural line from bottom to summit. And 
compared to a face or couloir, from a climbing perspective, a ridge 
offers more dimension, more feeling of space. When ascending a wall, 
one's world is cut in half by the great plane of rock, snow, or ice 
above and below. Gullies and couloirs further reduce the mountaineer's 
surroundings, indeed, sometimes to the point of invoking claustrophobia. 

The ridge, however, seems to project one into the sky. Vistas and sounds 
vie for attention from all directions. As one climbs or walks from one 
side to the other, different personalities of the route appear. And the 
mind is less burdened by the danger of rockfall or avalanches. 

These thoughts wandered through my subconscious on a recent August mor
ning as my companion Jeff Hunt and I stood beneath the dark rocky bas
tion of Sperry Peak, surveying the rugged features of the northeast 
ridge. I had attempted this route several years ago, only to be defeated 
by horrific brush which led to routefinding problems, and ultimately 
resulted in a lack of time to complete the climb. I clearly remember two 
moments of excitement on that trip, the first being when we scared a 
black bear out of the bushes. The second occurred when I pulled on the 
rope that I had just lowered my partner Steve on, after he reached an 
impasse at an overhang on decomposing rock. The anchor point for the 
rope (a bush with sling attached) pulled out of the rock and fell onto 
our heads along with an accompanying shower of dirt. 

Resolving not to endure the beating I had experienced the last time, 
Jeff and I decided that a better way to gain the ridge proper was to 
follow the Headlee Pass trail up to the hanging valley, then climb to 
a large bench running below the east face, and from there hopefully 
being able to reach the ridge crest. This would avoid our having to de
scend and cross the valley beneath the Sunrise Mine Road, which I re
membered all too ","ell from my previous trip. 

As we hiked up the trail, the grey sky was lightening almost impercep
tibly as an invisible sun cleared the horizon. SWirling mists would 
occasionally part to give us views of the ridge and clues to the best 
approach. Upon reaching the hanging valley we left the trail and began 
to climb through steep brush towards the bench. Although it had not 
been raining, the heavy fog had left all the vegetation saturated with 
dew, and we were soon thoroughly soaked. After negotiating minor cliffs 
and two gullies (one major) running with water, we reached the bench 
and took a minute to wring out our clothes. So far, so good - we were 
now above the worst of the brush and only two hours from the car. 



From here we scrambled higher on class 3 and 4 rock, soon reaching the 
crest of the northeast ridge, where we roped up. The weather had been 
improving and now we were treated to views down both sides of the narrow 
precipitous spine. An initial section of class 5.4 (quite exposed to 
the west) was fOllowed by much class 3 and 4 scrambling, along with the 
occasional class 5 move which we belayed. One section in particular was 
thick with bushes and unpleasant, at times requiring an exhausting 
wrestling match with stubborn conifers. Vertical gain was hard-won. After 
several hours of this we reached a large step in the ridge where we 
stopped for some lunch. 

We suspected this next section to be the crux, and were proven right. 
Jeff drew the lead and was soon about eighty feet up the step on its 
right side, muttering and cursing as he sought protection for the next 
few moves. After what seemed an eternity, and with a great gnashing of 
teeth, Jeff climbed out of sight. From above came sighs of relief, 
followed by a shout of "OFF BELAY"! While fOllowing the pitch the reasons 
for Jeff's delay became apparent to me. The crux was poorly protected and 
involved strenuous and awkward 5.7 climbing up and across vertical rocl{ 
with sloping holds. Lots of exposure and a couple of old slings left 
where someone had backed off the pitch did little to inspire confidence. 
I was again reminded how ratings take on a different meaning in an 
alpine setting. Climbing 5.7 in a serious mountain environment with 
heavy boots (we had no rock shoes) and a pack while using dirty holds is 
a world apart from ascending a clean 5.7 pitch in one's favorite crag 
area using sticky rubber rock shoes and chalk (and no pack) .. I've always 
felt that to safely climb a certain level of technical diffiCUlty in the 
mountains, one must be very confident at the next highest level in the 
friendly climate of the lowland rock-climbing arena. 

The next few hundred feet of climbing were quite exhilarating as the 
ridge leveled and narrowed. The crest became a knife-edge of solid rock, 
falling steeply away on either side for hundreds of feet. Here the 
essence of ridge climbing was at its strongest, the sense of height 
accentuated by tremendous exposure, the clouds seemingly close enough 
to touch, the great undulation of the earth falling from our position 
to valley bottoms, then soaring thousands of feet to neighboring snow
capped peaks. Soon the ridge rose again as we bypassed a gendarme on 
the left, and worked our way over and around various obstacles. Near 
the summit we crossed a small notch and climbed loose rock piles until 
we reached the top at late afternoon. 

As we enjoyed the sense of well-being and relaxation that comes after a 
challenging ascent, I thought of my friend, the late Agris Moruss, who 
had once recommended this climb to me. Agris was very strong, and liked 
doing these long day trips. He had told me about the need to get an 
early start on this one, and I could see why. It had taken us 10 hours 



to climb the ridge, although the book indicates a time of 8 hours. We 
felt the grade II rating was low. 

Su7prisingly the summit register indicated few ascents of Sperry Peak 
thlS y~ar, .and none of the northeast ridge. As a matter of fact, we 
couldn t flnd any references to the ridge at a quick glance. After a 
stay 0: half a~ hour we deScended the easy west side of the mountain 
(there. s a trall most of the .vay), and were soon crossing Headlee Pass, 
fOllowlng the rough path back to the car where we arrived at the end 
of a 13 hour roundtrip. 

It was with weary satisfaction that we watched the changing aspect of 
the dark rugged form of Sperry Peak as we drove away in the evening 
dusk. What better way to escape the madness of Seafair Sunday in Seattle? 

BUshwhack rating: Grade I, BW3, WAl (Grad II BW4 2 e , ,WA for lower 
approach) 

Climb rating: Grade II-III, 5.7 

Submitted by Mark Dale 

THANKSGIVING WEEKEND Nov. 24-27, 1988 
Wallowa Mountains, Eagle Cap Wilderness -- Nortteastern Oregon 

This trip will be either a ski trip or a hiking trip 
depending on the snow level in the Wallowas. ~e will be skiing 
(I hope) up the valley of the Lostine River to the Lakes Basin 
under Eagle Cap the first day to set up our basecamp. From here 
numerous side trips are possible in this wide-o~en Rocky Mountain 
type of terrain, with high peaks, and lots of lakes and good ski 
slopes. The major focus of the trip will be a ski ascent (and 
descentt) of Eagle Cap (9500 ft.) 

We will be leaving from Seattle on Wednesday evening to make 
the most of our time in the range. We will be carrying skis and 
boots and will decide which to use at the tra:lhead. (Last year 
there was very little snow into December.) This is going to be a 
great long weekend in a beautiful range. 

Party size limited to 6. Call Jim Blilie at 237-4045 (or 
before 9 pm at home @722-0650.) 

, 



Mt. Baker North Ridge July 30, 31 

We assembled at the Northgate park and ride Saturday at 7 a.m. 
and continued on to the Village restaurant in Marysville for 
breakfast. While registering at the Glacier ranger station we were 
astonished at the large number headed up the standard routes on 
Baker and Shuksan. A note cautioned that the Fisher chimneys route 
was going to be a bit technical due to a schrund blocking easy 
passage to Hell's Highway. By noon we were headed up the Helio
trope Ridge trail and an hour and forty minutes later arrived at 
the edge of the Coleman glacier. The upper portion of our route 
was clearly in view and we roped on up to our camp at 7400', next 
to the rocky ridge at 3:45 p.m. After leveling some bivy sites 
time was spent studying our route, assisted by two decending 
Canadians from victoria who had just climbed it. Baker seems to 
be a magnet for Jiffy Pop, enjoyed after the evening meal. A short 
stroll from camp brought us to a notch in the ridge from which the 
Twin Sisters could be seen. Several tents were discovered upon 
climbing onto the ridge, in an excellent position to view the 
sunset. 

Around 11:30 p.m. a lone person without a headlamp came by, 
stopped a short distance past and proceeded to smoke a cigarette
unfortunately the smoke headed our direction. Two hours later, the 
first series of early risers formed a train of headlamps headed 
toward the moonlit Roman Wall. 

At 3:30 a.m., we got up and were out of camp by 5 a.m. What 
appeared to be a fairly direct ascending traverse of the glacier 
to the base of the N. ridge(8000') was cut short by a huge 
crevasse which ended nearly level with the base of the Roman Nose. 
After ascending along this crevasse, only minor route finding was 
required to reach the ridge. We then chose to zig-zag our way up a 
steep hard snow slope along the western flank. At 7:15 a.m. the 
rocky crest of the ridge(9200') was gained. The hardware was 
brought out for easy access- screws, biners, slings and pickets. 
The sun shone over the Cockscomb but its warmth was offset by a 
cold wind from the west. A moderate snow slope led toward the ice 
cliff which was crossed under to the left, using a running belay 
with the screws". Five placements and occasional dinner plating 
with two tools brought us to the crux section(9600') at the east 
edge of the cliff, overlooking the Roosevelt glacier. From our 
fixed belay in the shade, Rob led up over a short vertical section 
and through some variable quality ice as evidenced by intermittant 
ice showers. Two figures appeared at our rest spot below and as 
the last of us exited the crux they moved up but then were not 
seen again. Back in the sun, the second pitch led to up to the 
right at a moderate angle but with plenty of exposure, as we were 
now above the cliff. On the third pitch the softer surface allowed 
the use of two pickets. The slope angle lessened and we dispensed 
with both the belaying and the second tool. At 1:30 p.m. a break 
was in order. From here(10,300') the summit was in sight to the 
left but the route not fully in view; the decision was made to 
follow the Canadians' tracks up the final steep slope of the 
ridge. Below the summit dome, one more short icy section was 
negotiated with two tools. A short traverse brought us to the 



windy summit at 2:20 p.m. which we had to ourselves. Mt. Shuksan 
and the Pickets were cloud covered but Rainier was in the clear. 
Sherman crater had a particularly sulfurous appearance. 

Hardware put away, the descent down the standard route began. 
Mushy snow was endured down to the rock spur above the Coleman
Deming saddle; camp was reached at 4:45 p.m. After some tedious 
packing the final leg of the descent commenced at 5:55 p.m. and 
finished at 7:45 p.m. upon our return to the ranger station to 
sign in, we read that one of the two following climbers on our 
route had broken a crampon while traversing to the crux section, 
thus forcing their party to descend. Our success was celebrated at 
the Hungry Bear cafe in Deming. 

Climbers: Erich Koehler, Rob Freeman and Wayne Koistinen 

Noted costa Rican Naturalist Guide To Speak 

Explore the cloud forests, active volcanoes and tropical 

rainforests of Costa Rica with naturalist guide, Ms. Leda Munoz. 

Several Seattle area presentations will feature award-winning 

slides of Costa Rica's National Parks and jungle wildlife. Ms 

Munoz will discuss opportunities for hiking, birdwatching,mountain 

bicycling, and white-water rafting and current efforts to preserve 

threatened rainforests. 

Presentations are free, and open to the public. Slide show 

dates are: 7;30 PM, Wednesday, October 12, Seattle Mountaineers 

Clubhouse, 300 Third Ave W. Seattle, and 7:00PM, Wednesday, October 

19, REI Bellevue Store, HE 20th and 156th Ave NE Bellevue. 
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C()nservation ..... YOUR NAME HERE 
Echo. Editor •....•..•.. ;Rob. Freeman ... 77 ·22 ... 237 ·4157 
Equipm~nt.. ••••..••... C>~reth Beale ... 7 A·35 ... 865·537 
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MernbershiP.uRichard Babunovic ... 6L·1. 5 ... 234,5809 
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NOVEMBER MEETING 
Thursday, November 3rd, 7:30 P.M. 

Oxbow Rec Center 

SOLO ADVENTURE TO THE MAGNETIC NORTH POLE 

Helen Thayer will share with us a slide presentation of her recent adventure during which 
she skied solo and unsupported to the magnetic north pole. Helen who was born in New Zealand 
but now lives in Snohomish has a long history of climbing in such areas as New Zealand, Russia, 
South America and Mt McKinley. During her 27 day trip across the Artic ice, Helen had several 
encounters with polar bears and severe storms. One storm near the end of the trip blew away 
almost all of her food which forced to survive the final 7 days on just a handful of wall1uts per 
day. Be sure to see this remarkable story endurance. A special guest at the meeting will be 
Helen's dog Charlie who accompanied her on the trip. 

The meeting will also include a short presentation by Ambrose Bittner about the recent 
President's climb of Three Fingers Peak. 

I 
I 



BELAY STANCE 

Well, it was bound to happen sooner or later. As 
of November, Rob Freeman will be the new Echo editor. 
New opportunities require that I relinquish the post 
of editor at this time. I have enjoyed this chair 
and have confidence that Rob will exceed my own 
capabilities. 

As promised, the froNt page reflects the new board. 
We are still short a conservation chairman, so if 
you have an inclination, please step forward and 
assume this post. I have it on good authority that 
it is most rewarding. 

As the seasonal Seattle gloom sets in, I find that 
I enjoy the climbing reports all the more. Therefore, 
a special thanks to this month's contributors: 
Tim Backman (intermediate class graduate), Jerry 
Baillie, Rik Anderson, the indominable Alex Van Steen 
(who has been the mainstay of these pages this year), 
and our new fearless leader, Ken Johnson. We even 
have input from our new activities chair (via the 
past activities ch~~, but alas, due to a production 
goof-up (now, who could have done that?), there is 
no header for the activities corner. Apologies to 
the pertinent persons. 

As I somewhat less than quietly sl~p into oblivion, 
I would like to echo to the membership a sentiment 
which I feel reflects the opinion of the board: Get 
Involved. The board meetings can be quite lively 
(bring a flak vest), and, in spite of it all, this 
is where the decisions are made. Input is always 
solicited, but the board meetings are the best place 
to get your personal message across (the second best 
might be a letter to the editor). 

If you don't participate, then you can't complain. 

-off belay. 

'. 



G~eetings, fellow BOEALPS! 

As your new president, I thought it would be best if I wrote a short 
inaugural message to let you all know what you are in for. Not to 
worry, I have no plans to make any big changes, only a few small, 
behind the scenes that should benefit everyone. 

First of all, I would like to try to dispell a certain "hardcore" image 
that seems to have become attached to me. While it is true that I seek 
out physical and technical challenges in the mountains, by no means do I 
look down on others who's goals are different than mine. Some of my 
fondest mountain memories are of car camping with family and backpacking 
with friends, so my roots aren't very much different than anyone else's. 
The main reason that I wanted to take this job is to try to share the 
joy, wonder, and happiness that I experience in the mountains with other 
people. This club introduced me to the wonders of alpine climbing as 
well as some of my best friends. Accordingly, I hope to serve the club 
in a way that will foster the enjoyment of the mountains, whether it is 
from the vantage of a steep rock and ice ridge or a gentle alpine 
meadow. 

Along these lines, my initial objectives are to try to bolster club 
activities to try to get more social and climbing participation from all 
club members, especially those who are new to climbing or cannot devote 
very much time to climbing activities. I think that special attention 
should be given to new members and recent Basic Class graduates - there 
seems to be a lack of climbing opportunities for those folks. I will 
also be pushing for more advanced activities to be organized at a club 
level. Of course, there is always the risk that the average club 
member doesn't want to have fun in the mountains, but I'll take my 
chances. 

Contrary to my acceptance speech, I would like to invite everyone to 
.become involv.ed in the BOEALPS Board Meetings. These are anything but 
tedious and yawn-inducing. There are some interesting projects afoot 
that need innovative ideas and enthusiasm to make them a reality. The 
25th Anniversary Book and a possible Club Cabin are two of the more 
ambitious projects, and there are a few others in the wings. I strongly 
urge each and everyone of you to come and express your ideas and 
opinions, or just come and check out what really goes on at a Board 
Meeting. The refreshments and climbing tales are good incentives, too! 
The next one will be at 7:00PM on Thursday, November 17th, at a place 
yet to be determined. If you are interested, give me call. 

While I'm on the subject, we seem to be lacking a volunteer for the 
Conservation Chair. Jim Blilie has done a wonderful job over the past 
year, but he rightly feels that it is time to move on. The main 
function is to keep the club abreast of the current conservation issues. 
This means keeping our memberships in various environmental groups paid 
up (with club funds, of course), keeping in touch with these groups and 
reading various publications, and writing a short piece in the Echo 
whenever there is an issue that would interest the members. ' Another fun 
part of the job is organizing the annual McClellan Butte Trail 
Maintanence Pizza Bash. If you are interested, ple.'ase give me a call. 
I would hate to go through the year without someone keeping us informed 
on what is being planned for our playgrounds. 

I am looking forward to this year, as are all of the other Board 
members and Chairpeople. We are here to help you and the Club. 
If you have any questions, ideas, comments, or problems, please feel 
free to call any of us. Our phone numbers and mail stops are listed 
on the cover of every issue of the Echo. Happy climbing! 

~"--
Ken Johnson 

I 
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Town Crier (Just Another Night Out on The Town Wall) 
Ken Johnson 

================================================================== 

It looms in my minds eye, towering over the lush, green forest, 
dwarfing the sleepy town nestled at its foot. Its upper bounds are 
unknown, an enigma engulfed by swirling mists and hazy dreams. The 
stark, grey walls rise in rank 'lpon rank, alluring in their lofty 
grandeur, and at the same time repellent in their indifference. It 
is an unrelenting challenge, a glove slapping my face each time I 
gaze it. And with each taunt, I blanche at the thought of the 
exposure, the sweat, the harness cutting into my waist. Once in a 
great while, after a good day at the Lower Wallar in Leavenworth, 
it becomes a bright beacon, sparkling benevolently in the sun. So I 
forget my fears and joyfully join the chase. But each attempt 
proves that I have been tricked again by the Sirens, called to dash 
my spirit against the cruel rock. 

The alarm coaxes my senses into awareness. The time has come. 

We begin the climb early, Doug 8eyer and I. The first nut is placed 
at 7:00AM and we are on our way. Water in the start of the first 
pitch of the Davis-Holland route thwarts our hopes of fast early 
progress. The wall is just as I always imagine it. Water drips 
from all of the cracks, due to a rain storm the previous evening. 
Low clouds are drifting in and out and all around us. We both hope 
against hope that the rains will hold off. 

This is a dream come true for Doug and I, our first "major" aid 
climb. We are at once giddy and apprehensive, the enthusiasm of the 
belayer propelling the leader farther and farther from the safe 
haven of the ground. The lure ~f the unknown outweighs the fear of 
the unknown, and we become lost in o.ur craft, slowly honing our 
crude skills. 

Doug leads the first pitch, a 5.9 crack that becomes a slippery Cl 
when wet. Seventy-five feet later he is off, and I am on jumars, 
working out the tricky 4th class traverse toward his belay. My 
pitch is a 5.8 chimney, dripping wet and oozing slime. (Rotten, 
where are you?!?) I am able to free the lower part of it, but I am 
forced into some awkward aid in the confines of a coffin to bypass 
a damp roof. My rain gear is wet, in and out. I belay just below 
Big Honker ledge, where I spy a film canister tied to a bolt, but 
time precludes our investigation. Doug joins me and looks eagerly 
at the next pitch, the first nailing of the climb. 

So far, so excellent. Clean aid makes for fast progress, and we 
begin to entertain thoughts of getting off in time for a leisurely 
dinner at Pancho's. The pitches are short, too, a mere 150' to 
here. In fact, the Wall is only about 600' high here. A quarter of 
the way up in only two hours, we'll be off by 3:00! Doug launches 
into the next pitch. 

Being inexperienced at aid, we encounter route finding difficulties. 
I try to direct from below, he tries to lead from above. He finds 
the correct path and the pitons ring as his hammer falls. Soon he is 
at the first roof, travering around it to the left. He is able to 
use some stacked lost arrows, much to his satisfaction. Just like 
in the books! Suddenly, there is a grinding sound and an "Oh, 
@*$%". A piton has shifted, throwing the previously joyous solidity 
of his route into a precarious insecurity. Doug is unsettled, io 
say the least. For him, the exposure has been magnified by the 
betrayal of his handiwork. Forging on, his relief at a solid 
placement brings me much peace of mind. 



Things are imperceptably slowing down. Pins take longer, and this 
80' stretch consumes an hour and a half. As I begin the next pitch, 
we notice some other climbers below, working on the Green Drag-on. 
We exchange stares, and get back to our respective problems. Two 
hundred feet away, yet worlds apart. 

Enjoyable nailing leads around a corner, and I am stymied. A 
section of very dubious rock bars the way. I make miniscule 
progress on *2 Chouinard Steel Nuts (on sale now!) and try not to 
lose my momentum. Doug can't see me, so he talks. what could be so 
hard, the book says it should be A2? Expanding flakes and loose 
blocks sap my psyche, what can I say. Finally a long reach and 
several tense moments on a shaky nut and I am clipping fixed pins 
through the triple roofs. ThanK the inventers of daisey chains, 
there's nothing better for resting on those more than vertical 
sections. My belay is a semi-hanger, three bolts, a fixed pin, and 
two of my own for good measure·. I'm scared wi tless, perched on the 
lip of a roof, nothing but air for over 300' beneath me. 

I forgot the haul line, so Doug is forced to engineer a hook 
placement to hang the sack from. He climbs up to me, marveling at 
how hard it can be to jumar, especially up overhanging traverses. 
The true nature of our position hits home as we haul the sack. Once 
freed from its perch, it takes what seems like minutes to finish its 
arc at the end of the line. Butterflies try to escape our digestive 
tracts as we ponder the exposure. Are three bolts enough? 

Doug leaves me to lonely introspection at the belay. I try to 
become used to my stance, but each glance down or around ties 
further knots in my stomach. 'Some climber I am', I think to 
myself, cursing my weakness. And I always thought I loved exposure! 
Suddenly my nightmares are answered. I am pulled tight into the 
wall as Doug jangles down the wall! 

Of course the six belay anchors hold, as do all of his previous 
placements. He laughs it off, his experience with the shifting pin 
was much worse for him. Just o. poorly placed Friend, he says, and 
remarks how great is was to experience an aid fall so high off the 
ground. I wimper to myself, and smile hollowly up at him. 

He continues on, giving more attention to what he is doing. 
Suddenly, he calls off belay. Way too soon, according to·the guide. 
What's up? Just an offwidth he doesn't think we can get around with 
the gear we have. Besides he is tired. I don't fight it. I've 
been hanging out for three hours, now, and I'm ready to roll. I 
jumar up into a mass of spagetti caused by the awkward belay stance. 
It's time to talk. 

It's 8:00PM (where did all the time go?) and the Green Drag-on folks 
have their portaledges set up.and are looking quizzically at us. As 
usual, I want to go up. Doug has other ideas. He allows as he has 
had a wonderful time up to now, but going further would be pushing 
it for him. He thinks it would be no problem to rap off. The route 
will wait for us, he says. 

I think that rapping off will be a definite problem, not knowing if 
we could get back on the rock after the overhangs and traverses. 
Besides, the guide indicates that just past this 20' crack is a 
bold ladder leading to easy climbing, 4th class on the last pitch. 
No problem, we've got another hour and a half of light. We'll be 
off by then. I am able to persuade him. No way do I want to bail 
out now, just to come try it again. Is ambition swaying desire? 
Time will tell. 



The crack falls fairly quickly to Friends and Hexes. Soon I am 
clipping the bolt ladder. At first I am reluctant to use them, 
since they resemble beer can tabs attached to the rock by ten-penny 
nails. But there isn't anything else, and it's only body weight, 
and time's a wastin'. I pass by the belay recommended in the 
guides, and laugh with glee. What luck that Doug stopped where he 
did. No way would I belay from those things! Some of the reaches 
are getting really long, and suddenly I have to make a funky 
placement in a horizontal seem. What gives, this is supposed to be 
cake up here! 

But no. Doug calls up. It's getting dark, man, you want the 
headlamp? No, not yet. I want to squeeze every ounce of light out 
of the day, to deny night its arrival. And the climbing gets 
harder. I finally finish the pitch in total darkness in a stance we 
lovingly call the Mud Pit. The last few traverse placements were 
really manky, especially by braille, and all my free biners are 
gone. The rope drag is a lot of fun, too. 

Doug whoops when I am off belay. He has been urgently urging me up 
for the last half hour. It's cold, and the mist is quickly becoming 
drizzle. I call down for my headlamp so I can see to place some 
anchors that would be good enough to jumar on, but he can't find 
either of ours. He wants me to come down, to rap off into the 
night. I convince him I can get something good in, and he is 
consigned to jugging in the dark. I put in about 12 pins and nuts, 
trying my best to make a secure anchor. I finally tell him it is 
okay, and he starts up. 

It takes forever, ~nd it is not a pleasant wait. I anxiously check 
for shifting anchors, try to find a comfortable place to stand, try 
to gingerly haul (Doug has to help the sack the whole way, adding to 
his fatigue). I almost drift asleep to be prodded awake by water 
finding some new course down my back. In contrast, the fog moving 
over and through the streetlights of Index creates a surreal peace 
and beauty. At last Doug joins me and we try to sort our gear and 
out thoughts as we wallow in the mud. 

I am volunteered for the next pitch - I got us into this, 50 I can 
get us out. Besides, Doug is whipped after the two hour battle to 
follow the pitch. I am able to locate my headlamp, but we discover 
that his was left at the base, safely wrapped in some clothes he 
elected not to take. At least we have only a little bit of 4th 
class, and we're on top. 

Not 50 fast! Mud and water cover every available route. No pro, 
either, or even an aid option. I am forced to friction up slabs, 
grabbing at moss and vegetation, hoping that everything will stay in 
place just long enough for me to pass. After a couple of minor 
slips and some interesting step-kicking in mud, I am at the·"top". 
I don't envy Doug, who is really having a hard time trying to sort 
through the morasse of ropes and slings and pins arid brush and mud 
that I left him with. After a short eternity, he is battling 
tangled ropes in the brush as he jumars up after me. At last he 
joins me. It is 2:00AM. 

After a brief rest to coil ropes and consolidate our gear, as well 
as finish off our food and water, we set off for our grail: the 
obvious descent gully. We wander here, we wnder there, we discover 
roads that go from nowhere to nowhere. We peer over the edge of the 
cliff and fantasize about the car waiting far below. Finally we sit 
under dripping trees to wait until light shines again. 



Doug sleeps and I vegitate, becoming one with my surroundings. 
Dawn arrives and we rise stiffly, knowing that the end is only a few 
hours away. We are able to find a faint trail which leads us to the 
rappel tree. A single double tJpe rap and we are at the base. We 
wearily make our way back to the cache, passing Lamplighter and 
Dana's Arch along the way. Doug eyes them hungrily, I simply eye I 
them. As we collect our gear, we look up at the Green Drag-on ~ 
campsite. There is no movement, and we doubt that they will finish ' 
the route. Everything is soaked. The trail to the car passes 
quickly, and soon we stumble numbly back to civilization. 

In retrospect, we are very happy about this climb. It was a real 
break though for each of us, though perhaps in different ways. Doug 
was glad that I wanted to go on, and felt that despite the 
difficulties it created, it was a very worthwhile experience. 
Determination certainly saw us through. He used this as a 
springboard for further vertical adventures, having since soloed 
several aid pitches as well as spending the night out on his 
portaledge 80' up the Lower Wall. For me it was a well attained 
goal, hard fought and hard gained. It showed me my strengths and 
frailties, and shed the light of reality on something that I could 
only perceive as nebulous and elusive. 

I would recommend this route to anyone wondering what a moderately 
long aid route is like. It is pretty straightforward, with 
interesting and varied climbing in an exposed position. The lower 
pitches were certainly fun, anc the upper part would be okay too if 
there was no time pressure. Just try to do it when it is dry 
and sunny, and make sure you get a very early start. 

Now Doug is bugging me to climb the Drag-on in a two day venture, 
complete with hanging bivy. Hmmmm, might be fun. who knows? Mayhe 
someday I'll even be able to think of the Wall as something other 
than a brooding giant. 



ANNOUNCING 

The First Twenty-Five Years of BOEALPS 
an historical (hysterical!) compilation 

Ever wondered about those early years of BOEALPS? How about some of those early 
adventures and adventurers? Well, here's your chance to get the real scoop! In a book, soon to be 
published, you'11 be able to read all about the antics and accomplishments of the people who started it 
all ... and of those who kept the spirit going. 

"On June 26, 1963, a small group of climbers, friends and acquaintances from the 
Boeing Company, gathered together at lunchtime to draw up plans for a new climbing club. 
Already, several successful outings had been canied out, and the idea of forming a club to 
consolidate the ''Boeing family" climbers had been percolating about for some time. The 
catalyst for getting the club off the ground, however, was likely the recent trip to California to 
climb Mt. Shasta. 

"That trip began on June 7, 1963, when 39 climbers left Seattle and Tacoma on a 
chartered bus, bound for Mt. Shasta, and ended forty-one hours and twenty minutes later. In 
between, the climbers enjoyed glorious weather, perfect snow conditions, and a full moon for 
climbing. Of course, that's not to underscore the revelrous bus ride and an after-climb swim 
and steak barbecue. Apparently the only problems were route-finding during the bus trip! 
Back in Seattle, those friends began the task of forming their own club to ensure that more trips 
like that one would be planned. . 

"!n·the years that followed, the ranks of BOEALPS members waxed and waned, 
averaging between 200 and 300 in recent years. In some years, company layoffs made 
executive board positions and committee chairs seem more like musical chairs. Still the club 
endured--not only endured, but enthusiastically canied out its objectives, year after year, in the 
spirit of adventure and fun that characterizes so many alpinists." (Condensed from the book.) 

That spirit comes through in the pages of our book-in the retelling of many successful, and not
so-succe~sful, undenak:ings of the club and its members. Each year is summarized; numerous club 
adventures and individual achievements are spotlighted. Reprints and recaps of some of the most 
memorable climbs and adventures are featured, as are photos and drawings from some of our own 
talented members. 

Don't miss out! Only a limited number of these books will be published and when they're gone 
they're gone! This book is sure to become a collector's item. . 

The book will be available in early 1989. But, if you order your copy now, before it gcies to 
print, you'll save 20 % ! . . 

Special Pre-publication price: 

Mter-publication price: 

$12.00 

$15.00 

Don't let this unique opportunity slip by! 

--



******************************************** 
******** NOTICE TO ALL CLIMBERS ******** 
************************k******************* 

There has recently been a spate of problems with several types 
of rock climbing protection. These defects may be slight, but 
the consequences of ignoring them could be FATAL! The problems and 
what to do about them are as follows: 

WILD COUNTRY FRIENDS and TECHNICAL FRIENDS manufactured after 
January 1st, 1988, have been found to have manufacturing defects. 
The problem has been solved, but Friends manufactured during 
this time period must be returned to wild Country for inspection 
and possible repair or replacement. They will cover all shipping 
charges and replacement costs. Send them to: 

wild Country USA 
PO Box 589 
Seavey Street 
North Conway, NH 03860 

If you have questions, call them at 1-800-543-7264 

LOWE TRICAMS #7, #6, and #5 also have manufacturing defects. These 
are the larger sizes, which feature side plates connected by 
cross members. The smaller sizes, which are forged from a single 
piece of aluminum, are unaffected by this recall. They will 
be replaced with new models frE~ of charge. Send them to: 

Lowe Alpine Systems 
620 Compton street 
Broomfield, CO 80020 

C.A.M. THREE CAM UNITS have been found to fail under extreemely 
small loads. These TCUs, made by Canadian Alpine Manufacturing, are 
available only at Extreem Mountaineering and the Mountain Equipment 
Co-op in Canada, so if you got some TCUs in Squamish, check to see 
if they are C.A.M. products. There is not set policy for returning 
these at this time. The best thing to do is to contact Extreem 
Mountaineering in British Columbia. I don't have their number at 
press time, but I will by the time you read this. Call Ken Johnson 
at 342-3974 for more information. 



ACTIVITIES MEETING 

There will be an activities planning meeting on. Tuesday, 
November 8th at 6:00 at the North Lake Tavern. This place 
is reputed to have the best pizza in all the lower 48 (well, 
at least greater Seattle). So come on out, share free pizza 
and beverages, and let's get some really good activities 
planned for the next year. We are especially looking for 
volunteers to lead club climbs, of which there were 
startlingly few this year! 

ELEPHANT LODGE 
Southern British Columbia 

November 25-27 

The always fun Elephant's .Lodge Thanksgiving Cross Country 
Ski Extravaganza will be hosted by our own activities 
chairclimber Melissa Storey. Coat and tie optional, fun a 
must. So bring your ski is and your Mickey Mouse ears and 
let's have some fun! Call Melissa at either work (655-0096) 
or home (633-3730). See ya there (eh?). 

WINTER CLIMB OF MOUNT RAINIER 

Climb Mt. Ranier during the holiday break, afteer Christmas! 
Four to five days on the mountain, starting the 26th, to 
provide time for telemarking, and to try more than one route 
on the Mountain. Contact Elden Altizer at 234-1721, MS 97-
17 if interested. 



NORTH CASCADES BASECAMP 
Friday Through Sunday, January 20 - 22, 1989 

Mark your calendars and send in your reservations now! 
Boealps' annual trek to the upper Methow valley for a 
weekend of X-country skiing is at hand. We have reserved 
onne six-person room, one four-person room, and two two
person rooms - space for fourteen in all. Bedding and meals 
are included: Friday and Saturday dinner, Saturday and 
Sunday breakfast, and makings for box lunches Saturday and 
Sunday. There are miles of g.roomed traines, helicopters 
skiing, hot tubbing, and more. Send a check for $83 per 
person, payable to Boealps, to Melissa Storey at MiS lR-40. 
For further information, call Melissa at 655-0096 (work) or 
633-3730, any time day or night. 

WALLOWA MOUNTAINS 
Eagle Cap Wilderness -- Northeastern Oregon 

Thanksgiving Weekend, November 24-27, 1988 

This trip will be either a ski trip or a hiking trip 
depending on the snow level in the Wallowas. We wili be 
skiing (I hope) up the valley of the Lostine River to the 
Lakes Basin under Eagle Cap' the first day to set up our 
basecamp. From here, numerous side trips are possible in 
the wide-open Rocky Mountain type of terrain, with high 
peaks and lots of lakes and good ski slopes. The major 
focus of the trip will be a ski ascent (and descent!) of 
Eagle Cap (9500 ft). 

We will be leaving from Seattle on Wednesday evening to make 
the most of our time in the range. We will be carrying skis. 
and boots and will decide which to use at the trailhead 
(last year there was very little snow into December). This 
is going to be a great long weekend in. a beautiful range. 

Party size is limited to six. Call Jim Blilie at 237-4045 
(or before 9 pm at home @722-0650) . 

.. 



JUST THE OTHER SIDE OF KANSAS .•. 

lies a tremendous range of mountains. I had seen them in earlier 
years in both picture books and maps, and had even visited them a 
time or two. Mostly as refuge during my entrapment during those 
years I spent schooling in Texas. 

While the summer programming in North Carolina ended last 
week, fall programming is just around the corner and the inter
esting work of our adventure camp will keep me busy 'til winter. 
The two weeks inbetween spell vacation break. To some folks that 
may be beer and the boob tube, to me it means ROAD TRIPI 

I had already travelled and explored the Ouachita Mountains 
in Oklahoma, the Mississippi River Valley north to Missouri, and 
the gravel coal roads through Kentucky and Virginia just a few 
months ago as well as played those five months on the West Coast 
that ya'll have read about. So where would I go? Wh~,t would 
satisfy me? I contemplated a quick tour of East Coast climbing 
but I've been here all summer (I had a chance to explore many 
wonderful areas and hope to detail that in months to come.) and 
so the next thing to come to mind were those glorious mountains 
of yesteryear ••• just the other side of Kansas. Namely ••. the 
Rockies., 

So about thirty hours later,I find myself red-eyed and very 
highlycaffeinated staring at a "still familiar after all those 
years" Lumpy Ridge, Rocky Mountains, and Estes Park. Wonderful 
colors and shapes as multilayers of clouds rolled over the Front 
Range and shade Estes from,the heat of the early day. It was 
great to be back. 

I thre'aded my way through globs of tourons to the safety and 
hospitality of Mike and Peggy Donahue's Colorado Mountain School, 
(C.M.S.), finding bunk space and shower time at their beautiful, 
newly remodeled climber's hostel. Talk about doing wonders I Only 
for the evening feeding did I remove my lethargic, drive-tired 
body from the security of a soft pillow and thus was spent the 
remainder of the day. Only after feeling much revived following 
rest and feed did I begin to search out partners for the days to 
come. 

The first few days were spent at Lumpy Ridge, readjusting 
myself not only to Colorado's fine granite but also to carrying a 
pack at an altitude 6000 feet higher than the East Coast. By the 
end of those two days I felt somewhat more in tune and although 
the routes were fun in the sun, I longed for something "real". 
Realizing that I was neither smoothly tuned nor completely adjusted 
to the thinner air, I needed a classic that would be fun and not 
end up being epic. 

Rocky Mountain Nat'l. Park is beautiful, varied, expansive 
and presently sporting good weather. In addition,' registering 
for climbs is no longer mandatory. With all the right happening 
the way it was, it didn't take long to decide what to do •.. the 
infamous spire of spires, the Petit Grepon. 

This 800 foot high pinnacle, aside from being a mountain
eering classic, has always held me with a certain fascination. 
Never enough, admittedly, to make a special trip to Colorado to 
try it, but enough to ensure I attempt it if I were in the area. 



The Petit Grepon rises dramatically from the beautiful 
sea-green Skypond and sparse forest patches at its south. It 
towers from a large slabby base to a thinning, overhanging prow -
totally captivat~lg. Surrounding it as a heavy coat are impo~ing 
blades of rock and several permanent snowfields. These occas~on
ally spit boulders, avalanching in a roar of thunder and dust, 
to the basin below, reminding me that although I was enjoying the 
Petit through optimal weather, these mountains are real. Neither 
caring nor acknowledging my life, my activities, or my death, I 
would need to work with what the mountain would provide for me 
and not attempt to conquer or be overconfident. 

The several miles of walk in to the base needed to be done 
in the wee hours. And so for four hours I ambled liesurely over 
the cobblestones, roots, and creeks, not seeing much more than 
the few feet my headlamp illuminated. Near dawn I became entranced 
by the stars shimmering and reflecting in Skypond. I brought my 
gaze from my feet. past the pond. up the steep talus field. and up 
through the crack systems to the overhanging prow and summit block 
of the Petit. The early dawn cast a romantic warmth on the spire. 
and I went nuts. What a sightl I got psyched! 

For several hours we climbed underneath the prow on the south
east side of the spire. We climbed with fluidity of motion and 
lightness of heart. stopping at each belay station for chewy granola 
bars, berry flavored Bugs Bunny punch, and a few laughs. The 
climbing was neither difficult nor dangerous; it protected well 
and belay stations were on the order of seats rather than stances. 

Higher on the upper pitches the climbing became more difficult 
as the wall st'eepened and the exposure .increas~d. the ominous prow 
now directly overhead. Eventually we headed right onto the east 
side to bypass the prow and climbed toward the arete above the east 
face which would lead to the summit block. 

The climbing was fantastic for two reasons that especially 
stand out in my head. One was the exposure. If I hadn't already 
climbed the severly exposed ridges and faces I have I certainly 
would have been tweeked. On the start of pitch seven. leaving my 
belay stance of two feet square. 800 overhanging feet dropping 
away on three of the four sides. I climbed quite exposed along 
the east face. Then crawling past a second stance along the narrow 
arete to a very commiting pullover some blocks. incredible expo
sure as the west face arched below me, all helped to give my heart 
an extra flut·ter. 

In addition (two). the climbing was very complicated and 
continuous for its class. and this made it incredibly enjoyable. 
Much of the work higher up was neither obvious nor straightforward, 
requiring a keen sense of routefinding as well as adaptibi~ity 
through the sequepces. This is one of the few routes I have 
climbed that is so formed. Nearly every technique I know had to 
be used on the climb, many times a single pitch required a multi
tude of sequences and lots of concentration. I hope I am able to 
climb many more routes just like it. 

On the summit block we celebrated (with chewy granola bars 
and berry flavoreu Bugs Bunny punch ••• burp ••. and handshakes) 
and talked of what nice pictures this would make if any of us had 



a camera. 
A long descent would follow but we had plenty of light left 

so we had but to begin. Rappeling north into the notch between 
the two summits and then east to a grassy ramp below got us through 
the rappeling. A quick, easy scramble up the left side of the 
couloir lead us to the East Col beyond the two summits of the Petit. 
From here a severely lengthy talus field dropped us several hours 
later to the Andrew's Glacier Trail and eventually about four miles 
back to the parking lot. 

Be warned that the descent can be epic and no fun if you try 
to rappel either of the two couloirs back to Skypond. If you ever 
climb the Petit, descend the way we did or face the angry moun~ain 
gods (in the form of a skree avalanche down a death gully) and pay 
the price of ignorance. 

The only rotten thing that happened is that I retwisted my 
ankle (twisted two weeks before while backpacking in the Smokies) 
and had to cut short my climbing. Howe'ler, the climbs I had been 
able to do. the friends I had made, and the pizza we were going to 
eat made it all seem o.k. 

climbers I Mike Donahue. Jonathon Jones, and Alex Van Steen 

The deadline for the December Echo will be November 15th. 
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T\·10 Presidents (and others) on Three Flngers 

Ambrose organized th~s year".; President's climb for the weekend of Sent.ember 
17-15. The popularit.y of the obJective and/or our retlrlng chlef e:'.:ec'lr;-~ive 

resulted In the trlp havlng a walt-list soon after the notlce ~la5 dellverect. 
Three Fingers 15 in the Boulder River ~vilderness, and thus was limited i.O a oart.v 
(7) of 12. OUI" group lncluded of six grad uar .. es of this yealw's basic class and 
three from t.he 1ntermed1ate class. 

It t.ook. us about 15 minutes to get our first cups of coffee at ~_he cafe in Gr3..nlt.e 
Falls vhere r,qe rendeZ"J'oused. The speed of the serV1ce was not of concern 
however. as the weather \'Ias t.ypical Paclfic North\'1sst grey and ~ .. he five mlle hL;..·.e 
'.0 our Goat Flats camp site did not require an agressl.ve pace. 

The t.raHhead is at Tupso Pa.ss. 18· mues above MountaIn Loa!) Hiqh ;'ia y up road . .. , 
'"±.l.. 

whose qravel surface was too much for one of Ambrose's tlres. rile decided to ~\?a.v-e 

i'~he flal:. to be repalred on our return. and took off In misty conditlons. 100 
HJ.kes in the North i..ascades refers t.o the 2 112 mHe t.rall to Saddle Lake as "a 
cla.ssic example <'Jf how· a tread can be complet1y worn out by the comb1ned f?fforts 
of hJJang feet and runnl.ng water ... 0.11 roots and rocks a.nd gullies ... " The 
f1rst mile in particular 15 as worn out as '5"ome CJf the 150 year old traIls 1n t.he 
Adlrondacks. The gUldebook didn't mentlon anyth1ng about the Klller Bees. 
~owever. Although a few of· our party got through unslung, they '."ere a d8f1nate 
mlnorit.y, and enough people got 6-12 stings to more than make-up the deficlencv. 

By the time we got t.o Goat' Flats (about 2) W9 '1o'1ere ready for 50methlnq to 11ft our 
the glonous view of the 4000-7000' overcast t.hrough ,,,hich "Ie had 

Knowing that we were a rowdy bunch. \'/9 picked a camps1te well off 
away from other campers. and about :300' be.LoH the t.rail. 'jvelJ... ·3.t 

water nearby. :l.nd if it ever cleared up t~he vie\'! to t~1e nort.:-:: would 

spirlts, 11k.a 
been hlking. 
the t.raH and 
least 1t. had 
be great. 

It \>la·s ,3 o'clock by the time ' .. le were S8r .. t.led' in caml? and finished w'lth lunch. 
Beckey ~ .. old us it ", ... as 2 li2 hours to the Sout.h Peak lookout. S'J 10 of us :;pnni'.ed. 
bad::. up to the rxaiL and continued f..lp the traver.sa of the r1dge to TID ::an 
Gap/Camp Saddle (taKe your p1ck. map and various gU1des disagree). A mal'mot vhlJ.se 
front doorstep IS the trall was collecting tolls. and 3. ptarm19an was pos1ng t"CLl~ 
clo:5e-f..lps 1n the WIndy .saddle. The V1e,'1 of the overcast \.,as less than 
breatht.aklng. so \'Ie hustled along. over. around. and through t_he hl!;Jh snov flelds 
>:'0 the lookout cab1n. Ambrose ,,,auld have nothlng !'~lJ do W1i'J1 the ladders ~r(r'rldect 

for us normal folk to reach the cabin. and declared that.. the final 50 fe<:-I". ''';F'l~!? 

";3..bou:t 5.6 ;'llth a nlce mantel~nq move near t-~he top." 7he Vi8\" ,vas so srecr.3..C.:l3.i
that most of t.he shudders on the t·,ell-stocked cabIn ',"ere shut to 9r:Jtac~. us :·.com 
'f8rr.190. so "'8 left the t-;;TO hikers who ';Tere spendinq the nlghl:. there and retc.1.f"ned 
qUlckly t.o camp. 

The last mile down w·as the f1rst slgn of 900d \'1eather all day. The sun I~lo\-led In 
the disapatlng overcast and on the surrounding rocks. Eacl<. at camp ;)y 7. V~ 
admlred the viev{s of Bak.er. 'Nhltehorse. and Three Fingers. After '3unsat \;T'9 \.;ere 
r..reat.8d to a full helping of :;tarllght and Ambl-ose··3 blueberr~..r cobbler. 1.·,.hlch. he 
claImed had no relationshlp to the huckleberry bear droDpings on r . .:-:re cr.?1.l1. 
Llqhts '''ere out at :3:30. but audio entertalnment I<' .. e?t some of TJS a\.,raLe {;::.r .sC:ffie 
t.1me after t.hat. 



Air.er a 5:30 ,..;ake-up ,;all. \'Ie ~/ere on the ,.call at 7:!)0. Th13 group ',~'~S '':';'':-3...ri y 
noc. DOf.1:nd :~or :;1~OUl. 'tie b8qan cetracln9 the r'aunhar tlall back cc Tin C.:iD G.3.p 
""hen Ken t.ook.. IJff some stran98 Slue path to nowhere. i"lc one vould f.:J.i.J.')v. so ;-18 

:,·ralted for Ambrose to confirm thar~ the trall selecr.ed by all the rest of f,:S '';'3 .. :;

cor:cr~ct. About tins t.lme the hIgh ov'?rcast started to show up and "",8 1.f'"'.:'nd~re':i. 1f 

~'/e should have read our horoscopes Instead of the opt::..mlst::..c -,Jeall'ter z-Crec."J..si.s 
Saturday mornIng. Fearn the 9ap we headed nort.hea3t acrrJSS !"_he 1,;11a.c:ec :.~-ead 

"down. across. and up") thIS tIme rather ;:.han staying on the rlGge. .A 
dIsapPointed MelIssa stayed behInd at the gap WIth crampon problems. 

We may have sta.cted on the roc}: a bit below' where Beckey describes the route. Tim 
led, setting four pitches of fixed ropes up the \'18St rout.e of t.he North PeaL. 
E:".:cept fj,r rat ten roc}<-~. particularly on r~he lower half of r.he foute. ' .. ,e en ioyed 
the clImb wh~ch. for many of us, ifas more roc}:, .. than .... '8 had ever cllInbed. in a da v. 
The thin ridge near the '3urnmit gave us a taste of eXDosure. partIcularly a,::; the 
wlnd \'las beginning to pIck up. As the fusi" .. contlnqent made It to t.rre '5t.immlr,. a 
pair of Navy A-6s buzzed the lookout cabin on t.he South Peak. ','lh~ch l~em~nded us 
h""'1 cozy we could be .just:. a quarter mile auay. We replaced the over-fllled 
MountaIneers summit register (placed in 1972) wlth a BOEALP!3 one. and headl:?d ba.ck~ 

to the ndge for lunch. 

By this r.ime It had become eVldent tha.t the logistics of getting 10 ,Jf us ,-tD and 
dOHn the North Peak was g01ng t.o preclude any ai:.tempt for the thl.cd su:mrrnt. Oh 
well. nobody really "ant.ed to add sornethlng called r.he Middle E'lnger r.O t.;-,ell· llst. 
of peaks bagged anyway. Tw'o SIngle and two dZJuble rope capells 90t r..:s ba .. cL co r.he 
glaCier, \'lith some sno'i'l and an lDcreaslngly st~ff \'lind ln the air. 

Back at the Gap we :'1.ad sno~'/ sho'i-'lers and the veekend ~'Ias qUlckly h2adlng ~,o\{a~~;j J. 

miserable ending'_ It t-ras 7 by the tIme r.he last soa}GDq t.ent was pacLed anc, ~'le 

began the 5 mile slqsh back t:.o the cars. The only consolat.ion was t.hat the, oees 
\louldn't.. be waiting to attad:. We ended up hl}.'.lng out t.he last :3 mIles ,).r '30 in 
darkness. I learned some hard lessons about dehydra~ion (humble thanJ<.' .. 5 ti_:: P.3..tt..1 
lor off-loadlng my tent for the last 1-112 mIles) and chec1c.:.Inq ~;pare r"lash":'icht 
batteries. The traIl. whlch looked hke Indiana Jones count.ry on i"whe ',.Jay In. ~'las 

even more threatening on the ~,'Iay out. I used my lce a:·::e as much for r-wor~ect.lon 

from Sasquatch as for a thll'd point of support. Unfortunat.ely the (lrsT. group 
down had no drlvers among them, so they got to stand In the raIn ~-/aItH'..9' i Of' the 
next group. When Ambrose arrlved. we found lJut the real reason he dIan r. sr.()~) r~!:, 

change the flal on the vlay in--he didn'~. have the tools to change it.!1 

ObviotlSly the trIp had lots t.o offer. For ::;everal of u-s it. was more r-opE-d rock 
than \'Ie had clunbed before. We learned ~.o apprec~a.t..e our curren ( and ne:<:t 
Presidents' patience and leadershIp Sklils. and ~'le now know to questlon (,r.~r Cie:·:T. 
leader \"hen he marches off on the path r~o the latrlne t.hlnkinl; ::,T.3 r.~'F::' ~J."ul ~_LJ 
the S'LI:mmlt. 

Dlrty (and wet) Dozen: Ambrose Bittner (Leader>. Ken ,Johnsori (Leader-t,:;-b~?). :-~irn 

Backman. Erick Kasiulls. Ehchard Kross. Mickie Ostroff. ,John Smith. Melissa 
:;tlJrey, PattI !3t.o"'lell. BrIan \velss. C['alg (,..httenbrink. and G:lk Ancl::-l~~on 
\ den ydrated rS90rter) 



CHIMNEY ROCK - East Face Direct - August 6, 7, and unfortunately 8 

by Tim Backman 

This was the next to last outing of the intermediate class and steve Fox and I I 
were teamed with instructors Tim Hudson and !\nut Nossum. Steve and I had planned on , 
doing Mt. Schuksan but this was not well received, so on Tim Hudson's suggestion, 
we settled on Chimney Rock .• 

Friday after work we left Seattle and ate at CleElum's Sunset Cafe (great 
ravioli). There we met the only other intermediate group climbing that weekend: 
Elden Altizer, Melissa storey, and Erick Kasiulis on their way to Prusik Peak. 

After a sound sleep at the Pete Lake trailhead we were treated to a traditional 
Steve Fox breakfast (fortunately the customary Spam was rep~d with Sausage). Under 
overcast skies we set out on the "freeway trail" at 6:30 a.m. with visions of doing 
the whole climb that day. At the two-mile mark a black bear ambled across the trail 
and proceeded to shake trees for our entertainment. Seven miles on the real fun 
began -the "way trail". It was typically steep, hard to follow in places, and very 
brushy. We popped out of the weeds onto the moraine at about 11:30 and then 
continued up the ridge overlooking the glacier. There were no· feasible non-snow , 
bivy sites above here so this was camp, 5,000 feet. It was 12:30 and clouds continued 
to blow in from the west obscuring the peak. After some scouting for the best glacier 
route to the rock, and reflection on how long it takes to climb nine rock pitches, 
it became apparent that an early start, running belays, and fast climbing were the only 
way to avoid joining the ranks of the "Monday Morning Club". 

Sunday dawned beautiful and clear. Two of us had snoozed through our watch 
alarms--amazing how dif~icult alarms are to hear at 4:30 a.m. Finally we rolled out 
of camp at 6:30 and tromped up the mellow glacier following our scouted path. We 
arrived at .the base of the rock at 8:00 a.m. The moat presented no problem and Tim 
and I were one team with !\nut and Steve following. It was l~ pitches to a large 
heather bench. The rock was solid and started out low fifth class, so we opted for 
fixed belays. After walking up the heather ramp we climbed two pitches of easy, 
dirty, hard to protect gulleys. The next two low fifth class pitches led to' the 
"key ledge" of the normal east face route. From there three fourth class pitches 
(the last being up a chimney) led to the summit. Tim and I popped up the" chimney" 
at 3:00 with Steve and !\nut arriving one hour later. All in all there were 9 pitches 
(7 were full length) on generally sound but hard to protect rock with just enough 
low fifth class thrown in to make one queasy about running belays. 

Our original plan was to descend the standard east face route, but looking 
it over on the way up we changed our minds. Large moats, very steep snow, and 
loose rock made this snow gulley especially unattractive. Io/e descended our climb
ing route using eight double rope rapels. Only once did we have to rapel without 
being able to see our next anchor. We got to the base of the rock at 9:30 p.m. 
and stumbled back to camp in the dark at 10:15 p.m. After a shared dinner we hit 
the sack knowing that we were now Monday Morning Club Members. 

Monday was another beautiful day and we were out of camp by 6:30 a.m. We 
lost the "way trail" in the weeds and ended up sloggingtb:rotlgh steep rocky te=ain, 
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complete with brush and lots of fallen timber. It was stepping around some dead 
brush that my vegetable belay broke sending me falling over backwards. In a 
horrific display of gymnastic prowess,I completed my spill with a flying buttock 
arrest landing at Tim's feet. Fortunately, I only suffered a scraped arm. We 
rediscovered the Way Trail and were back on the Crest trail for the last seven 
miles. \'Ie arrived at the cars at 11:00 a.m., made appropriate telephone calls 
by 11:30 and were back in Seattle by 2:30. 

Even though this trip was longer than expected, the climb was most enjoyable. 
The rock was mostly sound and Chimney Rock itself is a very distinctive and beautiful 
pesk. 

The opinions expressed are not necessarily 
those of the Boeing Company 



Jack Mountain, East Ridge (Skoog Route) - Labor Day weekend 1988 

Mark researched Jack Mountain and found an excellent route 
that began at Jerry Lakes. He also wanted to try a "new" route 

. on Crater mountain that started on the Jerry Glacier. So he 
called all the Jerrys that he knew, Sommerman and Baillie and 
soon he had a trip. 

We met at the ranger station in Marblemount, which had quite 
the party atmosphere that morning. There was a multitude of 
famous (infamous) climbers checking out to climb. After lots of 
shuckin and jiven we left for breakfast at the Mountain Song in 
Marblemount (expensive). It was already hot at the trailhead, 
1900ft. The trail to Jackita Ridge switchbacks up and up and up. 
The march became gruelling after we turned off to go to Crater 
Lake and then up to the 7100 foot saddle. No shade and it must 
have been over 90 degrees. We gathered up the troops at the 
saddle on the edge of the Jerry Glacier. A cool breeze was 
coming off the ice. Due to the forest fires the skies were hazy 
and even nearby Hozomeen Peak was only an outline. The glacier 
proved to be easy. However we did hit a few patches of blue ice 
and then after I got a bit low I discovered some large crevasses. 
Some of the guys donned crampons and then stayed high on the 
glacier to miss busted area. We quickly dropped into Jerry 
Lakes, stripped down and went swimming. Great swimming, fishing 
and large flat grassy areas for camping. That evening a couple 
of guys donated six. fish to our group, one :oer person. We saved 
them for breakfast. 

The approach to Jack Mountain goes over the ridge to the 
west of Jerry Lakes and then we went directly along the ridge 
over its highpoint. The north end of the ridge joins the east 
ridge of Jack Mountain. We had to bypass a highpoint low on 
Jack's east ridge by staying on it's south side. Then we 
ascended to the main east ridge and prepared to rope up. The 
ridge had been climbed by the Skoog's a few years previous and 
Mark read their report in American Alpine Journal. The route was 
1600ft of 4th class climbing. We knew if we had to use the rope 
it would be a long day. We started out unroped as the going was 
exposed, but very solid and at most class 4. After 2.5 hours of 
enjoyable climbing we reached the summit. No difficulties were 
encountered as we stayed very near the ridge the entire way, 
except for a short section near the false summit where we 
traversed onto the north side, never more than 50ft below the 
ridge. The rock was very solid. Which was surprising for such a 
low rating and in particular for notoriously rotten Jack 
Mountain. On the descent we followed the standard route on the 
south side. It consisted of steep, dirty, rotten roclt glued 
together by mUd. We did finally get out the ropes for two short 
rapels to exit the main gully. Now for the long march home along 
Jack's SE ridge and then up over the ridge to Jerry Lakes. It 
was late when we returned but, surprise we now had another dozen 
fish to eat! Silas went to tell the fishermen how good the 
"boiled" trout had tasted that morning and sure enough they 
volunteered a pound of butter and some cornmeal so that we could 
prepare them properly. We ate good. 



Monday morning we slept in and discussed what to do with the 
fish heads. Finally we decided to haul them home for disposal. 
We quickly climbed to the base of Crater Mountain on the Jerry 
Glacier. The group split up here with three guys going for the 
sure thing, the summit trail, and three going for an undocumented 
route from the high point on the glacier. From our position the 
glacier route proved quickest. Mark kicked steps up the top of 
the glacier and then we exited to the right into short steep 
gully with a snow block chockstone in it. We were able to 
squeeze up between the snow and the rock to get past the 
chockstone and found ourselves at a notch less than two hundred 
feet below the summit on the north ridge. The scramble (class 3) 
along the ridge went quickly as we passed lots of garbage from 
the old lookout. Soon we were all on the summit basking in the 
sun and discussing the lousy view. The skies were very hazy. 
The trail down Crater quickly became a race. It was six miles to 
the car with 6200FT elevation loss! I recall making the fastest 
pit stop to switch from boots to tennis shoes. This left me in 
second place behind Mark who was still in boots. I was able to 
pass him before Crater Lake. Third was Silas and forth was 
Jerry. This was not to be long. Just before the trail junction 
(3 miles) I heard this scream and then the pounding of boots, one 
set. Silas and Jerry has blown by Mark and seen me in the lead. 
They immediately begun a full tilt run. Well Jerry missed a 
switchback and went down in the brush forcing Silas to leap over 
him to avoid a pile· up. While under the yellow flag Silas 
continued to pull away from the temporarily stunned Jerry and 
began to push me for the lead. Well I just couldn't go full tilt 
for that long. My glasses were in the pack and I was literally 
running blind. I eventually just stepped off the trail and let 
Silas barrel past. In the meantime Jerry was. back in high gear 
and caught me about a mile later. A rest at a waterstop brought 
the first four competitors together. Mark finally changed into 
his tennis shoes. Jerry took off in first, with Silas drafting 
right behind him. After a mile of this at a wide spot in the 
trail, Silas says to Jerry "your shoe is untied". Well thats all 
he needed. Jerry looked down, and Silas whizzed by and never 
looked back. At the car we all sat in the river to let our feet 
cool. I had my change of clothes go floating down the river. 
oops! They dried in a matter of minutes. We ate at the "Good 
Food" restaurant in Marblemount, checked out at the ranger 
station a drove home. 

Climbers were: Mark Dale, Tim Hudson, Bob Mondrzyk, 
Jerry Sommerman, Silas Wild, 
and the author Jerry Baillie '. 

I 
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DECEMBER MEETING 
Thursday, December 1st, 7:30 P.M . 

Oxbow Rec Center 

CLASSIC ALPINE TRAVERSES IN THE CASCADES 

During the past summer, Jerry Baillie and several other Boealps members completed 
the Ptarmigan Traverse and a traverse of the Pickelts while successfully making 
numerous summits along the way. The Ptarmigan Traverse which heads south along 
the crest of Cascades, provides numerous scenic summits along its relatively level 
route. While the traverse of the Plcketts located in the heart of the North Cascades 
passes through rugged and Infrequently visited terrain. Jerry will present a slide 
show of the magnificent scenery to be enjoyed along these two traverses. Summer 
may be just a fading memory now, but come to this meeting for some motivation for 
climbing seasons to come. 

The meeting will also include a short presentation by Boealps member Mark Dale 
about a ski tour in the Cascades. ----



BIlly StaDGI 

I have found the answer to the question of what happens to the Past President when the term of 
office expires. You become the Echo Editor! Actually I was interested in retaining a position 
in the BOEALPS Board/Committe Chairs, and this was the natural progression. I think Mark 
Morrissey has done a commendable job during his term as editor and I, along with the rest of 
the club, wish him the best of luck in his new job in the Portland, OR area. 

Two new committee charimen have also surfaced in the past month, effectively rounding out 
the Johnson cabinet. Erick Kasiulis has signed on as the Conservation Chairman, succeeding 
Jim BOOe, who did an outstanding job, and Tim Backman is our new Programs Chairman, 
succeeding Dave Gloger, who also did an outstanding job. Both Erick and Tim would 
appreciate your input on any iuues relating to their positions, particularly if you have any 
ideas for future program speakers. 

The past month has also seen the safe return of the Northwest American Everest Expedition, 
including BOEALPS members Don Goodman and John Petroske. Congratulations on the 
success of your team. 

It looks like the skiing and winter climbing season is upon us, with all of the recent snowfall 
in the mountains. It's hard to believe that just a few weeks ago we were rock climbing in 80 
degree sunshine at Smith Rock. This was a well attended outing organized by Mark 
Morrissey, and was a satisfying wrap up of the fall climbing season as well as a farewell 
party, of sorts, for Mark. Several BOEALPS members also visited the Royal Columns rock 
climbing area along the Tieton River near Yakima in October. I was favorably impressed 
with the climbing offered at this area, consisting mostly of steep, sustained crack climbing on 
solid basalt columns. This area should offer good early season climbing, as well as late 
season, and should have even better weather than Leavenworth when the west side is socked in. 
This past weekend good early season skiing was found by many BOEALPS members in the 
Chinook Pass area near Mt. Rainier. The telemark turns were a little rusty, but the good snow 
conditions were enjoyed by all. 

In the activities department, you may be overwhelmed by the offerings for the winter season. 
Owing either to the dynamic personality of the new activities chairwoman, or the promise of 
free pizza and beer, the recent activities planning meeting was very well attended. See the 
Activities Comer for further details. 

It'. time to pay your dues and renew your membership in this great organization. Please do 
this as soon as possible so you don't run the risk of missing any of the exciting winter issues of 
this publication. 

For those of you who weren't aware, the October banquet speaker, Tom Hombein, donated his 
speaking fee to the Willi Unsoeld Seminar Fund at The Evergreen Stete College. A letter of 
appreciation from the college is contained in this issue. 

Dee Urbick is still hard at work editing the BOEALPS 25th Anniversary Book. See the excerpt 
and order information in this issue and take advantage of the pre-publication price. 

In closing I would like to thank this month's contributors Melissa Storlly, Ken Johnson, Eric 
Wetzel, John Sumner, Rik Anderson, Steve Mason, and Richard Babunovic, and encourage 
you to keep the articles coming in. I look forward to serving you as the new Echo editor. 

Rob Freeman 
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ACTIVITIES CORNER 

HI ICIDS, 
WE HAD SO MUCH FUN AT THE ACTIVITIES MEETING EVEN I COULDN'T 
BELIEVE IT. ABOUT 15 SAVAGE, HUNGRY HOMBRES AND MUCHACHAS 
TURNED UP TO CONSUME PIZZA AT AN ALARMING RATE. ICE AXE 
ARREST PRACTICE WAS A PREREQUISITE FOR GETTING A PIECE OF 
PIZZA. IT TOOK SOME FAST MANEUVERING NOT CATCHING AN ELBOW 
IN THE RIB. I'LL BE ENROLLING A FEW OF THE GUYS INTO CHARM 
SCHOOL SOON. 

THIS WINTER IS GOING TO BE NON-STOP FUN. LOTS OF ACTIVITIES 
ARE PLANNED FOR ALL LEVELS. IF YOU WISH TO PARTICIPATE, YOU 
MUST CALL THE LEADER AND RESERVE A SPOT AHEAD OF TIME. DON'T 
JUST CIRCLE THE ACTIVITY THEN STICK THE ECHO IN YOUR DESK 
DRAWER, EITHER. MAKE THAT PHONE CALL NOWWWWWW AND MAKE THE 
BIG COMMITMENT. DON'T BE A DEADBEAT I SIGN UP AND WRITE IT 
ON YOUR CALENDAR. 

DECEMBER 

CROSS COUNTRY SKI TRIP-HURRICANE RIDGE. ALL LEVELS. 
POSSIBLY DRIVE OVER FRIDAY NIGHT. CARPOOL TO GO ACROSS ON 
FERRY. DATE '1;'0 BE DECIDED. CALL JOHN PETROSKE AT WORK 234-
7885,HOME 935-1422. 

12/10 
SKI TRIP TO AMABILIS. 8 TO 10 MILES ROUND TRIP. 2000 FT. 
ELEVATION RISE. 4-5 HOURS R.T. INTERMEDIATE. SKINS WILL BE 
HELPFUL. MEET AT THE ISSAQUAH PARK & RIDE AT 7AM. CALL JIM 
BLILIE AT 722-0656 BEFORE 9PM OR 237-5853 DAYS. LIMITED TO 8 

. PEOPLE. 

SNOWSHOE TRIP/ WINTER SCRAMBLE 

Destination: TBD 
Date: Sunday, December 11th 
Interested? Call Eric Wetzel 251-4005(W),243-4081(H) 

12/13 
VERTICAL CLUB, 5-7PM. AAAAAH, CLIMBING. $10.00 A HEAD. ALL 
LEVELS WELCOME. GOOD PRACTICE. CALL MELISSA STOREY AT 633-
3730 AFTER 8PM. 

12/14 
TELEMARK SKI LESSONS BY WORLD FAMOUS SKIER AND RACER, SARA 
LANEY. 6PM SKI ACRES SKI AREA. ABSOLUTELY FREE. CARPOOL. 
CALL FOR INFO. 322-7572. YOU NEED THIS. YOU OWE IT TO 
YOURSELF. DON'T BE A CLOD ANY LONGER. YOUR SKI PARTNERS WILL 
APPRECIATE THIS. 

___.12/17 
MERCHANT 
CRAMPONS 
SNOWSHOE, 
DAYS. 

PEAK. LONG DAY TRIP. MODERATE, NO ROPES, BUT 
POSSIBLE DEPENDING ON CONDITIONS. MAYBE EVEN 
WHO KNOWS. CALL FOR DETAILS. KEN JOHNSON,342-3974 



12/26-? 
CLIMB NT. RANIER DURING THE HOLIDAY BREAK, AFTER CHRISTMAS. 
FOUR TO FIVE DAYS ON THE MOUNTAIN, STARTING THE 26TH. 
TELEMARKING AND AT'l'EMPTS ON MORE THAN ONE ROUTE. CONTACT 
ELDEN ALTIZER AT 234-1721, MS 97-17 IF INTERESTED. 

XMAS VACATION-CROSS COUNTRY SKI TRIP. INT/ADV LEVELS. ROGERS 
PASS NEAR REVELSTOKE/GOLDEN B.C. (2 HRS FROM BANFF) CHEAP. 
STAY AT BEST WESTERN TWO NIGHTS, THEN CANDADIAN ALPINE HUTS. 
SKI ON ILISOLOT GLACIER. ROPES AND HARNESSES FOR GLACIER 
TRAVEL. CALL DICK UHLMAN FOR FUN. WI< 237-6611, HOME 885-
9351. 

JANUARY 

1/7 
FAMILY TRIP, MOUNT RAINER CROSS COUNTRY SKI, INNER TUBE, 
BUILD A SNOW CAVE, SLEDS, KIDS AND DOGS. POTLUCK LUNCH IN 
LODGE. CALL KEN JOHNSON FOR DETAILS. 342-3974. 

1/14 
CROSS COUNTRY SKI TRIP. REFLECTIONS LAKE OR MAZAMA RIDGE. 
BEGINNERS AND INTERMEDIATES WELCOME. SKINS OPTIONAL. (CAN BE 
HELPFUL) CALL MIKE BINGLE FOR DETAILS. 394-3373 WORK. 
935-0357 DURING NON-BABY SLEEPING HOURS • 

........... 1/15 
CROSS COUNTRY SKI OR SNOWSHOE. SNOQUALMIE PEAK. NO ROPES, 
GREAT VIEWS, ICE AXE REQUIRED. LIMIT: 12 PEOPLE. MEET AT 
THE EASTGATE DENNYS AT 5 AM. CALL JERRY BAILLIE AT 655-3917 
DAYS. 

1/21-1/22 
NORTH CASCADES BASECAMP. CROSS COUNTRY SKIING, HOT TUB, ICE 
SKATING. MAZAMA. MODERATELY DECADENT. 7 SPOTS LEFT. CALL 
MELISSA STOREY 633-3730 AFTER 8PM. 

1/28-1/29 BORING WEEKEND. NOTHING GOING ON. BETTER HAVE A 
PARTY. MAYBE I'LL GO TO PALM SPRINGS. MAYBE ERICK KASIULIS 
WILL PLAN SOMETHING. HAPPY HONEYMOON E AND V. 

FEBRUARY 
2/4-2/5 
ANNUAL S&M WEEKEND. ICE CLIMBING. BEGINNERS WELCOME. 12 
PEOPLE PER DAY. SATURDAY NEAR LEAVENWORTH, SUNDAY NEAR 
PALISADES. IF LOUSY WEATHER, PLAN BIVY IN LOCAL 
LAUNDROMAT. CALL JIM BLILIE FOR DETAILS. SIGN UP EARLY,THIS 
IS REALLY POPULAR. DAYS 237-5853, NIGHTS BEFORE 9PM 722-
0656. 



2/11 
YOU NEED THIS. DAY OUTING-REFRESHER 
ICE AXE ARREST AND AVALANCHE BEACON 
AT WELLSPRING AFTERWARDS. CALL 
BABUNOVIC 235-7085. 

2/18-2/19 

COURSE AT MT. RAINIER. 
PRACTICE. HOT TUBBING 
FOR DETAILS. RICHARD 

PERSUS-INDEX TRAVERSE. GOOD WEATHER GURANTEED. SNOWSHOES, 6 
PEOPLE, 2 DAYS. INTERMEDIATE SKILL LEVELS REQUIRED. ICE 
AXES. CALL MIKE BINGLE 394-3373 DAYS, 935-0357 NIGHTS. 

2/18-2/19 
ICE CLIMBING. EXPERT LEVEL ONLY. DRURY FALLS, NEED TO CROSS 
RAGING RIVER. ROSARY, RAFT AND LIFEVEST REQUIRED. CALL JOHN 
PETROSKE 935-1422. GET LIFE INSURANCE, MAXIMUM COVERAGE. 

2/25-2/26 
SMITH ROCKS. BASIC COURSE GRADS. ROCK SHOES REQUIRED. LIMIT 
IS 12 PEOPLE. ALL LEVELS. DRIVE FRIDAY NIGHT. CALL TIM 
BACKMAN FOR DETAILS,655-4502 

MARCH 

3/4 
CROSS COUNTRY SKI TRIP FROM PARADISE TO WHEREVER. MEET AT 
THE RENTON PARK & RIDE AT 7AM. INTERMEDIATE LEVELS. POSSIBLE 
TO GET TO MUIR, SKINS AND HEAVY WEATHER GEAR. BRING LUNCH. 
LEADER REQUIRES BEVERAGES. CALL JIM BLILIE.722-0656,DAYS AND 
237-5853 NIGHTS. 

3/11 
NAMHAN, TELEMARKER EXTRAORDINAlRE, IS TAKING A GROUP OF ALL 
LEVELS UP THE THE DANGEROUS CORNICE AT ST. HELENS. CALL FOR 
DETAILS. 10 PEOPLE MAX. INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED LEVELS OF 
SKIERS. CALL AT HOME,241-6018 

3/12 
DAY HIKE. MT. ELLINOR. ALL LEVELS WELCOME. BRING LUNCH. CALL 
FOR DETAILS AND CARPOOL. STEVE ELLIS 655-8467. 

3/18-3/19 
LEAVENWORTH ROCK CLIMBING WEEKEND. ALL LEVELS. BEGINNING 
CLIMBING STUDENTS ENCOURAGED TO PARTICIPATE. GOOD, CLEAN 
FUN WITH FRISKY PEOPLE. CALL MIKE BINGLE,935-3373,DAYS,935-
0357. 

3/24/25 
SKI UP ST. HELENS WITH THE UNFORGETTABLE ERICK KASIULIS. 
WHINE WITH A PROFESSIONAL. INT/ADV SKI SKILLS NEEDED. 
SHOULD BE GREAT SCENERY. CALL FOR INFO. DAYS 773-4752,939-
7277 NIGHTS. 

DATE TBD ,SOMETIME IN MARCH. SCOTTISH LAKES OVERNIGHT CROSS 
COUNTRY SKI TRIP. CATCH A THYKOL RIDE UP TO HIGH CAMP. A 



CABIN HOLDS 10 PEOPLE. 
6 COURSE MEAL OR BRING 
MORE DETAILS LATER. 
APRIL 

4/15-4/16 

18$ FOR A NIGHT. 22$ ADDITIONAL FOR A 
YOUR OWN FOOD. SKIING SHOULD BE GOOD. 

LEADER: MELISSA STOREY 633-3730 

ERICK KASIULIS AND TIM BACKMAN WILL LEAD A TRIP UP THE 
SOUTH ROUTE OF MT. HOOD. ICE AXE REQUIRED. STAY IN THE DORM 
AT TIMBERLINE, EAT PIZZA AT ZIG-ZAG AND TAKE JACUZZIS IN 
YOUR FREE TIME. CLIMB TIME 6-8 HRS. SHOULD BE REALLY 
DECADENT. BEGINNING CLASS STUDENTS ENCOURAGED TO 
PARTICIPATE. CALL FOR DETAILS. TIM-655-4502 ERICK 773-4752. 

4/22-4/23 

ELDON ALTIZER IS GOING TO TAKE A GROUP SNOW CAMPING ON 
HURRICANE RIDGE. MUST ENJOY SPAM AND OTHER CANNED MEATS 
LADEN WITH CHEMICALS. VIEWS WILL BE OUT OF THIS WORLD. 
CALL FOR DETAILS. DAYS 234-1721.BOEALPS IS NOT RESPONSIBLE 
FOR ANY FOOD POISONING WHICH MAY OCCUR. 

MAY 
5/6-5/7 
LITTLE BIG CHIEF AND POSSIBLY MIDDLE CHIEF- JOHN SUMNER 
WILL LEAD A GROUP UP AT LEAST ONE PEAK THIS WEEKEND. THIS 
GUY IS THE BEST COOK IN BOEALPS. EASY SNOW CLIMB. DAYS 655-
9882. 

5/13-5/14 
CROSS COUNTRY SKI THE SULFIDE GLACIER ON SHUKSAN. 8 PEOPLE. 
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED. CALL ROB FREEMAN FOR DETAILS. 
237-4157 DAYS. 

THE DEADLINE FOR THE JANUARY ECHO WILL BE DECEMBER 15 



I am looking for people interested in becoming members of the Vertical 
Club, a climbing gymnasium featuring indoor climbing on artificial rock 
walls (similar in nature and scope to the UW Climbing Rock). In addition 
they provide free weights, a climbing aerobics traineri Metilious 
Stimulators, and other climbing related workout equipment. This is 
the place to go to train for those rock and ice climbs you've been dreamillg 
about. And the indoor location makes it perfect for those rainy afternoons 
and weekends. 

Single visits cost $10.00, a one month membership $35.00, a three month 
membership $95.00, and a year membership $190.00. I am looking to get 
enough members to get a discount on a yearly membership. with 5 people, 
the price drops to $170.00, with 10 people, the price drops to $160.00, and 
with 20 the price drops to $145.00. Numbers in between are pro-rated 
accordingly. In addition to unlimited use of the facility, members 
are granted a 10% discount on the climbing gear sold at the club. The 
inventory includes harnesses, rock shoes, protection, chalk bags, etc. 
and will be expanded in the near future. They also offer rock climbing 
instruction. 

Hours are 10 - 9 weekdays, 10 - 7 Saturdays, and 10 - 6 Sundays. It 
is located just north of the Seattle Waterfront at 1111 Elliott Avenue 
North. If you have any questions about the facility, give them a call 
ae 283-8056. If you want to stop by to see what it is like, tell them 
you are thinking of becoming a member and they will let you in for one 
free session. If you are interested in getting in on the group membership 
(there are already about seven people signed up) call Ken Johnson at 
342~3974. The cutoff date for this is December 14, 1988 . 

• 

Mountaineering oriented First Aid (MOFA) 

The following folks have successfully completed the 
recent BOEALPS sponsored MOFA class: 

Mel Rogers 
Corrie Gowland 
Duane Siefertson 
Nancy Davis 
Chris Bacon 
Harold Galiger 
Nancy stratton 
Patricia Vodopest 
Dan Costello 
Patrick Price 
Richard Babunovic 
Rod Chelgren 
Jerry Lae 
Robert Hoerling 
Sidney watson 
Tim Brown 
Ben Lounsbury 
Jay Hill 
Scott Laathley 
Doug Lacy 

Also, 4 out of 5 Camp Long evaluators agree (maybe dentists, too) 
..• this was a great group I Congratsllllll 



BOE ALPS 

Board Meeting Minutes 

October II, 1988 

PROJECT A - FOR 25TH ANNIVERSARY BOOK: 

Presale to membership was discussed. The banquet would be a good place to 
test the waters - put out a one page flyer and see how it goes. 

Financing of this project has been run-over more times than the mashed cat 
in front of my bus stop. Selling advertisements (whole or Y, page) to 
individuals, corporate and the like was vetoed unanimously. Through Arnie, 
our B.E.R.C. advisor, it was determined we could fund this project with 
existing and future budgets. The plan is coming together nicely. Let's 
all hope for a New Year's printing. It will be a great asset to the Club 
for years to come. 

PROJECT B - BANQUET DINNER ITINERARY: 

Starting off with Ambrose giving his State of the C1Lib address thanking 
all those who helped make life somewhat easier. Second an award to 
Mr. John Pollock (25 years to one ideal - folks this is not just a sport). 
Acknowledgement of some of the founding Club members (a dozen or so 
RSVP'd). Guest Speaker of the Year and 25 years ago - you just can't 
help but admire the man - Dr. Tom Hornbien. Last duty of the night -
hand out door prizes. 

PROJECT C - FOR CABIN AND/OR LAND: 

A special questionnaire for you, the general membership. This will be 
sent out (1 assume in an Echo). After tabulation and much research, 
Eldon Altizer promised to report back to the Board. 

The Where, When and How Much Your Willing to Spend - $$. So far 
suggestions have ranged widely •.. Forest Service Land ranks high 
with Co-Ownership •.. ie. Skibacs? We need your input. Keep an eye 
on this one gang. 

I am responsible for these minutes 
and apologize for any errors. 

Your Club Secretary - John Sumner 
938-4058 
655-9882, MIS 26-63 

!t 
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ANNOUNCING 

The First Twenty-Five Years o/BOEALPS 
an historical (hysterical!) compilation 

Ever wondered about those early years of BOEALPS? How about some of those early 
adventures and adventurers? Well, here's your chance to get the real scoop! In a book, soon to be 
published, you'll be able to read all about the antics and accomplishments of the people who started it 
all ... and of those who kept the spirit going. 

"On June 26, 1963, a small group of climbers, friends and acquaintances from the 
Boeing Company, gathered together at lunchtime to draw up plans for a new climbing club. 
Already, several successful outings had been carried out, and the idea of forming a club to 
consolidate the "Boeing family" climbers had been percolating about for some time. The 
catalyst for getting the club off the ground, however, was likely the recent trip to California to 
climb Mt. Shasta. 

''That trip began on June 7, 1963, when 39 climbers left Seattle and Tacoma on a 
chartered bus, bound for Mt. Shasta, and ended forty-one hours and twenty minutes later. In 
between, the climbers enjoyed glorious weather, perfect snow conditions, and a full moon for 
climbing. Of course, that's not to underscore the revelrous bus ride and an after-climb swim 
and steak barbecue. Apparently the only problems were route-finding during the bus trip! 
Back in Seattle, those friends began the task of forming their own club to ensure that more trips 
like that one would be planned. 

"In the years that followed, the ranks of BOEALPS members waxed and waned, 
averaging between 200 and 300 in recent years. In some years, company layoffs made 
executive board positions and committee chairs seem more like musical chairs. Still the club 
endured--not only endured, but enthusiastically carried out its objectives, year after year, in the 
spirit of adventure and fun that characterizes so many alpinists." (Condensed from the book.) 

That spirit comes through in the pages of our book--in the retelling of many successful, and not
so-successful, undertakings of the club and its members. Each year is summarized; numerous club 
adventures and individual achievements are spotlighted. Reprints and recaps of some of the most 
memorable climbs and adventures are featured, as are photos and drawings from some of our own 
talented members. 

Don't miss out! Only a limited number of these books will be published and when they're gone 
they're gone! This book is sure to become a collector's item. 

The book will be available in early 1989. But, if you order your copy now, before it goes to 
print, you'll save 20%! 

Special Pre-publication price: 

After-publication price: 

$12.00 

$15.00 

Don't let this unique opportunity slip by! 



LIBRARIAN'S CORNIffi 

Well Club, or Societ.y as you wish, you've got. a new librarian. And 
following in t.he long t.radition of Gestapo librarians, I will st.art. my t.erm 
of office wit.h some suggestions for improvement. given wit.h a stern, 
disapproving look. 

We have an inventory of nearly 140 items in t.he library. Happily for the 
librarian, about half of these are out in circulation. I will, in 
accordance with my newly accepted duties, publish the list of books in a 
subsequent Echo. 

Unhappily, about a quarter of our books (34 to be exact) are, according t.o 
the meticulous records handed down to me, collecting dust on members 
shelves. These are books which have been checked out to the same members 
FOR OVIffi A YEAR. 

The following ten titles have supposedly been checked out to t.he same 
individuals since 1984 or 1985. I have already been asked about t.he 
whereabouts of one of them, I'd personally like to read a couple of them 
myself. and I'm sure the demand for the others is equally as high. 

Basic Rockcraft (Robbins) 
Challenge of the North Cascades (Beckey) 
Climbing Guide t.o Oregon (Dodge) 
Everest, the Cruel Way (Tasker) 
Field GUide to t.he Cascades and Olympics (Whitney) 
Highpoints of t.he States (Ashley) 
Ice Experience (Lowe) 
Kongor (Boninglon) 
Mountain Sickness 
Snow Trails - Cascades (Prat.er) 

If any of these, or any ot.her mountain book, is sitting on your bedside 
t.able or stuffed int.o that. old day-pack you don't. use any more, please check 
for BOEALPS ident.ification inside the front cover. 

Books may be ret.urned to me via company mail 76-15. No questions asked, and 
no dime-per-day fines! Please be considerate of you fellow climber-readers. 

Two books also seemed to have crept away at the November meeting without 
being signed out. Our honor system has a practical side, which you may want 
t.o take advant.age of in the future: I will be happy to help you "run down" 
that. stray Climber's Guide to The Whatchamacallits for your t.rip next 
weekend, but t.his will only work if everyone leaves a name and phone number 
when you BORROW a book. 

Finally, 1 have been advised that a meager budget has been est.ablished for 
the bibliographic embet.terment of the organizat.ion. I would welcome 
suggestions for titles to be added t.o our collection; again these can be 
sent. to me at MS 76-15. 

Rik. Anderson 
237-9645 (76-15) 
232-8908 (home) 

\I 



Mt. Stuart, North Ridge July 23+24 

This climb was a remake of an old film with new actors (in color). As 
the scenes rolled past this summer I was struck by the memories of 
my first time up this ridge and saw my companions as I was several 
years ago. Awe, excitement, trepidation, and fatigue were played out 
many times on our faces as we made the top, in good form, and in 
good company. Now that winter is here I can write down these 
(inadequate) impressions . 

. We started with the SOP for intermediate class two day climbs: 
scrambled eggs and mystery meat courtesy of Mr. Steve Fox. I felt 
that waking up at about four thirty at the trail head was more suited 
to a mouth full of Captain Crunch than two gallons of this 
gastronomical delight. What Johnny Rotten and Elden Altizer had 
devoured at Forbidden we nibbled and could not finish to Steve's 
surprise and dismay· (our apologies Steve, it was a fine attempt). No 
one else at the crowded trail head would volimteer to help so the 
mess met an unnotable demise and we headed (jetted?) up the trail 
hoping Mike Bingle, my co-instructor type, had picked the right fork. 
Passing Ingall's lake we saw a testimony to nature' s ways in a deer 
carcass in the lake. Pausing for the scenery we were soon off and 
over Stuart pass via a route lower than recommended. The best route 
approaches the West ridge OF Stuart until a traverse left and high to 
Goat pass is possible. The movie was hazy here, the reproduction 
poor and my credibility at risk. We quickly glided over loose rock to 
the infinite talus and sand before Goat's pass. 

Just after mid morning we stood at the pass, eyeing the steep north 
ridge that presents itself so prominently and the small finger of snow 
that marks the access route to the ridge. As usual, most photos don't 
do it justice, stretching endlessly up to sky to brood with distain on 
our plans. We visually shrunk looking at it but no hesitation was 
evident as Melissa Storey led across the glacier. The sun was hot in 
the open but warm clothes (for most of us) came out in the shade as 
we climbed the finger to the notch .Only a slight delay for some class 
5 on rock exposed by the receding snow provided an obstacle. With a 
short break behind us we tackled the ledges on the west of the ridge 
crest to give everyone a chance at leading. A combination of running 
and stationary belays got to the next point on the crest where again 
the movie was true to the original. This was a crux pitch if we stayed 
on the ridge. I remembered it well as a frightening move in a nearly 
off-width crack. Looking at the options now it seemed prudent to 



instead head for a bivy ledge on the face a rope length west of the 
crest and slightly down. Mike confirmed the ledge was good but a 
group vote was taken and we ascended for nearly four· more hours 
till we found the next ledge. RappeIling down from where I spied the 
eventual ledge I was glad everyone was committed to the climb and 
making a large effort to cover ground, albeit slowly and safely, to 
improve our chances for the summit. 

The ledge again returned me to the climb before when no sleep was 
possible due to cold and minimal clothing. I watched the group 
eagerly to see their emotions at sleeping four on a ledge that should 
have held two. Smiling faces abounded despite the discomforts. Mike 
certainly impressed me when we discovered that he spent the night 
mostly on everyone else's feet, without complaint and probably 
awake the whole time, as we tossed and turned. Fueled up in the 
morning we were off ahead of a threesome who stayed at the ledge 
we passed the previous day. Later we were amazed to overhear 
them teach rappeling to their novice using one device among the 
three (do or die I guess) Mike had the first try at the crux corner 
below the rappel. It was wet and thus awkward and protected at the 
top by a bottomed out pin. This entertainment behind us, we had a 
skimpy belay, reached the shoulder and traded whoops with west 
rictge climbers. The summit was close. 

Steve Fox and Melissa led the running belays up extremely loose 
rock to the summit ridge. Emerging into the sun on top I felt the 
same rush as before but with new faces to share it with. Again smiles 
were the order of the day as we signed in, goofed off in the sun, got 
our photos and headed out towards Long's pass. The pass was 
reached as the sun set red on Stuart making a perfect back drop for 
more shots. Reaching the car by nine or so we considered it an 
entirely successful weekend- no Monday morning club and no death 
pitches!. (Roll credits) 

Steve Mason 

NEWS ITEMS AND EDITORIAL COMMENTS APPEARING 1N THIS PUBLICATION 
ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE BOE1NG COMPANY 

I '3 
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE INTERMEDIATE CLIMBING CLASS 

The Intermediate Climbing Class ended in late August. Four months of 
non-stop thrills are past. It was a successful season of climbing. 
Fifteen peaks were summited out of twenty three attempts. There were 
no maj or leader falls, fortunately, but there was a high rate of 
injury. Most were not climbing related. Baseball wounds, a broken 
arm from biking, a pregnancy, a collapsed lung, suspected giardia, a 
week of alcoholism in Chicago and a sprained ankle were some of the 
physical adversities encountered. Everything was overcome, except the 
pregnancy. 

Everyone had a terrific summer. There was a moment or five of severe 
doubt as to whether it was fun or not, but there was also a feeling of 
accomplishment in knowing we pushed ourselves. We gained confidence 
and expertise out in the hinterlands. We still get off route, but we 
don't panic as much anymore. The instructors were very positive, and 
borderline entertaining at times. I'd probably go climb with them 
again if they play their cards right. Actually, they all dedicated a 
lot of time and energy into this and safety was emphasized at all 
times. 

Completing the class took a fair amount of dedication. My social life 
died, my mother forgot what I looked like and asked for ID when I 
finally saw her. My housework and bank account both looked worse than 
usual, if that is at all possible. 

There were some great moments I'd hate for forget about, and for this 
reasQn I'm forced to share the details with you no matter how badly 
certain individuals might be hurt. I would first like to introduce 
the gang, instructors and students, all of whom have become good 
friends and trusted climbing buddies. A guest speaker in the class 
said that you should know your climbing partner well enough to share 
the same toothbrush. Well, uh, that is really pushing it, sorry guys. 

First, our leader: 
KEN "I must hurry, for there they go ••• and I am their leader" JOHNSON 

AMBROSE "I can beat anyone in the party up the trail" BITTNER 

DICK "One Lung" ULMAN 

ELDEN "Spam King" ALTIZER (any canned meats will do in a pinch) 

MAY "No Pro" LAM (When is the baby due?) and JAY "No Pro" HUBER 

TIM "Hudson didn't tell me it was a three day climb" BACKMAN 

TIM "Mr. Alpine Start" HUDSON. World disclaimed originator of the 
Anti-Alpine Start. This consists of telling the party to meet at an 
ungodly hour of the morning, then going to a truck stop to eat and 
drink coffee, so you can get to the trailhead at 11:00 or so. Turning 
up late to the Park & Ride when you live the closest is another award 
winner. 



ERICK "Only 18 more hours to go so I can sleep in my own bed." 
KASIULIS 

RICHARD "Mr. Participation" BABUNOVIC. (One of the hardmen says that a 
bad knee is a wimpy excuse. Sorry, Ricky, we'll see more of you next 
year, like it or NOT.) 

MAX " Easy Rider" LIMB 

DOUG "Take another Valium" BEYER 

MELISSA "Where's my rope?" STOREY (Answer: On top of Longs Pass, right 
where I left it.) 

STEVE "Gee, I thought it was a two day climb" FOX or "How I nearly 
ended up in Divorce Court." 

JERRY "Mr. Hundred Highest Peaks Bagger" BAILLIE 

STEVE "Mr. Precision" STECKMEYER 

STEVE "The Corporate Climber" EASTWOOD 

RIP "No Knees" STEVENS EN 

ROB "The Invisible Man" FREEMAN (Does he really live in Seattle?) 
or "Mr. Calm" 

ALEX "The dream lover no woman can ever have" (a direct quote) VAN 
STEEN (Come on Alex, say it's not true.) 

JIM "The moat finder" BLILIE 

NAMHAN "Rebecca Whitehead Bike Crash School Graduate" LE 

CHUCK "Can't stay, I have to work on my tan" BROUGHTON 

JEANNE GENGLER AND STEVE MASON "The human homing pigeons" 

RANDY "Randy who?" Ternes 

MIKE "The Mt. Stuart Masochist" Bingle 

KNUT "Finally a Monday morning club member" NOSSUM 

MARK "Just a little puppy at heart" DICKENSON 

MARK "Best Guest Instructor" DALE 

JOHN "Most Condescending Destructor" PETROSKE. (He quit participating 
in the class to go climb Everest , obviously his priorities were all 
out of alignment.) 

II) 



The rites of passage included thrilling antics such as sleeping on a 
ledge with your harness on while securely roped in, moat jumping and 
rappeling at dusk, crampon retrieval on steep slopes, attempting the 
same peak twice in one weekend, advanced log crawling, and of course, 
that gripping feeling of your first hanging belay. Several of us lead 
for the first time on multi-pitch routes which were achievements on a r 

very personal level. 

Here are some of those special moments which stand out in the minds of 
those who participated in the class: 

Ice climbing practice in the Oxbow parking lot with an iceblock in the 
back of Eldens truck. It was hands on experience at a convenient 
location. Also, when we got lost navigating and finally found our way 
to the grocery store to get food and beverages for the last class 
session. I was at the mercy of a female driver. -DICK ULMAN 

I wasn't even there, but it was when someone on top of Index was 
throwing rocks down on the class. It sounded rather exciting. 
Bushwacking 101 on Mt. Chaval was something else. Bring belay gloves 
for the Devils Club; -NAMHAM LE 

JEANS PROVERB: 
"Any good wilderness experience is worth an intimate encounter with 
Devils Club provided you live to overexaggerate the experience."-JEAN 
GENGLER 

It wp's having some nearby campers give us freshly caught trout, a pan, 
butter and spices for dinner up in the Enchantments. The next days 
climb of Prussik Peak was outstanding. Also camping in a cozy 
snowcave in the middle of a blizzard with a bunch of #$"***@ was a 
highlight. -ERICK KASIULIS. i, 

The West Ridge of Forbidden was a highlight. Realizing the rock is 
glued up there. The opportunity to climb with competent people in a 
group small enough to be flexible was really nice. -STEVE FOX 

Being a whooped puppy on Longs Pass after climbing Stuart really 
stands out in my mind. At least I didn't forget the rope. Hee Hee. 
-MIKE BINGLE (Authors note: Ouch.) 

Desperation on Mt. Torment. After traversing a ridge, we were stymied 
by climbing some 5.8 pitch in mountaineering boots. After trying a 
different route that didn't work we had to do a rappel that wasn't 
even in the guide book. Despite all odds, uncertainty and pessimism 
we made the summit. It was the most exploration type climb I did all 
summer. There was no danger, we were in control, we were just in the 
unknown. -ELDEN ALTIZER 

Falling into the same crevasse twice with a full pack and snowshoes 
o~Rainier stands out. Fortunately I had two big sherpas on the end 
of "rope. standing on top of Mt. Stuart was great. I'd wanted to climb 



it for 12 years, so it was a major accomplishment for me. -MELISSA 
STOREY 

My hat is off to Mike Bingle for leading the worst wet rock and 
sleeping in the worst place (on a teeny ledge at everyones feet) and 
not complaining on Mt. Stuart. The Baillie Memorial Bushwacking Award 
goes to Erick Kasiulis and Namham Le for following Jean Gengler and I 
to the seldom climbed peak of Mt. Chaval. -STEVE MASON 

My Anti-Peak experience was the first day of the first outing, 
climbing with Alex van Steen. We climbed past the belay point and 
ended up doing my first hanging belay. At that point I was thinking," 
This is NOT for me." I was scared to death. Later on in the class, 
on top of Mt Stuart I was laying on rocks soaking up the sun and 
watched several gliders spiraling overhead. The weather was great and 
it was just a magnificent feeling. -TIM BACKMAN 

Ice climbing and doing snowcaves up on Baker was nice. Conditions were 
perfect. Two parties joined together and made up one party that was 
way too big. -RICHARD BABUNOVIC. 

Watching Ken Johnsons skin crawl and hands sweat while belaying 
nervous cl imbing students and thinking, "Is it worth it being an 
instructor when I could be climbing elsewhere?" Hey Ken, don't let 
desire and ambition sway your judgement. -JOHN PETROSKE 

Lowlights - Our attempt on Mt. Fisher. Highlights- Mt. Torment with 
Dick Ulman was a relaxed climb in a neat area, a good route and real 
good weather. -ROB FREEMAN 

The culmination of my climbing career was climbing with Melissa and 
May. I'm so proud to have been able to help with the class etc, etc, 
yak, yak, yak... - ALEX VAN STEEN. (We couldn't get hold of Alex,· so 
Ken and I concocted what we know he would have said.) 

Having a shaky friend and a small nut as an anchor, watching Rip lead 
a tricky pitch and take a leader fall. I thought I was going to go 
150 feet off the edge onto the snow slope below. Ah, uh , um, pause, 
his pro held and we resumed the climb after I changed my underwear.
KEN JOHNSON 

An exciting moment was when 3 instructors were all standing around on 
a ledge anchored to the same rock Dick Ulman was rappeling off of when 
the anchor moved. Gasp. -JERRY BAILLIE 

Compiled by Erick Kasiulis and M. Melissa Storey with a little help 
from everyone else. 
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Attention BOEALPS! 

You may have noticed that it is time once again to renew your membership. 
what you may not have noticed is that there is something new attached to 
the membership form. Beginning the 1989 membership year, each club member, 
Subscriber, or participant in club activities, must sign a Release and Hold 
Harmless agreement. 

This form was drafted by the Corporate Insurance office and is patterned 
after release forms that have held up in Washington Courts. In fact, the , 
courts recently upheld a release in a suit brought against RMI for an 
injury sustained during a crevasse rescue exercise. This is good news for 
the club (and mountaineering in general) because it shows that the courts 
realize that accidents do happen, and that people who participate in risky 
activities should be aware of the risks and understand that they are 
responsible for their own well being (except for cases of gross negligence 
on the part of the leader, of course). This type of waiver is designed to 
protect the club and the leaders of club activities from crippling 
lawsuits. The resulting decrease in risk associated with organizing and 
leading club trips should result in an increase in club activities. 

On the down side, it means that each participant is responsible for taking 
care of themselves financially in the event of an accident. This is best 
remedied by using common sense when you are climbing and by carrying 
adequate personal accident insurance. Of course, if the accident were the 
result of gross negligence, due to actions or decisions far outside the 
norm of typical climbing behaviour or judgement, then you would probably 
have a case for having the release form invalidated. 

This release is a requirement for membership and/or participation. This 
waY we won't have to get everyone to sign a form every time they go on a 
trip. The exception to this would be non-members who come on a single club 
outing. It is up to each trip leader to secure a release from these 
individuals. Hopefully, this will be the exception rather than the rule. 
For family memberships, a signature is needed for each family member who 
will be participating in BOEALPS activities. Parents must sign for any 
dependent minors. , 

In a related issue, all club members are covered for third party liability 
claims. For instance, if you are on a club sponsored trip and knock a rock 
off which subsequently kills/injures/destroys the property of someone who 
IS NOT a member of your party, you are covered for any claims against you. 
(A club trip is defined as an activity that is coordinated through the 
activies chairperson and/or published as a club activity in the Echo.) 

If you have any questions at all about any of this, please call me at 
342-3974. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Johnson 



THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE 
FOUNDATION 

November 11, 1988 

Ambrose 8ittner IV 
Boeing Employees Alpine Society 
c/o Boeing Recreation 
P.O. Box 3707 MS IE-35 
Seattle, WA 98124 

Dear Mr. Bittner: 

I'd like to pass on a word of thanks to you and the Boeing Employees Alpine 
Society. Dr. Hornbein has graciously agreed to turn over his recent $400.00 
honorarium to The Evergreen State College Foundation and the Willi Unsoeld 
Seminar Fund on our campus. In this way we appreciate your support for that 
fund. 

As I mentioned in recent correspondence with Dr. Hornbein, we are making 
plan~ for the 3rd Annual Willi Unsoeld Seminar Program on our campus. While 
the program touches on a variety of topics, members of your society maybe 
interested in joining us on campus for all or part of week-long events 
surrounding the Willi Unsoeld Seminar. 

Boeing employees have been very generous in their support of Evergreen. We 
appreciate this assistance to us through the Alpine Society. 

Sincerely, 

:.Dn.. Cf}-=<.fi,'>...9~ 
Don Chalmers 
Executive Director 

DJC:hms 

Thc Evergreen State Collt'ge 
Olympia. Washington 98505 

Telephone (206) H66-6000, extensi(~n 6565 
').\ 
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ALPlnUCHO 
c/o Rob Freeman 

8444 41st Ave SW 
Seattle, WA 98136 
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